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TRANSACTIONS.

Art. L Description of New Species of Fossils from the Car-

boniferous Limestones of Indiana and Illinois, by James Hall.

Read before the meeting of November 27th, 1856.

The several distinct members and groups of beds of lime-

stone, shale, etc., constituting altogether what is usually

known as the " carboniferous limestone" of the Mississippi

valley, have not heretofore been well determined in their

order, extent and relations to one another. Some approxi-

mation to a subdivision has been made in the Report of Dr.

D. D. Owen, on the Chippewa Land District, and a farther

subdivision by Prof. Swallow, in his Report upon the Geo-

logy of Missouri.

In this attempt at grouping these limestones, one of the

principal means of identification, that of fossils, has been the

great cause of confusion. One of the bryozoa (Fenestella),

with a solid spiral axis, known as Archimedes, has been re-

lied upon as the characterizing fossil ; and the term uArchi-

medes limestone^ has been made to include a large proportion

of the whole. I have found that this supposed single species

includes several, and that the "Archimedes" is a generic

rather than a specific form. I have already characterized

several species of this genus,* showing that they belong to

* See Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement' of

Science, 1856.

[Trans. iv.\ 2
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at least three distinct and successive groups of beds of the

carboniferous limestone period.

With my present knowledge of these limestones, I am able

to show the order of succession, and to some extent, the ge-

ographical area occupied by the different members of the

following section. This section is compiled from observa-

tions, made in the valley of the Mississippi river, from Bur-

lington in Iowa, to near the mouth of the Ohio ; and from

previous examinations made in Indiana and Illinois.

The same formations having been traced southward through

Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama, I believe we have now
a definite conception of the members which constitute the

great carboniferous limestone formation, which in one or

other of its members extends from near the centre of Iowa

on the northwest, through Illinois and Indiana to the south-

west, and south through Missouri, Arkansas in part, Ken-

tucky, Tennessee and Alabama.*

I am satisfied that a more careful study of the fossil re-

mains from these beds will sustain the view I have taken
;

and we shall hereafter recognize each of these groups as

possessing its own fauna, which to a great extent will prove

distinct from all the others.

VII. Coal measures.

VI. Kaskaskia limestone, or Upper Archimedes limestone.

Localities.—Kaskaskia and Chester, 111. ; St. Marys, Missouri, etc.

V. Gray, brown or ferruginous sandstone, overlying the

limestones of Alton and St. Louis.

Localities.—Below St. Genevieve, Missouri ; Between Prairie du Rocker and

Kaskaskia, Illinois.

IV. St. Louis limestone, concretionary limestone.

Localities.—Highest beds below Keokuk, la. ; St. Louis,Mo. ; St. Genevieve.

III. Arenaceous bed
;

Second Archimedes, or Warsaw limestone

;

Magnesian limestone.

Localities.
—"Warsaw, above Alton, 111. ; Spergen Hill, Bloomington, Ind.

* I have in another place acknowledged my obligations to Mr. A. H. Wor-
then of Illinois, who aided me in tracing out and determining these groups.
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Beds of passage ; soft shaly or marly bed, with geodes of

quartz, chalcedony, &c.

II. Keokuk limestone, or Lower Archimedes limestone.

Localities.—Keokuk, Quincy, 111., etc.

Beds of passage : Cherty beds 60 to 100 feet. Rapids

above Keokuk.

I. Burlington limestone.

Localities.—Burlington, Iowa
;
Quincy, 111.

;
Hannibal, etc., Missouri.

Oolitic limestone and Argillaceous sandstone of the age

of the Chemung group of New York.
Localities.—Burlington, Iowa

;
Hannibal, Missouri.

The species of fossils here described are from No. Ill of

the section. A large number of these occur at Spergen Hill

and Bloomington, Indiana; others in the same position and

association on the Mississippi river above Alton. I have al-

so learned from Prof. Bailey, since these descriptions were

written, that Dr. Owen sent to him, some years since, some of

the Polythalamia and other minute fossils from Clear Creek,

Monroe county, Ind. ;* and I have had in my collection for

several years a specimen of the rock from Spergen Hill, con-

taining at least ten or twelve of the species now described

;

but they had not heretofore attracted my especial attention.

The bed at Spergen Hill is highly oolitic. The Rotalia

are extremely abundant, and likewise the Gasteropoda, most-

ly of minute but well characterized species. At Blooming-

ton many of the species are of larger size, but the individ-

uals are less abundant. On the Mississippi river, above Al-

ton, Illinois, some two hundred and fifty miles northwest of

Bloomington, the Brachiopods and Lamellibranchiate shells

are abundant, while comparatively few species of Gastero-

poda occur there, and these not in the same abundance as at

Spergen Hill and the other eastern localities.

The oolitic character of the rock at Spergen Hill, the great

* Some specimens sent by Dr. Owen from Illinois, are alluded to by Prof.

Bailey in a paper on American Polythalamia, in the American Journal of Sci-

ence, 1845.
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profusion of Gasteropods, and also the worn character of

many of the shells, induces me to conclude that the water

of the ancient sea was extremely shallow at this place. It

is likewise upon the present eastern margin of the Carbon-

iferous limestones, and we have many reasons for believing

that this primeval ocean never extended much farther east

than the present limits of the limestone.

My attention has been especially called to these fossils dur-

ing the past year, by Mr. H. C. Grosvenor, of Cincinnati,

who has made several collections at Spergen Hill, and to

whose kindness I am indebted for a complete suit of speci-

mens from this locality. Mr. Worthen has also made col-

lections of the same for me at Bloomington, Indiana, and

from above Alton, Illinois.

The numerous species common to several widely sepa-

rated localities seem sufficient evidence to warrant us in

placing the beds of all these places in the same horizon.

The descriptions of several species of Bryozoa which oc-

cur with these fossils have been postponed for the present

;

but I have little doubt of being able to present evidence,

from these fossils alone, of the identity of the Spergen Hill,

Bloomington and Alton beds, with the Warsaw Archimedes

limestone.

PENTREMITES, Say.

^Pexteemites Koxixckaxa.— Small, globose, or subpyri

fornijUpper part rounded, base sub-pyramidal, angular ; basal

plates small, the lateral edges short and covered by the col-

umn, allowing the base of three of the radial plates to come

within the limits of the column area, the two other plates

resting upon the longer sides of the larger basal plates.

Radial plates short, convex in the middle and sloping to

the sides, widening a little from the base upwards, and di-

vided only half way down for the reception of the pseudo-

ambulacral areas ; interradial plates minute, linear or taper-

ing very gradually upwards to a point, and having two ex-
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tremely short oblique sides below. Pseudo-ambulacral areas

broad, nearly plane, and extending only about half way from

the summit to the base, rather deeply impressed at their

rounded lower ends
;

poral plates varying from 6 to 13.

Oral aperture small, pentagonal ; anal aperture large, oval

;

ovarian opening small, nearly round ; surface very finely

and beautifully striated ; striae on the sides of the radial

plates nearly vertical, but on the lower part they are de-

flected obliquely across so as to meet at an obtuse angle on

the centre below the ambulacral areas. Column at its junc-

tion with the body round, relatively very large.

Length, one-twelfth to one-fourth of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la. ; Alton, 111.

This species resembles P. caryophyllatus of De Koninck,

(Crinoides du Terrain carbonifere de la Belgique,) but dif-

fers in the shorter base and peculiarity of the basal plates,

as well as in the interradial plates, which in our species are

extremely small and almost linear, the one on the anal side

extending into that aperture. A single individual shows a

nearly entire obliteration of one of the pseudo-ambulacral

spaces.

Pentremites conoideus.—General form conoidal or pyra-

midal with the angles rounded ; base subtruncate
;
apex a

little flattened
;
plates of the base rather flattened ; radial

plates extremely elongated and deeply divided for the re-

ception of the pseudo-ambulacral areas ; interradial plates

deeply inserted between the radial plates, long lanceolate,

and very acutely pointed above
;
pseudo-ambulacral spaces

very elongate, narrow, extending nearly to the base, with

sides sub-parallel, convex along the median line ; median

line sharply depressed
;
poral plates varying with age from

25 to 50 ; ovarian apertures circular ; anal aperture ovate

and much larger than the others. Surface marked by fine,

closely arranged striae, which on the radial plates are paral-

lel to the margins till near the summit, where they are
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stronger and diverge from the suture ; strise on the inter-

radial plates diverging from the centre.

Length, from one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la.

In young specimens the base is more extended and the

poral pieces much fewer than in older specimens.

Associated with this species, and having a similar general

aspect, I have observed a single specimen, having a length

of three-fourths of an inch, of an obtusely quadrangular

form, and having but four pseudo-ambulacral areas, one of

them being much wider than the others. There are, how-

ever, five ovarian openings at the summit. This appears to

be an individual where the two adjacent sides of the radial

plates has never been developed, while at the same time an

effort has been made to preserve the symmetry of the ova-

rian openings.

TEREBRATULA, Lhwyd.

Terebratula turgida.—Shell longitudinally ovate, often

extremely gibbous,emarginate in front,dorsal valve most con-

vex in the middle, having a sinus extending to the base of

the shell ; beak large, rounded and prominent, incurved and

pointed, with an oval or subcircular foramen just above or

in the extremity. Yentral valve most convex in the mid-

dle or near the front, with or without a short sinus, in which

is sometimes a short and obscure fold. Surface marked by

strong concentric lines of growth ; and near the front, in

some shells, are strong wrinkles or folds which distort the

form of the shell.

Length, *16 to '32, width *13 to '27 of an inch.

Locality.—Alton, 111.
;
Bloomington

;
Spergen Hill, la.

1 Terebratula Formosa.—Shell longitudinally oval-ovate

;

dorsal valve more convex in the middle and upper part ; beak

extended upwards, prominent, incurved ; valves compressed

near the front, which is neatly rounded, the margin present-

ing a slight undulation ; sometimes sinuate in front. Sur-

4
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face marked by fine concentric lines of growth, and some-

times by parallel stronger folds or wrinkles. Under the

magnifier the shell presents a finely punctate structure.

Length, '14 to '44, width *10 to *31 of an inch.

Locality.—Alton, 111.
;
Bloomington, Spergen Hill, la.

i> Terebratula trinuclea.—Shell sub-pentagonal or ovate,

robust; trilobate, lobes nearly equal; valves nearly equal, the

dorsal one gibbous towards the beak, a sinus in the centre,

beginning above the middle of the valve, gradually becom-

ing wider and deeper towards the base, in some specimens

distinctly bounded by an obtusely angular ridge. Ventral

valve varying from sub-circular to transversely oval and lon-

gitudinally ovate, most convex between the centre and the

beak, and distinctly trilobate, lobes extending about half way

to the beak ; the middle lobe often marked by a distinct li-

near depression ; beak of dorsal valve strong, rounded and

incurved, truncated vertically by a distinct rounded fora-

men. Surface marked by fine concentric lines, which undu-

late with the lobes, and are extremely sinuous near the mar-

gin of the shell.

Old shells are often marked by strong imbricating lamel-

lae at unequal distances.

Length, '20 to '51, width *19 to '46 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington ; la.

SPIRIFERA, Sowerby.

Spirifera Xorwoodana.—Shell small, semi-elliptical, very

gibbous, angles rounded
;
hinge line less than the greatest

width of the shell. Dorsal valve very convex and strongly

arching near the beak, which is curved over the area
;
pli-

cations, about eight, the central ones very strong, and the

mesial depression distinctly continued to the beak. Ventral

valve ranging from depressed-convex to extremely convex,

and marked by three strong plications on each side of the

mesial fold, which has often a depressed line along the cen-

tre towards the base, with scarcely a distinct fold in the si-

nus of the dorsal valve. Area small, high, not extending
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to the extremities of the hinge ; foramen scarcely higher

than wide
;
surface, in unworn specimens, marked by con-

centric, imbricating lamella?.

Length, '07 to '18, width -08 to '21 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la. ;
Alton, 111.

Spirifera bifurcatus.—Shell semi-elliptical in general

form; dorsal valve gibbous ; ventral valve depressed convex
;

plications, seven or eight, which appear to coalese towards

the cardinal margin ; mesial fold with a defined depression in

the centre, reaching half way to the beak ; surface longitu-

dinally striated and concentrically marked by fine lines.

Length, *09, width *11 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

Spiriferina (Spirifer) spixosa, (Norwood and Pratten,)

occurs at Bloomington and above Alton, in the same asso-

ciation with the preceding.

SPIRIGERA, D'Orbigny; ATHYRIS, McCoy.

Spirigera (athyris) hirsuta.—Shell varying in form from

ovate to sub-circular ; beak prominent, slightly extended,

front compressed, sometimes faintly sinuate. Yalves nearly

equally convex, the dorsal (ventral) valve most convex to-

wards the beak; beak of dorsal (ventral) valve prominent,

incurved so as to bring the minute foramen nearly on a line

with the margin of the shell ; beak of the smaller valve

closely incurved beneath the beak of the opposite valve.

Surface ornamented by concentric, imbricating lamella),

which give origin to successive rows of minute spines.

The cast shows faint impressions of radiating stria?, which

are not visible on the external surface of the shell. A nar-

row impressed line is sometimes shown down the centre of

the cast of the dorsal valve ; and a few specimens have a

shallow depressed groove down the centre of the shell from

beak to base in both valves. A cast of a large individual

shows about seven turns of the internal spire.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington ; Alton.
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From the foregoing description it will be seen that this

species is closely related to the Terebratula Royssii of Leveille,

and to T. planosulcata of Phillips. It differs from the first in

its small size and more ovate form, especially of young in-

dividuals, and in' never having the distinct sinus possessed

by that shell ; while the beaks of our shell are more promi-

nent and the slope on each side is less concave. The volu-

tions of the internal spire in T. hirsuta are not more than

half the number represented in T. Royssii. From the T. pla-

nosulcata it differs in its smaller size, in being less ventricose,

especially towards the front margin, in the proportionally

more prominent beaks and generally more elongate form.

From the specimens examined the projecting spinose lamel-

lae in our shell are never so much extended as in that species.

RETZIA, King.

* Retzia Verneuilana.—Shell longitudinally ovate ; valves

almost equally convex ; dorsal (ventral) valve most promi-

nent near the beak, which is elevated and incurved so as to

bring the circular foramen nearly on a line with the mar-

gins of the valves ; foramen round ; ventral valve smaller,

auriculated on the cardinal angles, beak small, scarcely

rising above the straight cardinal margin ; area small, tri-

angular, not entirely confined to the larger valve, bounded

by a distinct angular margin. Surface longitudinally striate,

marked by about fifty rounded, beautifully punctate, simple

strise.

Length, *10 to '32, width '08 to '27 of an inch, usually.

Some specimens have a length of three-fourths of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la.

RHYNCONELLA, Fischer.

' Rhynconella ricinula.—Shell very small, longitudinally

ovate or sublenticular, neatly rounded in front ; valves

almost equally convex ; beak of dorsal (ventral) valve

straight, comparatively much extended, perforate by a tri-

[Trans. iv.] 3
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angular foramen ; surface marked by from twelve to sixteen

angular plications, which often terminate abruptly about

one-third of the distance from base to beak, sometimes be-

coming obsolete on the upper half of the shell.

Length, '11, width *10 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

Rhyxconella Grosvenom.—Shell globose, or sub-triangu-

lar, rotund or depressed; ventral (dorsal) valve more convex

than the other, greatest convexity of the two valves near

the front, sloping abruptly towards the beak where the two

sides meet at nearly a right angle ; beak rather small, neatly

defined, nearly straight or slightly incurved, with a linear

or sub-triangular foramen j beak of opposite valve round

and obtuse, closely incurved. Surface marked by from

fourteen to eighteen distinct rounded, simple plications,

which often become obsolete towards the beaks ; four or

five of the folds depressed, forming a sinus on the larger

valve, with a corresponding elevation of five or six plica-

tions on the opposite valve.

Length, '14 to '22, width '13 to '23 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la.

; Alton, HI.

i Ehyncoxella mutata—Shell sub-trigonal, more or less

gibbous, front broadly rounded or nearly straight, abruptly

tapering to the apex, the two sides meeting at an angle of

nearly 90° ; ventral (dorsal) valve much more convex than

the opposite one, which is often depressed, shell most con-

vex near the anterior margin ; beak of dorsal valve nearly

straight or but slightly incurved ; foramen triangular ; beak

of the opposite valve obtusely angular and closely incurved

against the dorsal valve. Surface marked by from twelve

to sixteen strong, sub-angular plications, about four or five

of wThich are depressed in the sinus of the dorsal valve
;

sinus not deeply impressed on the margin of the shell ; con-

centric stria? rarely visible.

Length, *15 to *30, width *14 to '32 of an inch.

Locality.—Above Alton, Illinois.
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C Rhyxcoxella subcuneata. — Triangular, subcuneate
;

front rounded, meeting the lateral slopes at an obtuse angle
;

sides sloping to the beak and meeting at an angle of

60° or 65°
j valves nearly equally convex, dorsal valve most

convex towards the beak ; beak of dorsal valve very acute,

scarcely incurved, and perforate by a triangular foramen
;

beak of ventral valve acute, closely incurved below the tri-

angular foramen. Surface marked by about twelve to four-

teen, (and rarely sixteen,) strong, simple, angular plications,

which are somewhat obsolete near the beak
;
scarcely any

indication of a sinus
;
plications crossed by fine concentric

stria?, and in old shells, at irregular distances, by stronger

imbricating folds or wrinkles parallel to the lines of growth
;

sides of both valves beneath the beak free from plications,

and forming a very distinct elongate-oval space.

Length, '16 to *41, width *15 to *39 of an inch.

Locality.—Bloomington
;
Spergen Hill.

Rhyxcoxella macra.—Shell triangular, flattened; apex

acute ; valves nearly equal ; the dorsal valve a little more con-

vex towards the beak, which is quite straight, extended be-

yond the lesser valve, and with a sub-triangular foramen,

which is slightly rounded above. Surface marked by from

eighteen to twenty-four small, rounded plications which are

about equal to the spaces between.

Length, 'lb to '24, width *14 to '29 of an inch.

Locality.—Alton, 111.

--^Rhyxcoxella Worthexl—Shell small, longitudinally sub-

trigonal, very abruptly tapering to the apex ; ventral valve

very convex or gibbous towards the front ; dorsal valve

nearly flat and broadly sinuate in front, with a single broad,

flattened plication, commencing near the margin, and filling

a deep sinus in the opposite valve, corresponding to two

short rounded plications on the front of the ventral valve

;

edges of the shell on each side of the mesial sinus sharply

undulated, with indistinct marginal folds ; beak of dorsal
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valve pointed, straight, with a triangular foramen. Surface

marked by fine concentric striae, and some faint remains of

finer radiating striae.

Length, '22, width '24 of an inch.

Locality.—Alton, 111.

ORTHIS, Dalman.

Orthis dubia.—Shell circular, or oval-ovate ; valves nearly

equally convex, the ventral valve somewhat more rotund
;

dorsal valve flattened in the middle, with a broad depression

extending thence to the front of the shell, giving it a sinu-

ous outline ; beak of dorsal valve extended beyond the op-

posite valve, slightly incurved, with a triangular foramen
;

area very small, and (with the foramen of the dorsal valve)

nearly covered by the beak of the ventral valve, which

curves towards the opposite valve bringing the two almost

in contact at their margins. Surface marked by fine round-

ed, closely arranged striae, which increase by bifuication and

implantation ; the striae down the mesial depression are dis-

tinctly tubular, with minute, pore-like openings at intervals,

directed downwards. These are probably the bases of mi-

nute tubular spines which were closely imbricated. Minute

pore-like openings are sometimes seen on other parts of the

shell, but never so conspicuous as in the dorsal sinus.

Length, *09 to '45, width *10 to *45 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la. ; Alton, 111.

It is possible that this species will prove to be the young

of 0. Michilina.

Orthis umbraculum, Schlot.— There are several small

specimens in the collection which appear to be identical with

0. umbraculum. The specimens are scarcely more than half

an inch in diameter.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, Bloomington.

PRODUCTUS, Sow.

, Productus biseriatus.—Shell longitudinally ovate ; dorsal
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valve extremely gibbous, without sinus, arcuate, marked by

five or six elevated distant concentric undulations which are

ornamented upon their dorsal margins by a single row of

elongate pustules or nodes ; and on their middle and basal

margins by numerous smaller granulations ; beak attenuate

and extremely arcuate ; ventral valve semi-oval, flattened

near the base, having the greatest concavity near the beak,

which is obtuse ; surface of the ventral valve marked by

eight or nine closely arranged, concentric bands, which are

marked by granulations as in the dorsal valve
;
hinge line

scarcely so wide as the greatest width of the shell ; ex-

tremities rounded.

Locality.—Alton, 111. ;
Bloomington, Ind.

L Productus indianensis.—Shell sub-ovate,gibbous,inflated
;

dorsal valve without sinus, gradually contracting towards

the beak which is large and strongly arcuate, obtuse at the

extremity and very gibbous below ; surface pustulose or

aculeate, marked by extremely fine, concentric striae, and a

few irregular undulations
;
pustules or bases of spines ir-

regularly distributed over the surface of the shell, with a

linear series down each side below the hinge extremity;

hinge line apparently less than the width of the shell.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

PLEURORHYNCUS, Phillips
;
CONOCARDIUM, Bronn.

Conocardium CATASTOMUM.—Shell very small, elongate,

sub-cylindrical or subclavate, gibbous in the middle ; beaks

minute, rising slightly above the hinge line, and anchylosed,

anterior end obliquely truncated and obtusely angular on

the umbonial slope ; the anterior tubular wing minute
;
pos-

terior end much extended, and constricted near the middle,

swelling at the extremity and gaping below. Surface mark-

ed with small simple radiating folds which sometimes become

obsolete on the anterior end and umbones. Minute undu-
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lating, concentric striae cross the radiating folds in well

preserved specimens.

Length from '12b to '20 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

/./fcoNOCARDiUM carinatum.—Shell subtrigonal, gibbous in

the middle, anterior end cordate
;
hinge line straight ; beaks

very small, strongly incurved, rising little above the hinge

line
;
posterior side straight above, sloping upwards from

below, and gradually tapering to the extremity, faintly con-

stricted at its junction with the body of the shell and gap-

ing below ; hiatus elongate-lanceolate, crenulate ; umbonial

slope strongly carinated ; carina reaching from beak to base

where it is strongly salient ; anterior side obliquely truncate,

and abruptly produced into a small conical tubular exten-

sion of the hinge line. Surface marked by simple radiating

ribs and extremely fine concentric strise, which in passing

over the ribs give the surface a granulated appearance. On

the anterior slope the ribs are finer and closer than on the

sides of the shell, and strongly curved.

Length, from '20 to *33 of an inch.

Locality.—Bloomington and Spergen Hill, la.

I

Conocardium cuneatum.—Shell sub-trigonal or abruptly

clavate
;
hinge line straight; beaks anchylosed, incurved,

very small, rising but little above the hinge line ; umbonial

slope angular ; anterior side truncate, concave just within

the angle of the umbonial slope, convex in the middle, and

abruptly produced above, in continuation of the hinge line,

in a tubular wing
;

posterior side vertically compressed,

straight along the hinge line, and abruptly declining at the

extremity, sloping along the base from the centre of the

shell to the extremity. Hiatus elongate, extending forward

to near the middle of the shell, rounded and expanded at

the posterior extremity, and deeply crenulate in the margins

of the narrower part. Surface marked by distinct radiating

costae, which often alternate in size or bifurcate on the pos-
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terior part of the shell ; crossed by fine elevated concentric

lines of growth, more or less closely arranged. Near the

basal margin are some stronger subimbricating ridges par-

allel to the lines of growth.

Length, '33 to *50 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington.

Conocardium Prattenanum.—Shell sub-fusiform
;
hinge

line straight, beaks depressed, distinctly anchylosed ; from

the beaks along the anterior umbonial slope, angle obtuse and

scarcely defined ; anterior side obtuse, convex in the mid-

dle, and gradually sloping upwards from the angles
;
pos-

terior part of the shell with a broad depression on each

side, and again expanding at the extremity with an oblique

angular fold, from the hinge line downwards to the hiatus

;

hiatus broad and expanded behind, narrowed abruptly at

the junction of the oblique folds, and thence gradually to

the middle of the shell. Surface marked by strong plica-

tions, which are much stronger on the anterior part of the

shell, and more slender behind. The fold along the anterior

umbonial slope bifurcates, sending off on each side a plica-

tion, which again bifurcates. Plications crossed by sharply

elevated lines, which are more conspicuous on the posterior

part giving it a cancellated appearance.

Length, *20 of an inch.

Locality.—Alton, 111.

Conocardium Meekanum.—Shell sub-angularly ovate or

abruptly clavate
;
hinge line nearly straight, declining at the

posterior extremity and sometimes from the beaks
;
oblique-

ly truncated anteriorly ; anterior end convex in the middle,

and margined by a narrow sulcus which reaches from beak

to base just within the obtuse angle of the umbonial slope

;

posterior end sloping on the base uniformly from the centre

of the shell to the extremity, contracted behind the body

of the shell
;
vertically depressed and slightly expanded

laterally at the extremity. Surface marked by small, ele-
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vated, thread-like radiating lines, which on the posterior

part of the shell are crossed by finer concentric striae, giv-

ing that part of the shell a cancellated appearance. Ante-

rior depressed end marked by much fainter radiating lines

crossed by nearly obsolete traces of fine striae, which con-

verge towards the anterior tubular wing.

Length, '20 to *33 of an inch.

Locality.—Alton, 111.

Conocardium equilaterale.—Shell triangular, sub-equi-

lateral, scarcely gibbons in the middle
;
hinge line very

straight ; beaks small, rising a little above the hinge line
;

anterior end cuneate, sloping gradually from near the centre

of the shell ; umbonial ridge obtuse above, nearly at right

angles to the hinge, and sub-dividing several times before

reaching the base
;
posterior end cuneate, very gradually

sloping from the body of the shell
;
extremity unknown.

Surface marked by radiating stria) or folds, which are simple

or bifurcating, and crossed by fine, regular, elevated, thread-

like lines.

Length and width nearly equal, about *125 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

NUCULA, Lamarck.

v Nucula Shumardana.—Shell obliquely ovate or sub-cune-

ate, gibbous towards the beaks ; beaks anterior, elevated, ap-

proximate or in contact ; anterior end vertically truncate
;

posterior side cuneate, sloping from the beak ; cardinal line

forming an angle of about 80° at the beak ; base forming a

broad curve from the anterior and posterior cardinal mar-

gins. Surface marked by regular equidistant, sub-imbrica-

ting striae, rarely with unequal concentric folds. Hinge line

somewhat strongly crenulate
;

ligamentary pit distinct,

triangular.

Length, *09 to '21, width -08 to '17 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington.
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^-^Nucula nasuta.—Shell sub-ovate, abruptly contracted

in front
;

posterior extremity rounded ; beaks prominent,

sub-central ; anterior side shortest, and contracted both

* laterally and vertically into a proboscidial extension. Sur-

face marked by regular lines of growth,

Length, *14, width '09 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

CYPRICARDELLA, Hall.

GENERIC DESCRIPTION.

Shell ovate or sub-elliptical and sub-quadrate (sub-equi-

lateral), closed. Surface concentrically striated
;
hinge of

right valve having two cardinal teeth ; the anterior tooth

directly beneath the beaks, somewhat strong, triangular

;

posterior tooth more slender and turned obliquely back-

wards, leaving a triangular pit which is probably occupied

by a tooth in the other valve. Anterior cardinal margin

with a long narrow groove apparently for the reception of

a slender projection of the other valve
;
posterior side bevel-

led from above, edge thin
;
ligament external, occupying

a deep cavity ; muscular impressions distinct, shallow
;
pal-

lial impression simple.

^ Cypricardella sub-elliptica.—Shell sub-elliptical, ob-

liquely truncated at the posterior end ; beaks minute at the

apex, rising little above the hinge; umbones sub-gibbous,

with an undefined elevation extending obliquely towards the

posterior basal margin; anterior end narrower than the pos-

terior, rounded at the extremity. Cardinal margin forming

an angle with the beak of 25°
; base forming a regular ellip-

tical curve. Surface marked by regular, fine, concentric

elevated lines which are equal to the spaces between.

Length, '19 to *32, width '14 to '24 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

Cypricardella nucleata.—Shell inequilateral, sub-quad-

rangular, gibbose ; anterior end short, rounded
;
posterior

end broader, abruptly compressed, vertically truncated at the

[Trans, iv.] 4
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extremity ; beak nearer the anterior end, small
;

posterior

umbonial slope extremely gibbous (a broad undefined ridge)

reaching to the base of the truncation. Surface marked by

fine regular concentric lines parallel to the border of the

shell.

Length, * 11 to * 13, width *08 to *10 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

Cypeicardella oblonga.—Shell oblong, sub-quadrangu-

lar ; anterior end narrow, rounded; posterior end broader,

flattened, and almost vertically truncate ; cardinal margin

nearly straight and horizontal behind, declining in front;

base nearly parallel to the hinge line ; beaks small, somewhat

prominent, gibbous below
;

posterior umbonial slope gib-

bous or sub-angular, and extending obliquely downwards

and backwards to the base of the truncation ; lunule small,

ovate, deep in the centre ; escutcheon linear, distinct.

Length, -09 to '30, width '06 to '20 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington.

1/ Cypricardella plicata.— Shell oblong, sub-quadrate,

hinge line slightly arched, the base and hinge line nearly par-

allel
;
gibbous in the middle above, and anteriorly, depressed

in the middle towards the base ; beaks near the anterior end,

small, and scarcely rising above the hinge margin ; anterior

end short, scarcely extending beyond the beak, rounded

;

posterior extremity doubly truncate ; a strong fold or an-

gulation extending from the umbo to the posterior basal

margin, and a smaller similar fold midway between that and

the hinge line, the intervals on the margin between these

being truncate. Surface marked with concentric lines of

growth.

Length, '12, width '12 of an inch.

Locality.—Bloomington ; la.

CYPKICARDIA, Lamarck.

Cypricardia Indianensis.—Shell elongate-ovate, narrow

and rounded in front
;
posterior end broader, somewhat com-
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pressed and subulate ; base broadly curved
;
hinge line

straight, less than the greatest length of the shell; a line

or groove on the inner margin extending from the beak to

the posterior extremity ; beaks very small, near the ante-

rior end ; umbonial region gibbous. Surface marked by

distinct, regular, imbricating lamellas.

Length from one-eighth to three-fourths of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la.

;
Alton, 111.

£/Cypricardia subplana.—Shell ovate oblong ; anterior end

very short ;
posterior end extremely elongate, very gradu-

ally narrowing to the extremity which forms a symmetrical

elliptic curve ; cardinal and basal margins nearly parallel

;

beaks small ; umbonial region depressed convex. A few

obsolete concentric folds visible on the surface ; intermedi-

ate portions, probably, finely striate.

Length, '69, width *38 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

EUOMPHALUS, Sowerby.

* Euomphalus quadrivolvis.—Shell planorbicular, spire

depressed, composed of about four turns, the inner one

scarcely rising above the last volution; volutions somewhat

rapidly increasing from the apex, regularly rounded
;
aper-

ture round-oval, slightly transverse ; umbilicus less than the

diameter of the outer volution. Surface marked by fine,

closely arranged strise of growth.

Diameter *12 to *31 ; elevation '06 to *16 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, Bloomington.

l
- Euomphalus Spergexensis.—Shell sub-discoid or planor-

biform
;
spire composed of five or six turns, the inner ones

coiled in the same plane, two or three of the outer ones only

visible in profile ; suture well defined on both sides ; volu-

tions rounded below with a distinct obtuse angulation on

the upper side, a little distance from the suture ; umbilicus

nearly twice the breadth of the outer volution
;

aperture
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oblique, round-oval, with a slight expansion at the angle on

the upper side of the volution. Surface marked by close,

fine, equal striee of growth.

Diameter *30 to 1* inch
;
height '23 to '45 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la.

This shell resembles the E. Icevis of D'Archiac and DeVer-

neuil (Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond., vol. vi, 2d series, part 2, p.

363, plate 33, fig. 7). E. planoi'bis in part of De Koninck.

(Carb. Fossils of Belgium, page 434, plate 25, fig. 7).

Our shell agrees with the description of MM. D'A* and De

V., with the exception of the form of the aperture. The

figures given by these authors show the greatest diameter

of the aperture to be transverse, while in the species here

described the longest diameter is obliquely outwards and

downwards from the axis of the shell. Our shells with five

turns of the spire are much smaller than E. Icevis of these

authors, and our larger specimens are precisely of the same

size as the four inner volutions of their figure.

It is possible, however, that these deviations which ap-

pear constant in our specimens may prove to be only a va-

riety not of specific value. Our specimens of this species,

which are numerous, do not lead us to include the E. planor-

bis of D'A. and De Y. as a variety.

Euomphalus Spergexexsis var. plaxorbiformis.— Shell

discoid
;
spire flat or concave; volutions about four, round-

ed above and below
;
aperture nearly circular ; umbilicus

broad, not deep.

Locality.—Bloomington
;
Spergen Hill.

Euomphalus plaxispira.— Shell discoid
;

spire flat or

scarcely concave ; volutions about five or six, slender, very

gradually increasing in size, rounded above and below ; su-

ture well defined
;

aperture circular ; umbilicus broad and

shallow. Surface marked by fine, closely arranged and

slightly undulating striae.

Diameter '36
;
height '12 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la.
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This shell is distinguished from either of the preceding

by its slender volutions which increase much more gradually

from the apex. The volutions are round both above and

below, though sometimes the lower side descends so abrupt-

ly to the umbilicus as to present the appearance of un ob-

tuse or undefined angle on the last volution.

Pleurotomaria xodulostriata.—Shell turbinate
;

spire

depressed-conical, obtuse at the apex ; volutions about four,

rounded, somewhat depressed above, the last one ventricose

below j suture distinct, rather sharply defined
;

aperture

sub-circular, slightly flattened on the inner side ; umbilicus

rudimentary ; surface marked by strong, revolving, elevated

striae which are about equal to the spaces between them,

excepting on the periphery of the outer volution where two

or three are more distant, leaving a double spiral band ; re-

volving striae crossed by oblique striae (parallel to the lines

of growth) which are very conspicuous on the upper side

of the volution, but become obsolete below the band. The

revolving lines at the junction of the oblique striae become

nodulose on the upper half of the volution, and particularly

near the suture.

Diameter "12 to *18
;
height *10 to *18 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington.

, Pleurotomaria humilis.— Shell depressed, trochiform,

oblique, spire little elevated, consisting of three or four vo-

lutions which increase rapidly in size from the apex ; volu-

tions depressed-convex above, and declining to the periph-

ery ; base of the last volution less convex than on the up-

per side, subobtusely angular on the periphery which is

marked by a narrow groove, little wider than the usual spaces

between the revolving striae ; surface marked by revolving

and transverse striae which are stronger and more distant

on the upper side of the volution, giving it a beautiful can-

PLEUROTOMARIA, Defrance.
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cellated appearance ; while they are closer and finer on the

lower side of the shell ; mouth transversely oval ; umbili-

cus small.

Diameter *10 to *19
;
height *07 to *14 of an inch.

Locality.—Bloomington
;
Spergen Hill, Indiana.

IS Pleurotomaria Meekana.--Shell depressed-conical; spire

short, rapidly diminishing and obtuse at the apex ; volutions

about five, appressed above and sub-angular below, with

the periphery vertical ; suture distinct ; last volution large,

not ventricose, biangular on the periphery, with a defined

groove in the centre which is distinctly margined above

and below by an elevated line ; surface on the upper

side of the volutions marked by revolving and transverse

striae of equal strength, which are regularly cancellated,

(and when not worn there is a slight nodosity at the cross-

ing). The revolving lines on the base of the last volution

are closer and finer than those above, and equally, but less

distinctly, crossed by the transverse lines which make a deep

sinuosity on the the periphery of the shell. Aperture sub-

quadrate with a deep notch in the outer margin at the ter-

mination of the revolving band ; umbilicus of medium size.

Diameter *18
;
height *13 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

Pleurotomaria Piasaensis.— Shell depressed, sub-glo-

bose
;
spire short and little elevated, consisting of about

four volutions; volutions rapidly increasing in size, depres-

sed-convex above, somewhat rounded below, and becoming

sub-angular near the aperture ; the periphery abruptly

rounded and marked by a spiral groove or band ; surface

marked by about four strong spiral or revolving strige on the

upper side of the volution, between the periphery and su-

ture, and four or five similar strise on the lower side ; trans-

verse strise scarcely distinct except in the spaces between

the revolving strise ; umbilical depression rather broad, and

margined by a strong angular elevation towards the aper-
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ture of the shell
;
aperture sub-quadrangular, the pillar side

shorter ; the outer side, from the periphery to the angle

bordering the umbilical region, nearly straight, and equal to

the space from the periphery to the suture.

Diameter *17; height '10 to *11 of an inch.

Locality.—Piasa creek, above Alton, 111.

^Pleurotomaria rotundata.— Shell sub-globose ; volu-

tions about five or six, convex, the last one very rotund or

ventricose ; suture distinctly marked, and the volution de-

pressed just below it, and rising in an obtuse, undefined an-

gle, below which is a distinct depressed revolving line, and

below this again a similar sub-angular elevation, which forms

the upper limit of the broad periphery of the outer volu-

tion ; thus making the upper side of the volution obscurely

biangular with one depression between the angles, and the

other towards the suture. [These angles and the depression

between are distinctly visible in the cast.] Aperture broad-

ly ovate ; umbilicus small ; surface marked by fine, closely

arranged revolving striae.

Diameter *09 to '45
;
height '04 to '38 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill and Bloomington, la.
;
Alton, 111.

'-/Pleurotomaria Wortheni.—Shell depressed sub-globose

;

spire but little elevated, oblique from the great expansion of

the last volution ; volutions about three, somewhat flattened

above, rapidly expanding, so that the last volution makes

nearly the whole bulk of the shell
;
obtusely angulate on the

periphery
;
upper margin of the volutions marked by a

row of strong nodes, which extend about one-third across;

surface marked above by striae parallel to the lines of growth

which on the last volution disappear in passing over the an-

gulate periphery ; base of last volution marked by strong

revolving lines on the space between the outer margin and

the umbilical area ; base deeply excavated about the umbili-

cal region, but the umbilicus is unknown. Aperture sub-
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quadrate, upper edge of the outer lip projecting far over

the lower.

Diameter '60
;
height *48 of an inch.

Locality.—Bloomington ; Spergen Hill.

\/Pleurotomaria Swallovana.—Shell depressed, somewhat

globose, spire little elevated ; volutions about five, regularly

rounded, the last one sub-ventricose, and sometimes a little

more expanded at the periphery ; suture well defined
;
aper-

ture sub-circular, a little oblique on the pillar ; umbilicus

large, circular ; a flattened band upon the periphery of

the shell margined on each side by a distinct elevated line
;

volutions crossed by fine, even, thread-like striae which

are smaller than the spaces between them, more conspicu-

ous on the upper side of the volutions and often obsolete on

the lower side.

Diameter *12 to '25; height *07 to '20 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill and Bloomington, la.

Pleurotomaria concava.—Shell trohiform
;

spire de-

pressed-conical ; volutions about five, flattened or slightly

concave above ; base of shell concave
;
periphery alate, ala-

tion curving downwards at the margin
;
aperture transverse-

ly ovate (the wider part at the pillar) ; umbilicus medium

size, round ; suture linear, rather indistinct ; surface smooth

or marked by obsolescant striae, which turn abruptly back-

wards from the suture to the periphery ; similar striae are

sometimes visible on the base of the shell, bending abruptly

backwards on the alation. '

Diameter *25 to '75 of an inch
;
height from '20 to near

*50 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill and Bloomington, la.

v ' Pleurotomaria Leavenworthana.—Shell ranging in form

from sub-globose to terate-conical and elongate-ovate
;
spire

conical, varying greatly in its elevation from the young to
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the old shell ; volutions five to seven, neatly rounded and

ventricose below ; suture well defined
;
aperture round-

oval ; umbilicus none ; surface marked by conspicuous,

rounded, revolving stria3, which are less than the spaces

between ; stria? less conspicuous on the base of the last vo-

lution ; the first line below the suture uniformly thinner

and sharper than the others, and the spaces on each side

wider.

Length from *05 to *50 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la.

;
Alton, 111.

^Pleurotomaria trilineata.—Shell ovate-conical; spire

more or less elevated, acute at the apex ; volutions about

six, convex, last volution ventricose ; suture distinctly de-

fined
;
aperture sub-circular ; columella perforate by a small

umbilicus ; surface marked upon the periphery by a com-

paratively broad spiral band, which is margined on each

side by a linear groove ; two other similar grooves between

the band and the umbilicus, dividing the base of the shell

into three spaces, each one equaling in width the spiral

band ; entire surface, except the spiral band, ornamented

by revolving, thread-like stria?, which are crossed by fine

lines of growth, the latter becoming stronger and curving

slightly backward upon the spiral band ; an almost imper-

ceptible angulation just below the umbilicus.

Length *125 to '50 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la.

Pleurotomaria subanglata.—Shell ovate-conical ; volu-

tions about five or six, angular above, the last one ventri-

cose below
;
upper side of volution nearly rectangular to

the direction of the spire
;

aperture ovate, the inner side

straight or concave
; umbilicus none ; suture distinct ; sur-

face ornamented by unequal, revolving lines, those on the

lower part of the last volution finer and more closely ar-

ranged, three of those on the periphery stronger and more
distant, the upper one of these three stronger than the other

[Trans, iv.] 5
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two, forming the summit of the angle
;
midway between

the angle and the suture is one strong angular stria, and on

the outer side, and sometimes on the inner side of this a

finer one.

Length *35 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

Pleurotomaria, (Murchisoxia?) coxula.—Shell conical,

spire gradually and uniformly diminishing from the base
;

volutions six to eight, angular in the middle, and flattened

above and below ; sutures defined ; surface marked by dis-

tinct, elevated, nearly vertical striae both above and below

the spiral band ;
spiral band occupying the periphery of

the volution, and composed of three revolving minute cari-

nations with narrow depressions between (sometimes only

two elevated bands are visible)
;

aperture sub-quadrate

;

columella extended below, perforate.

Length from *08 to *l8 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

S Murchisoxia ixsculpta.—Shell subulate-conical
;

spire

somewhat rapidly ascending, acute ; volutions six or seven,

convex and rounded in the middle, appressed and sloping

gradually above, and abruptly below, to 'the suture
;
upper

side of volutions marked by vertical elongate nodes, which

are pointed above and gradually disappear in the surface

below, or subdivide into distinct elevated striae
;

spiral

band rather broad, margined by two distinct elevated lines

with the intermediate space convex or concave ; last volu-

tion ventricose, extended below, and marked by an elevated

line which is a continuation of the suture line
;

aperture

somewhat rounded, and extended in front ; columella ex-

tended below and imperforate.

Length from *05 to *25 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
; Bloomington, la.

MURCHISONIA, Phillips.
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\s< Murchisonia attenuata.—Shell subulate, elongate
;
spire

tery gradually tapering ; volutions nine or more, flattened,

scarcely convex in the middle, and marked by a spiral band

which is margined on either side by a strong elevated line

;

suture bounded on each side by a sharp elevated line which

is smaller than those bordering the spiral band
;

aperture

tranverse ; umbilicus none.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

I

Murchisonia vermicula.—Shell cylindrical, abruptly ta-

pering at the apex ; volutions from six to ten, moderately

convex in the middle, and scarcely diminishing for the first

four or five turns above the base, but becoming more

abruptly contracted above ; surface of each volution

marked by two very prominent revolving striae, having a

space between them on the periphery, and a single finer line

below and one above near the suture ; the last volution not

ventricose, and marked by a fifth revolving striatiom which

is a continuation of the suture line
;
aperture broadly oval,

rounded below ; columella imperforate. Shell minute.

Length *14 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill and Bloomington, la.

^/Murchisonia turritella.—Shell subulate, elongate, grad-

ually tapering to the apex ; suture distinct ; volutions about

nine
;

equally rounded, the last one slightly ventricose
;

surface marked by closely arranged, rounded, revolving

striae, which are stronger on the middle of the volution
;

five revolving striae on each volution of the spire, and

about seven on the last volution
;
aperture sub-ovate ; col-

umella slightly extended, and curved around the aperture,

imperforate.

Length *18 to *50 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

1/ Murchisonia elegantula.—Shell elongate-conical
;
spire

composed of about six or seven volutions which are obliquely

flattened on the upper side
;
and angular near the base j suture
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not strongly defined; surface marked by strong, elevated

striae, which cross the volutions from the upper side ob-

liquely or with a gentle curve backwards, and, crossing the

spiral band, which is coincident with the angle of the volu-

tion, appear below it in a nearly vertical, or slightly oblique,

position to the axis of the shell; form of aperture unknown.

Length *33 of an inch.

Locality.—Bloomington, la.

This very elegant little species differs from any of the

others, in the strong transverse striae, the angulation of the

volutions near the lower edge, and the absence of revolving

striae.

Murchisonia terebriformis.—Shell extremely elongate,

subulate-acute ; volutions eight or nine, very convex,

marked by a broad spiral band in the centre, last volu-

tion ventricose ; suture deeply marked ; surface ornamented

on the upper side of the volutions by fine striae, which ex-

tend obliquely backwards to the spiral band, below the

band by one or two spiral elevated striae, and on the last

volution by four or five similar striae
;
aperture unknown

;

umbilicus none.

Length '33 of an inch.

Locality.—Bloomington, la.

LOXONEMA, Phillips.

Loxonema Yandellana.— Shell terete-subulate
;

spire

elongate, very gradually tapering to the apex, which is ap-

parently obtuse ; volutions about eight or nine, very little

convex, the last one scarcely expanded ; suture distinct

;

surface marked by fine thread-like striae crossing the volu-

tions with a slight undulation above the middle
;

aperture

ovate.

Length *20 to *50 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

Loxonema vincta.—Shell extremely elongate, very grad-
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ually tapering from the base ; volutions convex below,

appressed above, banded just below the suture, and marked

by transverse arching strire
;
aperture ovate, wider below

;

umbilicus none.

Length one inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

BULMELLA, Nov. Genus.

GENERIC DESCRIPTION.

Shell fusiform or subfusiform (elongate); volutions of

moderate convexity, the last one much enlarged ; columella

truncate, outer lip thin with a slight notch or sinus at the

margin near its junction with the pillar.

The three species here described have their nearest analo-

gies with Bulimus and Achatina so far as I can at present

determine. The shells can not be satisfactorily referred to

any established genus.

t^BuLiMELLA bulimiformis.—Shell fusiform, elongate
; spire

nearly equal to half the length of the entire shell ; volutions

about six, slightly convex in the middle, increasing some-

what rapidly, the last one equaling in length all the others
;

aperture elongate-oval, acute at each extremity, slightly

sinuate at the upper outer angle ; columella slightly curved,

and truncate at the base ; surface smooth or with faint

lines of growth.

Length *125 to '75 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la.

Bulimella canaliculata.—Shell subfusiform; somewhat
elongate

;
spire short, scarcely equaling the length of the

last volution ; volutions about five, upper ones scarcely con-

vex, rapidly diminishing to the apex, last volution longer

than the spire above, slightly ventricose
; suture canalicu-

late, the groove margined by a slight sharp carination at

the upper edge of the volution
; aperture sub-ovate ; surface

smooth, or marked with fine lines of growth which are ab-
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ruptly bent backwards at the carination on the upper edge

of the volution which marks the notch in the upper angle

of the aperture.

Length *18 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

\/ Bulimella elongata.—Shell extremely elongate ; volu-

tions seven or eight (perhaps nine), somewhat rapidly as-

cending, moderately convex, the greatest convexity a little

above the middle, last one slightly ventricose ; suture dis-

tinct, an undefined angular elevation below, corresponding

to the notch in the lip ; surface nearly smooth ; direction of

the stria3 scarcely visible.

Length *50 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

HOLOPEA, Hall.

* Holopea Proutana.—Shell ovate-conical
;

spire some-

what rapidly tapering ; volutions about six
;

moderately

convex, last one ventricose, sub-angular in the direction of

the suture line, and obliquely extended below ; suture sharp-

ly defined
;
aperture round-ovate, oblique on the upper side

;

pillar lip slightly reflexed in the umbilical region ; umbili-

cus none ; surface marked by fine striae parallel to the lines

of growth.

Length *062 to *50 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.
;
Alton, 111.

NATICA, Adanson.

^' Nattca Littoxana.—Shell short, sub-fusiform
;
spire de-

pressed-conical ; volutions about four, rapidly increasing

from the apex, the last volution symetrically ventricose and

prolonged below ; suture not strongly marked
;

aperture

narrow-ovate, sharp above, and narrowing near the front

;

outer lip thin ; inner lip thickened ; surface striated.

Height '25
; diameter *19

; last volution *17 of an inch.

Locality.—Bloomington, la.
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This shell bears a close resemblance to Littorina pusilla of

Mc Coy, Carb. fos. Ireland, p. 32, pi. v. fig. 26.

^"'Natica Carlyana.—Shell sub-globose
;
spire short, con-

sisting of about three volutions, which increase very rap-

idly, the last one extremely ventricose; suture not distinctly

defined
;
aperture ovate, straight on the columellar side

;

outer lip sharp ; inner lip thickened ; columella with a

distinct groove near the base of the lip for the reception of

the operculum ; surface marked by fine elevated striae cor-

responding to the lines of growth.

Height -10 to '30
; diameter 'OS to *34 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill and Bloomington, la.
;
Alton, 111.

CAPULUS, Montfort.

v/(5apulus acutirostris.—Shell obliquely conical, more ab-

ruptly contracted above, and continued in more slender

proportions to the apex, which is incurved, making about

a single volution without contact with the body of the shell

;

aperture sub-circular, margin sinuate ; surface sub-plicate,

with narrow sub-angular folds and wider depressed spaces

;

lines of growth strong, abrupt upon the angles and arching

forwards on the spaces between.

Locality.—Spergen Hill and Bloomington, la.

BELLEROPHON, Montfort.

i Bellerophon cancellated.—Shell sub-globose; aper-

ture transversely oval, arcuate, with the lip reflexed at the

sides ; umbilicus small in young shells, and scarcely visible

in the older specimens from the thickening of the lip ; sur-

face marked by fine longitudinal elevated striae, of which

about thirty may be counted on each side of the carina, in-

creasing by implantation with the age of the shell ; carina

rather narrow and little elevated, very indistinctly marked

by the longitudinal striae. Transverse striae in the direction

of the lines of growth, irregular, subimbricate, more dis-
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tant than the longitudinal striae bending backwards on the

carina. At the crossing of the two sets of striae the

surface is slightly nodulose, in well preserved specimens.

Length '125 to 75 of an inch or more.

Locality.—Bloomington
;
Spergen Hill.

Bellerophox subl^evis.—Shell sub-globose, inflated on

the last volution
;
aperture transverse, arcuate, expanded,

the lip thickened and much extended at the junction with

the volution ; umbilicus none ; dorsum carinated by a nar-

row slightly elevated carina; surface ornamented by fine,

regular striae which bend abruptly and deeply backwards

on the carina, denoting the depth of the emargination of

the lip ; striae sometimes irregular from interrupted growth.

Length from *062 to '875 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill and Bloomington, la.
;
Alton, 111.

CONULARIA, Miller.

^/Conularia subulata.—Shell quadrangular, the four sides

nearly flat and converging at an angle of about 18° ; sur-

face marked with a distinct longitudinal groove on each

of the angles, and numerous regular, smooth, closely ar-

ranged, elevated, transverse striae, which pass a little

obliquely downwards towards the middle of each of the

sides, where they meet at a very obtuse angle. A single

sharp longitudinal line passes down the centre of each side,

without interrupting the transverse striae
;
angles truncate

or rounded towards the apex.

Length *50 of an inch.

Locality.—Alton, 111.

NAUTILUS, Breyn.

Nautilus Clarkanus.—Shell sub-discoidal, flattened on

the dorsum, and angular at its lateral margin ; umbilicus

large, showing all the inner volutions ; volutions (number

unknown) rapidly diminishing, broader than high, not em-
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bracing ; surface ornamented by a deep revolving groove

round the dorso-lateral margin, between which and the um-

bilicus is a single row of indistinct nodes, and about five or

six strong stria?, which are crossed by fine elevated striae.

Aperture transversely oval
;

septae slightly concave, and

separated by spaces about equal to one-fourth the greater

diameter of the volutions.

The specimen described is somewhat worn upon the dor-

sal side, which may have obliterated the fine transverse or

longitudinal striae, remaining upon the lateral edge of the

shell.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

ORTHOCERAS, Breyn.

^Orthoceras epigrus.—Shell sub-cylindrical, very gradu-

ally tapering ; section circular
;
siphuncle small, sub-cen-

tral
;
septa slightly concave, separated by spaces equal to

about one-third the diameter of the shell ; surface marked

by distant, rather faint, longitudinal lines.

Locality.—Spergen Hill.

CRUSTACAEA.
CYTHERE, Muller.

y*/ Cythere carbonaria.—Shell oval or sub-ovate, gibbous;

slightly compressed towards the margins ; ventral margin

straight, one-third less than the greatest length of the

valves ; extremities rounded, broader anteriorly ; dorsal

margin forming a broad curve ; surface smooth.

This species does not exceed a single line in length.

Compare with C. pusilla, McCoy.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

[Trans, iv.] 6
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ARTICULAT A.

SPIRORBIS, Lamarck.

Spirorbis axnulatus.—Shell planorbicular, more or less

ascending, irregularly, spiral; spire composed of about three

turns, which are contiguous or more or less disconnected
;

umbilical side more or less deep and regular according to

the regularity of the spiral ; surface ornamented with strong

annulations, with finer striae between.

Diameter from '062 to *25 of an inch.

Locality.—Spergen Hill
;
Bloomington, la.

;
Alton, 111.

//'Spirorbis annulatus, var. nodulosus.—'Shell in form

like the preceding ; last volution strongly deflected ; volu-

tions sub-angular, marked by oblique striae or ridges which

become strongly nodolose on the umbilical side, and partic-

ularly towards the aperture.

Locality.—Spergen Hill, la.

FORAMINIFERA.

ROTALIA, Lamarck.

//Rotalia Baileyi.—Shell depressed-orbicular, sub-equally

convex above and below, smooth
;
margin rounded, indent-

ed by the septa
;

spire depressed, involved ; last volution

slightly oblique, consisting of eight loculi
;

aperture con-

tracted.

The general form of this fossil is depressed-globular, with

the involutions deviating slightly from the same plane. Not

unfrequently, "however, the spire ascends in a greater or less

degree, and one or more loculi become visible beyond the

single volution. Sometimes seven loculi only are visible in

the volution. The surface is smooth under an ordinary

magnifier, and the outline is indented at the septa.

This minute fossil is the first one of the Foraminifera

which has fallen under our observation in the carboniferous
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limestone. A single species of this genus from the carbon-

iferous limestone of Europe has been described by Ehren-

berg, who asserts also that he has evidence of the existence

of foraminifera in the lower fossiliferous strata.

It gives me great pleasure to offer the slight tribute of

the name of this ancient species to one who has done so

much for science in our country, and of whom it would be

superfluous for me to say, that he stands at the head of his

department ;—of whose quiet, untiring zeal, patient inves-

tigation, and philosophical deduction, every student of

science must speak with pride and satisfaction.

The following species is from the upper carboniferous

limestone, or limestone of the coal measures. This lime-

stone becomes very important in the extreme west and

south-west, constituting the principal limestone formation

of the western territories, and is known on the west side of

the Rocky Mountains, extending from a high northern lati-

tude to Texas and Mexico. This limestone has been cross-

ed by all the Pacific Rail Road Surveys, and also by the line

of the United States and Mexican Boundary Survey ; as the

collections indicate. Capt. Stansbury's collections from

the Salt Lake region are from this rock.

Terebratula millepunctata.—Shell ovate or elongate-

ovate ; front rounded or emarginate ; dorsal valve very

gibbous near the beak, strongly arcuate from beak to base,

and with a broad distinct sinus extending from the front

nearly to the beak ; beak of dorsal valve curved over that

of the other valve, obtusely angular on the sides below, and

compressed above ; foramen oval, situated a little above

the apex of the beak ; ventral valve very convex below

the beak, and depressed towards the front, sometimes nearly

straight from beak to front and declining laterally. Surface
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marked with distinct concentric lines of growth, and nu-

merous minute punctas.

The extremely arcuate character of the larger valve of

this species, and the broad, regularly rounded sinus which

extends from beak to base, are very remarkable characters.

The smaller valve is sometimes nearly straight down the

middle, and in other specimens extremely gibbous.

This species has a wide geographical distribution in the

west. The specimens described were received from E. Dan-

iels, Esq., who collected them at Topeka j another speci-

men which I designated by this name, is from the collec-

tions of the Pacific Rail Road Survey, under Lieut. Whip-

ple, and is marked with the locality of Pecos village.



Art. II. Descriptions of new organic remains from the Creta-

ceous rocks of Vancouver's Island ; by F. B. Meek.

The fossils described in the following paper were placed

in my hands for investigation by Dr. J. S. Newberry, Geolo-

gist of Lieut. Williamson's north California and Oregon ex-

ploring expedition, to whom they were sent through the

Smithsonian Institution, from a locality known by the name

of Nanaimo on Vancouver's Island. The collection, although

containing few species in a condition to be characterized,

is nevertheless one of much interest, since it furnishes the

first evidence we have had of the occurrence of Cretaceous

rocks along the western coast of North America. Indeed

it is but recently through the investigations of Prof. Trask

and Dr. Newberry, in north California, we have had any ac-

counts of the existence of strata of that age west of the

Rocky Mountains.

Judging from the nature of the material in which the

specimens are embedded, as well as from the fossils them-

selves, this collection must have been obtained from two

distinct formations. What relation they bear to each other

Dr. N. was unable to ascertain. One of them appears to

be a clay deposit, the fossils of which are enveloped in con-

cretions of dark colored, very hard, argillo calcareous mat-

ter, breaking with an imperfect conchoidal fracture, and

in all respects exactly similar to the concretions surround-

ing the fossils in one of the upper Cretaceous formations

of Nebraska Territory. From this bed I have been able

to characterize and identify the following species, viz :

Cardium scitulum, Area Vancouverensis, JVucula Traskana, Den-

talium Nanaimoensis, Baculites Ovatus? {Say), Ammonites

(Scaphites?) ramosus, and A. dewberryanus.

Trans, iv.] 7
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There are also^ in the collection from the same forma-

tion several fragments too imperfect to be described of

Inoceramus, Bulla, Rostellaria, &c. I am inclined to think

this deposit holds about the same position as formation No.

4, of the Nebraska section,* and is probably synchronous

with the true chalk of the old world.

The other rock, or at any rate the portions of it forming

the matrix of the fossils, has a greenish tinge, breaks with

a rough irregular fracture, and contains calcareous matter

enough to effervesce briskly in hydrochloric acid. Its struc-

ture is rather granilar, and some of the specimens show nu-

merous small rounded fragments, and an occasional larger

water-worn pebble, of a dark colored very compact argil-

laceous material, disseminated through the mass. It is

highly fossiliferous, though the shells are usually much dis-

torted by pressure,, and rarely found in a condition to give

a clear idea of their specific characters. The following are

all the species contained in the collection from this forma-

tion sufficiently well preserved to be characterized, viz :

Pholadomya (Goniomya) borealis, P. subelongata, Thracia? oc-

cidentalism T? subtruncata, Area {Cucullaea) equilateralis and

Trigonia Evansana. There are however along with these

other fragments, and more or less imperfect specimens of

bivalves, which I have not attempted to name or describe,

believing the practice of characterizing species from muti-

lated specimens retaining neither the original form nor

surface markings, adds nothing to science, and makes much
confusion. All the specimens I have seen from this rock

appear to belong to undescribed species.

I regret having no information as to whether this forma-

tion holds a position above or below the other. The fossils

furnish no positive evidence that it may not be older than

# For a section of the Nebraska rocks see a memoir by Prof. James Hall

and myself, in Trans. American Acad. Arts & Sci., Boston, Vol. 5, new series

p. 405. Also several papers by Dr. Hayden and myself, in Proceed. Acad.

Nat. Sci., Phila., Vol. 8.
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Cretaceous, though I am inclined to think, from their gene-

ral characters taken as a group, that it belongs to that epoch.

The presence of the subgums Goniomya goes against the

conclusion that it may be Tertiary, as that type of Myacida

is unknown in newer rocks than those of the Cretaceous

system, and is most common in the Jurassic. The genus

Trigonia is, I believe, also unknown in the Tertiaries, though

existing in our present seas.

Full illustrations and descriptions of these fossils will

soon be published in Lieut. Williamson's report.

DESCRIPTIONS OF SPECIES.

Nucula Traskana.—Triangular-ovate, both extremities

rather narrowly rounded ; cardinal border sloping from the

beaks at an angle of about one hundred degrees, base form-

ing a broad gentle curve ; beaks nearly central, rather ele-

vated ; surface (of worn specimens and casts) showing re-

mains of concentric lines ; muscular impressions shallow

;

hinge having in each valve about fifteen teeth on each side

of the small ligamentary pit.

Length *27 inch
;
height *18 inch; breadth '16 inch.

The only specimens of this species I have seen are casts,

or so much worn as to show imperfectly the surface charac-

ters. As near as can be ascertained from these it appears

to have had rather distinct concentric lines of growth, and

judging from the form of the anterior slope of the cardinal

border, there was probably a well-defined ovate lunule. It

will perhaps be identified by its ventricose triangular ovate

form, and nearly central beaks.

The specific name is given in honor of Prof. John B. Trask,

State Geologist of California.

Arca (Cucidlaea) equilateralis.—Oblong-oval3 gibbous

in the middle, and sub-angular down the posterior umbonial
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slopes ; beaks central, incurved, moderately elevated
; pos-

terior extremity obliquely subtruncate ; anterior end appa-

rently rounded ; base nearly straight, and parallel to the

cardinal edge ; elevated part of the posterior muscular at-

tachment not very prominent. Surface of cast retaining

faint remains of radiating costag, and lines of growth.

Length 1*73 inches
;
height '92 inch ; breadth *80 inch.

Although I have seen but internal casts of this species, I

have ventured to characterize it, believing the central posi-

tion of its beaks, straight basal margin, and sub-angular

posterior umbonial slopes, will be sufficient to distinguish

it. There is in the collection, from the same rock, cast^ of

a species having an ovate form, with the beaks nearer the

anterior end.

Arca Yaxcouverexsis.—Shell oblong, rather gibbous in

the middle ; anterior end rounding up from below, angular

at the end of the hinge line above
;
posterior end vertically

truncated ; base nearly straight, and parallel with the hinge.

Beaks a little in advance of the middle, rather small, not

much elevated ; posterior umbonial slopes angular from the

beaks obliquely backwards to the lower part of anal ex-

tremity
;
ligament area straight, and narrow. Surface or-

namented by small radiating costal, and much finer closely

arranged concentric lines; on the anterior end about every

fourth one of the costas is larger than those between, while

further back they are often alternately larger and smaller.

Length *74 inch
;
height *44 inch ; breadth *40 inch.

This species will be readily distinguished by its vertically

truncated posterior extremity, and the distantly separated

radiating costa), with smaller ones between, on the anterior

end. I know of no species with which it is liable to be con-

founded.

Cardium scitulum.— Shell very small, circular or sub-

quadrangular, gibbous in the middle ; rounded in front, and
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subtruncate posteriorly ; beaks nearly central, small, in-

curved and not much elevated. Surface marked with very

fine, regular, closely arranged, concentric striae, which on

the posterior umbonial slopes are crossed by a few simple,

stronger radiating lines or costee, passing from the beaks ob-

liquely to the lower posterior margin ; behind these radia-

ting lines there is a kind of corselet or area, apparently only

marked with the same fine concentric striae seen on other

parts of the shell.

Length and height each '15 inch ; breadth '12 inch.

The small size and nearly circular form of this shell, to-

gether with its smooth area, behind the radiating lines or

costae, will serve to distinguish it from any species known

to me at this time.

Ph^ladomya (Goniomya) borealis.—Shell ovate, rather

compressed, anterior end rounded
;

posterior extremity

rounded or subtruncate ; cardinal border sloping a little

from the beaks ; base forming a broad gentle curve ; beaks

nearest the anterior end, small, not much elevated. Surface

ornamented by about twenty-two costae, which pass down

the sides of the shell from the dorsal region, in front and

behind the beaks, and meet at rather acute angles along the

umbonial slopes, and down the flanks
;
though some of those

nearest the extremities reach the base before uniting to form

an angle.

Length about 1*70 inches
;
height 1*17 inches ; breadth

*65 inch.

This shell very closely resembles a species described by

Dr. Hayden and myself from the upper Cretaceous rocks of

Nebraska, under the name of Goniomya Americana (See

Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phil'a, vol. 8, p. 81), but is pro-

portionably deeper from the beaks to the base than that

shell, and the costae on the posterior side differ in curving

forward, instead of being directed obliquely backwards as

in G. Americana. Other differences would probably be seen

on comparing better specimens.
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As the only specimen of this species in the collection is

much distorted, and not in a condition to show its finer sur-

face markings, if there were any, it may hereafter be found

necessary to modify somewhat the above descriptioD.

Ph^ladomya subelongata.—Shell elongated, depressed,

gibbous down the oblique umbonial slopes ; beaks nearly ter-

minal, somewhat elevated, incurved, apparently touching

;

buccal end rounding up abruptly from below, slightly gap-

ing ; anal extremity rounded or subtruncate ; cardinal bor-

der depressed and nearly straight behind the beaks ; base

closed, slightly convex, nearly parallel with the dorsal edge.

Surface ornamented by about sixteen slender, slightly ele-

vated, radiating costee, most of which pass from the beaks

obliquely backwards to the base ; on the anterior end, and

dorsal region, they are much less distinct, and more widely

separated than on the middle of the shell
;
very small indis-

tinct concentric wrinkles mark the surface in the other di-

rection, giving the costas a faint, irregular, nodose or granu-

lar appearance.

Length 1*80 inches
;
height '93 inch ; breadth *85 inch.

The only specimens of this species in the collection have

suffered some distortion from pressure, and are not in a con-

dition to have preserved fine lines of growth, or other deli-

cate surface markings if they ever existed. The most

marked characteristics of the species are its elongated ver-

tically compressed form, nearly terminal beaks, and rather

sharp, slightly elevated, obscurely nodose costa?.

In form it is much like the elongated varieties of an Ooli-

tic species described by Prof. Agassiz under the name of

P. foliacea (See Etudes critiques, Sur les Mol., Fos. T. 7. f.

fig. 4-12), but the beaks are more elevated, less oblique and

not quite so nearly terminal. The radiating costse are also

more numerous, and the concentric wrinkles not so strong

and regular on our shell.

Trigonia Evansana.—Shell trigonal, very gibbous in front,
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cuneate posteriorly ; buccal end sloping (with a gentle out-

ward curve) obliquely backwards from near the beaks al-

most to the middle of the prominently rounded base ; anal

half narrowing abruptly on the lower side. Corselet broad

lanceolate, nearly equaling the greatest length of the shell

;

deeply arcuate, and marked longitudinally by two impressed

lines on each side, and on the middle elevated part, by dis-

tinct transverse costse. Beaks nearly terminal, slender, ele-

vated, incurved and approximate. Surface ornamented by

about twenty-two strongly elevated, sharp, transverse costse,

which on the anterior part of the shell have a few distantly

separated nodes. Concentric lines of growth rather distinct

;

posterior muscular attachment and pallial line strongly im-

pressed.

Length, 2*30 inches
;
height 1*50 inches ; breadth 1'40

inches.

This well marked species will be at once identified by its

narrow, elevated, nearly terminal beaks, and the obliquity

of its gibbous umbonial slopes. Its sharply elevated costse

are also remarkable for having only on the anterior end of

the shell a few distantly separated nodes. On the buccal

half, the costse are stronger, more distant, and pass obliquely

downwards and forwards from the corselet to the front bor-

der, while those further back pass obliquely downwards and

backwards to the base and posterior basal margins.

The specific name is given in honor of Dr. John Evans,

U. S. Geologist of Oregon.

Thracia ? occidentals.—Shell elliptical, compressed,

thin and fragile
;
right valve a little the most convex ; beaks

nearly central, small, not much elevated, in close contact

;

extremities narrowly and subequally rounded ; base form-

ing a regular broad elliptical curve ; cardinal border sloping

a little from the beaks. Surface (of worn specimens) re-

taining faint lines of growth.

Length 2*08 inches ;
height 1*25 inches ; breadth *52 inch
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It is with some hesitation I refer this and the following

species to the above genus, not having seen the hinge nor

the pallial impression ; and the muscular impressions are

very obscure. There is however, on the cast a distinct de-

pression extending from the posterior side of the beaks ob-

liquely downwards and backwards, near the cardinal edge

of each valve, as though produced by an internal thicken-

ing of that part of the shell, as in the genus Thracia. It

may be a Periploma or a Tellina.

Thracia ? subtruncata.—Shell elliptical-ovate, thin, much

compressed, rather narrowly rounded before, and vertically

subtruncate posteriorly
;

right valve a little more convex

than the left ; base forming a broad elliptic curve ; cardinal

border sloping with a gentle curve in front of the beaks,

nearly straight and horizontal behind them ; beaks almost

central, small, not much elevated, and in close contact.

Surface (of worn specimens) retaining near the border a

few small indistinct concentric wrinkles, and faint lines of

growth. Immediately behind the beaks, the cast shows on

each valve a distinct depression passing obliquely backwards

and downwards. Below this depression, an undefined ridge

passes from near the beaks towards the lower posterior

border.

Length 1°84 inches; height 1*14 inches; breadth *51inch.

As I have had no opportunity of seeing the hinge or any

of the internal characters of this shell, it is only provision-

ally I refer it to the above genus. Better specimens may

prove it to be a Tellina or a Periploma. From the species

last described, it differs in being proportionally less elon-

gated, and the cardinal edge is straighter and more nearly

horizontal behind the beaks. The anal end is also broader

and differs in being rather distinctly truncated.

Dentalium Nanaimoensis.—Shell slightly arcuate, and

rather rapidly tapering ; section circular ; surface orna-
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mented by elevated longitudinal lines, of which about six-

teen may be counted near the smaller end, though they in-

crease in number by implantation, and diminish in size,

towards the lapger extremity ; lines of growth obscure and

passing rather oqliquely round the shell.

Diameter near the smaller end *05 inch, and increasing to

•10 inch in a length of *50 inches.

This species is nearly related to D. fragilis (Meek & Hay-

den, Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. PhiPa, vol. 8, p. 69), but dif-

fers in being much less strongly marked by the lines of

growth. It is also near D. gracilis (Hall & Meek, Memoirs

Am. Acad. Sci. and Arts, Boston, vol. 5, p. 393, fig. 11, a-c

pi. 3), from which it may be distinguished by its thinner

snell and more slender form, as well as by its less distinct

lines of growth.

Ammonites (Scaphites?) ramosus.—General form oval dis-

coidal, much compressed, rounded on the dorsum ; umbili-

cus very small ; volutions increasing rapidly in breadth, and

more gradually in thickness, compressed on the sides; inner

ones almost entirely hidden. Surface ornamented by numer-

ous regular simple elevated transverse lines, which increase

in size with the volutions, and in crossing from the umbili-

cus, first curve obliquely forward, then gracefully a little

backwards, and on approaching the periphery again bend

slightly forward.

Septa composed often lobes on each side, which diminish

regularly in size towards the umbilicus
;

larger ones ex-

tremely complicated in their structure. Dorsal lobe about

one-third as large as the superior lateral lobe, having on

each side three main branches, of which the two at the ex-

tremity are larger than the others, and each again divided

nearly to the base, into two unequal slender parts the two

lateral of which have about four, and the two terminal two

principal branchlets,with many smaller sinuosities. Dorsal

saddle a little larger than the dorsal lobe, very oblique at

[Trans, iv.] 8
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its base, and slender in all its parts, profoundly divided

above into three large unequal terminal branches, which

are variously subdivided and sinuate. Superior lateral lobe

slender, but spreading its ramifications over a surface twice

as great as that occupied by the dorsal saddle
; ornamented

at the extremity by three great unequal spreading branches,

which are variously subdivided into from four to six or seven

branchlets, with numerous pinnae and smaller digitations.

Lateral saddle a little more than half as large as the supe-

rior lateral lobe, contracted aud oblique below, having at

the extremity four unequal divisions, three of which are

trifid, and the other bifid, and all having many irregular

subordinate pinnules with sinuate margins. Inferior lateral

lobe less than half as large as the superior, and divided into

about seven principal alternating branches, of which the

three nearest the extremity are larger than the others, and

each again divided into two more or less sinuous parts.

The succeeding lobes rapidly diminish in size towards the

umbilicus, the first, second and third, being palmately divid-

ed at the extremity into five, four, and three, short unequal

branches, while those nearest the umbilicus are slightly ob-

lique, and nearly simple, or only ornamented by a few small

digitations.

The superior lateral and larger auxiliary lobes, as well as

the dorsal and principal lateral saddles, have each, in addi-

tion to the divisions mentioned at their extremities, two or

more alternating lateral branches on each side, which are

more or less ornamented with pinnae and smaller sinuosities.

Indeed in the structure of its septa, this is one of the most

complicated multilocular shells I have ever seen ; the sur

face of the cast being so completely covered by the numer-

ous branches of the lobes as to render it exceedingly diffi-

cult to follow out their various ramifications. Yet it is

probable they are in the outer volutions of larger individu-

als even more complex than above stated, as this description

is made out from the inner whorls (measuring only 1*90
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inches in the greater, and '53 inch in the small diameter),

of an individual which, judging from an impression left on

the matrix, must have been not less than five inches across

;

consequently the structure above given is only that of an

immature individual.

As there is no well defined distinction between the genera

Scaphites and Ammonites, excepting the form of the outer or

body whorl, I have only referred this and the following

species provisionally to the latter genus, until entire speci-

mens can be seen.

Ammonites Newberryanus.—Oval discoidal, rounded on

the dorsum ; umbilicus broad, conical in form, less than one-

third the greater diameter of the shell ; volutions five and

a half or more, slightly compressed laterally, and sloping a

little from near the ventral side towards the periphery, in-

ner ones more than half hidden. Surface ornamented by

distinct rounded costee, which occasionally bifurcate near

the umbilicus, and about half way across towards the dor-

sum. The depressions between, generally about equal the

costas in size, but at intervals of six or seven times to each

turn, one of them forms a kind of deep constriction ; a sin-

gle row of rather distinct transversely elongated nodes sur-

round the umbilicus.

The septa are deeply divided into seven lobes on each

side, which rapidly diminish in size towards the umbilicus.

Dorsal lobe a little larger than the superior lateral lobe, and

having on each side three principal branches, the two ter-

minal of which are larger than the others, and each again

irregularly divided into two or three subordinate branches

with more or less sharp digitations. Dorsal saddle deeply

divided at the extremity into two subequal parts, and having

on the ventral side below three, and on the dorsal two, ir-

regular alternating lateral branches ; the two terminal

divisions are much larger than the others, and each tripar-

tite, with the upper subivisions bifid, and all more or less
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sinuous on the margins. Superior lateral lobe about the

size of the dorsal saddle, palmately divided at the extremity

into three large irregular branches, which have three or

four sharp digitations at the ends ; above these terminal di-

visions the sides of the lobe are ornamented by two or three

irregular alternating, sinuate lateral branches. Lateral

saddle smaller than the superior lateral lobe, having on each

side below two or three irregular alternating lateral divi-

sions, and at the extremity two unequal terminal branches,

each of which is again subdivided into two parts, which are

bifid or trifid at the ends. The inferior lateral and first

auxiliary lobes are much smaller than the superior, but

very similar in their mode of branching ; while the suc-

ceeding lobes are very small, oblique, and nearly simple or

only having small sinuosities along their margins.

The specimen from which the foregoing description was

made out measures in its greater diameter 2'28 inches, and

in its smaller *90 inch. As it consists of the inner whorls

of the shell, it is probable the outer volutions of adult indi-

viduals may have varied somewhat in their external orna-

ments, as well as in the details of their internal structure.

Externally it is nearer A. mutabilis of Sowerby (Min. Con.

vol. 4, p. 145, pi. 405), than any species I have seen figured

in foreign works, but in its internal structure it must have

varied materally from that species, as Mr. Sowerby mentions

in his description of A. Kcenigii, which is only a variety of

A. mutabilis, that the septa are not deeply sinuate.

I have named this species in honor of Dr. J. S. Newberry,

Geologist of Lieut. Williamson's north California and

Oregon exploring expedition.

Baculites ovatus ? (Say).—Along with the other speci-

mens in this collection, I find two fragments of a Baculite

having exactly the form and general characters of B. ovatus

(Say). In some of the minute details of its septa it presents

slight differences from authentic specimens of Say's species,
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but I am unwilling without more and better specimens for

comparison, to regard it as distinct, especially as I know

different individuals of B. ovaius do vary somewhat in this

respect. Should these differences prove to be constant in

other specimens from the same locality, they may possibly

be of specific importance, in which case I would propose

for it the name of B. occidentalis. If it is only a variety of

B. ovatus, which I am inclined to think is the case, it proves

that species to have a great geographical range, as it occurs

in New Jersey and Alabama, as well as at numerous widely

separated localities in Nebraska Territory.

Trans, viii.\ 8*



Art. III. Suggestions for a plan combining the advantages of

the decimal and dual systems of subdivision of weights and

measures.

"Man is the measure of all things."

—

Protagoras.

Like most moral aphorisms, which, although always

containing a large portion of truth, are yet perhaps never

universally applicable and absolutely true, the simple apo-

thegm here quoted from the celebrated sophistic philoso-

pher, uttered by him with a speculative intent of great

depth of meaning, was also susceptible of a trite and very

obvious interpretation
;

for, in measuring as in counting, his-

torical and traditionary accounts of the infancy of nations

and tribes generally agree in tracing the elements of both

these arts to the members of the human body that are most

incontinently brought into active use : the hands and the

fingers. The ten fingers of man's two hands doubtless

founded the denary scale in arithmetic, which has come to

prevail with all people of the earth ; and it was amongst

the Egyptians, the most ancient people with whom we have

any reliable historical and monumental relations, that we
find recorded the first attempt to establish a standard mea-

sure of length, which was sought in the average breadth of

a finger of a middle-sized man. This finger's-breadth sub-

sequently appeared as the greek daktylos and the roman

digitus ; but it was soon superseded with the latter people

by the uncia (from which is derived the modern english

name inch) or finger nail, and the pollex (whence the french

term pouce) or thumb's-breadth.

The egyptian priests (as they are now commonly called,

but who were properly their learned men), improved the

accuracy of the standard digit by a method something like
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thin : The two hands were applied several times consecu-

tively upon a plane surface fixed for the purpose ; and the

beginning and termination of the applications being marked,

the interval was divided by the number of fingers applied.

Thus four digits constituted a palm or hand (in breadth);

and it was directly found that four hand's-breadths mea-

sured the foot from heel to toe both in extremo. This

appears as the greek pom, and the roman pes, pedis (whence

the french pied, the dutchfuss, and the english foot). By a

further prosecution of these simple but practical observa-

tions, it was found that six palms reached from the elbow

to the further extreme of the middle finger : this measure

of a foot (sixteen digits or inches) and a half in extent,

allowing for difference of language, was termed the natural

cubit, and has its analogue in the pechys of the Greeks and

the cubitus (whence the french coudee and the english cubit)

of the Romans, with whom it also received the synonime of

ulna, from which is derived the english ell and the dutch

elle. At some later period of time, practical convenience

introduced yet another element of familiar measurement de-

rived from the fingers, and now technically termed nail: its

value is two and a quarter inches, being the average extent

from the middle joint of the fore finger to the tip of the nail.

In addition to the natural cubit of twenty-four inches,

another, consisting of twenty-eight inches, and denominated

the royal cubit, was early formed for the more convenient

measurement of larger distances, by placing the elbow of

one arm at the origin of the distance to be measured, laying

down the forearm, then placing the other hand crosswise

in contact with the tip of the extended middle finger

already laid down, and then shifting the first arm to the

other side of the hand remaining fixed, which in its turn

gives the opportunity to shift this hand, and so on until the

desired measurement is accomplished : the length of the

combined arm and hand formed the royal cubit. Both these

cubits are mentioned in the earlier jewish writings, the
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former as the common cubit ; while the royal cubit, in the

hands of Moses, became the cubit of the sanctuary (Deutero-

nomy iii, 11).

The natural cubit, doubled, became the English yard,

which is the representative of the distance from the neck

to the tip of the middle finger when the arm is fully

extended : indeed, tradition, if not history, asserts that the

english standard yard was based upon the length of the arm

of King Henry VIII. Finally the distance between the

extremities of the middle fingers when both arms are fully

extended, or the double of the yard, constitutes the fathom

of six feet, and may terminate our sketch of the units of

length derived from the parts of man's body, thus literally

put forth as a measure of the extent of the physical

universe.

Some specimens of the standard royal cubit, constructed

of hard wood, have been obtained from the catacombs of

Egypt, with the marks of subdivision in tolerable preserva-

tion ; and there is said to be one of these now in the

museum of Paris, one in that of Turin in Italy, one in

Vienna in Austria, and one in Berlin in Prussia. They

were evidently formed, as before stated, from the length of

the forearm with the hand added, being those of a man of

average proportions. From this royal or sacred standard

cubit of twenty-eight inches, all other measures were

deduced with the utmost simplicity and systematic uni-

formity in the egyptian system of measures and weights-

The square of the demicubit, or of fourteen inches, fur-

nished the unit of surface : its cube the unit of volume

;

and this volume, filled with water, gave the unit of weight,

and was identically the hebrew bath in liquid and epha in

dry measure.

When we consider the very early period in man's history

at which the standard was devised, and the utter impracti-

cability at the time of a resort to astronomical data for

the determination of an exact basal unit of measure, we
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can not fail to admire the union of practical wisdom with

theoretical foresight which led to the adoption of a basis

of measurement, at once so universally accessible and yet

susceptible of sufficient accuracy for all ordinary purposes

in an early stage of society, as that derived by these

ancient egyptian priests from the dimensions of the human

body. Indeed it is only in France, in this respect the

modern Egypt, that any attempt at a more precise and sys-

tematic basis has been made ; but even now it is to be

regretted that the french savans did not recur at once to

the best possible basis afforded by nature herself, and now

perfectly accessible under the precision of modern methods

of astronomical observation, to wit, the natural and invari-

able unit of time formed by one complete rotation of the

earth on its axis, and constituting the sidereal day. The

length of the mathematical or simple pendulum that should

beat sidereal seconds in vacuo at the equator, at the level of

the sea, would form a standard unit of length, acceptable

to all nations, and more readily determinable by calculation

and experiment than was the ten-millionth part of the

quadrant of a meridian of the earth's surface.

England, that glorious country of our ancestry ; whose

noble people have individually done so much for the im-

provement and elevation of humanity, but who collectively

even to this day lend their mighty force to the prolongation

of venerable errors, to the perpetuation of ancient abuses,

and to the strangulation of all attempts to curtail them

:

England, in its plenitude of practical wisdom, offers the

following system of incommensurable quantities as all the

progress admissible in an attempt to regulate measures and

weights according to a uniform scale. The length of the

pendulum that beats mean solar seconds at London (lat 51°

31' N.) in vacuo at the sea level, is divided into 391393

equal parts, 10000 of which parts constitute the imperial

inch : the weight of a cubic inch of distilled water, at the

temperature of 62° F., is divided into 252458 equal parts,
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1000 of which constitute the grain ; 7000 of which grains

go to the pound avoirdupois, and ten pounds make the

imperial gallon, which thus contains 277,274 cubic inches.

This extremely moderate advance in scientific legislation

was achieved in the year 1826, having occupied the atten-

tion of the british parliament for more than ten years. In

its conclusion, it appears to have aimed at nothing more

than to introduce a greater degree of precision into the old

rather indefinite reference of "three barleycorns make one

inch," the average weight of one of which corns or grains

being at the same time the nominal standard of weights.

In other respects, it certainly offers no advantage whatever

over the system theretofore in use in the British empire,

the constituent elements of which are now actually those

of the standards used in the United States.

The system of standards now in use in the United States,

commenced by Mr. Hassler in 1835, and completed by his

successor, Prof. A. D. Bache, towards the year 1850, has no

immediate reference to any single unit as a common base.

The standard of length is the old english yard, a brass scale

of which was obtained from Mr. Troughton of London, and

agrees with the present english imperial yard, having the

ordinary division into three feet of twelve inches each.

The standard of weight is the old grain, which is also the

imperial grain, 5760 of which constitute the pound troy,

and 7000 the pound avoirdupois. The standard capacity

for liquids is the gallon, consisting of 58372,2 grains of

pure water at its maximum density; and that for dry mate-

rials is the bushel, consisting of 543391,89 grains of water

under a similar condition of purity and density. The

american standard gallon is therefore 231 cubic inches

very nearly, while the english imperial gallon is 277,274

cubic inches nearly; and while the american bushel is

very nearly the old Winchester bushel of 2150,42 cubic

inches, the english bushel is 2218,2 cubic inches nearly.

In place of this system of discordant elements which
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entails an annoying and useless complexity upon the labors

of the accountant, it were preferable to substitute one ana-

logous to that devised by the french scientific commission

in 1795, and subsequently adopted by the government of

that great nation. In this regularly constructed system,

which is moreover equally to be admired for the beauty of

the nomenclature applied to its subdivisions, all is referred

to a single standard unit of length. The metre is the ten-

millionth part of the arc of the meridian extending from

the equator to the pole ; and is divided into 10 decimetres,

100 centimetres, and 1000 millimetres. The weight of a

cubic centimetre of water at its maximum density consti-

tutes the gramme, the unit of weight; and a cubic decimetre

forms the unit of capacity, the litre. Compared with ours,

or the english system, the metre is equal to 39,37079 inches

nearly ; the gramme is equal to 15,4388 grains nearly ; and

the litre is equal to 1,760763 wine pints nearbv. In addi-

tion to these, there are also the are, or square decametre,

equal to 119,6046 square yards nearly, as unit of superficies

;

and the stere, or cubic metre, equal to 35,317 cubic feet

nearly, as unit of solidity.

This system has the recommendation of commensurability

in all its parts, and all its denominations are regulated upon

the decimal scale of our common arithmetic, whereby it

offers the facility of ordinary numbers to the accountant

;

but in its present form, it frequently gives rise to inconve-

nience in the practice of actual measurement. The inter-

val between a denomination and its tenth part is oftentimes

too great, and there is an unavoidable want of halves and

quarters ; that is, instead of multiples and submultiples by

10 only, there is a daily want of multiples and submultiples

by 2. • But it is suggested that with a little further arrange-

ment, and in imitation of our conduct with regard to the

denominations of federal money, the advantages of both

these ratios of denomination might be combined through-

out the entire system of measures. For instance, let the
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rule of subdivision be, to take the half, the quarter, and the

tenth of each unit, dropping the eighth ; as in the case of

the dollar, we coin the half-dollar, the quarter-dollar, and

the dime or tenth, instead of the shilling or eighth ; as also

the eagle, the half-eagle, the quarter-eagle, and the tenth

or dollar. Similarly we might adopt the bushel, the half-

bushel, the quarter-bushel or peck, and the tenth of the

bushel instead of the half-peck, etc. By such arrangement,

it is believed that the objection to the decimal system of

measures would be obviated, and convenience in practice

entirely reconciled with simplicity in calculation.

The length of the simple pendulum that shall beat

sidereal seconds at the equator can be determined with the

utmost degree of precision ; but for the purpose of the pre-

sent statement, it is sufficient to state that it is not far from

39 inches, and differs considerably less from the english

pendulum than this does with the french metre, the latter

being 39,38 english inches nearly. Taking this 39 inches

in place of the common yard, its fourth part is 9| inches,

which should take the place of the common foot of 12

inches, and is in fact sufficiently near the dimensions of

the human foot to bear that name, and of like convenient

extent to serve as a familiar unit of measurement. The

tenth part, being equal to 9| tenths of an inch, will just as

conveniently supersede the common inch in practice and in

name ; and, as a new unit, could be subdivided into halves,

quarters, and tenths instead of eighths. The cubed centi-

metre (that is, of the inch of the new standard) of water at

its maximum density will be the gramme, and should super-

sede the pennyweight, etc., while its tenth part will replace

the grain. The unit of capacity will be the litre, the cube

of the decimetre, which will replace the quart. Out of

these three fundamental units of length, weight and capa-

city, convenient sets of multiples must be sought and

arranged, of the proper dimensions for the construction of

instruments adapted to the kind of materials to be measured.
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Since the object in undertaking a reform of the system

of weights and measures consists in bringing all instru-

ments of measurement into directly commensurable rela-

tions with the decimal scale of numbers, without resorting

to the use of instruments of inconvenient size or gradation

for the particular measuring purposes to which they must

be applied, a distinction might be made between the mea-

sures of account and the measures used in actual practice,

a method which has a ready precedent in the case

of money ; there being in several instances a money of

account, differing from any coinage really in circulation.

To show that such a scheme is quite feasible, some denomi-

nations may be cited, given here in a very rough approxi-

mation as to values, but susceptible of perfectly accurate

determination whenever it may be deemed advisable to set

about the reform.

I. LENGTH.

New measures. Substitute FOR. Near values.

Metre Yard 39 inches.

\ Metre
-J
yard or 2 feet 19,5 inches.

\ Metre Foot 2,75 inches.

Decimetre 4 inches 3,9 inches.

\ Decimetre 2 inches 1,95 inches.

\ Decimetre Inch 0,975 inches.'

Centimetre J inch 0,39 inches.

\ Centimetre \ inch 0,195 inch.

\ Centimetre J inch 0,0975 inch.

Millimetre Line or jfc inch 0,039 inch.

Decametre Rod 10,25 yards.

\ Decametre 2 poles 5,175 yards.

\ Decametre Pole or 10 feet 2.5875 yards.

C ato metre 100 yards 103,1 yards.

\ Catometre 50 yards 51,55 yards.

jCatometre Chain or 100 feet 25,275 yards.

Trans, viii.] 9
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New measures. Substitute for. Near values

Ckilometre

-J
Chilometre

\ Chilometre

Myriametre

J Myriametre

J Myriametre

Are

Decare

Hectare

h hectare

\ hectare

Mile

500 yards

Furlong

2 leagues

League

I league

1031 yards.

515,5 yards.

257,75 yards.

10310 yards.

5155 yards.

2577,5 yards.

n. SURFACE.

Square yard Metre square.

Rood 10 (metres) 2
.

2 acres 100 (metres) 2
.

Acre 5985 square yards.

J acre 2992,5 square yards.

Stere

2 stere

4 stere

III. VOLUME.

Cubic yard Metre cubed.

J cord

Cord

58,5 cubic feet.

137 cubic feet.

IY, WEIGHT.

Gramme

Decigramme

Centigramme

Decagramme

2 decagrammes

Hecatogramme

2 catogrammes

4 catogrammes

Chilogramme

Myriogramme

Biliogramme

J biliogramme

Trilogramme

Pennyweight

Grain

Ounce

Pound

20 pounds

200 pounds

100 weight

Ton

15,45 grains. Centime-

tre cube of water.

1,55 grains.

0,155 grains.

154,5 grains.

309 grains.

1544,5 grains.

3089 grains.

6178 grains.

2*5 pounds.

22 pounds.

10000 grammes.

110 pounds.

2200 pounds.
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VI. CAPACITY.

New measures. Substitute for. Near values.

Litre Quart 61 cubic inches. I

metre cubed.

I litre Pint

} litre

Decilitre Gill 6 cubic inches.

Decalitre 2 gallons 610 cubic inches.

J decalitre Gallon 305 cubic inches.

2 decalitres Bushel 1220 cubic inches.

Catolitre Barrel 26 gallons.

2 catolitres Hogshead 52 gallons.

Chilolitre Tun 260 gallons.

I have spoken only of the measures used in the common
business of daily life : they, as well as the more rarely used

instruments employed in the measurement of the results of

the action of the various physical forces of gravity, light,

heat, electricity, etc., are all direct functions of one simple

element of linear dimension only (for surface and volume

are respectively mere products of two and of three linear

dimensions), and destined exclusively to the measurement

of certain contents of space without reference to time.

But space is really constituted of two different elements,

namely, linear magnitude and angular magnitude : these

elements, though not heterogeneous, are mutually incom-

mensurable, insomuch that angular magnitude is only

approximately measured by the straight line through the

intervention of its corresponding circular arc ; but so close

may this approximation be carried, that for every practical

purpose the measure of angular magnitude becomes also a

definite function of linear dimension. But while the unit

of linear magnitude is naturally indeterminate, and only to

be fixed by arbitrary decision, we have in angular magni-

tude an absolutely determinate unit in the sum of all the

plane angles that can have place (without interference or
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discontinuity) about a point ; and it is one of the earliest

geometrical facts, that angles are measured by their corre-

sponding circular arcs. A radius having first a given posi-

tion, and then revolving uniformly about the central point,

returns to its primitive position with every revolution, and

thus originates the idea of the measure of a periodical

function. A periodical function of this kind is furnished

by nature in the return of a particular star to the meridian

of a given place on the earth's surface ; and if at such place

a mechanism be contrived to give one revolution of a

radius in the same time with the return of the star, the

motion being uniform, then any point of the radius will

describe a part of the circumference of its corresponding

circle, exactly proportional to the time occupied by the star

during such movement of the radius, compared to the

period of its return to the meridian ; for example, if the

radius have moved uniformly through one right angle, the

star will have consumed one-fourth of its periodical time,

and thus we obtain a measure of time in terms of space.

As this measure is angular or circular only, a further

deduction is resorted to for a linear standard of reference,

by comparing together the rotary force expended on the

mass of the revolved radius regarded as concentrated in

the describing point of its circle, with the time of descrip-

tion ;
for, the force being uniform, the greater the distance

of the massive point from the center, the smaller will be

the angle it can describe in an equal given time, because

the arc or distance to be described increases proportionally

to the increase of the radius. In our case, gravitation is

the given uniform force, which will cause a mathematical

pendulum to describe an arc in a time proportional to the

pendulum's length ; so that the length of the pendulum

that shall make one oscillation in the nth part of the time

occupied by the earth in its revolution on its axis may be

experimentally found, and this constitutes a natural stand-
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ard unit of length as heretofore shown, forming a simulta-

neous measure of force and time in space.

But now while all our measures above examined, and

which are based upon the elements of linear dimension,

have been referred to the decimal system of subdivision,

there remains yet to be considered the propriety of

attempting the introduction of this system of subdivision

into the admeasurement of angular magnitude, in which

the unit is fixed by nature in the circumference to radius

unity.

As a periodical function, the year was by the ancient

Egyptians typified in form of a circle, under the emblem of

a serpent with its tail in its mouth ; and the division of this

circle into 360 degrees probably owes its institution to the

first rude estimate of 360 days to the solar year, while its

subdivision into months was obtained from the nearest

whole number of 12 lunations of 30 days each contained

in it.

The division of the circumference into 360 equal parts or

degrees once accomplished, the next step in the business of

angular admeasurement was made by taking the chord as

linear measure of the arc it subtended ; and as the radius,

which may be assumed unity, is itself the chord of the

sixth part of the circumference, the arc whose linear mea-

sure is 1 contains 60 degrees, or is already an example of a

unit divide^, into this number of equal parts, and hence the

origin of the sexagesimal scale yet adhered to in the arith-

metic of angular magnitude.

Whatever motive may have led to the division of the

day and the night each into a number twelve of parts cor-

responding to the division of the year into months, it obvi-

ously necessitated an immediate attention to the rule, that

if a magnitude be divided into a certain number of equal

parts, and that number be afterwards doubled, the parts

themselves must be halved in magnitude, so as not to dis-

turb the equality. In so doing, as one degree is the 3 ^th

\
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part of the circumference, now regarded as the measure of

a day (or period of daylight), we have the equation

6x60 =360, or

6X3^= 1: then doubling the num-

ber of parts and halving their magnitude, we get

12X^=1, or

12X60 =720, the number of minutes

in the day or the night, 60 minutes constituting the hour or

twelfth part of such day or night.

Were it as feasible as it is desirable to substitute the

decimal for the sexagesimal division, and thus to establish

a complete identity of subdivision between angular and

linear magnitudes, the rule followed in the treatment of linear

measures should also be adopted here, beginning with the

circumference as absolute geometrical unit, to be divided

into halves, quarters and tenths, and a similar course to be

repeated with the tenths, etc. According to this method, the

following table may exhibit a sketch of the new denomina-

tions compared with the existing ones, to wit:

New denominations.

1 orbe = 100000"=400°

1 semiorbe=50000
/'=200°

1 quartorbe=25000
//

=l00°

1 sextorbe=16666f"= 66f°

1 octorbe = 12500"= 50°

1 deciorbe= 10000"= 40°

1 centiorbe= 1000"=

\ centiorbe=

\ centiorbe^

1 milliorbe=

1 billiorbe=

\ billiorbe=

1 trilliorbe=

500"=

250"=

40

2°

1°=1 degre

=50 minites

Old denominations.

=360°= 1296000"

= 180°

= 90°

= 60°

= 45°

= 36°.

= 3°
;
6=216 /

= 1°,8=10S
/

= 0°,9= 54'

100'

10'

5'

r
1 minite=50 secondes

=0°,36=21',6

= 2', 16

= l',08

1 quadrilliorbe= 0,"1=1 seconde

1 quintilliorbe=0,
//
01

= 12",96

= 1",296

=0",1296
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The corresponding subdivisions of the solar day will be

as follows

:

New denominations. Old denominations.

lday =100000s=20h = 24h=864003

1 demidie = 50000 s=10h = 12h

1 quartidie = 25000s= 5h - 6h

1 decidie = 10000s= 2h =2h 24m

J decidie - 5000s= l
h=l oure=50 m. =lh 12m

lcentidie = 1000s = 14m 24s

1 millidie = 100s= l
m=l minute = l

m 26s,4=86s
,4

lbillidie — 10s =8S
,64

1 trillidie = l
s= 1 secunde =08

,864

It will further be perceived that for the sake of symmetry

in nomenclature, the common system of numeration should

be changed for the following :

l=units or uniards,

10=tens or deciards,

100=hundreds or centiards,

1000=thousands or milliards,

10000=billiards,

100000=trilliards,

1000000=quadrilliards,

10000000=quintilliards, etc.

After the above scheme, both the angular and linear

dimensions of space will be submitted to decimal jurisdic-

tion, and be referred to a cosmical standard unit of length

consisting of the equatorial pendulum that shall make

100000 oscillations in a sidereal day. Although a trifle

shorter than the pendulum in present use, the metre thus

determined will still a little exceed 39 inches in length, and

therefore will not disturb the convenient size of our instru-

ments of practical measurement.

As both religious and social convenience appear to be

best consulted by retaining inviolable the custom of group-
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ing clays into weeks of seven each, and as moreover the

solar day is incommensurable with the terrestrial year, and

indeed with the period of every planet of the system, deci-

mal multiples of the day would be unwarrantably and inju-

diciously introduced into the calendar ; but an adherence

to the hebdominal period ought not to retard an early

reform of the calendar in respect to its monthly division

and commencement. Instead of twelve, the solar year

consists of thirteen lunar months of twenty-eight days each,

with 1J intercalary ; and the vernal equinox is the natural

beginning of the year for the northern hemisphere, in

which abides the great majority of the human race.

We have now seen that the use of the metre, the substitute

and analogue of the ancient cubit (the human arm), determined

from astronomical conditions for the sake of definite accu-

racy, strikingly exemplifies in the concrete sense the truth

of the adage that " man is the measure of the universe;"

but again with equal pertinence is the same truth verified

under abstract considerations, for the decimal scale of

notation is universally conceded to owe its origin to the

number of fingers of the human hand. Among savage

peoples, the first attempts at counting are made by present-

ing the fingers ; and the simultaneous uplifting of the two

hands might have afforded a first glimpse of the idea of

classification, in the form of a species containing ten indi-

viduals : at least it served to facilitate the consideration

of a multitude of things by arranging them into equal par-

cels, while ultimately the number ten in each parcel became

the radix of quantity.

Doubts have been expressed whether the denary scale is

the most convenient that could have been adopted, and

strong claims have been put forth in preference of the duo-

denary or scale of twelve. The choice of a scale should be

governed in the first place by a desire to combine sim-

plicity of operation, with simplicity in the expression of

the results of the operations. The lower the radix, the
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simpler will be the operations performed under its use, but the

more complex or extended will be the expressions of the re-

sults, as is strikingly shown by the examples of the binary

scale, in which the decimal number 1810 is expressed by

11 1000 100 10, consisting of eleven digits : on the contrary, the

higher the radix, the heavier will become the operations, but

the results will be correspondingly simple
; as, for instance, in

the scale to radix 30 (which of course would require thirty

characters), the same decimal number 1810 would be ex-

pressed by 20x (where x stands for the digit ten), of three

digits only. But another consideration must be attended

to in selecting a radix : it must be a composite number,

involving some of the simple prime factors 2, 3, 5, etc., so as

to accommodate the greatest possible number of finite frac-

tions ; and therefore undoubtedly the number 30=2. 3. 5

would constitute a very perfect radix in this respect, but

would prove quite unmanageable in the actual performance

of the common arithmetical operations. Some number

greater than 2, and much less than 30, must therefore be

sought, which may combine a mean of the three advanta-

ges required ; and one of the first that strikes us as adapted

to our purpose is the number 6=2.3, which fulfils very

well our third condition, while the operations, to be per-

formed with only the six characters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, would

also be sufficiently easy ; but in the expression of the deci-

mal number 1810, namely, 12214 in this scale, we see an

inconvenient extension of the result of the operations,

which would rapidly accumulate with larger numbers, and

are thereby advised to pass the senary, and close at once

upon the denary scale, our cherished digitary number

10=2.5. Although 5 may not be quite so acceptable a

factor as 3, it certainly is preferable to 6=2. 3, which enters

into the number 12=2. 2. 3; a number that has frequently

been proposed as a substitute for 10, but which, as a radix,

thus unnecessarily loads us with useless repetition of the

factor 2, and at the same time renders the operatical pro-

Trans. viii.\ 10
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cess a little heavier than they remain under the adoption of

the radix 10. And in yet another point of view, although

the number 3 comes before 5 in frequency, its loss as a

factor of the. radix is well nigh compensated by the cir-

cumstance that it enters compounded into the radix dimi-

nished by unity (3
2 =9=10—1), which circumstance of

itself offers several precious advantages in analysis, that

could not appear under the radix 12, where 12—1=11 is an

infrequently occurring prime, too high to possess any

facility whatever.

Since we have seen that it is not possible to retain all

the first three prime numbers 2, 3, 5, as factors of our

arithmetical radix, so as to ensure a scale perfect in its

constitution, because it is unmanageable in practice, would

it be wise to replace 5 by 2, merely for the sake of preserv-

ing inviolate the number (three) of the factors in the radix,

although one of them is a mere duplicate ? Or rather shall

we not reject one of them, either 3 or 5, and let convenience

decide which it shall be, if indeed any great difference

between the two shall be found to attach to this considera-

tion ? Now any difference of convenience between oper-

tions performed under the radix 10, and under the more

simple radix 6, is so slight as not to be worth taking into

the account ; while a very perceptible difference in favor

of the former radix would accrue in expressing the results

of operations in very large numbers, a difference much

more than counterbalancing any fancied advantage of the

smaller radix. But, in addition to these motives, the

inconvenience of changing a radix founded upon considera-

tions so familiar and elementary as the number of fingers

of the individual man, and fortified by immemorial and

universal custom, for advantages so slight as would accrue

from the interchange of the factors 5 and 3, would be alto-

gether insurmountable : therefore, convenience alone being

thrown into the scale, will never allow the beam to alter its

present inclination ; and, finally, it is hoped that the reasons
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offered will be found sufficient, not only to banish all regret

for the nonadoption of the duodenary scale as a supposed

reform in the principles of arithmetic, but also to convince

us that the established denary radix, even though origin-

ally accepted without reference to scientific conditions, is

after all the one best sanctioned by a theoretical examina-

tion of the several reasons that ought to govern in making

a free selection.



Art. IV. Sarcophagus of Esinunazar, king of Sidon.

Institute Rooms, Thursday Eve., 3d April, 1855.

The Secretary laid before the meeting the following com-

munication received from Dr. C. V. A. Van Dyck, corres-

ponding member, now in Syria, calling the attention of the

members to the great novelty and interest of the subject at

this particular period :

" The enclosed inscription was discovered on the lid of a

sarcophagus some three weeks since, about a mile from this

city. A man had employed several workmen in excavating,

or rather digging, trenches through an ancient cemetery,

in hope of finding concealed treasures
;
by this means the

sarcophagus was discovered.

"The material is blue limestone, the upper or head part is

sculptured into the form of a bust, like the Egyptian mummy
cases; the features are Egyptian perfectly, and the ibis is

seen on the shoulders; the word Misraim also occurs in •

the inscription, thus identifying the Phoenician wTith the

Hamitic races.

" The French and English consuls are quarreling about their

respective rights to this relic ; in the mean time it has been

carefully reinterred until the matter in dispute shall be

settled. The inscription being in the very oldest Phoenician

character is of very ancient date. The first line says :
" In

the 14th year of Asmanid, king of the Sidonians, in the

month Bel." As yet we have not been able to make out

definitely anything more. The words Ashteroth and Misraim

occur in several places.

"This is the only Phoenician inscription that has been

found in Phoenicia, and amounts to more than all others

known. Gesenius, in his work on the remains of the Phoeni-
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cian language, has gathered all that has been found on

coins and inscriptions, but the whole does not amount to a

small part of the present one. It is therefore of great

value as a relic of that nation, and the most careless ob-

server can trace our own alphabet up to these forms. It is

also identical with the ancient Hebrew and Samaritan, in

which the word of God was preserved for so many ages."

Sidon, 16th Feb., 1855.

The Secretary of the Institute, Mr. John E. Gavit, had

the inscription lithographed, and it was immediately sent

out in the name of the Albany Institute, among the learned

men of all countries, in advance of any other publication of

it. Soon after Prof. W. A. Miller read before the Institute

a paper on the phonetic analogy of languages, in which he

gave a synopsis of the inscription. Several linguists at-

tempted to render it into Hebrew ; but from the great an-

tiquity of the inscription, and the scanty knowledge of the

Phoenician, nothing clear and satisfactory was made of it.

The Hon. Edward Everett having sent a copy to the

librarian of the Institute of France, that gentleman put it

into the hands of M. PAbbe Barges, professor of Hebrew in

the Sorbonne, who published a brochure in French, of forty

quarto pages, with plates, which he forwarded to the Insti-

tute, and from which the following particulars are gathered :

The news of the discovery of a Phoenician inscription at

Sidon, he says, had excited a great sensation in the learned

world, who awaited with impatience the deciphering of the

epigraph. Being desirous to satisfy the wishes of those

who had called his attention to the subject, as well as to

gratify his own curiosity, he set about the task, but met

with so many solecisms in the inscription, that he began

seriously to doubt the authenticity of the copy submitted

to him, and to fear that he should be made the dupe of

some audacious forger, as he expresses it. Meanwhile,

another copy of the inscription having been sent to Mr.

Bunsen, of London, several learned men to whom it had
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been communicated, published comments upon it in various

languages, but were unable to make a clear thing of it.

At length, the case having been delivered to the French

consul at Sayda, the ancient Sidon, it was conveyed to

Paris ; whereupon the Abbe resumed the translation, with

the inscription before him, and has given in his work a ver-

sion in Hebrew, Latin and French, and a facsimile of it in

Phoenician. These are followed by an analysis and com-

mentary of considerable length, which will afford much satis-

faction to all who take an interest in such matters. Mr.

Munsell, Corresponding Secretary of the Second Depart-

ment of the Institute, made from the French of the Abbe

Barges, an English translation of this famous inscription,

which so long puzzled the linguists of Europe and America,

which was read, as follows

:

THE INSCRIPTION.

In the month of Bui, in the fourteenth year of his reign,

spake Esmunazar, king of the Sidonians, son. of king Tab-

nith king of the Sidonians, [grand] son of king Esmunazar,

king of the Sidonians, saying : Snatched from the light pre-

maturely, and gliding away like the streams, I caused my
funeral home to be built, and I repose in this sarcophagus,

in this tomb, in this place which I have caused to be con-

structed. I forbid any royal person, and any person, to

open this sepulchral bed, to seafch around me for treasures

(for there are no treasures near me), to carry away the sar-

cophagus which serves for my sepulchral bed ; or to remove

me with this sepulchral bed upon the sepulchral bed of

another. Even if men should command thee to do it,

hearken not to their directions ; for any royal person, and

any man who shall open this sepulchral bed, or who shall

carry away the sarcophagus which serves me as a sepul-

chral bed, or who shall otherwise remove me with this sepul-

chral bed, may they have no sepulchral bed with the dead

;

may they not be buried in a grave, nor leave after them

sonsnor posterity
;
may the holy gods and the powerful mon-
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arch who reigns over them abandon them, and exterminate

the person of that king or that man who shall either open

this sepulchral bed, or remove this sarcophagus, as well as

the posterity of that royal person, or of that man, whomso-

ever he may be. May they neither put forth roots down-

wards, nor bring forth fruits upwards, and may they be

accursed by those living under the sun, because I am worthy

of pity. Snatched from the light prematurely and gliding

away like the streams, I have caused my funeral home to

be built. For it is I, Esmunazar, king of the Sidonians,

son of Tabnith, king of the Sidonians, grandson of king Es-

munazar, king of the Sidonians, and my mother, Immiasto-

reth, priestess of Astarte, our sovereign the queen, daughter

of king Esmunazar, king of the Sidonians, who have built

the temple of the gods [a fracture of several letters] at

Sidon, maritime country, and the puissant heavens have

rendered Astarte favorable to us. It is we who have built

a temple in honor of Esmun, as well as the sanctuary of Ene

Dalil in the mountain ; and the mighty heavens have estab-

lished me upon the throne. It is in short we who have

erected temples to the gods of. the Sidonians, at Sidon,

maritime country, one temple to the honor of Baal-Sidon,

and another in honor of Astarte, pride of Baal, and the

Lords of Kings have also delivered up to us the towns of

Dor and Japhia, vast wheat-growing territories, extending

the realm which I have founded ; and they have added

these new possessions to the frontiers of our country, secur-

ing them forever to the Sidonians. I therefore forbid any

royal person, and any man, to open my tomb, and to expose

it, to transport me elsewhere with this sepulchral bed, or to

carry away the sarcophagus which serves for my sepul-

chral bed, lest the holy gods abandon them, and extermin-

ate that royal person, that man whoever he may be, and his

posterity forever.

After a lapse of twenty-two centuries, the very outrage

which the Sidonian king sought to provide against by these
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maledictions, was perpetrated by persons searching for

treasures, who were ignorant of the purport of the inscrip-

tion. But although his funeral bed has been disturbed and

his sarcophagus carried away, it will never suffer the in-

dignity of being placed upon that of another ! but will

have a lasting repose in the French capital, among the

treasured ruins of Egypt and Assyria.

The Abbe devotes several concluding pages to specula-

tions upon the age of the monument, which he fixes at 350

B. c, and to conjectures upon the contemporaneous history

of the monarch. The work is deposited in the Institute

library, where it will be accessible to any one who may have

occasion to consult it.



Art. TV. Descriptions of New Organic Remains from Norih-

Eastern Kansas, indicating the Existence of Permian Rocks in

that Territory ; by F. B. Meek and F. V. Hayden, M. D.

Read before the meetiDg of March 2, 1858.

Some six or eight months since, Major F. Hawn, of

Weston, Missouri, who has kindly furnished us much inte-

resting information respecting the geology of north-eastern

Kansas, with the privilege of publishing the same, sent on

to one of us* a collection of fossils from a locality near the

mouth of Smoky Hill fork of Kansas river. A portion of

this collection was found to consist of fossils charac-

teristic of the western Coal measures ; but along with

these there were several masses of a hard, rather compact,

yellowish, brittle, magnesian limestone, containing a very

peculiar group of fossils, differing from forms known to us

in any part of the Carboniferous system, yet more nearly

like Upper Carboniferous than Triassic or Jurassic types.

Suspecting this rock might represent the Permian system

of the old world, a hasty comparison was made with some

of the figures, and descriptions of Permian fossils, which

almost established the conviction that they belonged to that

epoch. Having other engagements to attend to at that time,

however, and wishing to obtain some additional collections

Major Hawn had written he hoped to be able to send on for

us to investigate and describe from this rock, these speci-

mens were, for the time being, laid aside. Major Hawn was

informed however, of the fact that they were probably Per-

* Mr. Meek.

[Trans, iv.] 11
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mian types—some of them belonging to genera not known
in rocks older than the Permian—and at the same time re-

quested to give us some information respecting the strati-

graphical position of the rock from which they were ob-

tained.

Since that time we have received several letters from

that gentleman, informing us that the rock from which he

obtained these fossils, is about fifty feet in thickness, and

reposes upon the Coal measures. He also writes that it

consists of alternate beds or layers of the character of the

matrix of the fossils (Magnesian limestone), and a reddish

brown shale, and that the whole has the aspect of having

been deposited in depressions previously worn in the Car-

boniferous rocks.

Having recently received from Dr. J. G. Cooper, a col-

lection of fossils from this formation at another locality,

which he has kindly given us leave to publish, and Major

Hawn having also, as already stated, granted us the same

privilege in regard to his collections, we take this method

of bringing the matter before the public.

Amongst the fossils from this rock, we have, in Major

Hawn's collections from Smoky Hill fork of Kansas river,

as well as in Dr. Cooper's collection from another locality

one hundred miles north-east of that, an attenuate Myteloid

shell belonging to the genus Myalina, ofKoninck, established

by him upon Carboniferous species, but well known to occur

also in the Permian and more modern formations. This

species is rather more slender, but in other respects is not

unlike the Permian Myalina accuminata. Another species in

the same collection, belongs to the genus Panopaea, also a

generic type not known, we believe, below the Permian.

In addition to the foregoing, there are in Major Hawn's

collections, and amongst a few specimens long since obtained

by one of us* from the same rock on the Missouri river, op-

posite the northern boundary of Missouri (which we had sup-

*Dr. Hayden.

I
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posed a local bed of Carboniferous rocks, until we saw the

same associated with the other forms in Major Hawn's col-

lections), apparently two distinct species, undistinguishable

in form, and surface markings, as well as muscular and pallial

impressions, from the genus Pleurophorus, established by Mr.

King for the reception of a Permian shell. Along with

these, in Major Hawn's collections, there are also several

specimens of a small shell, having, as far as can be deter-

mined from its form and general aspect, the characters of

the Permian genus Bakevellia. Indeed it appears to be al-

most specifically identical with B. antiqua, of Munster, a

characteristic species of the Permian rocks of England and

Germany
;
though on comparison with specimens of this

species, now in the New York State Geological Collection,

sent over recently from England, by Sir Roderick Murchi-

son, we think we can see specific differences.

There are likewise from this rock, both in Major Hawn's

and Dr. Cooper's collections, specimens of a well marked

Monotis, a genus regarded, so far as we know, by all Palae-

ontologists, as having been introduced during the Permian

epoch. We are aware many authors regard the genus

Monotis of Bronn as only a section of the genus Avicula ;

but whether we view it in this light or not, does not affect

the question in regard to its being a peculiar type dating

back, according to generally received opinions, no further

than the disposition of the Permian rocks. In addition to

this, the species under consideration (M. Hawni of this

paper) presents so many points of similarity to some varie-

ties of the Permian species, M. Speluncaria, of Schlotheim,

as figured by Mr. King in his work on the Permian Fossils

of England, that it is not always easy to point out characters

by which they can be distinguished.

It is true the condition of these fossils is such, being

mostly casts, that their generic characters can not always

be made out beyond a doubt ; but from the unquestionable

relations of some, and the apparent affinities of others, taken
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in connexion with the lithological characters, and stratigra-

phical position of the rock in which they occur, we think

there is scarcely room to doubt that it is of Permian age.

This formation will probably be found to have a consider-

able geographical distribution in the far west, perhaps in

the form of isolated beds, when attention is called to it ; at

any rate, in addition to the locality from which Major

Hawn collected his specimens near the mouth of Smoky

Hill fork of Kansas river, Dr. Cooper collected some of the

same fossils near Helena, about one hundred miles in a right

line north-east of that, and as already stated, we have, for a

long time past, had a few of the same fossils from a locality

on the Missouri, in Nebraska, opposite the northern boun-

dary of Missouri.

Much credit is due Major Hawn for his zeal and industry

in developing the geology of Kansas. He informs us he

contemplates publishing soon, a work designed for popular

reading, on the agricultural and other natural resources of

that territory, which will doubtless contain much useful and

interesting information to those who may wish to know more

in regard to this new, and much talked of country.

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE NEW FOSSILS.

Monotis Hawni.

Shell subcircular, very slightly oblique; beaks located a

little in advance of the middle
;
hinge line straight and

equaling about half the length of the shell. Larger valve

convex; beak usually extending little above the hinge

apparently not very much incurved, anterior margin, more

or less rounded, sometimes faintly sinuous just below the

extremity of the hinge, so as to form a very small indistinct

obtuse ear, but more frequently rounding rather abruptly

into the hinge, so as scarcely to leave any anterior auricu-

lar appendage ; basal and postero-basal margins rounded
;
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upper posterior edge sometimes curving a little outwards

before joining the hinge above, so as to form a very small

more or less angular posterior wing
;
though it often makes

no curve, but meets the hinge line at a very obtuse angle.

Lower valve more compressed or even concave, but having

much the outline of the other, excepting that its anterior

border, just below the hinge, is provided with a rather

large, profound sinus for the passage of the pedal muscle,

and extending back parallel to the hinge to a point nearly

under the beaks.

Surface ornamented by distinct radiating costae usually

less than the spaces between, and provided with regularly

disposed prominent spinelike vaulted processes, formed by

the projecting lamellae of growth. Between each two of

these larger costae, from one to three or four much smaller,

elevated, threadlike, radiating lines are seen ; while much
finer concentric striae mark the surface in the other direc-

tion. Length 1*40 inches; height 1*42 inches; breadth

about 0'40 inch.

This species is very closely related to M. Speluncaria,

(Schot.) from some varieties of wThich, as figured by Mr. King

in his work on the Permian Fossils of England, it will not

be always easy to distinguish it. Our shell however, ap-

pears never to have the beak of the larger valve so elevated,

nor the posterior side so distinctly lobed as we sometimes

see in that species. We have named it in honor of Major

F. Hawn.

Locality.—Near mouth Smoky Hill fork, Kansas river, and

near Helena, Kansas.

Myalina (Mytelus) perattend"ata.

Shell thin and fragile, elongate, arcuate, and very attenu-

ate towards the beaks ; valves much compressed posteriorly

and above, convex, and subangular near the beaks, and along

the antero-ventral side. Beaks terminal, nearly straight,

or very slightly declining, pointed and directed forward.
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Hinge straight, of medium length, provided with a few

parallel elevated lines along its whole length, apparently

rounding somewhat into the postero-dorsal slope, which is

sharply carinate, and forms a regular declining curve pos-

teriorly. Antero-ventral side very oblike, arcuate, and not

carinate
;
posterior extremity rather narrowly rounded be-

low. Surface ornamented by more or less distinct subim-

bricating concentric marks of growth. Length 1*40 inches

;

height (measuring at right angles across from the antero-

ventral side, to the posterior termination of the hinge) 0*65

inch ; breadth of the two valves 0*50 inch.

If Mr. Koninck's genus Myalina is distinct from Mytelus,

which we think is the case, this shell must go in that genus,

as its hinge has exactly the characters of Myalina, as given

by Mr. Koninck.

Locality—Same as last; it also occurs on the Missouri river,

opposite the northern boundary of Missouri.

Bakevellia parva.

Shell very small, subrhomboidal
;
gibbous at the beaks

and down the oblique umbonial slopes ; antero-ventral mar-

gin sloping up very obliquely forward, and slightly sinuous

nearly under the beaks ; anterior extremity very nearly

rounded, or sub-angular; posterior side much broader,

rather narrowly rounded below, its upper margin sloping

first obliquely forward and upwards, then curving upwards,

or even slightly backwards, so as to meet the hinge line at

an angle of near ninety degrees. Postero-dorsal region

more or less compressed, and forming a kind of wing, which

is compressed so as to be more or less distinct from the gib-

bous flanks. Hinge straight, generally about equaling the

greatest length of the shell ; cardinal area narrow. Beaks

rather abtuse, oblique, and rising somewhat above the hinge

line, placed a little nearer the anterior end than the middle.

Surface and hinge unknown. Length 0*22 inch ; height 0*13

inch ; breadth about 0*09 inch.
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We have only seen casts of this little shell, which do not

show the hinge sufficiently well to remove all doubts re-

specting its generic relations. In form and general appear-

ance, it is very similar to B. antiqu.a Munster, as figured by

Goldfuss, in Petrefact, pt. ii, p. 126, pi. cxvi, fig. 7 a-b, but

the posterior extremity of the hinge appears to be more

angular, and the sinus in the border of the antero-ventral

margin, is more distinct in our shell, the cardinal area also

appears to be generally narrower than that of B. antiqua.

Locality.—Near mouth Smoky Hill fork of Kansas river,

Kansas territory.

Leda (Nucula) subscitula.

Shell subovate, a little gibbous in the central and umbon-

ial regions; posterior half more compressed and subros-

trate, very narrowly rounded at the extremity ; anterior

end elliptically rounded ; base forming a broad semiovate

curve, the most convex part of which is in advance of the

middle ; dorsum sloping slightly with a convex curve in

front of the beaks, concave and declining more gradually

behind
;
hinge nearly straight, or sloping slightly from the

beaks, near which it is finely crenulate. Bea^s almost

central, rising somewhat above the hinge. Length 0*64

inch
j
height 0*23 inch ; breadth about 0*17 inch..

Our specimens of this species being merely casts of the

interior, and not showing the jpallial line, we are left in

some doubts as to whether it is a Nucula or Leda.

In form it is very similar to our Nucula scitula* from the-

upper Cretaceous formations of the north-west, but the>

great difference in the geological positions of these two

shells, is alone a sufficient reason for regarding them as dis--

tinct.

* We have recently ascertained fro«a internal casta that our Jfi^c^ Evansi,,

and N. seitula, both have the palUal line sinuate,, and, consequently, "belong;

to the genus Leda, to. which we now refer them.
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Edmondia? Calhouni.

Shell subovate, gibbous over the oblique umbones ; ex-

tremities rather narrowly rounded ; base nearly straight or

forming a gentle curve along the middle, rounding up more

gradually behind than in front ; dorsal outline declining

slightly back of the beaks, and much more abruptly in front.

Hinge nearly straight, rather long and provided behind the

beaks (in the internal casts) with a distinctly circumscribed,

shallow, lanceolate, cardinal area, or escutcheon. Beaks

(of cast) rather distant, oblique, rising somewhat above the

hinge, and located about half way between the middle and the

anterior end. Posterior muscular impression shallow, appa-

rently broad and subcircular
;
pallial line simple ; anterior

muscular impression rather small, ovate, deep and placed

very close to the buccal edge, bounded on the upper and

posterior sides by a prominence or thickening of the shell

;

a little higher up, or between the upper end of the principal

anterior muscular impression and the beaks, there is a second

much smaller deep impression, very close to the edge of

each valve. No traces of the surface markings are visible

on the cast. Length 1*45 inches
;
height 0*72 inch ; breadth

0*83 inch.

We take pleasure in naming this species (at the request

of Major Hawn) in honor of Gen. John Calhoun, of Kansas

Territory, who has done much to aid Major H. in his ex-

plorations.

Locality—Near mouth Smoky Hill fork of Kansas river.

PLEUROPHORUS ? OCCIDENTALS.

Shell small, narrow, and elongate ; valves rather convex

from the beaks, obliquely backwards and downwards ; basal

and dorsal margins nearly straight, and subparallel, or con-

verging slightly towards the front; posterior end rounded;

anterior end more narrowly rounded. Beaks small, narrow,
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very oblique, located at the anterior extremity, and pro-

jecting a little above and beyond the termination of the

hinge. Hinge line straight, nearly equaling the greatest

length of the shell; escutcheon narrow and long. Surface

showing rather obscure traces of concentric marks of

growth, which are crossed, on the postero-dorsal region

of each valve, by two or three small indistinct radiating

lines or narrow ridges, extending from the beaks towards

the posterior margin. Length 0*37 inch
\
heigth 0*16 inch

;

breadth 0*14 inch.

Not having seen the hinge or interior of this shell, we

refer it only provisionally to the above genus, all its exter-

nal characters being very similar to P. costatus Brown, as

figured by Mr. King in his work on the Permian Fossils of

England.

Locality.—On the Missouri, in Nebraska, opposite the

northern boundary line of Missouri.

Pleurophorus (Cardinia) subcuneata.

Shell elongate, moderately compressed, most convex from

the beaks obliquely backwards towards the lower part of

the posterior end ; extremities narrowly rounded, the more

prominent part of each being below the middle. Dorsal

margin straight, and nearly horizontal, or declining slightly

from the beaks towards the anal end ; basal margin nearly

straight, sometimes a little concave, but often slightly con-

vex in outline. Hinge long, straight, and. apparently pro-

vided with one long linear posterior lateral tooth in the

right valve, which fits into a corresponding groove in the

edge of the other ; cardinal te«th unknown ; escutcheon

narrow. Beaks small, oblique,, little elevated above the-

hinge, and located near the anterior end.. Length 0*60 inch ^

height 0-29 inch ; breadth 0*18 inch.

The posterior muscular impression is very faint, compa-

ratively large, subquadrate, and placed neas the posterior

end of the hinge. The anterior muscular impression is-

[Trans, iv.] 12
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small, deep, ovate, and placed near the buccal edge, bound-

ed posteriorly by a distinct ridge extending down nearly

perpendicularly from the beak ; while a second much smaller

impression is also usually visible just above the latter.

Onr specimens being internal casts, of course do not show

satisfactorily either the hinge or surface characters, some of

them however, appear to retain faint traces of two or three

small radiating ridges on the posterio-dorsal regions. The

hinge, as near as can be determined, does not appear to be

as in Cardinia or Cypricardia, but more like that of Mr.

King's genus Plenrophorns, to which we have provisionally

referred it.

This species appears to differ from the last in being

broader at the anterior end, while the reverse is the case

with the last.

Locality.—Near mouth Smoky Hill fork of Kansas river

—

Major Hawn's collections.

Lyonsia (Penop^a) concava.

Shell small elongate ; valves moderately convex in the

umbonial region ; anterior extremity rounded
;

posterior

end more narrowly rounded, or faintly subtruncate, com-

pressed, and somewhat gaping ; base forming a very gentle

curve, rounding up a little more gradually behind than in

front ; dorsum concave, and nearly parallel to the base
;

hinge line long, nearly straight, or a little concave j beaks

rising somewhat above the hinge, but not much elevated,

incurved and located about half-way between the middle

and the anterior end. Surface of cast, marked near the

border by a few small, irregular concentric wrinkles
;

pal-

lial and muscular impressions unknown. Length 0*66 inch
;

height 0*25 inch ; breadth #32 inch.

This is a very neat, handsome little shell, which varies

somewhat in form at different ages, being a cast, its generic

characters are left in doubt.
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Locality.—On the Missouri river, nearly opposite the

northern boundary of Missouri.

Paxopaea Cooperi.

Shell when young rather oblong, and having its valves

but moderately convex
;
becoming more gibbous, or almost

subcylindrical with age ; anterior end narrowly rounded

and more compressed than the other
;
posterior end very

widely gaping, obliquely and distinctly truncate ; basal

margin almost straight or forming an exceedingly gentle

curve, rounding up gradually in front, and meeting the

truncated posterior edge behind (in old shells), so as to

form a distinct angle. Dorsum slightly concave and not

declining behind the beaks, sloping abruptly in front
;

beaks depressed, subangular behind, closely incurved and

not oblique, located nearly half way between the middle

and the front. Hinge straight, or slightly concave behind

the beaks, provided (in the cast) with a narrow, deep, dis-

tinctly circumscribed cardinal area. Surface of cast orna-

mented by concentric marks of growth which form on the

umbones, small somewhat regular undulations. Muscular

and pallial impressions unknown. Length 2*57 inches
;

height 1*37 inches ; breadth 1*12 inches ; breadth of pos-

terior hiatus 1 inch.

We name this species in honor of Dr. J. G. Cooper, Sur-

geon and Naturalist of the North Pacific "Wagon Road

Survey, to whom we are indebted for the specimen here

described, as well as for several of the same species found

by Major Hawn, near the Smoky Hill fork of Kansas river.

Locality—Near Helena in North-Eastern Kansas.

Nautilus eccentricus.

Shell rather small, subdiscoidal ; volutions rounded and

not embracing ; umbilicus very large and shallow, showing

all the inner whorls ; transverse section of the septate por-
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tion circular
;
septa not very widely separated, concave on

the outer side
;

siphuncle small, and located about half

way between the centre and the dorsum
;
body whorl

expanded a little laterally, and apparently becoming sub-

angular on the sides, transverse section slightly oval ; sur-

face unknown.

Locality—Near mouth Smoky Hill fork, Kansas River.



NOTE.

Since this paper was in print, a friend has placed in my hands a slip cut

from a St. Louis paper, containing a note from Prof. G. C. Swallow, State

Geologist of Missouri, dated Geological Rooms, Columbia, Mo., February 18,

1858, addressed to the President of the St. Louis Academy of Sciences, an-

nouncing the fact that Major F. Hawn had placed in his hands a collection

of fossils from Kansas, which he (Prof. S.) had determined, beyond a doubt,

to be of Permian age. Under the circumstances, it is I think, incumbent

upon me to give a brief statement here as to how the fossils described in the

foregoing paper came into my hands, and what authority I had for publishing

the same.

As long back as December, 1856, Major Hawn wrote me he was making

geological investigations in Kansas, and then, as well as at various times

afterwards, stated he had made a collection of fossile which he intended to

send to me. Some time elapsed before the fossils came to hand ; as soon as

they arrived, however, I was strongly impressed with the idea that a por-

tion of them belonged to the Permian system. (Major H. spoke of them all

in his letters as Cretaceous and Carboniferous.) Not knowing his inten-

tions, I wrote back to him what I thought about the fossils, and then, or in one

of my letters, asked the privilege to bring out some of his results, and to de-

scribe his new species, giving him credit for the discovery of the same.

Subsequently, I received from him the following reply, dated Weston, May

24th, 1857

:

" Dear Sir—Your letter of the 10th inst. was received yesterday, asking

privilege to use the information I have furnished you. * * * You will

readily see I can accomplish much through your publication of the informa-

tion I furnish you, under the circumstances you mention [that was that I

should give him the credit above alluded to], though I should travel over the

same ground in a future publication of mine. My publication will be written

with a view to popular reading, rather than scientific effort. * * * You

then have my entire consent to use any information in your possession

through me, as you may think best."
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This same privilege was again and again granted by him in his subsequent

letters even down to comparatively recent periods, but as it was generally

done in connection with remarks it would be improper to give here, we do not

quote them. In another letter received some time after from Major H. in reply

to a letter I had written requesting him, if he had any more of these fossils to

send them on, as it was desirable we should have as many as possible of the

specimens, before taking them up for study, he writes, Sept. 9, 1857 :
" I sent

Professor Swallow a collection, at that point, and some others, under the im-

pression that they were Carboniferous, and probably he will pronounce them
such, as they were mixed with fossils of that system, from the same locality.

If he is under that impression, he will not send them to you, as I requested

him to send all to you that were not Carboniferous."

I then wrote to Major H. telling him it was better not to send his collec-

tions to two different persons, as both might take them up, and spend much
time and labor upon them, which must of course be lost to one party or the

other.

To this he repeatedly replied, that Professor S. would not interfere in the

matter. I have not space to quote all he has said on this subject at various

times, nor would it be proper to do so here, but the following paragraph from

his letter of the 21st August, 1857, is one of many of a similar nature in my
possession :

" Professor Swallow certainly will not attempt to interfere with you in this

matter. He knows perfectly well the relations existing between us ; and ex-

pressed himself gratified that I was furnishing you with important informa-

tion, in the furtherance of your investigations. Furthermore he has not the

data to establish a relation between the several points under review by you.

I merely send him the Carboniferous fossils for classification and comparison

with those of the Missouri collections, that a parallel may be established to

aid me in my future operations."

After this several letters passed between Major H. and myself in relation to

his collections. (He wrote me in 1857, 22 letters respecting his explorations,

and I must have written nearly the same number to him, directing his at-

tention to such points in the geology of the country, as I thought it might be

interesting to examine.) I was especially anxious to obtain the other fossils from

the formation I believed to be Permian, and allowed considerable time to elapse,

hoping he would either collect more, or get those he had sent to Prof. Swal-

low and send them on to me. On the 4th of January, 1858, he wrote :
" I

have a letter before me from Prof. Swallow, in which he thinks the speci-

mens sent him from Smoky Hill fork, are Carboniferous, therefore I suppose

he has not sent you any fossils."

In the letter above quoted, Major H. states that he has in his possession a

collection from the various formations in Kansas, and expects to start with

them to Columbia, Mo., in a few days. No allusion whatever, was made in

this letter about intending to get Prof. Swallow to investigate the fossils from
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the new formation ; on the contrary, he said M Prof. Swallow seems rather

indifferent to the matters," and I was left to infer, which I did, that he was

merely going to Columbia with his Carboniferous fossils to have them classi-

fied, and compared with the Missouri collections, as he had stated in his

former letters, otherwise we certainly would not have attempted to describe

them.

About this time I went on to Washington city, to investigate, in connec-

tion with Dr. Hayden, a collection of fossils recently brought in by Lieut.

Warren's exploring expedition to the Black Hill, in Nebraska ; and took with

me Major Hawn's Kansas collections. On arriving at Washington, Dr. J.

G. Cooper presented to us a small collection of the same fossils from another

locality in North Eastern Kansas, which tended still more to strengthen the

opinion that these were Permian types. A more thorough comparison was

then made, where we could have access to books we had not before seen, on

Permian fossils, which led us to think they must belong to rocks of that age,

and a record was made at the Smithsonian Institution, of our views on this

subject. We then wrote out descriptions of the species, and some remarks

on the age of the formation.

On my return to Albany, from Washington, I received a letter from Major

Hawn, dated Columbia, Mo., Jan. 25th, 1858, in which he informed me he had

arrived at Columbia, and stated :
" I have unpacked my collections in Kansas,

and classified the specimens. I have been highly complimented on their

extent and beauty. Dr. Shumard [Palaeontologist of the Missouri Geological

Survey] pronounces them all Carboniferous, most of which have been found

in the Coal measures of Missouri, but some few are new." This letter also

contained no intimation that Major Hawn had changed his mind in regard to

having us describe the fossils I supposed to be of Permian age.

I then wrote him that we were now more than ever inclined to the opinion

that they must be Permian
;
informing him that we had written out descrip-

tions of his new species, and requesting him to borrow from Prof. Swallow,

the specimens in his possession from this rock, for our use. *

After the lapse of several weeks during which we were daily expecting to

receive a section, and some other information Major H. had promised, in his

letter of the 4th January, above quoted (written just before he started to

Columbia), to send, and when the whole matter was in this posture, and we

had expressed to our friends at Washington, here, and at Philadelphia, our

opinion respecting these fossils, and had our paper describing them all

ready for publication, much to my astonishment I received from Major Hawn

a letter, dated Columbia, Mo., February 22, 1858, informing me that he had

inferred from the tenor of some of my letters, that I had abandoned the in-

tention of investigating these fossils,* and he had consequently prevailed upon

In this Major H. was certainly mistaken, as I had never for a moment abandoned the

idea of describing the fossils from the new formation.
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Prof. Swallow to take them up, and that Prof. S. had done so and arrived at

the conclusion, without any previous knowledge of my views, that they

must be Permian.

The foregoing statement is made not with the intention of impugning the

motives of others, but to vindicate myself and Dr. Hayden from the suspicion

of having appropriated the views, or unwarrantably used the facts of others.

F. B. MEEK.



Art. V. A Review of Hickok's Rational Cosmology; by David

Murray, Secretary of the Albany Institute.

Read before the meeting of May 10, 1859.

Rational Cosmology
;
or, The Eternal Principles and Necessary Laws

of the Universe: By Laurens P. Hickok, D. D., Union College. New

York : D. Appleton & Company, 1858.

Among the Metaphysical thinkers of the present day, the

author of the work, whose name stands at the head of this

article, has held for many years a distinguished rank. He

has entered with a bold heart upon the difficult and entangled

questions which have perplexed his predecessors ; and if

he has not succeeded in making any clearer the intricacies

of Metaphysics, it was perhaps only because human faculties

could do no more. His Rational Pschycology, which was

the first of his works, secured for him the respectful notice

of metaphysical thinkers ; and it is to be presumed that

his subsequent publications on Mental and Moral Philoso-

phy did not detract from his well earned reputation.

It was a bolder step when he entered the field covered

by the present volume. To lay down successfully the eter-

nal principles on which the universe was created—to say

with certainty why each fact must be as we find it, and not

otherwise—would surely be the greatest triumph which the

human mind could achieve. It has usually been conceded

that this was a task beyond the abilities of man, and that to

attempt it was likely to result in little else than a conspi-

cuous failure. This attempt, indeed, has often been made,

and Dr. Hickok is not the first to propose an a priori solution

of the problem of the universe. The philosophers of Greece

brought to this task all the penetration of their most pene-

trans, v.] 13
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trative and subtle minds. Their theories in regard to the

origin of matter—the elementary substances of which it is

composed, their transformations and modifications—are the

evidence of their laborious and patient, though fruitless

efforts. These theories seem absurd enough now, because

we look at them from amidst a brighter light and greater

knowledge. They taught that fire, air, earth and water are

the elements of all things. Chemistry has demonstrated

that not one of these is elementary, but each is itself com-

posed of certain constituents, which a more refined che-

mistry may in turn demonstrate to be compound.

We could not but think, while reading the confident and

exultant enunciations of our author, that his theories might

at some future, and not very distant period, meet with the

same treatment; that what is now propounded with so

much confidence as a final solution of the great problem

—

an impregnable cosmology—might in time be found as

baseless and whimsical as the water theory of Thales, the

air theory of Anaximines, or the harmonies and numbers

of Pythagoras.

We propose to present a few observations on certain

parts of this work, especially those where the author ap-

plies his methods to the discussion of the laws of mechanics

and physics. In these he departs so widely from the me-

thods which have been pursued by all the successful culti-

vators of science, from those methods which have been

instrumental in elevating science to its present pre-eminent

position, that his conclusions should be submitted to the

closest scrutiny before being admitted. If it is true, as the

author claims, that the rational insight can trace out the laws

of nature from an a -priori stand-point; if the law of gravity

and the laws of light, and the laws of electricity may be de-

duced by pure reason, without any assistance from experi-

ment or observation ; then were Newton, and Fresnel, and

Faraday, and all the great expounders of science the veriest

fools, wasting their time and talents on what an acute meta-
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physician could have told them without any aid from falling

machines, lenses, or electrical and galvanic batteries.

Dr. Hickock's fundamental position on which he builds

his entire superstructure, is this : "Matter is Force." We
quote in full the passage in which he lays down his first

principles. After speaking of the absurdity of the common
conception of matter, as being some " dead, dry, hard sub-

stance," he proceeds (page 93).

" We must, therefore, wholly renounce such a conception

of matter ; for indeed, upon rational examination, it will

be found to be an impossible conception, a mere negation

in thought. Let us, however, keep thisforce which we have

supposed to have been supplied to matter, and which we
have found in such cases must work all the mutations that

occur in matter, carefully subjected to the rational insight,

and determine whether indeed this force which does all

that is done is not matter itself. Simple activity is spirit-

ual activity, and has nothing in it that can awaken the

thought of force ; and it is only as it meets some opposing

action and encounters an antagonist that we come to have

the notion of force. * * *. * * When the conception

is that of simple action in counteration, an activity that

works from opposite sides upon itself, we have at once the

true notion of force. ***** Conceive of two

simple activities meeting each other and reciprocally hold-

ing back or resting against each other, and thus of the two

making a third thing unlike either at the point of contact.

In neither of the two activities can there be the notion of

force, but at the point of antagonism force is generated,

and one new thing comes from the synthesis of the two

activities. To distinguish this from other forces hereafter

found we call it antagonist force. In this position is taken,

and there is more than the idea of being, which the simple

activities each have, there is being standing out, an existence;

being in re, a reality, a THING."

A point or molecule of matter, as we understand this pas-
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sage, he conceives to be the antagonism of two simple

» x—mm.

activities at a point in space. The accumulation of these

pairs of activities constitute, according to this hypothesis,

masses of matter. We have called this an hypothesis, but

our author would be far from thanking us for bestowing so

humble a name upon his system. If the author had pro-

posed his system as an hypothesis, by which he claimed to

be able to explain more satisfactorily than by the common
hypothesis, the phenomena of nature, we would not have

complained. Men would have listened with profound re-

spect to what he had to propose, and would gladly have

greeted his success in giving a more complete explanation

to the complicated and difficult questions of physical na-

ture. Hypotheses have been before proposed, discussed

and adopted or rejected in this spirit. The law of gravi-

tation was presented to the world as an hypothesis by which

certain phenomena could be explained. Step by step the

facts of the attraction of matter were found to be reducible

in this law, and now from the facts that no, phenomena are

known to conflict with this hypothesis, aud that all known

phenomena included in it are fully explained by it, it is

universally conceded to be an established law. It was in a

similar spirit, that the wave theory of light was proposed,

discussed and finally adopted. And we say therefore that

if the author had presented his theory of matter in the

same way, and endeavored to establish its truth by a wide

and thorough induction of facts, scientific men would have

listened with respect.

But it is in no such submissive and modest attitude that

Dr. Hickok comes before the world. He claims the absolute

truth of his conception of matter. It is true because the

Rational Insight so decides. From the eternal laws of rea-

son it is evident that a point of matter is made up of two
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activities acting against each other ! But upon what prin-

ciples does the reason select this particular arrangement of

activities to constitute matter? Are there not an hundred

other conceptions which the mind might form ? Could we

not suppose instead of two activities, an infinite number

acting at the same point from all sides ? Could we not

suppose these activities to be spherical instead of linear as

he describes them on p. 140? If he answers that this one

seemed the most fertile, explaining most readily the phe-

nomena covered by it—then he confesses the fallibility of

his conception, and acknowledges the necessity of an induc-

tion of facts to verify it. Again, if he appeals to rational

insight, must the author's insight Le permitted to dictate to

the rest of mankind ? If we should be asked, if our rational

insight taught us such a conception of matter we should be

bound in conscience to answer, No. We find it utterly

impossible for us to conceive of spiritual activities set head

to head in any such way. And if we were to admit the

possibility of this arrangement, reason would at once affirm

that the two equal activities would exactly counterbalance

each other, and there would be nothing left. We know

that when two equal forces are made to act upon any point

in opposite senses, that the point is entirely unaffected, and

may be moved up or down, to the right or left, in the same

way as if no two antagonist forces were acting upon it.

Now, if a body be conceived to be made up of such balanced

antagonisms, placed side by side by any arrangement, such

a body can have no ability to resist either penetration or

displacement. If an external pressure be exerted upon

such a body, the pairs of activities on which the pressure

acts being just in equilibrium, must give way without the

slightest resistance.

So says the rational insight of this reviewer, and if its de-

terminations are to be the guide to truth in this matter, we

demand that our insight may have its due weight against

this theory.
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We do not pretend to say that the common conception of

matter is beset with no difficulties. But it seems infinitely

easier to conceive of matter as being an accumulation of

minute molecules, each having the same properties as are

possessed by the mass. These properties—attraction, co-

hesion, inertia, &c.,—may be conceived to have been as-

signed to it at its creation, and, acting in definite modes,

constitute what are called the laws of smatter. But fortun-

ately for the scientific investigator, it matters but little

what conception he may form of the nature and origination

of matter. He investigates and is concerned with, not so

much the nature of matter as its external properties and

affinities. It is by these properties that matter comes in

contact with him as a living and sentient being. It is by

turning these properties to account, taking advantage of

the active and acting tendencies of the material creation,

that he is able to adapt it to his purposes and wants. Hence

man's attention and scrutiny are first arrested by the exter-

nal and sensible properties of matter. From these he in-

vestigates inward, reaching by means of transformations,

tests and ordeals the more hidden and less obvious proper-

ties. All this time, his progress is not at all facilitated or

retarded or modified by any theoretical views he may form

about the nature of matter. If his theory is wrong, his

experiments and conclusions may still be right. Not so in

the a priori method of investigation. Here, an error in the

fundamental principles must inevitably lead to the gravest

error in the result. If we attempt to deduce the laws of

matter from a certain first principle, and from the imper-

fection of our insight commit an error in this principle,

must it not follow that the laws so deduced will be fatally

tinctured with the same error ? And further, since this in-

vestigation is conducted totally by ratiocination, and can

have no check or correction from experiment or observa-

tion, even allowing the correctness of the fundamental

principle, must not the result be affected with all the pro-
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bable errors which will occur in this mental process ?

These are grave and essential objections, and we shall

see how the author has succeeded in the practical evasion

of them.

In addition to the pair of antagonist forces already de-

scribed, and which he declares to be fully adequate to form

substantial matter, our author assumes two other activities

acting divellently from the same point, which he calls a

diremptive force. He says, " they are necessary to form

such matter as the universe needs for the rational ends as-

signed for it." We suppose the fact to be, that the universe

was not so much in need of these diremptive forces as Dr.

Hickok's system. He found that his first conception would

not explain certain stubborn facts, and so laid in this addi-

tional pair of activities to be ready for the emergency.

They are convenient, take up no room and just balance each

. other, and so at least can do no harm.

Thus equipped with first principles, our author goes for-

ward to explain the origination of matter, and its mode of

impressing the senses. He argues, that " if matter were

wholly inert, it would be utterly inexplicable how it should

affect any sense. But when we conceive of substantial

matter itself as a force, filling certain places in space, we
may readily apprehend, &c." But we might say in reply,

if this force is supposed to be in equilibrium (as it must be

supposed to be, otherwise it would cause motion), how hap-

pens it that it has any surplus energy to resist touch or any

of the senses ? Why do not these activities which just

counterbalance each other, yield to the least application of

external force, and thus give no evidence of their exist-

ence to the senses ?

Immediately following this discussion of matter at rest,

follows that of the laws of motion. He attempts to deduce
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these from the fundamental principles of matter, following

in the order of development that usually pursued by writers

on mechanics. The first law of motion is, that it must be

uniform and rectilinear. If the two simple activities are

equal in power, they must hold each other in equilibrium
;

but if one be stronger than the other, then there must be

motion in the direction of the stronger, and in proportion

to the surplus. We ask special attention to the conclusion

established here. In order that there should be a uniform

and rectilinear motion of a point, there is required the .con-

stant and unceasing action of a stronger energy. How is

it then that on the very next page (p. 122), in speaking of

impulsive force, he can assume, that after an impulse a body

consisting of balanced antagonisms will continue to move

uniformly ? If in the former case constant urging was re-

quired to produce uniform motion, how is it that an impulse,

which acts for an instant and then ceases, can produce ex-

actly the same thing? We shall have occasion to refer to

this point again, when we come to speak of the author's

account of falling bodies.

The second law of motion he expresses thus :

e< That motion

which any superinduced force would give, must be compounded

with the motion which the force already has" His demonstra-

tion of this law is purely one which might have been given

on any other conception of matter quite as well as this one.

Except that he uses no diagrams, and commits thereby some

blunders which we shall presently point out, his demonstra-

tion is really geometrical. The law does not seem to be at

all involved in the author's principles of activities, and his

demonstration does not depend upon them. He points out

justly enough, that when a point entertains two motions in

different directions at the same time, the point will move

in neither of the impressed directions, but in the one which

divides the angle made by the two.

And here we beg the mathematician to observe to what

accurate and reliable results the rational insight will lead
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when brought to bear upon the subject of mechanics ! All

writers up to this time—and among them are Newton and

Laplace— have stated and apparently proved, that the re-

sultant of two forces divided the angle between them into

parts, the sines of which were inversely proportional to the

adjacent forces. But our author has shown this to be all a

mistake ; that not the sines of the parts are inversely pro-

portional to the adjacent forces, but the parts themselves !

Thus, if two forces of two and eight pounds

respectively, wrere acting at a certain point at right angles

to each other, the resultant according to Newton and others,

would make an angle of about 14° with the greater, but

according to Dr. Hickok, an angle of 18° !

A little further on in his discussion of this same law he

arrives at another conclusion which will startle mathema-

ticians of the old school. When two equal forces are acting

in diametrically opposite directions, he finds that in that

case they have a resultant at right angles with their com-

mon line. Thus, if two equal and diametrically opposite

forces were acting at a point

c

P, instead of destroying each other, as we know they would,

our author gives them resultants C, which squirt out in

every direction at right angles with the forces. At first we
were inclined to believe that this was a mere oversight,

made when the author's rational insight was less acute than

ordinary ; but we were astonished to find that he employs

[Trans, v.] 14
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it in a subsequent and essential part of the work, when he

attempts to explain the spherical form of every material

creation.

This account of creation (p. 134), is one of the most

characteristic parts of the book, and exhibits the boldness,

if not the wisdom, of the author. He conceives that ori-

ginally there were but two great spiritual activities set at

work by the Creator, in the same line, acting directly

against each other. These two activities, A and B,
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acting against each other at C, re-act upon each other, and

in some way unintelligible to mere men of science, pro-

duce an accumulation of other activities in the same line.

" And now " (we quote his own words), " were there but

the simple law of action and reaction as opposite and equal,

the accumulations of force must be in the right line of the

original activities, and each one accumulates by its retor-

sions from the energy of the other, new antagonisms in itself

successively, as from point to point it was made to turn

back on itself. Matter would thus be generated in right

lines. But the second law of motion comes in immediately

upon the original counterworking, and so soon as there

succeeds a reaction in each simple activity, and thus a force

fixing upon a new position out of the original point of con-

tact, then comes at once an extended static each way in

this line, and thus an excess of resistance over that of a

lateral movement from the point of contact."

Thus, as we understand this passage, from the pushing

against each other of the two original activities, he brings

about a lateral extension, according to his absurd deduction
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from the second law of motion, to which we alluded just

above. By this continued pressure and lateral extension,

space is gradually filled with matter, assuming under the

laws of force, he says, a spherical form. But how this

matter of his becomes moulded into a spherical form, we
confess ourselves unable to see. Admitting the writer's

assumed action of his activities, it would follow, we think,

that the world would become a cylinder ; or if he objects

to this, that the lateral force decreases in proportion as it

is acting further from the point of contact of the two great

activities, then it must follow that the world would be

shaped like two cones placed base to base. In no way

have we been able to reason out a sphere. But if the reader

is anxious to gain new ideas about world formation, let him

consult p. 140 for himself.

It would be impossible within the limits of an article

like this, to discuss fully all the points which challenge dis-

cussion in this work, and we are obliged therefore to leave

this process of world formation, in order to follow our

author to the discussion of the principles of gravity and

falling bodies.

On p. 152 he speaks of a repulsion, by which the centre

atom repels all the outlying molecules on all sides of the

centre. And since this repulsion must be exerted upon all

the particles of the sphere, the repulsion must be as the

amount of the sphere, or as the cube of the radius. " But,"

says he, " any concentric layer of molecular forces is dimi-

nished in repulsion in proportion to the number of layers

lying between it and the centre, that is, in proportion to

the cube of the radius of its own sphere, and thus each en-

sphered layer of molecules repels inversely as the cube of

the radius of its own sphere."

Now it is evident upon the author's own grounds, that

this repulsion can not decrease inversely as the cube of the

radius ; for the number of layers, lying between any layer

and the centre, increases only as the radius and not as the
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cube of the radius. That is, in a sphere of two feet radius,

there could exist only twice as many layers, not eight times

as many, as in a sphere of one foot radius. So. the author's

necessary law of repulsion should be propounded thus

—

directly as the quantity of matter and inversely as the dis-

tance.

Again on p. 153, he endeavors to deduce the law of the

attraction of matter, which is commonly known as the law

of gravitation. According to his very peculiar reasoning,

this attraction is directly as the area of a section of the

sphere or the square of the radius. But such a result is

entirely at variance with the induction of Newton, and if

true would prove fatal to the stability of the solar system.

From numberless computations and deductions it has been

proved, that a spherical body attracts not as the square of

its radius, but as its mass, which in homogeneous bodies

varies as the cube of the radius. His estimate of the rate

of decrease of this force is equally unfortunate. He says,

speaking of a section of the sphere ;
u Any concentric cir-

cle in this area is diminished in attraction in proportion to

the number of concentric circles that may be made between

it and the centre, that is in proportion to the square of the

radius of itself." But it is plain that the number of con-

centric circles between any circle and the centre must in-

crease as the radius and not as its square.

But admit that the author has proved what he enunciates,

namely, that the attraction upon any particle must vary di-

rectly as the mass and inversely as the square of the dis-

tance ; and that the repulsion must vary directly as the mass

and inversely as the cube of the distance. Suppose a sphere

whose centre is C and its mass M; and let

' P denote a molecule of matter at a distance

D from the centre. Denote the attraction

of the sphere upon this molecule by A, and

the repulsion by R. Then, according to
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the author's enunciated laws, A=jj
3

and * R=jy3

It is evident here that the attraction is greater than the

repulsion, and hence the particle is not in equilibrium. But

the stability of this molecule, and in like manner of all other

molecules, is essential to the stability of the globe. And

the author himself tells us on p. 151, that " it is a necessary

determination that a globe so generated, should have in

every molecular force, a centrifugal and centripetal tend-

ency just balancing each other, and thus holding the mole-

cule at rest."

The simple fact is, that in regard to this whole subject of

the attraction of bodies, there never was such a bundle of

absurdities put together. It is useless to try to evoke order

or system out of it. We defy any man, however acute or

patient, to wring from the author's words a meaning which

will, in any fair sense, conform to the facts.

The determination of the laws of falling bodies was

among the triumphs of the splendid mind of Galileo. He
demonstrated them mathematically, and verified them by

experiment ; and they still retain their place, unmodified, in

the science of mechanics, as a memorial of his greatness.

Let us see what Dr. Hickok has done for them.

We called attention above to his enunciation of the first

law of motion ; and requested attention to the fact that he

demands, in order to produce a uniform and rectilinear

motion, a constant and unceasing action of a stronger

energy against a weaker. In that case, the result of a

stronger energy acting against a weaker, was a uniform

movement in the direction of the stronger. Noiv, from

some reason, which he does not and perhaps can not explain,

he finds that " the greater force not only moves, but adds to

itself continually." According to his system, a molecule of
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matter is retained in its position by equal centrifugal and

centripetal forces. So that, when a molecule is withdrawn

from its position of equilibrium, it moves toward the'centre

of the earth till it finds its status. The centiipetal force is

under these circumstances the greater, and moves the mole-

cule towards the centre. But why with a constantly in-

creasing velocity ? According to Dr. Hickok's enunciation

of the first law of motion, which was a fair deduction from

from his first principles, the motion should manifestly be

uniform. But nature was very unkind, and so constituted

matter that a body falls with a constantly accelerated mo-

tion, instead of a uniform, in conformity with the author's

system.

But, granting the author's premises, that in some way an

accelerated motion is produced, we are treated with one of

the most remarkable specimens of reasoning that it was

ever the lot of man to devise. He is endeavoring to make

out a priori what must be the rate of increase in the descent

of a falling body. " Take then," says he, " any body and

let it possess the degree of energy on the side opposite the

centre, and it must gravitate toward the centre. It must

pass through its measure of space or height, which we will

call H, in one moment. In passing through H, it has gained

(how it gained it, he does not tell us) the excess of energy

or gravity occupying that space, and must therefore have

now an excess of energy or gravity from the fall through

H that would make it fall the next moment through 2 H."

One would think that thus far he had proved quite satis-

factorily, that the body during the second moment would

fall through a space 2 H. The only objection to this con-

clusion is, that it is not true ; the fact being that it falls

through a space 3 H during the second moment. The au-

thor probably knew enough of mechanics to be aware of

this, and therefore struggles to adapt his eternal principles

to the fact. We understood him to mean that the body

moved during the first moment a space H, and in moving
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that space acquired as much more energy as it had of its

own. These together would carry it through a space

equal to 2 H during the second moment. But he goes on

to say that the original excess of energy is still retained,

i. e. at the beginning of the second moment, and this would

cause it to move another space H, which added to the 2

ist mo- H, makes, for the space passed over in the
ment.

second moment, 3 H. If we can understand

language, this " original energy/' serves in

mo- two capacities during the second moment

;

meut
"

first, it helps to move the molecule the dis-

tance 2 H, and secondly, it moves it a space

H further on its own responsibility. Is not this riding a

free horse rather hard ?

Having dragged this poor unfortunate molecule, as it

were by the ears, against its will, through a space 3 H dur-

ing the second moment, the author has a still more difficult

task to drag it through 5 H, during the third moment. He
says :

u At the end of the second moment, there are the

three degrees of excess of energy retained, and the last one

doubled in the gain of its gravity, and the original excess

with which it started is still there, so that the body must

fall the next moment through 5 H."

Observe here, how the author marshals

his forces. First, he has three degrees of

energy acquired by falling through 3 H
-g during the preceding moment. Secondly, he

| has the one degree of energy acquired

3 during the last of the 3 H (second appear-

ance !) Thirdly, he has the original energy.

The readiness which the second of his forces

exhibits to do double duty, to help the au-

thor out of his troubles is truly touching. The readiness

of Bottom the "Weaver to play all the parts in Pyramus

acq.'

3 degre
uired eenergy.

Last degree
doubled.

Original energy.
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and Thisbe, when the part of Pyramus had been originally

assigned to him, is the only counterpart we can remember.

We might say with Peter Quince :
" You can play no part

but Pyramus; you must needs play Pyramus."

By a similar and equally satisfactory method of reason-

ing, the author makes out that during the next succeeding

moments the molecule will descend through 7 H, 9 H, &c.

In each instance he is obliged to employ the degree of ener-

gy acquired in the last of the preceding moments twice

over, in order to bring the space up to the required amount.

We claim that a system which requires such special pleading

to support the conclusions drawn from it, is totally un-

worthy of confidence.

If there is one part of this book which is worse than

another, it is that in which the laws of light, heat, electri-

city, magnetism, &c, are treated. We absolutely sickened

with the amount of twaddle about antagonist and diremp-

tive forces, with which the author regales us. Blunders,

too, may be detected on almost any page. Observe, for in-

stance, to what conclusion rational insight leads the author,

(p. 167 near the bottom) in discussing the inclination of the

magnetic needle. He finds that at a latitude of 45° the

needle will be at right angles with the axis of the earth,

and therefore that the dip of the needle will be 45° at a la-

titude of 45°, and increase till it is 90° at the pole. Now it

so happens that for all places in the United States the dip

at 45° of latitude is more than 75°, thirty degrees more

than rational insight finds to be proper. Again, the author

unconditionally assigns the dip of 90° to the magnetic

needle at the pole. But Capt. Boss found 90° inclination a

little N. W. of Green Bay in latitude 70° 5'. It is very

evident that as far as the phenomena of magnetism are con-

cerned, our world has not been constructed on the eternal

principles which Dr. Hickok has laid down. Wherever else

these principles find their application—or whether they
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are realized anywhere—it is very certain that our rough,

uncouth, unwieldy and obstinate earth can not be made to

conform to them.

But aside from such palpable blunders as the above, there

is such a want of definiteness in his treatment of the whole

subject of physics, such a looseness of reasoning, that the

mind nowhere feels compelled to the conclusions which the

author draws. The reader feels at all times that the arrange-

ment of forces is entirely arbitrary with the author, and

might quite as well have been entirely different, and thus

brought about an entirely different result. If such reason-

ing as is found in this work be permitted to pass as proof

of the principles which regulate nature, we would not

hesitate to prove that " Simms's Hole" is a reality, or that

Hickok's Rational Cosmology is one of the most valuable

contributions to human knowledge.

As a specimen of the logic of this book, let the reader

examine the author's proof that the orbits of the planets

must be ellipses. He will find it commencing on p. 203.

After announcing the <c
projectile •" and " adhesive " forces

by which the planet is retained in its orbit, he proceeds to

determine the form of the orbit in the following unique

method :
" If the excess of the projectile force be to so great

a degree, that when a point taken as a centre within the

induced curve shall have lines drawn from this centre to

the curve, and then reflected from the curve at the same

angle to a tangent at the point, on the other side, which the

incident line had with the tangent on this side, and these

reflected lines shall also meet a line drawn perpendicularly

to the axis of the curve at an angle greater than a right

angle, then will that curve be thereby evinced to be a hy-

perbola, and the planetary portion can not revolve in a

complete orbit about the centre."

A logical friend of ours, when asked what he thought this

paragraph proved, replied after a moment's thought :
" Why

it proves as plain as day. that a hyperbola is a hyperbola."

[Trans, v.] 15
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That is neither more nor less than what it does prove. The

author enunciates certain properties of a hyperbola, and

then most wisely concludes that if the planet should move

in such a curve, its orbit would be a hyperbola ! With a

similar logic he proves that if it moved in a parabola its

orbit would be a parabola ! Then if it revolved in an ellipse

its orbit would be an ellipse! Lastly, if it revolved in a

circle its orbit would be a circle ! And hence, since the

planet can not revolve in a circle and never would return if

it revolved in a hyperbola or parabola, the orbit must be

elliptical.

If any one thinks we have done injustice to the writer's

argument in the above statement, we beg him to study it for

himself in the part of the wrork to which we have referred.

We suggest only that the author's reasoning revolves in

one of his own curves, and might be employed with great

effect to prove that when a man says that which has neither

meaning nor sense, he talks nonsense.

Take as another specimen of clear and definite deduction,

the paragraph commencing near the bottom of p. 184, in

which the author attempts to propound the eternal princi-

ples of crystalization. " But in the converse activities of

the antagonist and diremptive forces, it is plain that there

must be occasions for their mutual action and reaction in

directly transverse directions. The diremptive forces may
stand between and balance two antagonist forces that press

together, and this in a transverse direction at right angles

or at any oblique angle, and such composition of forces

must make a nucleus that in process shall build up around it

a cube or rhombohedron ; and if balancing diremptive

forces gradually and regularly diminish as the combination

goes on, it will necessitate the cutting off of the solid angles

of the before-mentioned geometrical solids and make them

to become right angled or rhomboidal octahedrons. Thus

may any variety of regular geometrical solids be built up

by accordant forces in composition, that shall work towards
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each other in snch directions and degrees as to balance

themselves in the axes of such solids," &c, &c.

Or take this parallel passage in which we have attempted

to develope the eternal principles which preside in the

manufacture of brick.

Since the diremptive forces which tend to divulse the

material of which a human habitation is composed, act from

the periphery of the material creation toward the centre

;

and since these diremptive forces must oftentimes be tra-

versed by antagonist forces arising from disturbances in

nature, it is plain that the counteraction of these two forces

must necessitate the formation of brick in the shape of

parallelopipeds or hexahedrons. And since these hexahe-

drons must in process be submitted to the centrifugal force

of an Irishman and his hod and the adaptative energies of

a bricklayer depositing them side by side, the necessity of

juxtaposition determines these hexahedrons to be such that

their longitude, latitude and altitude shall be in the con-

stunt ratio of two. Once more, since these diremptive

forces tend by their divellant action to divide material not

firmly conglomerated, the concordant energy of heat is

superadded in order by its countervailing tendencies to fix

firmly the conjoined atoms. Hence by the help of the

rational insight alone, we arrive at the inevitable conclusion

that brick must be made of burned clay and in the form of

hexahedrons, eight inches long, four inches wide and two

inches thick.

Or as a specimen of the author's style, which among all

its characteristics has not certainly those either of perspi-

cuity or simplicity, read a sentence on p. 388, near the

bottom :
" The work of creation, commencing in the first

point of counteragency, must pass on through all the pro-

cess of generating the universal sphere and bringing it into

a fluid state by the permeation of the heat force, which just

held loose every molecule in the primitive ether, and then

sending the continual stream of the combined central forces
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in composition with the counteracting hemispherical press-

ure, as we have above carefully traced, and thereby thicken-

ing this primitive ether to a chaotic state of chemical forces

that became a resisting material pushed and driven into

myriads of separate wheeling spheres, and those spheres

sending off from them in their revolutions each its ,own

planets and their satellites."

Is not this perfectly plain? If after this any one can not

see exactly how our universe came into being, and how its

" myriads of wheeling spheres " were launched, must be a

dunce and incapable of understanding the English language !

We commend to the author's attention a fine old poem

which runs somewhat after this manner :

" Who is this that darkeneth counsel by words without knowledge ?"

"Gird up thy loins like a man: fori will demand of thee and answer

thou me."

"Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth? declare, if

thou hast understanding."

"Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou knowest ? or who hath

stretched the line upon it ?"

" Whereupon are the foundations thereof fastened ? or who laid the corner

stone thereof."

We are glad to find that at last we have somebody who

can reply to these startling challenges addressed to the

Patriarch of Uz. To the first perhaps modesty might forbid

him to give a direct answer, but his friends would readily

supply the required information. In regard to all the

others Dr. Hickok has shown himself abundantly willing

and capable to accept the proffered challenge.

In our strictures on this work we have intentionally

avoided dwelling upon the metaphysical and theological

portions. Of these we trust to see an adequate review from

some able pen. We have restricted ourselves to those parts

where it treats of the laws of physics and mechanics ; and

in regard to these we have not scrupled to criticise freely.

These laws, many of them, have been long known, thor-

oughly demonstrated and clearly understood, and we felt
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that we had some right to speak in deprecation of a style

of discussion which would reduce them to a level with the

flimsiest conjectures. And if from the little we have anim-

adverted upon, we have not shown that Dr. Hickok's

system of teaching the laws of nature is totally futile and

unreliable, it is only from the deficiency of the reviewer

and not from any want of evidence in this book.

If this system is in the least valuable and useful as a means

for obtaining a knowledge of the laws of matter, how hap-

pens it that no law of matter was ever so discovered? The

human mind has been laboring, struggling and inventing

for six thousand years,.and it never yet discovered a law of

matter, a priori; not one. The laws of falling bodies, the

law of gravitation, the laws of light, the laws of chemistry,

all have been the result of induction. Step by step man is

conquering the domain of the unknown and unrevealed;

but it is by the slow, laborious and perplexing process of

induction. Why in this important struggle has science re-

ceived no aid from metaphysicians? We had supposed it

was because they had none to give. But if they have pos-

sessed all this time the secret of an easier and rapider pro-

gress, and have failed to reveal it, a heavy responsibility

lies at their door.

We humbly submit, if the a priori method is sufficient to

the discovery of the laws of nature, that a fair test of this

sufficiency would be, that our author should reveal some

new law heretofore unknown. No man pretends that the

secrets of nature are all exhausted. Let Dr. Hickok reveal

by his a priori method some of the hid treasures which have

eluded the researches of the disciples of Bacon. Strange

as it may seem, Dr. Hickok has developed by his reasoning

the laws of nature only so far as already known. The laws

of this book, so far as they are not sheer absurdities, are

the laws as known in 1858. Is not this somewhat suspi-

cious ? Does it not at first sight appear, that the author's

investigations were not after all a priori investigations. We
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candidly confess that the idea held possession of us during

the entire perusal, that all this was nothing but the ordi-

nary facts of science translated from their appropriate

symbolical language into a metaphysical jargon. The au-

thor no doubt supposed that he was reaching these deep

truths by his own ratiocination, but in reality was only in-

terpreting knowledge already in his mind into his own

peculiar and often unintelligible language.

If there is this fundamental defect in his system—if it is

thus unreliable and futile—is not Dr. Hickok doing a great

injury to the cause of science, in holding out the idea of

this "royal road" to the acquisition of scientific knowledge.

Dr. Hickok is an instructor of young men, and he proclaims

to them through this book and from his professorial chair,

that a knowledge of the laws of nature, as to gravity, mag-

netism, electricity and all else may be acquired by "the

steady application of the rational insight," starting from

first principles. Who that believes in this philosophy,

would trouble himself to spend wearisome days and nights

in studying the pages of Newton and Herschel and Laplace;

who would scale mountains and penetrate into the frozen

regions of the poles in search of knowledge; who would

torture Nature in crucibles, drown her in acids, consume

her in flames, stretch her upon racks, crush her under

weights, in order to wring from her the secrets of her being,

when he believes that all that he can thus learn can be de-

duced from pure reason ?

Let Dr. Hickok look to himself. He has departed from

his own appropriate sphere where he had accomplished much.

He has entered a field where his defects and ignorance are

too glaring to admit for his achievements either honor or

respect. If he fails to meet with all the success in winning

adherents, which he flatters himself that he deserves, let him

attribute it to the absurdity of his system, which although

it is hidden from his own eyes, is apparent to all others.
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NOTES.

While the above paper has been going through the press, we have seen

notes by Dr. Hickok to a new edition of his Cosmology. So far as we have

had time to examine these, they seem by no means to clear away the diffi-

culties which attended his first effort. The preface to these notes has at least

the merit of possessing a distinct and definite meaning. The fact, that now

and then a verb does not agree with its nominative, or a superfluous relative

may be detected, ought not, perhaps, to be mentioned, in view of its other

excellencies.

His first note is in reply to the charge of irreverence. Since we have not

meddled with the theology of this work, and hence have made no such

charge, we shall not trouble ourselves further than to quote a single sentence

in which the author, speaking of the Creator, says :
" We do not suppose it

to be any deficiency that he can not do that which is mathematically absurd."

We only ask that the same principle may be applied to the author's own

rational deductions.

In regard to the ratio of gravity— the discussion of which we have criticised

with some freedom, the author has an elaborate note. He points out an ap-

parent absurdity in his own conclusions, and then endeavors to show how

perfectly his system explains it. " Inasmuch," says he, " as repulsion is in-

versely as the cube of the distance, and an approach to the centre must be

by degrees, there must be an infinite number of degrees traversed in this ap-

proach to the centre, and thus at the centre repulsion must be lost." Leav-

ing out of account the want of sequence between the premises and conclusion

of this sentence, we ask the author what he means by a degree. If he means

an infinitely short space, then there will be an infinitely large number of such

spaces ; but if he means any finite space, then the number must be finite.

Until he tells us what a degree is, we shall leave this point in suspense.

He explains away the supposed absurdity by, "take position at once in

this central force, and apply the law that repulsion is as the quantity of mat-

ter directly, and as the cube of the distance inversely, and inasmuch as this

central force has all the intensity of the matter and has no distance, the sim-

ple and true conclusion is, that the repulsion at the centre is just (?) di-ectly

and only as the quantity of matter in the whole sphere." This little strata-

gem of jumping at once to the centre, will not help the author one iota. If

the repulsion follows the law laid down, then

Repulsion=^p

But a very little algebra will tell the reader that the value of the right hand

member of this equation is infinity. So," if the author does not wish to prove

that which he himself claims to be "mathematically absurd," he must

modify again.

In another note, the author endeavors to give an explanation of the mani-
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lest absurdity existing in his discussion of the second law of motion, to which

we have alluded in our paper. If this explanation will be of any service to

the author, we will give him the advantage of it.

" The excess of energies makes the resultant, and this must thus divide the

angle between the directions of the forces according to their degrees of excess

of energy inversely. This is not saying that the resultant is in the ratio to

the partial ayigles in question, but that it is in the ratio to the respective ex-

cess of energies ; and, as a geometrical fact, this does divide inversely as the

angles. To say then, as in the first edition, that in ' unequal excess of ener-

gies their composition must give the line dividing their angle in the inverse

ratio of the excess of energy,' is equivalent to saying in the second edition,

1 that in unequal energies the resultant must be on the side of the greater,

making the forces inversely as the sines of the angles.' The first is according

to the philosophy of the forces ; the last is according to the geometry of the

lines."

We had always supposed that the lines were the representatives of the

forces, and whatever was proved about the one was true of the other. That

the philosophy of the forces could lead to a different result from the geometry

of the lines, seems an absurdity more palpable than any before perpetrated in

the work.



Art. VI. Account of the Premiums awarded by Law in the

State of New York, for the encouragement of Household

Manufactures of Woolen Cloths, in 1809, 1810, 1811, 1813,

1814, with references to Samples of these Premium Cloths

preserved in the Library of the Albany Institute ; prepared by

Franklin B. Hough, under a resolution of the Institute, dated

February 14, 1860.

The difficulties preceding the last war between Great

Britain and the United States, led our patriotic citizens to

a realization of the importance of encouraging domestic

manufactures, with the view of rendering the country, as

far as possible, independent of foreign industry, and pre-

pared for the worst consequences that could arise from an

interruption of our foreign commerce.

Prominent among these advocates for the development

of our own resources, was Chancellor Livingston of Co-

lumbia county, President of the Society for the Promotion

of Useful Arts, whose active labors for the promotion of

the substantial welfare and happiness of his country, can

not be forgotten by his countrymen, so long as the Trans-

actions of that Society exist in libraries, or history pre-

serves the record of deserved greatness. On his mission

to France in 1801, his attention was arrested by every

mode of culture and every source of benefit that could be

made available in this country, and his enterprise in im-

porting flocks of Merino sheep, for affording the material

of the finer woolen fabrics, has been beautifully compared

to the expedition of Jason and his companions in quest of

the Golden Fleece.

Near the close of 1807,
1 an embargo cut off our communi-

cation with Great Britain, from whence the finer woolen

cloths had been previously imported, and in the following

1 December 22.

[Trans, vi.] 16
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session of our state legislature, an act was passed,1
entitled

" An Act to encourage the Manufacture of Woolen Cloth in

this state," to continue three years.

The Society for the Promotion of Arts had anticipated

this encouragement, by voting a piece of silver plate to be

presented to Walter Briggs of Schoharie county, in con-

sideration of his having laid before the society five speci-

mens of woolen cloths of superior quality, made from the

wool of his flock, consisting of about three hundred sheep.2

It appeared in evidence that about twelve hundred yards

of different kinds of cloth were made annually by the

daughters of Mr. Briggs, and the society deemed this a fit

opportunity for calling public attention to a praiseworthy

example of household industry, in the hope of exciting

emulation in a pursuit which the political relations of the

country had rendered inseparable from its welfare.

The legislature had also been accustomed to loan moneys

to individuals and companies engaged in manufactures, and

the policy was continued till the return of peace.

The law of 1808, to which we have alluded, empowered

the society to award a premium of $150 upon the best

specimen of woolen cloth of uniform texture and quality,

not less than two hundred yards long and three-fourths

of a yard wide, made in the state. A second premium of

$75 was to be paid for the next best piece of one hundred

and fifty yards, and a third of $50 for the next of one

hundred yards. The judges of . the Court of Common
Pleas in each county, were empowered to determine the

best samples of cloth of not less than thirty yards, to be

submitted to their examination, and to award a premium of

$80, to be paid as other county charges. Duplicate certi-

ficates of the award were to be sent to the Comptroller and

to the Secretary of the Society for the Promotion of Arts,

the latter to be accompanied by a quarter of a yard of the

premium cloth.

1 April 8, 1808. 2 Resolution of Feb. 11, 1807. Tr. Soc. for Promotion of

Useful Arts, i, 232.
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This law was repealed April 5, 1810, after two years of

competition had been allowed, and another of similar object

was substituted. The quantity required in the samples

submitted to the society remained the same, and the rates

of premium were fixed at $100, $50 and $30. Three grades

of County premiums were introduced, of $40, $35 and $30,

the quantities required being thirty, twenty-five and twenty

yards respectively. The same person could receive but one

premium in a year, and cloth manufacturers were excluded

from competition. The law expired in one year, and the

year 1812 passed without the payment of premiums.

On the 19th of June, 1812, the law was revived for three

years, with no other changes than a reduction of the re-

quired quantities in applications to the society to one-half

the former amount, while the breadth was doubled in the

two higher classes. The wool was required to be shorn

in the county where the cloth was made ; but one award

could be made the same year to one person, and cloth

manufacturers were excluded. In cases where all other

qualities were equal, regard was to be had to the superior-

ity of color and dye. This law was continued in force two

years, and in 1814 the number of specimens competing

averaged about six to a county so far as we have record.

Each piece of plate voted during the five years bore the

following inscription :

STATE OF NEW YORK,

181 .

By the Society for the Promotion of Useful Arts. This Premium is

awarded to of the County of for the best (or as the case may

be) Specimen of Woolen Cloth of Family Manufacture exhibited the present

year.

The Committee of the Society in 1809, 1810, consisted of

G. W. Y. Schaick, Isaac Hutton and William McClelland : in

18 1 1 the two former persons, and in 18 13, Isaac Hutton, John

Reid and Edmund Charles Genet. In 1814, George Clarke

was appointed in place of Genet. It is proper to state that

the samples of premium cloths put up in pursuance of the
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authority above related, are still in excellent preservation,

having for the most part preserved their colors unimpaired.

They have escaped injury from moths to a remarkable

degree, and present a most instructive and valuable monu-

ment of the condition of our household manufactures as

they existed half a century ago.

In one of these volumes are several specimens of a fabric

named Taurino, made of wool and hair from the tanneries,

in variable proportions, the greater part being hair. The

texture is coarse and thick, but uniform, and although not

adapted to garments, would admit of a wide range of use in

the modern arts, especially as a material for covering steam

pipes, boilers, and for similar purposes.

The specimens preserved in the Institute library fill

five volumes, each containing the returns of one year.

They are numbered in each volume from one to the highest,

and arranged without regard to alphabetical or other

method. In the following table reference is given to

volume and number where the samples are preserved :

List of Persons who received Premiums upon Woolen Cloths of Do-

mestic Manufacture by award of Committees of the Society for the

Promotion of Useful Arts, under the acts of April 8, 1808, April

5, 1810, and June 19, 1812.

Bacon, Samuel,
Bacon Samuel,
Bacon, Samuel,
Benedict, Elias,

Booth George,

Booth, George,

Churchill, Roswell,.

.

Coe, Joel,

Phillips, Gabriel N.

.

Smith, N
Snyder, Christopher,

Ten Eyck, Philip, . .

,

Thompson, James, . .

,

Uhl, Frederick, ... . .

,

Uhl, Frederick,

Counties.
«1
§1 Year. iime

of

icimens.

o ft

{«

$150 1809 1

100 1810 2
70 1813 4
70 1814 5

50 1809 1

150 1810 2
70 1811 3

80 1811 3

80 1814 5

80 1813 4
100 1809 1

90 1813 4
50 1810 2

90 1811 3

90 1814 5
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List of Persons who received Premiums upon Woolen Cloths of Do-

mestic Manufacture by award cf the Judges of the Court of

Common Pleas, under the acts of April 8, 1808, April 5, 1810,

and June 19, 1812.

Counties.

Alden, Enoch,. . .

.

Allen, Aaden,
Armitage, Wm...

.

Austin, Moses,.. .

.

Austin, Moses,.. .

Bacon, Samuel, . .

.

Bacon, Samuel,. .

.

Bacon, Samuel,. .

.

Bacon, Samuel, . .

.

Baker, S
Barnum, Silas,.. .

.

Bartlet, Haines,. .

.

Bartlet, Haines, . .

.

Bassett, Archibald,

Bateman, Job,.. .

.

Baxter, D. R
Beers, L
Benedict, Elias,. .

Benedict, Elias,* .

.

Bennet, David,. .

.

Beoight, Marj,. . .

.

Bevier, A
Bevier, C
Bicknell, Amos,. .

.

Bigelow, John, . .

.

Booth, Geo
Booth, George, . .

.

Bostwick, Robert S
Botsford, A ,

Boyce, Samuel, . .

.

Brewster, Oliver, .

Brewster, Oliver, .

Briggs, Walter,. .

.

Briggs, Walter,. .

.

Briggs, Walter,

Bristor, R
Bronson, Daniel,..

Brundage, James,.
Bunnell, Walter,.

.

Burch, Robert, . .

.

Butler, Brattle, . .

.

Calking, Ebenezer,

Card, Ethan,

Oneida,
! Queens,
Otsego,

Greene,

Greene,
Saratoga,

Saratoga, ....

Saratoga,. ...

Saratoga, ...

Steuben, ....

Schoharie,. .

.

Seneca,

Seneca,

Delaware,.. .

.

Franklin, ...

Madison, ....

Tioga,

Saratoga,

Saratoga, .....

Cayuga,
Schenectady, ,

Ulster,
|

40
Ulster,

St. Lawrence, ....

Schoharie,

Dutchess,
Dutchess,

Rensselaer,

Greene,
Oneida,
Franklin,
Franklin,

Schoharie,

Schoharie
Schoharie,
Delaware,
Ontario,

Steuben,
Cayuga,
Herkimer,
[Essex,

I Madison,
Lewis,

Amount

of

Premium. Year.

1

Volume

of

1

Specimens.

$30 1811 3
35 1811 3
40 1814 5

35 1811 3
40 1814 5

80 1809 1

80 1810 2
35 1811 3
35 1813 4
30 1813 4
30 1814 5

80 1810 2
40 1811 3

35 1814 5

30 1811 3
40 1813 4
35 1813 4
40 1814 5

40 1814 5

30 1814 5

40 1811 3

40 1813 4
30 1813 4
40 1811 3

35 1814 5

80 1809 1

80 1810 2
40 1814 5

35 1813 4
40 1811 3

80 1810 2
35 1811 3

80 1809 1

80 1810 2
40 1811 3

« 30 1813 4
40 1814 5

30 1811 3

30 1811 3

40 1811 3

40 1811 3
40 1814 5

35 1814 5

* Duplicate of No. 3.
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Counties.

Card, Lewis,
,

Card, Peleg,
,

Card, Peleg,

Carlisle, Joseph,
Carman, Stephen,
Carpenter, J
Carpenter, Joseph A.

Carther, Samuel,.. ..

Carton, Stephen,
Child, Salmon,
Chipman, Samuel, . . .

Churchill, Amos, . .

.

Churchill, Amos, Jr.

Churchill, Jesse,

Churchill, Roswell,..

Churchill, Wm ,

Clark, J

Cleveland, Aaron, .

.

Cleveland, Amos,. ..

Cleveland, Erastus,..

Coe, Joel,

Coe, Joel,.. .
."

Coe, Joel, ,

Coe, Joel,

Coe, John,
Coe, John,
Coe, John D
Coe, John D ,

Cole, Caleb P
Collins, Joseph, ....

Collins, Nathan, ....

Comstock, Nathan, .

.

Cook, William,
,

Cook, William,
Corbin, Sylvester,. .

.

Corbin, Sylvester,

Cornwell, Daniel,

Crary, Isaac, Jr
Crasley, Richard, . .

.

Crawford, Moses, . .

.

Croswell, Archibald,
Curtis, Agen,. ,

Depuy, Josiah,

De Veer, Simon,
De Witt, A. T. E.. .

Dexter, S
,

Dey, David, * ,

,

Dey, David,
Dodge, John, ,

Dodge, John,
Dorr, Joseph,
Dorr, Joseph,
Douw, Peter,

Drew, John,
Drew, John

Lewis,

Lewis,

Lewis,

Sullivan,

Queens,
Schenectady,..

.

Allegany,

Ontario,

! Rensselaer,

Saratoga,

St. Lawrence,
Montgomery,

!

Montgomery, . . . .
j

Montgomery,
j

! Montgomery, . ...

Clinton,

Ontario,
j

Washington,. .

.

Washington,. .

.

Madison,
Cayuga,
Cayuga,
Cayuga,
Cayuga,
Rockland,
Rockland,
Rockland,
Rockland,
lEssex,

Chenango,
Columbia,
Ontario,

Washington,..

.

Warren,
(Chenango, ....

Chenango, ....

Greene,
[Albany,

Steuben,
Orange,
Schoharie, ....

Otsego,

Sullivan,

!
Ulster,

Ulster,

Herkimer,
'Seneca,

Seneca,

Cortland,

Cortland,

Rensselaer,

Rensselaer, i

Essex,
i

Kings, !

Kings,
|

Amount

of

Premium. Tear. If Number

of

Specimens.

$30 1814 5 51
80 1810 2 16
40 1811 3 79
30 1814 5 66
40 1811 3 22
30 1813 4 24
80 1809 1 18
30 1811 3 84
30 1811 3 69
40 1811 3 4
40 1814 5 40
35 1811 3 11
35 1813 4 8

40 1811 3 10
30 1811 3 3
40 1811 3 49
35 1813 4 52

80 1810 2 21
35 1813 4 44
80 1809 1 13

80 1809 1 16
80 1810 2 32
40 1811 3 2
35 1814 5 44
40 1811 3 1.00

30 1814 5 18

80 1810 2 30
35 1814 5 17
30 1814 5 80
40 1811 3 16

40 1811 3 58
40 1811 3 82
30 1813 4 45
40 1814 5 58
80 1810 2 9

35 1811 3 17
30 1811 3 54
30 1811 3 75

40 1811 3 40
80 1809 1 5

40 1814 5 61

40 1811 3 55

35 1814 5 65

40 1811 3 28
35 1813 4 32
35 1813 4 11
30 1811 3 87
30 1814 5 6

35 1811 3 44
40 1813 4 28
80 1809 1 4
35 1813 4 5

80 1810 2 12

80 1810 2 26
40 1814 5 72
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Counties.

Dyke, Isaac,

Dyke, Nathaniel,

Eames, Daniel,

Ellis, John,
Ellis, John,
Ellis, John,
Ellis, John,
Emmons, Asa,

Emmons, Asa,

Floyd, Thomas,
Foot, Barwin,
Freeman, Joseph,
Frisbie, Peter,

Frisbie, Peter, ,

Furman, Mills,

Furman, Mills,

Fuller, Samuel,
Gaddes, John,
Gale, Jeremiah,
Gates, Seth,

Gates, Seth,

Gayland, L
,

Goodman, Nathan,
Goodrich, Oren, ,

Good well, Naman, . . .

.

Graves, Lewis, ,

Gross, B
Hall, Anne,
Hamilton, S ,

Hance, Thomas C
Hand, Roger A
Hashrouck, Anthony,.
Hasbrouck, David A. ,

Haven, C. H
Hawks, D
Hewet Thomas, ,

Hoeke, J. M
Holcomb, Butler, ....

Holcomb, Butler,

Hornell, Geo
Hubbard, Noadiah, . .

Hubbard, Noadiah,..

.

Hubbard, Zadock,.
Illingworth, Benjamin,
Ingalls, Caleb,

Ingham, J , .

Jewett, S ,

Jones, J
Jones, John H ,

Jones. William,
Keep, John,
Keep, John,
Kellow, Joseph,
King, George,
King, Perkins,

(Jefferson,

j

Onondaga,

jOnondaga,
Delaware,
Delaware,
Otsego,

,

Tioga,

i
St. Lawrence, . .

.

Albany, ,

Albany, ,

Tioga,

Tioga,

Albany,
Albany,
Sullivan,

St. Lawrence, . .

.

St. Lawrence, . .

.

Steuben,
Warren, ,

Madison,
,

Oneida,
Lewis,
Ontario, ....

Seneca,

Montgomery,. . .

.

Ontario,

Essex,

Sullivan,

Ulster,

i Suffolk,

Otsego,

Montgomery, . .

.

Cortland,

Herkimer,
Herkimer,
Steuben,
Jefferson,

Jefferson,

Onondaga,
Westerlo,
Otsego,

\

Herkimer,

I
Schoharie,

Queens,
Suffolk,

Dutchess,

!
Cortland,

Cortland,

Ontario,

Chenango,
iGreene,

i o g "SSI

I

si
Year. n

j

^.Ph

$40 1811 3
35 1811 3

40 1811 3
80 1809 1

80 1810 2
40 1811 3

40 1814 5

40 1811 3

35 1813 4
35 1811 3

35 1814 5

35 1814 5

40 1813 4
40 1814 5

80 1809 1

30 1811 3

30 1814 5

80 1810 2
40 1811 3

40 1813 4
30 1814 5

35 1813 4
35 1814 5

35 1811 3
80 1810 2
80 1809 1

40 1813 4
35 1814 5

30 1813 4
35 1814 5

35 1811 3
40 1814 5

30 1811 3
40 1813 4
35 1813 4
80 1810 2

35 1813 4
35 1811 3
35 1814 5

80 1809 1

80 1810 2
35 1811 3
35 1811 3
40 1811 3

30 1814 5

30 1813 4
•35 1813 4
35 1813 4
35 1814 5
30' 1814 5

40; 1811 3
35 1

1814 5

80 1810 2
80! 1809 1

30 1814 5
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Counties.

Kirby, Seth,
,

Lambert, James,
Lame, Abiel,

Lawrence, S
Lee, C
Leonard, Rums,
Livingston, Peter R.
Lockwood, Ezekiel,. .

McCracken, David,..
,

McMartin, Maicom, . .

,

McNish, Alexander,.

,

McNish, Alexander,.
Massey, Hart,

Miller, John, ,

Miller, John,
,

Miller, Samuel B
Milne, Alexander,. . .

.

Mooers, Benjamin, . .

,

Mooers, Benjamin, . .

.

Moore, Apollos,

Moore, Apollos,

Moore, Apollos,

Moore, J. B
Mulford, Elias,

Munger, Nathan, . . .

.

Neely, H
Newcoinb, Simon, . .

,

Newconib, Simon, Jr.

Nicoll, John,
Nicoll, John,
North, Aaron,
Ogden, Abraham,
Ogden, David A
Olmstead, Jonathan, .

Onderdonk, Joseph,. ,

Parker, Joseph,
Parker, N
Patterson, Amos,
Patterson, Amos,
Peck, Abner,
Pelton, Jane,

Phillips, Gabriel N...
Phillips, Gabriel N. *.

Pringle, E
Read, Aaron,
Rice, William,
Roberts, E
Robinson, Benedict,. .

Rogers, S
Rose, David,
Rose, Samuel,
Rouse, J

Sanborn, Nathaniel,. .

Seaman, Thomas,

|

Saratoga,

I Columbia, . .

.

!
Schoharie, .

.

Schoharie,. .

.

;

Essex,

Otsego,

Dutchess, . .

.

Clinton,

Genesee,
Essex,

! Washington,,
i Washington,.
Jefferson, ...

, Cortland, ...

Cortland,

Suffolk,

Queens,
Clinton,

Clinton,

Albany,
Albany,.. . .

.

Albany,
! Albany,

i

Suffolk,

Lewis,

Herkimer,. .

.

Rensselaer, .

.

Rensselaer, .

.

Orange,

Orange,

Delaware,
St. Lawrence,.

.

Madison,
Queens,
Rensselaer, ....

Montgomery, .

.

Broome,
Broome,

,

Delaware,,

Seneca,
,

Orange,
Orange,
Otsego,

,

Westchester, ...

Rensselaer,

Madison, ,

Ontario,

Broome,
Suffolk,

Broome,
Rensselaer,

Ontario,
I Genesee,

Amount

of

Promium. Year.
Volume

of

Specimens.

Number

of

Specimens.

1

$30 1811 3 6

80 1810 2 6

35 1811 3 26
35 1813 4 14
35 1813 4 59
35 1811 3 56
35 1814 5 23
30 1814 5 75
30 1811 3
40| 1814 5 79
40 1813 4 43
40 1814 5 96
80 1809 1 9

80 1810 2 27
40 1814 5 25

30 1811 3 9

80 1809 1 11
80 1809 1 19

35 1811 3 50
40 1811 3 73
35 1813 4 38
35 1814 5 53
30 1813 4 ,39

35 1811 3 8

30 1811 3 81
30 1811 3 15

40 1813 4 4
35 1814 5 8

40 1813 4 53
35 1814 5 11
40 1811 3 72
40 1814 5 46
35 1813 4 47
80 1810 2 29
35 1814 5 35
30 1814 5 9

40 1813 4 7

80 1810 2 25
35 1811 3 98
80 1810 2 4
40 1814 5 4
40 1814 5 2
40 1814 5 10
30 1813 4 21
40 1814 5 70
40 1811 67
35 1813 : 35
35 1811 83
30 1813

1
57

40 1814 73

30; 1811 3 99
30

;

1813 4 6

30 1814 5 30
351 1811 3 1 74

Duplicate of No. 2.
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Secor, Jonas D
Shute, Henry,
Sims, William,

Slingerland, John A..

Slocum, William B.. .

Slocum, William B. .

Slosson, Stephen,. . .

.

Smith, A
Smith, Asahel,

Smith, Henry,

Smith, Joseph,

Smith, N
Synder, Christopher,.

Snyder, Christopher,.

Speed, J

Starr, Elisha,

Starr, Elisha,

Starr, Ezra,

Starr, Roswell,

Starr, Roswell,

Stillman, Samuel,. . .

.

Stillman, Samuel,. . .

.

Stone, A ,

Straight, John, ,

Strong, Adonijah,

Strong, Selah,

Sturges, William,.

Sturges, William,. . .

.

Sturges, William,

Suffern, John,
Talman, Dowe H
Teater, Abiel,

Teller, Peter P
Ten Eyck, Philip,

Ten Eyck, Philip,

Thomas, Abraham, . .

.

Thomas, Abraham,
Thompson, Alexander,

Thompson, James,
Thompson, James,

Thompson, James, ...

Thompson, Thaddeus,
Thompson, Thaddeus,
Tiffany, G
Tobias, Daniel,

Town, Betsey,

Turner, Abner,
Turner, Abner, ,

Tyler, Comfort,
,

Uhl, Frederick,

Uhl, Frederick *
Uhl, Frederick,

,

Uhl, Frederick, ,

Vail, Abraham,

* Duplicate of 1.

[Trans, vi.}

Rockland,.. .

.

Schenectady,
Madison,.. . .

.

Albany,
Rensselaer, .

.

j Rensselaer, .

.

St. Lawrence,
Herkimer, . .

.

j

Onondaga, ..

(Albany,

Onondaga,. .

.

Saratoga, ....

Ulster,

Ulster,

|

Tioga,

(Madison,

Madison, ....

Saratoga, ....

Otsego,

|

Otsego,

Oneida,
Oneida,
Steuben,
Herkimer, . .

.

Jefferson, . .

.

Orange,
Greene,

I

Greene,

I

Greene,
Rockland,

j

Rockland,
i Schoharie, ..

'Columbia, . .

.

Saratoga, ....

J

Saratoga, ....

[Delaware,. . .

.

Delaware, . .

.

|

Orange,
Greene,
Greene,

'Greene,

|

Broome,
Broome, ....

Schoharie, .

.

Orange,

Genesee, ....

Tioga,

Tioga,

Onondaga,. .

Dutchess,.. .

.

Dutchess,
Dutchess, . .

.

Dutchess, . .

.

Orange,

O d
z. a

"s i

(j 2 n X

!l
§1
BP

Year.
Volun

Bpedi

•v BO

$35 1811 3 101
30 1S14 5 33
40 1811 3 46
80 1809 1 22
80 1810 2 20
35 1811 3 68
80 1809 1 12
40 1813 4 10
35 1814 5 56
35 1811

I
74

30 1814 5 57
30 1813 4 2
80 1809 1 2
35 1811 3 29
40 1813 4 40
30 1811 3 48
30 1813 4 36
30 1S14 5 15
80 1809 1 8

40 1813 4 19
35 1811 3 93
40 1814 5 78
40 1813 4 48
40 1814 5 67
30 1811 3 96
80 1810 2 18
80 1809

\
6

30 1813 4 18
35 1814 5 20
40 1814 5 16
30 1811 3 102
30 1811 3 27
30 1811 3 60
40 1813 4 1

35 1814 5 14
40 1813 4 25

30 1814 5 48
40 1811 3 61
80 1810 2 3

40 1811 3 52
40 1813 4 16

80 1809 1 23
40 1811 3 97
30 1813 4 15

35 1811 3 62
40 1811 3 76

80 1810 2 10.

40 1811 3 64
30 1811 3 90
40 1814 5 1

40 1814 5 22
40 1811 3 1

40 1813 4 55

30 1811 3 63

17
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Van Horn, James,
Van Home, James,
Van Petten, Simon I

Vaughan, B
Ward, Charles,

Ward, Jonathan,
Wards, Mary,
Ward, Zenas,

Warkeman, Stephen,
Warren, S.

Waters, Moses, ,

Webster, Alexander,
Webster, Alexander,
Wheeler, Reuben,
Wheeler, Simeon,
Whitehall, John,
Wickoff, Joshua,
Wilbur, Britton,... ,

Wilier, John,
Willson, William,
Willy, James,
Winter, Jacob,

Wolverton, Nathaniel,

Wood, Chester,-

Wood, Jethro,

Wood, Joseph.
Wood, Nathan',

Wood, Robert,

Wood, Joseph,
Woods, Joseph,.

Woodworth, Lot,

Woolsey, Melancthon L
Woolsey, Melancthon, L
Wyckoff, John,
Wyckoff, John,
Young, James,
Young, James,
Young, Thomas,
Youngs, Daniel,

Youngs, Thomas,
(Name omitted in certificate,).

(Name torn from certificate,)..

Counties.

Seneca,

Seneca,

Schenectady, ....

Essex,
Herkimer,
Westchester, ....

Herkimer,
Cayuga,
Allegany,

Schoharie, . . .

Lewis
Cortland,

Cortland,

Washington,
Steuben,
Queens,
Seneca,

Schenectady,
Cortland,

Columbia,
Chenango,
Warren,
Montgomery,
Lewis,

Cayuga,
Orange,
Franklin,

Dutchess,
Suffolk,

Suffolk,

Washington,
Clinton,

Clinton,

Queens,
Queens,
Schenectady,
Schenectady,
Queens,
Queens,
Queens,
Orange,
Tioga,

in °5

° §
<g CO

nount
remiu Year.

2 i

3 £
Jq.3

S O)

$35 1811 3 86
35oo 1813 4 56
£0 1810 2 8

OU 1813 4 60
80 1809 1 15
35 1814 5 71

1810 2 14
30 1811 3 12
30 1811 3 21
40 1813 4 13
40 1814 5 49
30 1813 4 30
30 1814 5 27
35OO 1814 5 77
35 1811 3 41
30 1811 3 24
80 1809 1 20
40 1814 5 31
30 1811 3 45
35 1811 3 59
30 1811 3 18
30 1814 5 60
80 1809 1 24
35 1811 3 80
40 1814 5 43
30 1814 5 12
40 1811 3 34
35 1811 3 39
80 1810 2 7
40 1811 3 7
40 1S11 3 37
80 1810 2 24
30 1811 3 51
80 1810 2 23
30 1813 4 63
40 1813 4 22
35 1814 5 32
40 1814 5 34
30 1814 5 36
40 1813 4 61
35 1813 4 54
30 1813 4 42
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List of Specimens wanting in the Series for which Premiums in

Plate were awarded by the Society for the Promotion of Useful

Arts, from 1809 to 1814 inclusive.

NAMES.

Austin, Moses, ,

Austin, Moses,

Austin, Moses, ,

Booth, George,

Booth, George, ,

Booth, George,

Lambert, James,

Lynch, James,

Peck, Benjamin,* . .

.

Year.

1811

1813

1814

1809

1810

1811

1811

1814

1813

Amt.

$30

30

30

150

150

100

50

100

100

General Summary of Premiums.

Number of different Specimens
of Woolen Cloths named, .

.

Number do, not named,
Number do, duplicate,

Number of Specimens of Tau-
rino,

Total number of Speci-

mens

Prize Specimens not included
in the Volumes,

Number of Premiums awarded
in Plate by the Society,

Amount of Premiums awarded
by the Society,

Number of Premiums awarded
by County Judges, 1st class,

2d class,

3d class,

Amount of Premiums awarded
by County Judges,

Total amount of Premi-
ums awarded by the

Society and by Coun-
ty Judges,

1809. 1810. 1811. 1813. 1814.

25 32
3

103 63 77
2
3

4

25 35 103 63 86

1 1 3 2 2

4

$450

25

4

$450

32

6

$420

39
33
31

$3645

5

$370

22
22
19

$2250

5

$240

29
25
23

$2725$2000 $2560

$2450 $3010 $4065 $2590 $3095

Total.

300
5

3

312

24

$1930

147
80

. 73

$13,180

* On behalf of the Milton Manufacturing Society of Saratoga County.
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Distribution of Premiums by Counties.

NUMBER OF PREMIUMS. AMOUNT OF PREMIUMS.

Counties then existing.

Albany,
Allegany,

Broome,
Cattaraugus,

Cayuga,
Chautauque,
Chenango,
Clinton,

Columbia,
Cortland,

Delaware,
Dutchess,
Essex,
Franklin,

Genesee,
Greene,
Herkimer,
Jefferson,

Kings,

Lewis,

Madison,
Montgomery,
New York,
Niagara,

Oneida,
Onondaga,
Ontario,

Orange,
Otsego, I 1

Putnam, ...

Queens, 1
Rensselaer, • 1

Richmond,
Rockland, ...

St. Lawrence, 1

Saratoga. 1
Schenectady, ...

Schoharie, 1

Seneca, 1
Steuben, 1
Suffolk, ...

Sullivan,

Tioga, 1
Ulster, 1

Warren, ....

Washington, ...

Westchester, I . .

,

1S10. 1811. 1813.

3

1S14. 1809. 1810. 1S11. 1813

$80 80 $105 $105
80'

I
105

1814.

$105

80j 80

130

80
80
80
80
80

230
80

105

105

105

105
?

165
105

3 80
2 80

80
1

3 "80
1 80

80

1

\\
1

3 80
3 1 80

3

1

3

1

3
I

3
3

5
3

I

3

80
230

"so
80
80

80. 105

... 105
130, 105
80 105

30

105

30

105 105
105 105

40 235
65 70

105 105

105 75

105 .

105

105,

175

... 40

...I 105
105 40
105 ....

80 105,....
80 1051....
80 105

80 105

40
105

80

iso

80
80
80

*80

80 80
180 ....

80

105

105

105

40
105

40
105

105
105

105

40
105

105

75 105
75 225

105 105

105 105

105 105

105

75 105
345 215
105 105
105 105
35 105

105

40 "75

105
105
105

iofi

105 75

75



Art. VII. Observations upon some of the Brachiopoda, with

reference to the genera Cryptonella, Centronella, Meristella,

and allied forms, by James Hall.

[Read before the Albany Institute, February 3d, 1863.]

Abstract.

In the study of the Palaeozoic Brachiopoda, we are often

forced to rely upon the general external form, and texture

of the shell, for determination of the generic relations,

until more extensive collections may furnish us with

weathered specimens, or with crystalline or silicified ones,

which, admitting of being cut; and macerated in acid, will

enable us to ascertain the true interior characters.

In many instances, so nearly do very distinct genera ap-

proach each other in their external form, that reliance on

this alone is very uncertain, and will surely lead to much
confusion, if insisted upon as the means of generic deter-

mination.

For a long time, and until we began to learn something

of interior structure, a large number of species, now
known to belong to distinct genera, were embraced in the

designation, Terebratula and Atrypa. At a later period,

when the Genus Rhynchonella had been established in its

application to many palaeozoic forms, we find numerous

species, which from external form had been referred to

that genus, possessing characters incompatible with it.

One of the most common of these is Terebratula cuneata—

Rhynchonella cuneata— Retzia cuneata, and which will probably

be found to differ from true Retzia, taking its place near

Rhynchospira.

So long as we remain unacquainted with the interior of

the shell, we are compelled to refer the species to some

genus having similar external forms, though the fibrous or

punctate texture may in many instances prove a valuable

aid in these references.

[Trans iv ]
17
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Among the forms most difficult to determine, are the

numerous smooth or finely striated Terebratuloid shells,

having either ovoid, elongate, sub-circular or transverse

forms. Among the genera of one family which in recent

times have been established and proposed to receive these,

are Athyrts (=Spirigera), Merista (=Camarium), Meris-

tella and Charionella ; while the subdivisions of the

Terebratuloid forms in another direction has given Tere-

bratula proper, Terebratulina, Waldheimia, Terebra-

tella, Centronella, Cryptonella, Renssel^eria, etc.

The first four are of the Athyroid type, and have internal

spires, as in Spirifer. The shell in all these is fibrous, and we

have therefore in the external shell the means of separation from

those of the other type.

In all the latter group we find modifications of the in-

ternal appendage, called in Terebratula the loop ; but in

none of them do spires exist. Moreover, in all these the ex-

ternal shell is punctate; and we do not yet know a punctate

shell of the external character here indicated, which con-

tains internal spires.
1

The external characters, therefore, of the Terebratuloid

forms may be made useful in indicating the family relations

of the species, and may prevent us from referring to the

family of Spjriferid^e those which belong to the family of

Terebratulid^e.

In the Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, published

in 1860, I proposed the name of Meristella for certain

forms which I regarded as separable from Athyris and

Merista ; and for the semi-plicated forms otherwise of

similar character, I suggested the name Leiorhynchus. At

the same time I described under Terebratula the follow-

ing species: T. lincklceni, T. reclirostra, T. lens and T. plani-

1 The plicated forms of Retzia and Rhynchospira are of course not in-

cluded in the designation above made. The NucleospircB also approach the

terebratuloid forms, but these shells have an area on the ventral valve and a

different hinge structure.
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rostra ; under each one, distinctly stating the shell structure

to be punctate, which character at that time afforded me
the principal means of distinguishing these from Athyroid

species of similar form, as Meristella haskinsi, M. barrisi and

M. doris, which with Jitrypa scitula (4th Dist. Report)^Meris-

tella scitula, have at a later period been placed by Mr. Bil-

lings among the typical forms of his Genus Charionella.

Having ascertained some farther characters of these

punctate Terabratuloid shells, I proposed in the Fourteenth

Report on the State Cabinet,1 page 102, the name Cryp-

tonella, giving as one of the characters "shell structure

finely punctate." I remarked in a concluding paragraph :

"The species of this genus are more elongate than Me-

rista and Meristella, and those now known are less dis-

tinctly marked by mesial fold and sinus ; while the beak is

more attenuate, often a little flattened, and rarely so closely

incurved as , in the genera cited. The punctate structure

of the shell is a distinguishing feature."

In the Fifteenth Report on the State Cabinet, I gave (at

page 161 [133], pi. 3) some illustrations of the muscular

imprints, dental lamellae, etc., with figures of a single

additional species from the Lower Helderberg group.2

1 Made to the Legislature April 10th, 1861, and published in July 1861.

3 In the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist for October, 1862, we find the

following exposition of the relations of the genus Cryptonella :

" The genus Cryptonella, illustrated on PI. 3, p. 133, is precisely identical

with Charionella, described by me in the Canadian Journal of March, 1861,

p. 148, and illustrated in the May number, pp. 273, 274. It includes the

species described by Prof. Hall in the Thirteenth Report under the names of

Meristella Haskinsi, M. Barrisi, M. Doris, Terebratula Lincklceni, T. recti'

rostra, T. lens and T. planostria. Besides these the Jitrypa scitula of the

New York Reports, C. Circe, and apparently a number of European species

belong to it. Cryptonella was first published in July or August, 1861, three

or four months after the learned author became acquainted with its characters

through the study of my papers."

The following is the description of the genus Charionella, copied from the

Canadian Journal (March, 1861), No. xxxu, p. 148 :

Genus Charionella. " Since the foregoing article on Devonian fossils
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In September, 1862, Prof. A. Winchell, in his " Descrip-

tions of fossils from the Marshall and Huron Groups, of Michi-

gan" published a description of Centronella julia, in which

he describes the loop, which is proved not to be in accord-

was written, I have ascertained the generic characters of the so-called Atrypa

or Athyris scitula. It has internal spires with their apices directed outwards,

as in Athyris and Spirigcra, hut the dorsal hinge-plate has its anterior margin

and a large portion along the middle rnchylosed to the bottom of the valve.

In another congeneric species, the middle portion of the same plate is obsolete,

there remaining only two small, thin, nearly vertical septa (socket plates), one

on each side of the cavity of the umbo. The perforation in the beak of the

ventral valve is bounded on the lower side by a deltidium of either one or

two pieces, or by a portion of the shell. The mesial septum in the dorsal

valve is either rudimentary or eutirely absent.

" The several species of this group, at present known to me, resemble

Athyris, but are not so convex, and are besides more elongate ovate, or ap-

proaching to Terebratula in general form. I shall give further details and

some figures in the next number of the Journal."

" The genus is only proposed as a sub-genus to be retained in case Athyris

is divided."

In the Canadian Journal, No. xxxui, p. 273, we have " Charionella Circe,

N. Sp." (referring to the illustrations). " The first figure exhibits a specimen

with the dorsal valve partly removed, showing the internal spires. The other

two figures are a side and ventral view of another specimen."

" By treating partially silicified specimens of this genus with acids, I have

ascertained that the structure of the hinge plate differs from that of Spirigera

in being either obsolete along the middle or anchylosed to the bottom of the

valve. In Athyris (=Meristella, Hall) there is a well developed hinge plate,

supported beneath by a strong mesial septum, which extends sometimes

nearly to the front of the valve. In Charionella there is either no mesial sep-

tum, or one that is merely rudimentary. In one specimen there is a remark-

able partition, which runs obliquely from near the beak to the margin near

the front. It completely divides the internal cavity into two parts. This I

believe to be not a mesial septum, but a temporary wall formed by disease of

the animal, because both spires are crowded into the smaller of the two cavities, the

larger being empty."

The genus Charionella, therefore, clearly belongs to the Spiriferidce, and the

typical species cited are, in part those originally placed by me under the

genus Meristella, in 1860 (Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 84),

and a part under Terebratula, from the characters of which I proposed the

genus Cryptonella in 1861. The former belong to the Spiriferidce, and th«

latter to the Terebratulidce.
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ance with that of Centronella as described and illustrated

in the Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, Vol. IV, April 1859.

Through the kindness of Prof. Winchell, I have been

put in possession of some specimens of this species, with

parts of others illustrating the internal structure, together

with drawings representing the loop.

An examination of the external characters shows that

the shell has the form and texture of Cryptonella. " Both

valves with regular lens-like convexity, shell obsoletely

striate concentrically, and having a minutely punctate

structure." The form and other characters of the cast are

like that of species referred by me to Cryptonella. In the

ventral valve are two delicate, slightly curving dental la-

mellae, which are shown in casts by a narrow slit on each

side of the beak. " The casts exhibit on the ventral side a

delicate impressed line extending from the beak to the mid-

dle, and on the right and left of this a fainter one ; on the

dorsal side, a median impression, with two fainter ones on

the right and two on the left." These characters appertain

to the casts of Cryptonella (see fig. 9), as shown in the

ventral side of large individuals
;

having three defined,

slightly impressed spaces, limited by narrow lines which

extend to the middle of the shell, below which there are

sometimes vascular impressions visible.

On the dorsal side we have the median impressed line

with two fainter ones on each side, which, in seme condi-

tions of preservation are obscured by the muscular impres-

sion ; and below these are frequently seen diverging vascu-

lar impressions

The internal loop of Cryptonella julia, illustrated from

drawings of Prof. Winchell, is shown in figures 1 and 2,

which are four times enlarged, and are thus described : "A
delicate ribbon-like loop originates from the stout blunt

crura on each side of the socket-valve, having its flat sides

at first vertical ; the two branches of the loop proceed at

first in lines parallel or a little convergent, and then grad-
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ually diverge, widening as they proceed, and assuming an

inclined position, until, approaching the front of the vaive

by a regular curvature, the lower edge has become anterior,

giving the band an angle of 30° with the plane of the shell

:

approaching the median line, the band rapidly widens, and

the front margin is drawn forward in a long acumination,

while the inner margin is regularly concave, except that

near the median line it turns abruptly forward so as to meet

that line at an acute angle. The loop thus forms an urceo-

late figure on its inner margin, and on the outer a somewhat

oval one, truncated behind and attenuately acuminate be-

fore. In the median line where the two branches meet,

both are suddenly deflected downwards, forming a double

vertical plate, not quite reaching the ventral valve ; the

upper edge of which, when viewed from the side, is flatly

roof-shaped, while the lower edge describes two convexities^

the greater anterior, leaving a notch between them. The

surfaces of the loop and median plate are covered with

minute obliquely conical pustules, in some places seeming

to become spinulous."

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. 1. Dorsal view of Cryptonella julia, showing the

loop and horizontal plate.

Fig. 2. Profile view, showing one band of the loop with

the vertical plate.

From drawings, four times enlarged, by Prof. Winchell.

Fig. 3. front view of the loop.
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Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

Figs. 4 and 5. Ventral and dorsal views of the cast of a

more oblate form of C. julia enlarged to correspond with

figs. 1 and 2.

Figs. 6 and 7. Vental and dorsal views of Cryptonella

meta, from the Schoharie grit.

Fig. 4 is given simply to show the dental lamellae of the

ventral valve, the delicate impressed line in the centre and

a fainter one on each side, described by Prof. Winchell,

are not shown in the figure. These marks, however, are

shown in figs. 6 and 9, and characterize the ventral valves

or casts of this valve in all the known species of the genus.

Fig. 8. Fig. 9. Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

In the Fifteenth Report on the State Cabinet, I gave the

accompanying fig. 8 of the dorsal valve, and fig. 9 of the

interior of a ventral valve. Figures 10 and 11 are dorsal

and profile views of Cryptonella eximia, from the Lower

Helderberg group, the earliest species of the genus known

to me.

The Genus Cryptonella may be characterised as follows :
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GENUS CRYPTONELLA, Hall, 1861.

Shells terebratnliform, equilateral, inequivalve, elongate

or transverse, ovoid or sublenticular in form, without

median fold or sinus, or with these features very slightly

developed towards the base of the shell. Ventral valve

with the beak extended or incurved, and terminated by

a circular foramen which is limited on the lower side

by two small triangular deltidial pieces (these are some-

times not visible externally, and the lower side of the

foramen is concealed by the umbo of the opposite valve).

Shell-structure finely punctate ; surface marked by fine

concentric striae, which are sometimes obsolete. Valves

articulating by teeth and sockets, the dental lamellae of

the ventral valve extending in thin vertical plates into

the cavity of the valve. The muscular impressions of

the dorsal valve are strongly marked above, and extend

in two narrow, gradually widening impressions, more

than halfway to the base. The ventral valve shows

elongated muscular and vascular impressions below the

rostral cavity.

In the dorsal valve, the hinge-plates, or bases of the

crura, support a slender loop, the two limbs of which are

flattened, with the faces vertical ; and in its extension for-

ward, the upper margins are inclined towards each other,

and, gradually widening, become joined, and thence extend-

ing forward, form a single lanceolate plate, which may be

more or less attenuate in front. These laminae of the loop,

after becoming thus conjoined and spreading laterally, are

abruptly deflected in a vertical plate along the median line,

extending into the cavity of the ventral valve, as shown

in figure 2, while looking upon the dorsal side of the loop

this vertical plate will be seen projecting backwards be-

tween the bands of the loop as well as extending in front,

as shown in fig. 12.
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Fig. 12.

Cryptonella.

In casts of the ventral valve, we find the marks of two

thin dental lamellse extending to a greater or less distance

below the beak. Along the median line in the ventral cast,

there is usually a narrow flattened space limited by a slender

line ; and on each side a less distinct narrow space, limited

in the same manner. In the cast of the dorsal valve, there

is a median impressed line, and two of less strength on

each side of this.

The species of this genus, known to me, are the Cryp-

tonella {Centronella) julia, and those described as Terebra-

tula in the Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, and

which in the Fourteenth Report were referred to Crypton-

ella, viz. Cryptonella (T.) rectirostra, C. (T.) lens, C. (T.)

planirostra; and C. eximia, of the Fifteenth Report, as well

as a new species from the Schoharie grit.

The Terebratida lincklceni, which has the external charac-

ters of Cryptonella, and which I have referred to that

genus, presents some slight differences in the muscular im-

pressions, which, taken together with its rotund form, are

suggestive of true Terebratula, to which genus it may

possibly belong.

The species of the Genus Centronella heretofore de-

scribed, have the ventral valve highly convex or subangular

in the middle, with the dorsal valve flattened or concave in

[Trans. iv.\ 18
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the middle, or with a median depression, and convex at the

sides.

The character of the genus, as given in the descriptions

and illustrations of Mr. Billings, are as follows:

GENUS CENTRONELLA ,
Billings, 1

1859.

" Generic characters : Shells, having the general form of

Terebratula. Dorsal valve with a loop consisting of

two delicate riband-like lamellae, which extend about

one-half the length. These lamellae at first curve gently

outwards, and then approach each other gradually, until

at their lower extremities they meet at an acute angle
;

then becoming united, they are reflected backwards

towards the beak in what appears to be a thin flat vert-

ical plate. Near their origin, each bears upon the ventral

side a single triangular crural process. Name from the

Greek, Kentron, a spur. This genus is intermediate be-

tween Terebratula and Waldheimia. In the former the

loop is short, not exceeding greatly one-third the length

of the shell, and not reflected. In the latter, it extends

nearly to the front, and is reflected, but the laminae are

not united until after they are folded back."

Fig. 13 (4). Interior of the dorsal valve, showing the

loop.

1 Description and figures copied from the Canadian Naturalist and Geolo-

gist for April, 1859 : the figures enlarged three diameters.

Fig. 13, Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14 (5). Longitudinal section, showing the position

of the loop in the interior.

In Centronella, we have a simple loop, or the two limbs

becoming united at an acute angle at the point of greatest

anterior extension, whence they recurve in a thin vertical

plate which is not attached at either margin; approaching,

in some respects, to Waldheimia.

This difference of the internal loop is accompanied, in

the cast of C. glans-fagea, the typical form of the genus, by

other differences which distinguish it from the casts of

Cryptonella.

Fig. 15. Fig. 16. Fig. 17.

Fig. 15. Ventral view of cast of Centronella glans-fagea.

Fig. 16. Dorsal view of cast of Centronella glans-fagea.

Fig. 17. Profile view of the same.

In the cast of a ventral valve of C. glans-fagea, fig. 15,

we have the filling of a deep rostral cavity ; the dental

lamellae have been thick and strong, not extending as thin

plates into the cavity of the shell as shown in Cryptonella,

but having a thick blunt lower termination which leaves no

space, or scarcely an appreciable one, to be filled between

it and the shell. The spur, or filling of the rostral cavity

is striated ; at its base in the centre, on the body of the cast,

is a depression ; and on each side are fainter striated im-

pressions, indicating the points of muscular attachment.

The interior of the ventral valve of Centronella impressa 1

1 A very distinct species from C. hecate (Billings) of the Oriskany Sand-

stone, which differs mainly in size from Centronella (Rhynchonella ?) alveata

(Hall), Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1857.
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shows similar strong rounded and blunt dental lamellae,

with a deep rostral cavity and muscular markings, which

would give a cast similar to that of C. glans-fagea.

The cast of the dorsal valve of C. glans-fagea presents a

slightly concave surface, and on each side of the apex two

large and deep cavities made by the bases of the crural pro-

cesses ; and between them is a narrow filling of stone.

The centre is marked by a double muscular impression, the

two parts separated by a narrow groove : above this, and at

the base of the crura, are some points marked as if for

muscular attachment (see b, fig. 16.)

The interior of C. impressa presents a very strong double

process below the beak of the dorsal valve, corresponding

to those in C. glans-fagea.

The external form of all the species heretofore referred

to Cbntronella is a distinguishing feature, and, when ac-

companied by an internal apparatus so different from that

of Cryptonella, will serve to separate them from all the

allied forms.

As before remarked, it has been mainly upon modifications

of this internal loop, or the apohysary system, that the

separation of most of the genera in the family of Tere-

bratulid^e has been made.

In Cryptonella, we observe considerable analogy with

Renssel^ria, where the slender bands of the loop expand

and unite in a broad plate, which is obtusely or acutely at-

tenuate in front, and on the ventral side marked by a ridge

along the line of junction ; from which, at the posterior

margin, proceeds a slender process into the ventral cavity.

We may readily conceive of this central longitudinal ridge

or carina along the cicatrix of the two parts, being pro-

duced into a thin vertical plate, projecting backwards in

the line of the process from the base of the conjoined lainellse

in Renssel^eria, when it would much resemble the median

plate of Cryptonella (see figures 18, 19, 20 and 21).
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fig, 18. Fig. 19.

From the data here given, it will be seen that the Genus

Cryptonella is nearly related to Centronella, though

both may perhaps be regarded by some palasontogists as of

only subgeneric value, differing as much from each other

as the former does from Renssel^eria, or as Terebratula

from Terebratulina or Waldheimia. Through this fortu-

nate discovery of Prof. Winchell, we are able in a perfect-

ly satisfactory manner to place these forms in their true

relations to other genera, which was before inferred from

the punctate structure, peculiarity of foramen, deltidial

plates and muscular impressions.

It is not probable, however, that materials for other gene-

ra, or for reference to existing genera, are yet exhausted,

among the Terebratulidjs of the the Upper Silurian and

Devonian rocks. While engaged in these investigations?
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Dr. C. Rominger has kindly sent to me a fossil from the

Hamilton shale, of Thunder Bay, Michigan, in which the

terebratuloid loop is distinctly visible. The form of

the shell is ovate, not very unlike Cryptonella, but

more rotund, the lateral edges more incurved, and the space

below the beak of the ventral valve not so great, nor the

deltidial plates so conspicuous as in species of that genus,

On a critical examination of the interior, after cutting

away the crystalline rilling of the shell nearly to the loop.

I am unable to find any difference between it and true

Terebratula ; and we have, so far as I know, for the first

time the positive determination of this genus in our De-

vonian rocks. The position and proportions of the loop

are shown in fig. 22, which is an outline of the shell from

the dorsal side, twice enlarged. Fig. 23 is an enlargement

of the loop, showing the crural processes.

Fig. 22. Fig. 23.

Figures 22 and 23, Illustrations of Terebratula romingeri, Winchell.

At the same time, Dr. Rominger has also sent me speci-

mens of Terebratula melonica of Barrande, one of which he

has prepared so as to show in a very satisfactory manner

the loop in its entire extent. The specimens correspond

with those I have received from M. de Verneuil under the

same name, and therefore we must regard them as authen-

tic. The external form of T. melonica is not unlike some

of the less gibbous forms of Cryptonella, and is much less

gibbous than the usual forms of Waldheimia. The lamel-

lae are nearly parallel and near together, and the loop is ex-

tended four-fifths the entire length of the shell, when it is
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recurved, and, turning back, extends two-thirds of the dis-

tance to the beak of the dorsal valve ; and the crural pro-

cesses are farther from the base of the loop than is repre-

sented in the typical figures of Waldheimia, and are

opposite the extremity of the recurved loop.

Fig. 24. Fig. 29. Fig. 26.

The accompanying figures illustrate all that has been ob-

served in this species.

Fig. 24. Dorsal side of specimen, showing the crural

processes directed downwards.

Fig. 25. Ventral side of specimen, looking into the dor-

sal valve.

Fig. 26. Profile view of same, the figures twice enlarged.

In the Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet,1
I pro-

posed the Genus Meristella, to embrace certain species

before included under the Genus Merista, and which were

shown not to possess the peculiar shoe-lifter process, or

transverse septum, characteristic of the latter genus. I re-

marked as follows :
" Restricting, therefore, the significa-

tion of the genus Merista to such forms as were originally

included by Prof. Suess under that name, it becomes ne-

cessary to designate those species of similar form, but with-

out the peculiar appendage of the ventral valve, by another

generic term ; and I would therefore suggest the name of

Meristella, proposed by me last year."2

1 Page 74, 1860.

2 In the Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet, 1859, page 78, in referring

Atrypa naviformis of vol. n, Pal. N. Y. to Merista," I said : " This species,
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After describing the genus, I cited as illustrations seve-

ral species from the Lower Helderberg group ; and gave

figures of the exterior of Meristella princeps and M. nasuta,

the latter species from the Upper Helderberg group.

In the same Report I described three other species of

the genus, viz : Meristella haskinsi, M. barrisi and M. doris,

but without giving illustrations of these.

Since, on the one side this genus has been claimed to be

equivalent to Athyris, and on the other, the same author

has placed some of its species under a later created genus

Charionella, it seems necessary to repeat some of the

characters of the genus in this connexion.

Genus Meristella, Hall, 1860.

The genus includes Terebratuloid or Athyroid forms which

are ovoid, more or less elongate, sometimes elliptical in out-

line, and not unfrequently transverse or sub-circular ; valves

unequally convex, w7 ith or without a median fold and sinus,

and this feature usually confined to the lower half of the

shell. Ventral beak more or less closely incurved (when

closely incurved apparently imperforate), terminated by an

aperture, the lower side ofwhich may be formed by the umbo

of the dorsal valve, or by a deltidium. Area none. 1 Valves

articulating by teeth and sockets. Surface smooth or marked

by fine concentric lines of growth, not lamellose, and in-

distinct or obsolescent radiating striae, which are usually

more conspicuous in the cast or exfoliated surfaces than on

the exterior. Shell fibrous.

and some others of the Clinton and Niagara groups, differ somewhat from

true Merist.2e ; and should these differences prove of generic importance, I

propose for them the name Meristella."

1 Those species with the ventral valve closely incurved are apparently im-

perforate, since no foramen is visible above the umbo of the dorsal valve.

In the separated valves of these species, I have not seen any deltidium ; an

open triangular space exists above the points of the dental lamellse, and this

communicates with the open cavity of the valve.
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The ventral valve is much thickened on each side towards

the beak, and the rostral cavity margined by flattened den-

tal lamella), which extend downwards to the commence-

ment of the muscular impression, and terminate at the

edge of the shell in blunt tooth-like processes. The mus-

cular impression forms a somewhat broadly triangular de-

pression in the valve just below the rostral cavity. In the

cast of this valve we have the reverse of these features.

In the dorsal valve there is a strong hinge plate or pro-

cess, the prominent part of which is broadly triangular,

somewhat depressed or spoon shaped in the centre, and

supported below by a median septum which reaches from

one-third to one-half the length of the valve, and on each

side, marked by deep dental fossets, while the anterior

angles are produced into the crura which support the in-

ternal spires.

Spires arranged as in Athyris and Merista, being a

double cone with the apices directed outwards. From the

lower lateral margins of the cardinal process or hinge

plate, there is a callosity extending beneath and anterior

to the dental fossets, and joining with the thickened margin

of the valve, as in the other allied genera.

Iu the cast of the dorsal valve we have the mark of the

median septum, with an elongate, lanceolate muscular im-

pression, reaching nearly to the middle of the valve. The
imprint of the triangular process, and the cavities made

by the crura are often preserved.

The species of this genus may be readily distinguished

from Meuista by the absence of the shoe-lifter process,

which, in numerous specimens compared, constitutes the

principal difference between the two genera. 1

The following illustrations will serve to show more clearly

the characteristics of the genus :

1 On plates 39 and 41 of Pal. N. Y., vol. ni, may be found some illustra-

tions of the casts of species of this genus.

[Trans, iv. ] 20



Fig. 27. Meristella nasuta—Atrypa nasuta, Conrad. Dorsal

view of a young individual.

Fig. 28. An older individual.

Fig. 29. Interior of the ventral valve.

Fig. 30. Cast of the ventral valve.

Fig. 31. Fig. 32.

Fig. 31. Dorsal view of the same species.

Fig. 32. Interior of the dorsal valve of M. arcuata, show

iug the hinge plate and median septum.
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Fig. 33. Fig. 34.

Fig. 33. Cast of ventral valve of M. Barrisi.

Fig. 34. Cast of ventral valve of M. Haskinsi}

In the dorsal valve of M. Barrisi we have a hinge plate,

with a median septum reaching more than one-third the

length of the shell, and the same characters exist in M.

Haskinsi. In M. Boris the rostral cavity and muscular im-

pression of the ventral valve are much elongated, and re-

semble what I have heretofore shown in Meristelia Icevis.
2

The dorsal valve has a strong extended median septum and

hinge structure as in the other species.3

The proportions of length of rostral cavity and muscu-

lar impression, vary in different species; and the muscular

impression becomes much stronger and deeper in the older

shells, when the valve as before remarked becomes thick-

ened at the sides and towards the beak. This character

pertains to the limestone specimens, while those in the

Hamilton shales, as figs. 7 and 8, have thinner shells, and

less deep and strong muscular impressions.

1 have already {Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, pp.

l The casts of M. Barrisi and M. Haskinsi are obtained from solid speci-

mens by removing the shells, and therefore have not that sharpness of the

muscular marking.-; which we find in weathered casts.

2 Palaeontology of New York, vol. lit, plate 39.

3 In reclaiming these species of Meristella, I am not impugning the va-

lidity of the genus Chaeionella of Mr. Billings, for none of these have the

characters of the dorsal valve of Charionella as represented on page 274, No.

xxxin of the Canadian Journal, which is not only clearly unlike Mekistella,

but very distinct from any genus of Spiriferid-s: before described.
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73-75, and illustrations on p. 93) pointed out the distinc-

tion between Athyris=Spirigera and Meristella. This

difference is everywhere clear and unmistakeable, in the

external lamellose surface of the one, and the almost smooth

character of the other. The muscular impressions of the

ventral valve of Athyris are at once distinguishable from

those of Meristella ; as may be seen on comparison of

figs. 35 and 36 with figs. 29 and 30

Fig. 35. Fig. 36.

In the dorsal valve, the muscular impressions differ from

Meristella; the hinge plate is of somewhat different

character, and the median septum is scarcely developed.
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Note on the Genus Leptoccelia.

Among the specimens sent (o me by Dr. Rorninger, are

two individuals of Leptoccelia concava, showing the existence

of internal spires ; and a careful examination of my own

collections from the Lower Helderberg group has shown

several specimens possessing these internal organs which

have their apices directed obliquely outwards, aud are con-

nected near their origin by a strong vinculum on the dorsal

side. After repeated examinations of a large number of

the Oriskany sand-stone species, from which the characters

of the genus were mainly drawn, 1 have failed to detect

internal spires. The form of the internal loop as repre-

sented in the figures of the genus, was ascertained, as stated

by me, mainly from cavities remaining in the crystalline

filling of the shell. There were no appearances of spires,

nor does a re-examination of the specimen afford any far-

ther information, or indicate in any manner that spires

have ever existed. The crura can be traced to the division

at the process, and below this is a flat cavity.

A critical re-examination of the fossils referred to this

genus, shows that there are at least three distinct types, in

their external form and features, which, in the absence of

positive knowledge of the internal structure, were grouped

together. A farther examination shows some peculiarities

of hinge structure in each one of them, which are probably

connected with more important difference of the internal

parts. One of these types is indicated in the two strongly

plicated species of the Oriskany sand-stone, which have a

median sinus near the front of the ventral valve, with two

of the plications often closed incurved. Another type is

that of Leptoccelia concava, and allied forms, which are more

finely plicated, and where there is a sinus on the dorsal valve,

though not distinctly defined. The third type is repre-
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sented in Leptoccelia (Jltrypa) planoconvexa, which has a some-

what undefined depression on the dorsal valve, and a form

of cardinal process unlike the other species. The internal

structure of this species is still unknown.

The Leptoccelia imbricata proves to be a Trematospira, and

the same characters are apparent in L. dispariles of the Ni-

agara group, the concavo-convex form of the shell being

the only apparent deviation from typical forms of that

genus. The Terebratula lepida of Goldfuss, as shown in the

collections of Dr. Rominger possesses internal spires pre-i

cisely similar to those of Trematospira camura.

The L. concava, both in its external characters and in the

arrangement of the crura and vinculum, differs from Tre-

matospira, and with the knowledge at present possessed, I

am compelled to separate this species from those last named,

and from the L. flabellites, L. jimbriata and L. acutiplicata, I

would propose to indicate forms of this external character

with similar crura and spires as Ccelospira.

Fig. 37.

Ccelospira Concava.

The difficulty constantly attending the references of the

Brachiopoda, to established genera from external form and

characters, renders it very desirable to search for the inte-

rior organization and appendages ; but the condition of

specimens does not always admit of satisfactory investiga-

tions, 'and not unfrequently the specimens possessed are so

few as almost to preclude examinations of this kind.

As an example of the diversity of internal structure in

similar external forms, I may mention the Terebratula alti-
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dorsata of Barrande, which so nearly resembles the Centron-

ella glans-fagea that it might readily be mistaken for that

shell. On cutting and macerating specimens of the former

they prove to possess internal spires arranged as in Meris-

tella, removing it from the family of the Terebratulidse. I

have not been able to determine whether the shell of this

species is punctate or fibrous from the specimens I possess.
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE.

Since the preceding* paper on Cryptonella, Centronella, etc., was

published, I have received from Dr. Rominger, a figure illus-

trating the interior of a specimen referred by him to Centronella

glans-fagea. This figure of the loop is quite different from that

given by Mr. Billings for Cenlronella glans-fagea, and shows es-

sentially the same character as that of Cryptonella. Should

this reference Drove to be correct, it may become questionable

whether the minor differences already pointed out in the C.

glans-fagea, and authentic specimens of Cryptonella, are of suf-

ficient importance to separate the two genera. It should be

observed, however, that at a later date (May, 1861),* Mr. Bil-

lings has published Centronella hecate, giving, in fig. 99 a, " a spe-

cimen with the dorsal valve removed, showing the loop which

is covered with minute crystals of silex." In this species,

having all the external characters of a congener of C. glans-

fagea, no mention is made of any difference observed in the

character of the loop from that published and illustrated in

1859. We are therefore scarcely warranted in placing in

the Genus Centronella species having an internal organization

so different as that observed in species of authentic Cryptonella,

until a reexamination of the original specimens of Mr. Billings

shall confirm his first observations, or show them to correspond

wijh those of the genus last named.

Albany, February 25, 1863.

Fig. 38.

Centronella glans-fagea.

Interior showing the loop, from a figure by Dr. C. Rominger.

* Canadian Journal, May, 1861, page 272.



Art. VIII. Petroleum, its History and Properties : by David

Murray.

[Read before the Albany Institute, December 16, 1862.]

Bituminous matter in its various forms has been known

from the earliest historic periods. Sometimes it was found

in a solid form aud called asphaltum, sometimes in a semi-

solid form and then called bitumen, or again in a liquid form

and called naphtha. This latter name has in the more de-

finite nomenclature of scientific men been restricted to one

only of the products obtained from the distillation of bitu-

minous substances. The gas which is always present

wherever any of these substances are found, and some-

times escapes from the earth in vast quantities and with an

unceasing flow, is to be regarded as a material of kindred

constitution and origin.

This entire class of substances has been invested with a

new interest to us by the recent discovery in this country

of unlimited reservoirs of this oil. It may safely be said

that no branch of commerce ever in so short a time attain-

ed such enormous proportions. Five years ago a few bar-

rels of this substance collected by slow and painful pro-

cesses, measured in the United States the amount of this

product. Its value was unrecognized, and the vast sources

from which it was to be derived, although separated from

us only by a thin crust of rock and soil were unsuspected.

We traveled with careless and unsuspecting feet over hid-

den treasures more valuable and wonderful than the gold

mines of California. Now half the houses in the land are

illuminated for their evening toils and pleasures by the beau-

tiful light furnished by rock oil. A new branch of industry

has sprung up involving the employment of vast amounts

of capital and thousands of busy hands, for the extraction,

refining and transportation of it. Inventive brains have been

[Trans, iv.] 21
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set at work and stimulated to contrive appropriate appara-

tus for furnishing by it the most economical and beautiful

light. Ships rendered no longer necessary for chasing the

whale by the sudden introduction of an oil cheaper and

more available than whale oil have been freighted with the

rival oil and sent with it to European markets. All this

has happened since 1859.

During the year 1862, the exports of this article in both

the crude and refined condition were as follows:

Gallons. Valued at.

New York, 6,783,563 $2,037,413
Philadelphia, 2,607,203 529,575
Boston, 891,616 457.859
Baltimore, 1,120,000 500,000

Total, 11,402,382 $3,524,847

Allowing that one-third of this exported oil was crude

and the remaining two-thirds refined, and adding 40 per

cent, for loss by refining to the latter, we shall find the ex-

ports for 1862 equivalent to 14,443,017 gallons of crude oil.

Estimating the exported oil to be about one-fifth of the

total product of the country, which will not differ very far

from the true amount, and we shall obtain for an approxi-

mation, 72,215,085 gallons crude oil, and deducting from

this the amount exported we have 57,772,068 gallons either

on hand or consumed in the United States. Or if we le-

duce this to its equivalent refined oil, we have 34,663,240

gallons. And allowing 33 cents as an average price for the

refined oil on hand or consumed at home, we have for the

total value of this product as follows, containing the amounts

in gallons of unrefined oil :

Gallons. Valued at

Amount exported, ]4,443,017 $3,524847
consumed, 57,772,068 11,438,869

Total, 1 72,215,085 $14,963,716

1
I am indebted lor this computation and part of the data for it, to the valu-

able " oil circular " of Mr P. S Pease, oil dealer of Buffalo.

V
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That this immense branch of commerce should all have

been developed since the summer of 1859, and most of it

within two years ; that the capital and the labor for it

should have been furnished without crippling or impairing

any other branch ; that such a ready and extensive market

should have been found for a comparatively unknown and

hitherto unused material, are facts alike wonderful and in-

teresting.

I. Geographical Distribution.—Until the excitement

consequent upon the discovery of rock oil in this country

turned men's attention to the subject, few except the learned

knew how widely it and its kindred substances were dis-

tributed, and how remote the date at which they were

known to men. Herodotus, who wrote 500 years before

Christ, describes minutely the wells of Petroleum, which are

still in existence in the island of Zante. The famous cement

with which Babylon was built, was composed in part of

bitumen obtained from pits in the vicinity. Numerous

bituminous springs are found along the shores of the Dead

Sea, and the water is strongly impregnated with the same

material. In the Burmese Empire at Rangoon, there have

been ever since it was known to Europeans, hundreds of

years ago, Naphtha wells, furnishing abundance of this oil.

There are said to be at the present time not less than 500

of these, yielding 412,000 hogsheads annually. It is used

throughout the Burman Empire and many parts of India, for

burning in lamps and for preserving timber against insect.

Doubtless it was only its offensive smell—for they used it

in the natural state—which prevented its introduction into

civilized countries from this source long ago.

In Trinidad, one of the West India Islands, there is a

lake three miles in circumference, composed of bituminous

substances in various conditions of hardness. At Bakoo in

Persia, on the west shore of the Caspian Sea, there is a

tract of country twenty-five miles long by one broad, where

large quantities of this oil are collected from wells ten or
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fifteen feet deep. This oil is sold throughout Persia as a

material for light. Bakoo was the holy city of the ancient

fire worshippers, and their rites were doubtless in some way
connected with the inflammable oil which was found in such

quantities in its vicinity. At Amiano in Italy, an oil of this

kind escapes from crevices in the earth, and in the last cen-

tury was used for purposes of illumination. But its intense

and disagreeable odor prevented its extended or continued

use.

On our continent this material has been discovered in

many places widely separated, and will doubtless be found

in many more. The Canada geologists early called atten-

tion to a large bed of bitumen deposited on the surface of

the ground in the township of Enniskillen, near the south-

ern point of Lake Huron, and suggested that at some future

time it might be turned to some economic purpose. Indi-

cations of oil had long been observed in various localities

of the United States. Oil Creek, a small branch of the Al-

leghany river in Cattaraugus county, N. Y., recei\ed its

name from such indications. So also the same name was

given to another small tributary of this river in Yenango

county, Pa., a locality which has since become famous in

connection with this product. Olean in New York, received

its name because of the oil indications in its vicinity. Vir-

ginia and Ohio have also localities where the presence of

oil in the rocks has long been observed from unmistakable

signs.

One thing then at least is evident from this geographical

survey, that like coal and iron and cereal grains, and almost

all the great necessaries of life, rock oil has received a very

wide and generous distribution.

II. Geological Position.—Bituminous substances are

by no means confined to a single geologic formation, but

are in fact found in almost all ages. In this country they

exist in the older Palaeozoic rocks, while in Trinidad and

Venezuela they are found in the strata of the tertiary forma-
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tion. The oil wells in Canada are in the corniferous beds of

the Devonian age. The rocks of the Chemung Period af-

ford abundant oil springs in Erie, Seneca and Cattaraugus

counties, N. Y. The oil wells of Pennsylvania and Ohio

are mostly sunk in Devonian rocks, immediately underlying

the carboniferous strata, through which the boring is often

carried. The wells near the Little Kanawha river in Vir-

ginia, are bored in the same formation.

When reached by boring it is always found in rocks of a

porus nature, in shales or sandstones, and seems to occupy

the pores or crevices of the rock. The rock is as it were

saturated with it, and the connection between the crevices

enable it to permeate considerable distances. When, there-

fore, a boring is made in a basin or hollow of this porous

rock the pressure of the oil from the surrounding crevices

forces it to ascend through the boring, to a level with the

source of pressure. In such wells, termed in the oil region

pumping wells, no oil can be obtained except by mechanical

force. But when, as, is often the case, a gas exists in the

crevices of the rock in connection with the oil, the pres-

sure of this gas is often sufficient to force the oil to ascend

through the borings with great violence. These are termed

spouting wells. Indeed at the present time scarcely any other

wells are deemed worth working, owing to superior cheap-

ness and abundance of the oil obtained from these. In such

wells the gas is often found to escape in connection with

the oil, and in character and constitution is a hydrocarbon

similar to the oil itself. So rich is this gas in illuminating

properties that in many places where it escapes from the

earth it is used for purposes of illumination. The village

of Fredonia, N. Y., is in part lighted by gas collected from

a gas well near the village. At the salt works in the Kana-

wha Valley a sufficient amount of gas escapes from some

of the salt borings to furnish, when burned, heat enough to

evaporate the brine.

The explanation of the existence of this substance in the
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rocks of the earth has been a problem beset with many
difficulties. That like coal and all other kindred sub-

stances it had a vegetable origin most savans have been

ready to admit. The first idea which I remember to have

heard generally advanced and believed in 1859 and 1860

—

when this subject first attracted attention, was that it

was the coal tar, which had been given off when the coal

formation by heat and pressure was reduced to its present

solid condition. But this is inconsistent with the position

of many of the oil bearing rocks. Thus that at Enniskillen

in Canada is distant hundreds of miles from an}7 part of the

coal formation, and in a geologic formation situated thou-

sands of feet below it. It is impossible to conceive that the

oil should percolate through all these underlying rocks and

diffuse itself through so wide an area. The opinion now

generally entertained is that in common with coal it had a

vegetable origin ; that the plants growing in the geologic

ages when submitted to heat and pressure, had slowly been

distilled into these hydrocarbon fluids. Nor is it impossible

that the animal tissues embedded in the same rocks should

have -undergone a similar transformation. It is quite per-

tinent to this question to ask, if these hydrocarbon fluids

and gases which are found to escape from the pores of the

rocks, are not taken to represent the fatty matter and woody

fibre of the animals and plants of these ages, what has be-

come of these materials. We know nature does not destroy

matter. Where then is the carbon of the plants and ani-

mals, whose skeletons have been preserved for us in the

rocks ? It does not enter into the constitution of the rocks,

it has not been compressed and transformed into coal ; there

is in fact no other representation of it in many geologic

formations except these oils and gases whose wide distri-

bution has only lately become known to us. The exact

chemical reactions which have produced this transforma-

tion we do not yet know ; neither do we know the processes

in nature's laboratory, by which the immense beds of an-
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thracite, bituminous and semibituminous coals were manu-

factured from the fern trees, and conifers and sea weeds of

the carboniferous era.

III. Discovery of Oil in America.—It can not be said

that Petroleum is a modern discovery. We have seen that

it was known hundreds, and even thousands of years ago.

Even in our own country it has been long known. At least

as long ago as the French and English war in this country,

the Indians knew and collected this substance. The com-

mander of Fort Duquesne writes to Gen. Montcalm a curi-

ous and interesting letter, describing the midnight assem-

blage of a council of Indians on the banks of the creek

where this oil was collected. During the ceremonies the

scum of oil on the surface of the water was kindled, and

while the flames lighted up the dark woods and the still

darker faces of the savage warriors, they sent up one of

their unearthly shouts till the hills reechoed again.

Dr. Hildreth of Ohio in 1826, wrote in Silliman's journal

the following remarkable words in describing the borings for

salt on the Little Muskingum river, Ohio, made in 1819:

" They have sunk two wells which are now more than 400

feet deep. One of these affords a very strong pure water,

but not in great quantity. This other discharges such vast

quantities of Petroleum, or as it is vulgarly called u Seneka

oil," and besides is subject to such tremendous explosions

of gas as to force out all the water, and afford nothing but

gas for several days, that they make but little salt. Never-

theless the Petroleum affords considerable profit, and is be-

ginning to be in demand for lamps in workshops and manu-

factories. It affords a clear brisk light when burnt in this

way, and will be a valuable article for lighting the street

lamps in the future cities of Ohio."

Here was the discovery of oil actually made, and an oil

well of the most approved spouting pattern. And not only

so, but here is clearly apprehended and plainly stated the

very uses to which after forty years this oil is now found to
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be so perfectly adapted. But this discovery was made be-

fore its time. The world was not ready for it. And it is

quite as much a misfortune for a new truth to be launched

into the world too early as too late. The real difficulty

was that forty years ago we did not know how to refine this

oil, and free it from its intense and disgusting odor. This

knowledge has been reached by a long and circuitous pro-

cess, and now when it has been reached the world is ready

for oil wells, and forthwith oil wells are forthcoming.

It is curious to note that we have arrived at our present

appreciation of the uses and qualities of rock oil, through

our endeavors to obtain a like material from coal. Coal oil

was the precurser and introducer of rock oil. James Young

of Glascow, Scotland, in 1847, conceived the idea of extract-

ing a lubricating material from the oil that dripped from a

coal mine in Derbyshire. When this source failed he under-

took to distill oil from the Boghead cannel coal. In this he

succeeded, and accumulated a fortune. Others followed in

similar enterprises, and in 1854 a Kerosene Oil Company es-

tablished a manufactory on Long Island. In 1856, the

Breckenridge Coal Oil Works were established at Clover-

port, Ky.j where the coal was found remarkably adapted for

the purpose.

From this time coal oil factories multiplied to a great

extent, and large investments of capital were made in this

new and remunerative branch of industry. The oil when

properly refined, and burned in a suitable lamp, was found

to surpass in brilliancy and economy, all known fluids. It

rapidly became a great branch of industry. It was pushed

into the market in every direction, and became well and

widely known.

Meanwhile, the identity of rock oil and coal oil was re-

cognized. Eminent chemists analyzed the specimens of

Petroleum gathered from the pools about Oil Creek in

Pennsylvania, and pronounced it capable of easy transform-

ation into the beautiful products now so well known. An
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oil company was formed, of which Messrs. Bowditch and

Drake of New Haven, were the active men. Col. Drake re-

moved to Titusville on Oil Creek, in Venango county, Pa.,

and in the spring of 1859, commenced boring in a locality

where there had been an oil spring. The work was slow,

and it was not till Aug. 26, 1859, that oil was reached, at

the depth of seventy-one feet. The oil rose to within five

inches of the surface. A pump was inserted at once, and

the weli yielded 400 barrels daily. A larger pump was

then employed, and J000 barrels were yielded. This well

continued for two years to yield at this rate without any

apparent diminution, and now it is only abandoned because

the amount furnished is not remunerative compared with

other wells.

This success was at once the signal for hundreds of simi-

lar enterprises. The whole valley was alive with specula-

tors and explorers. In a few months a number of other re-

munerative wells were found, and thousands of others were

in process of digging.

Other localities where oil indications had been observed,

were soon the scenes of like excitement, and were rewarded

with corresponding success. The village of Franklin on

the Alleghany river, Tidioute some miles above, the junction

of Oil Creek and Alleghany river, were all within a year

explored, and found to furnish abundance of this material.

Then it was soon discovered that other places were equally

favored with oil. At Mecca in Ohio, wells of the most pro-

ductive character were discovered, and so also in the val-

ley of the Kanawha in Virginia. Then the excitement ex-

tended to Canada. Mr. Williams had established at Ennis-

killen, a distillery for extracting Kerosene oil from the beds

of bitumen found there. When the oil discoveries took place

in Pennsylvania, he conceived that oil might be obtained by

sinking wells in the vicinity of these beds. The result

justified his anticipations, and his works for distilling oil

[Trans. iv.\ 22
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from bitumen were appropriated to the more lucrative busi-

ness of refining crude rock oil.

From the time of these discoveries, the increase of the

oil business has been rapid beyond all precedent. Availa-

ble uses of this material have multiplied. The modes of

purifying it have been perfected, and the apparatus for

burning it has been receiving constant improvement. The

only limit as yet found to the suppty of oil, is the supply of

barrels to carry it away. These are in some cases now dis-

pensed with, and the oil instead of being barreled, is run

from pipes into flat bottomed boats or scows on the river,

and in this condition floated down to the refineries at Pitts-

burgh.

Most of the pumping wells are for the present discon-

tinued, because they are not able to compete with the

spouting wells. But the time is anticipated when the

spouting wells shall have failed, and a more secure and per-

manent business established from the pumping wells. Great

uncertainty still hangs on the question of the perpetuity of

these wells. Many of them have already failed, but whether

from a failure in the supply of oil in their vicinity or some

local obstructions is not easily ascertained. Sometimes diffi-

culty has arisen by the boring of the wells too near to each

other, so that both have drawn their supply from the same

vein. One case is mentioned of two wells thus situated,

where both must be pumped at once in order to get a supply

from either. That the oil is inexhaustible no one can be-

lieve, because we can not suppose that it is now in the pro-

cess of formation. But there is every reason to think that

the supply is very large, and if it fails in one locality,

others will be found where judicious boring would extract

it. One thing at least seems necessary if the supply is to

be economized, and that is, that some more definite and

reasonable regulations should be made by the owners of oil

lands so that the interference of one well with another may

be avoided.
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IV. Digging Oil Wells.—The process for boring oil

wells is the same as has long been practiced for artesian

wells in France and in this country. When the rock, as

is generally the case, is covered with loose earth, this may

be removed by sinking a shaft with the pick and shovel.

But a more economical way and equally effective has been

universally adopted in the Pennsylvania oil regions. This

consists in driving an iron pipe down through the loose

earth by means of a pile driver, until it reaches the solid

rock. The iron pipe is usually about 5 or 6 inches in dia-

meter and in sections of about 8 feet in length. One sec-

tion is first driven down until the upper eno! is on a level

with the surface, then a second is set upon the top of this,

a flange keeping it in place, and the two are driven down

to a level with the ground, then a third and so on till the

first reaches the solid rock. Occasionally the pipe in being

driven meets some obstruction sufficient to break or deflect

it ; in that case the work must be abandoned. After the

pipe is driven, the earth is easily excavated by means of

an earth auger. When this is done the work of drilling the

rock begins. A derrick consisting of four posts, thirt}' or

forty feet long is erected, inclosing a space around the

boring of about 12 or 14 feet square. This when covered

furnishes a shelter for the workmen, and a support for hoist-

ing the drills, &c. The drilling is done by means of a strong

spring pole, fastened firmly at one end and free at the other.

To the free end the rod carrying the drill at its extremity

is fastened. The elasticity of the pole is sufficient to

sustain the weight of the drill rods. When the pole is

suddenly drawn down by force, the drill rod falls with a

severe concussion on the rock; this is repeated rapidly, and

the rock is gradually worn away. The debris of the rock

is removed from the hole by a sand pump. The spring pole

is worked either by steam, horse or man power.

The depth to which wells require to be dug before reach-

ing oil is exceeding various. Col. Drake's well, the first
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one sunk, was 71 feet deep—they vary from this point to

500 or 600 feet. Even in the same locality wells are of the

most various depths, varying one or two hundred feet.

Most of the spouting wells are bored to a considerable

depth.

The quality of the oil too is by no means the same. The

difference is in specific gravity, color, smell, and per cent

yielded in refining. These variations, however, are here

found to be not between the oil of wells in the same vici-

nity, but is more marked between different oil regions.

Thus the oil of the Canada oil wells is of a much darker

color, and of a more disagreeable odor than that from

Pennsylvania. So too that from Mecca, Ohio, is easily

distinguishable from any other.

Y. Modes of Refining and the Different Products—
The oil as obtained from the wells is exceedingly impure,

of a bluish black color, and as has been said of a pungent,

offensive odor. Much water usually flows or is pumped out

with the oil, but separates from it readily by its greater

specific gravity. The subsequent purification is conducted

partly by distillation by heat and partly by agitation with

chemical reagents. The oil is first put into large retorts of

cast or boiler iron, and subjected to a heat gradually in-

creasing till it has reached 600° or 800°. The entire evapor-

able matter of the crude oil is thus driven over and collect-

ed by condensation. About 10 or 12 per cent of solid mat-

ter remains behind, which form a sort of coke in the bottom

of the retort. The oil in a great measure has lost its color

and is more limpid than before, but retains most of its dis-

agreeable odor.

The next process is to agitate the oil with sulphuric acid.

This is done in large cylinders, into which the oil with about

six or eight per cent of acid is put,and then rapidly whirled

round by means of stirrers. After this process the oil is

suffered to rest, the acid sinks to the bottom, and carries
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with it much of the remaining impurities, and can be drawn

off by a stop-cock at the bottom. Then the oil is agitated

with pure water to wash out the remains of the acid. Then

a strong lye of potash or soda is introduced, and the stir-

ring repeated, which is followed by a second washing with

water. The oil is now ready for its second distillation.

This is conducted in a set of stills similar to the first.

The heat is kept at a low point at first, not higher than

120°, until all the more volatile oil is driven over. This is

collected by itself, and is now known as naphtha. It is as in-

flammable and volatile as turpentine, and has since the great

increase in price of this latter material, been largely used

in its place for paints, varnishes, &c. For these purposes it

is well adapted, except that its odor is to many more offens-

ive than that of turpentine. It is also extensively used as

a solvent for India rubber in the manufacture of rubber

cloths and other fabrics.

When the naphtha has been entirely expelled, the heat is

gradually raised, and an oil heavier, less limpid and odor-

ous is driven over. The specific gravity of the distilled

oil becomes greater and greater with the increasing heat.

When the specific gravity has reached 0.820, the oil beyond

this is not considered suitable for purposes of illumination,

and is collected separately, and used for lubricating. The

quantity of merchantable illuminating oil varies with dif-

ferent varieties of the crude from thirty per cent up to

eighty or ninety per cent.

The lubricating oil is driven off at a higher temperature,

is more viscid, and darker in color. The heaviest of this

oil is used for extracting paraffine, which collects in beau-

tiful crystals when cooled down to a very low temperature.

Lastly, there remains a black tarry matter, mingled with

the chemicals used in the purification, which has not as yet

been utilized. We may enumerate, then, four useful pro-

ducts from the distillation of crude Petroleum.

1. JVaphtha, extracted at a temperature below 120°, a thin,
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volatile fluid, and used as a substitute for turpentine, and

for dissolving caoutchouc.

2. Illuminating Oil, extracted above 120°, and having a

specific gravity below 0.820.

3. Lubricating Oil, including all the products of distilla-

tion above a specific gravity, 0.820, and found in many par-

ticulars superior to all other lubricating materials.

4. Parqffine, separated by cooling the heavier lubricating

oils, and used for the manufacture of candles.

VI. Illuminating Power.—Of course the price per gal-

lon is no criterion by which we may judge of the economy

for illuminating purposes of different fluids. The ordinary

burning fluid which, until the present greatly increased price

of turpentine, was the cheapest per gallon of all known

fluids, notwithstanding this was, for illuminating purposes,

when the quantity of light was taken into account, more

expensive than the most expensive sperm oil. The experi-

ments of Prof. Booth and Mr. Garnet of Philadelphia, are

interesting and conclusive upon the subject of the relative

illuminating power of Petroleum. Their experiments were

directed to determine the relative light furnished by dif-

ferent substances as compared with common coal gas. The

following were the results obtained by them, which I find

copied into the London Review :

2.599 gallons Petroleum, gave a light equal to 1000 cubic feet Gas.

11.699 " Burning Fluid, " " " "

35.53 lbs. Paraffine,
11

41.16 " Spermaceti, 11 " "

47.18 " Adamantine, " " " "

The relative cost of these equivalents was as follows :

Gas, $2.12

Petroleum, 1-06

Paraffine Candles, 11.99

Adamantine, 12.43

Spermaceti, 20.16

From these data there is no difficulty in concluding that
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Petroleum is the most economical of all known sources of

light. And when we take into account, too, the inexpensive

character of the apparatus with which it is burned, the

safety and cleanliness of its use, the possibility of using it

as well in country as in town, our appreciation of it as a

source of illuminating power is greatly enhanced.

The chief difference between the apparatus required to

burn this as compared with sperm oil is the necessity of a

chimney. This arises from the smoke given off by the

Petroleum when burned in the free air. A higher tempera-

ture is required to burn the carbon particles than can be ob-

tained in a flame exposed to the air. This is secured by

surrounding the flame with a glass chimney, which has both

the effect of increasing the temperature and furnishing

by means of the draft of the chimney a better supply of

air. The wick used is generally the flat wick, and with this

a sufficiently large flame can be obtained, but when a still

larger flame is required the argand wick with the chimney

would effect it. The chimney has in some newer contri-

vances for burning this oil been dispensed with. This is

done by surrounding the base of the flame with a metal

chimney, and suffering the flame to be burned through a slit

in the top of the metal. The necessary current of air is

thus drawn past the sides of the flame and the combustion

is nearly perfect. But although this contrivance avoids the

expensive use of chimneys, and renders the lamp more por-

table, yet the facts that the combustion is less perfect, the

flame less brilliant, and the odor more perceptible, will pre-

vent its universal adoption.

VII. Explosibility.—Much uncertainty and consequent

anxiety exist in public opinion in regard to the liability to

explosion in Petroleum. Insurance companies, both in this

country and in England have been much exercised in regard

to the risks upon this material. Even scientific authorities

to whom appeal has been made in the premises have not
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been entirely agreed in settling the modes of determining

the comparative safety or danger of different specimens.

We know that the vapor arising from burning fluid when
mixed with a portion of air will explode with violence.

Common coal gas will do the same thing. And it has been

well ascertained that the unrefined rock oil, and even cer-

tain brands of refined will give off a vapor, which when

mingled with air will explode. It therefore becomes a most

important enquiry to determine the circumstances and pro-

perties which render explosions possible, and to find the

means of obviating them.

When discussing the mode of refining the crude Petro-

leum, we pointed out that the first product that was expelled

by the second distillation, was a light, volatile, exceedingly

inflammable fluid termed naphtha. In the refineries of best

repute, all the oil expelled below 120° is collected as naph-

tha. If we examine this fluid we shall find that a lighted

match touched to it, will instantly ignite it at ordinary tem-

peratures, that if the vapor which arises from it be mixed

with air, it will explode like that of burning fluid. On the

contrary, if the same experiments be tried with good refined

Petroleum, no such results follow. A lighted match

plunged in it is instantly extinguished, as it would be in

sperm oil ; no vapor escapes that can be collected or ex-

ploded. The explosion is always consequent on the forma-

tion of vapor. Sperm oil does not explode, because no va-

por is given off. Good refined Petroleum does not explode,

because at the ordinary temperatures to which it is exposed,

no sensible vapor is given off. Naphtha does explode be-

cause at ordinary temperatures, and much more so when the

temperature is elevated, vapor is rapidly formed at its sur-

face. A fluid therefore, is only dangerous when exposed to

a temperature at which a vapor rises from its surface.

And this fact is ascertainable by determining the tempera-

ture at which it will take fire from a lighted match.

If all the fluid obtained from distilling crude Petroleum,
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were invariably collected as naphtha until it reached a tem-

perature of 120°, then it is plain that all collected from the

distillation at a higher point than this, will be secure against

all explosions when not exposed to as high a heat as 120°.

And since, even in a burning lamp the oil never reaches so

high a point, it may be termed absolutely safe. Not so,

however, if the oil is not thus honestly separated. Since

naphtha is commercially a much less valuable product than

burning oil, there is the greatest temptation for manufac-

turers to increase the quantity of their oil by collecting

as oil what ought rather to be classed as naphtha. And the

temptation to this dangerous expedient is greater, inasmuch

as the oil when mingled with a certain proportion of

naphtha actually burns with a brighter flame than without

it.

It may be observed in this connection that specific gravi-

ty is not a sufficient test of the quality of rock oils. The
refined oil from different wells differs somewhat in this re-

spect, without differing in regard to the point at which they

may be inflamed. Besides, if specific gravity were the

only test, the dishonesty of mixing naphtha with the burn-

ing oil, could easily be concealed by adding a sufficient

quantity of the heavier lubricating oil to restore the dimin-

ished density.

The oil of different refineries varies very much in respect

to the point at which it may be inflamed from a lighted

match. Experiments upon this point have shown that the

products of some extensive establishments will kindle at a

temperature as low as 85°. It may be readily seen that such

oil exposed to the temperature of a warm room, or even

exposed to the heat of the summer sun, is liable to the dan-

ger of explosion. And yet such oil in all external aspects,

and even in specific gravity may be undistinguishable from

the best and safest oil. It may in general be said that the

safest oil is that which has the least odor, because the odor

seems mostly connected with the naphtha, and the presence

\Trans. iv.] 23
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of this is made apparent by the pungent smell. And yet this

is not always a safe or invariable rule, because oils from differ-

ent localities differ in nothing so much as in odor. And oils

from these different localities equally well, and honestly re-

fined, will still possess some of the peculiarities of their crude

condition. The only safe guide for dealers and consumers

of this article, is the temperature at which it will inflame.

Let it always be insisted on, that the point at which it shall

inflame shall be at least 120°. An instrument has been in-

vented for determining this point. Its introduction and

general use will be an important check upon manufactur-

ers, and a great security to those who deal in and use it.



Art. IX. Description of a Mew Machine for Cataloguing and

Charting Stars, by G. W. Hough, A. M.

[Read before the Albany Institute, January 13, 1863.]

The progress of Instrumental Astronomy has been so

rapid during the last half century, not only in the perfect-

ing of the older instruments, but also in the invention of

new methods of observation, that at the present time more

can be accomplished in one year than could formerly have

been done in two.

In the year 1848, the application of Electricity to the

recording of Astronomical Observations was first suggested.

This happily conceived idea soon resulted in the construc-

tion of Chronographs by various persons, by which the

instant of transit of a star was accurately recorded in a

legible and permanent manner. Success in the recording

of one ordinate of a star's position would naturally suggest

the possibility of fixing the other by the same agency.

But with the exception of some experiments made by the

late Prof. 0. M. Mitchel for the recording of declinations

by electricity, this subject, so far as I know, has not been

undertaken by any other astronomer.

In the formation of catalogues of zone stars, astronomers

have almost invariably used the Telescope in a fixed posi-

tion, and, by means of a diaphragm or scale placed in the

focus, determined the time of transit and difference of

declination. In our method, the Telescope is moved in

zenith distance, the amount of motion giving us the differ-

ence of declination.

This method of observing the difference of declination

between two objects, by magnifying by mechanical means

the angular motion of the Telescope, is due to the late

Prof. 0. M. Mitchel, who first put it in practical operation

in the year 1849 ; the apparatus used for this purpose
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being called the " Declinometer," an account of which will

be found elsewhere.

Perhaps nothing is more desirable at the present time,

than accurate Ecliptic Charts of all stars down lo the 14th

magnitude. We already have the Charts of Chacornac,

Argelander and others, which are of great value in the

search, for Asteroids ; but were these charts filled out, as

it were, with stars of a higher order of magnitude, it would

greatly enhance their value for this purpose.

All standard charts, that have heretofore been construct-

ed, have been made by laying down the positions of the

stars, as given by a catalogue previously formed. This, of

course, is an extremely difficult and tedious task. It seemed

to me that much time and labor might be saved, provided

we could make an accurate map at the game time that we

observed for exact positions. This result we have suc-

ceeded in accomplishing by means of easy and simple me-

chanism, a description of which will be given in this con-

nection.

In the cataloguing cf zone stars with the Olcott Meri-

dian Circle, during the past year, I found it desirable to

have some contrivance by which we could observe the

same zone, star for star, on a subsequent night. In order

that we may be understood, we add that the clamp arm for

giving slow motion to the Telescope in zenith distance, is

moved by a screw pressing against its lower end, one revo-

lution of the screw being about 6'. That we might get

more rapid motion, an extra cog wheel was made to drive

one fastened to the screw. To the axis of this new wheel

was attached two cylindrical pulleys, each carrying a small

weight suspended by a cord wound on the surface of the

pulley. The width of the zone was then regulated by the

length of the end left free to move.

It was found that with this contrivance (although we had

the play between the two cog wheels), we could follow the

same zone with a deviation of less than 5". Were the
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pulleys attached directly to the screw, we know the error

would be still less. From this fact, we were led to surmise,

that difference of declination could easily be read to the

tenth of a minute, from a screw head used for giving slow

motion to the Telescope.

In thinking on this subject, T conjectured that if a cylin-

der were attached to this screw, and a pen be made to

Fig. 1.

move over it with a uniform velocity in the direction of

its length, we could readily record both Right Ascension
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and Declination, or, in other words, make a map of the stars

observed. Owing to inconvenience in attaching such an

apparatus to our instrument, the plan was not put in execu-

tion.

We will now proceed to give a description of the Chart-

ing Machine. Fig. 1 is a perspective of the machine, as

seen from the southeast.

This apparatus is firmly fastened to the south side of the

west pier. It is connected with the clamp arm of the Tele-

scope by means of the horizontal rod {f), 40 in. in length.

A clock work mechanism, having a half second's pendu-

lum (p), carries the cylinder (a), 6 in. in length and 10 in.

in diameter ; which revolves from west to east, and makes

a complete revolution every hour.

Directly over the cylinder is mounted, on a horizontal

axis, the compound lever (6, /) ; to the lower end of which,

by means of a short horizontal^arm and joint, a pencil is

held in a vertical position over the axis. The lower part of

this lever (6), is 18 in. long ; the upper part (/) is 6 in. long.

In order to magnify as much as possible the angular motion

of the clamp arm, we attach to it a strong iron bar, 25 in. in

Fig. 2.

length. At the lower end of this bar is a cross piece, fig.

2, 6 in. long, holding a number of cylindrical pins (p).

Each of these pins has a notch cut in the middle, of the
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form which would result from placing the vertices of two

cones together. By this arrangement, there can be no loss

of motion; besides, it affords great facility in changing the

rod from one pin to another.

The rod (f) is connected with the clamp arm by drop-

ping the notch (z), fig. 2, on one of the pins.

The other end of the rod is attached to the lever (/), fig.

1. A sectional view of the mechanism for this purpose is

Fig. 3.

seen in fig. 3 ;
(t, t), being two screws having conical points,

(s) a set screw for clamping to (/).

Fig. 4.

The pencil arm shown at (c), fig. 1, is attached to tho lever

(6), by an arrangement precisely similar to that seen in fig.
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3, the pencil being held above the paper by a flat spring

placed underneath.

The lever (b) is supported on the horizontal post (e), fig.

1
; g is a set screw for clamping to any part of the post (e);

h and i are weights for counterpoising the lever in any

position.

The supporting axis of b is seen in fig 4, where m, m, are

two screws having conical points. By this arrangement,

we avoid all loss of motion, and have but very little friction.

In fig. 1, k is an electro-magnet operating the arm {d), at

the end of which, and parallel to the axis of the cylinder, is

attached the cross piece j.

The dials seen in fig. 1 indicate minutes and seconds.

Now, when the Telescope is moved in zenith distance,

motion is given to the pencil so that it moves over the

cylinder in the direction of its axis. Whenever we wish

to make a record, a key is pressed which closes the circuit

through the electro-magnet, and a blow is struck on the

pencil arm, so that a small dot is made on the sheet of

paper covering the cylinder.

As fast as the stars enter the field of the Telescope, they

are brought to the intersection of a horizontal and vertical

wire, when, the circuit being closed, the record is made. In

this way, the position of the stars in the heavens are trans-

ferred to the surface of the cylinder, so that when our

observations are finished, we have a perfect "fac simile "

copy of the zone of stars observed.

With this apparatus, we have the first accurate record of

Right Ascension and Declination made at the same time, by

mechanical means. When the dot is made on the cylinder,

a record is also made on the working Chronograph, which

gives us the time to the hundredth part of a second. For

the exact declination, an assistant reads the Declinometer

scale to the five-tenths of a second.

Therefore, when our zone is observed, we have not only
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a complete catalogue of the exact positions of the stars, but

also a perfect map of the heavens.

In case we do not read our Declinometer scale, we can

determine the declination from the chart, within one-tenth

of a minute of arc. The precision with which this machine

will map stars is all that could be desired ; since if two

charts of the same zone, made on different nights, be

placed one over the other, the stars will be superimposed

so that the eye can detect no difference.

By means of movable adjustments, we can set the ma-

chine (having our sheet ruled for Right Ascension and

Declination), so that it will give the position of the zone, at

the beginning of the year, without sensible error. For ad-

justing in Right Ascension, the cylinder can be moved

about its axis, being held in position by a friction block.

>For the declination, we lengthen or shorten the rod (/), by

means of the screw (x), fig. 2. The scale for declination

can be varied at pleasure, by changing the position of the

connecting rod (,/), on the lever /, fig. 1. This apparatus

can be adapted to any Telescope either transit or equatorial

;

neither does its use interfere with the ordinary work for

exact positions.

In the observation of Asteroids on the meridian, a great

deal of time is wasted, especially when the error of the

Ephemeris is considerable. And even when the error is

only 2' or 3' in declination, in certain portions of the

heavens, it is almost impossible to find the body with a me-

ridian instrument. We believe it is a rule adopted by

Prof. Airy, the Astronomer Royal, to observe only those

Asteroids whose places are pretty accurately known.

This apparatus affords great facility in finding these

bodies, when we have an approximate Ephemeris ; since

it is only necessary to observe, on two nights, a short zone

of five minutes in Right Ascension and 10 minutes in De-

clination. The comparison of these two charts will at once

show which is the planet, provided it is included within

[Trans, iv] 24
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those limits; when, the Epheoieris being corrected, it can

be observed on the meridian in the usual way. This has

already been tested in finding some of the old Asteroids,

using for our Ephemerides Hind's Supplement to the Nau-

tical Almanac.

In our ordinary work, as we observe all stars visible, the

limit being 13-14 magnitude, it is usually impracticable to

observe a zone of greater width than 10' or 12' ; and within

these limits, it is not unusual to find more than 200 stars in

one hour of Right Ascension. The magnitudes of the stars

observed are recorded on the Chronograph, by striking a

certain number of dots for each magnitude. This, how-

ever, is not absolutely necessary, since the assistant in

reading the Declinometer scale records, at the same time,

the number of the star and the magnitude, and, to guard

against error, occasionally the time of transit.

In order, however, that the apparatus may be complete

within itself, we propose to attach a mechanism so that the

observer can record, with type or otherwise, the magnitudes

in their regular order.

In ca?e we wish to extend our observations over more

than one hour of Right Ascension, we loosen the clamp

screw (§•), fig. 1, and slide the whole apparatus carrying the

pencil, on the post e ; the end of the connecting rod {/)
being raised up and dropped on another pin. These chang-

es can all be made in less than one minute.

In our zone work with this apparatus, we have ob-

served and charted 300 stars in a single hour. But gene-

rally we consider 200 as the maximum number that can

conveniently be observed in that time
;
since, in the latter

case, greater accuracy can be attained, which is more to be

desired than multiplicity of observations.

Having given a general outline of the plan adopted in

mating charts of zone stars, it may now be desirable to

state some of the possible advantages resulting from the

use of this method.
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Every one will at once see, that a series of charts, even

in the condition in which they are taken from the cylinder,

will be of great value to the observatory in which they are

made. For, after being numbered and filed, they become

so many maps, although the width does not exceed 10 min-

utes of arc. But obviously they can be made of greater

service, with but little additional labor, by transferring

contiguous zones to one sheet. This is easily accomplished

by merely pricking through the paper, with a series of

points which shall at once indicate the magnitudes.

In case we wish to search lor Asteroids, we believe much

labor can be saved, and equal if not greater facility afford-

ed in their discovery. For, suppose we have already com-

pleted a series of charts for one hour of right ascension,

and one degree declination, it is only necessary to observe

and map the same zone, or any portion of it ; when it is

readily seen, should there be any Asteroid in that region

which was not there when the former charts were made, it

will at once be detected.

The objection may be offered, that with the ordinary me-

ridian instruments, we do not have optical power sufficient

to detect these faint bodies. Granting this to be the case,

it does not affect the principle of the method, for we can

use the apparatus with an equatorial of any size. In the

latter case, we would clamp the Telescope securely in the

meridian, and, attaching an arm to the declination axis, at

once connect our apparatus in the same manner as with

the trausit. Slow motion in declination can now be given

to the Telescope with the tangent screw, and the width of

the zone limited by employing any mechanism suitable to

the instrument. These minor details, of course, will be

arranged by the observer, as circumstances require. We
know that an equatorial can successfully be used in differ-

ential work, by this method, as has been abundantly verified

in the use of the Cincinnati equatorial, which has an aper-

ture of 12 inches and focal length of 17 feet.



Art. X. Observations on the Design and Import of Medals.

By Henry A. Homes.

It may be thought that no misapprehension of the design

of medals exists in the public mind—that the import is too

obvious to require any careful explanation—and that it is

sufficient to say that they are designed to honor those

deemed worthy of receiving an expression of the public

esteem. No denial of this last couclusion need be offered,

but the question presents itself none the less, and it is the

question upon which we propose to offer a few observations,

how shall a medal of honor be most effectively made such

an expression of esteem and gratitude ?

Serious and radical mistakes have been made on several

occasions within a few years in devising medals prepared

in this country. The mistakes are of such a nature as to

show that, the design of a medal as interpreted by the

study of history has been lost sight of, aud consequently,

that the aim of the promoters of the medal has been dwarfed

to a feeble and contracted result.

With the progress of our arms in the present war, many

medals will doubtless be struck in honor of those by whose

valor successes have been won. And it seems import-

ant therefore that legislators, associations and individuals,

whose zeal on any fit occasion may lead them to order a

medal to be struck, should not in carrying out the measure,

come short of fulfilling the highest purpose of a medal.

We think it will clearly be seen from the remarks which

follow, that the resolutions initiating a medal, should include

certain provisions, too often neglected, and that otherwise,

the medal created in patriotic gratitude will fail of its de-

sign.

»
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The object of a medal then is, to perpetuate to future

generations the remembrance of some remarkable achieve-

ment, in perpetuam rei memoriam. It is designed to be a

monument of an event, the knowledge of which is to be

widely diffused.

History teaches us that in accordance with this principle,

the Roman emperors were accustomed to stamp the record

of their conquests on pieces of metal to be widety circu-

lated as the specie currency of the empire. Hundreds of

thousands of some of the varieties of these coins were

struck, and in consequence have not even yet become rare

with collectors, and ma}7 bear the memorial of the events

delineated to the end of time. The same principle prevails

in modern times. The French have struck probably more

than two thousand medals since 1789. During the Napo-

leonic period, more than eight hundred medals were struck

to illustrate the national glory. Of some of these medals,

especially after making dies a quarter of the size of the

original, thousands upon thousands were distributed to the

senate, the armies and the people. At the museum of the

mint in Paris, the dies of all the medals, which have been

made for the government since the time of Charles VIII, are

still preserved. The dies when worn out are occasionally

renewed or retouched, and the bureau is ready at all times,

to sell copies of the medals at a price fixed in the cata-

logues.

These facts show, that it is designed in producing a

medal, that the person concerned in the meritorious action

should have his fame enhanced, not by creating and bestow-

ing upon him individually, a single piece of metal com-

memorating the event, and which had been decreed- to him

by any body of men, but by multiplying copies of it to be

widely distributed. In this way the knowledge of the

action and of the esteem in which he was held by his con-

temporaries is perpetuated, in numerous, almost imperishable

monuments.
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The history of the medal voted by the Royal Society in

honor of Capt. Cook, illustrates the uses and intention of a

medal with the utmost pertinency. In 1776, the society

had voted that he should receive the one annual Copley

medal (which Benj Franklin had been the first to receive

in 1753). Capt. Cook had sailed on his last voyage before

obtaining it. When the news of his death reached London,

the society farther resolved, Jan. 20, 1780. " that the serv-

ices of Capt. Cook, merit some public act for perpetuating

the memory of so valuable and so eminent a man."

As the best means to accomplish this object, it was re-

solved at the meeting of the next week (Jan. 27th), " that

the society order a medal to be struck expressive of his de-

serts." This measure was not understood as a resolution

that a single piece of gold should be fashioned, with ap-

propriate devices and inscriptions, of which the society

should be the sole possessor, or which should be delivered

to the family of the person whose memory was to be per-

petuated. The manner of carrying it into effect, shows

what was their understanding of the purport of a medal.

It was decided that each subscriber of twenty guineas,

should receive a medal in gold, that each subscriber of one

guinea should receive a copy in silver, or two in bronze,

and that each member of the society, indiscriminately,

should receive a copy in bronze.

The dies cost j£84, and with the sum received, thirteen

gold, 289 silver, and 500 bronze medals were struck, making

802 medals, at a cost in all of about .£419 or about $2000.

After the lapse of four years, and after the distribution had

been accomplished, it was found that a surplus of money

still remained, and it was resolved to strike from the dies

five more gold medals. Of these, at this late date, it was

thought appropriate to present a copy to the widow of the

honored commander. If the delay to do so be neither deli-

cate or generous, it nevertheless shows that this learned

society had not regarded the medal as a certificate of merit
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merely, or as a testimonial to be preserved in a family cabi-

net like the Copley medal or the medals of our agricul-

tural and mechanics' institutes, but as a record, to be multi-

plied for wide diffusion and permanent endurance.

It is the question of practical utility whether, in our reso-

lutions ordering medals to be struck, we aim to obtain or

succeed in obtaining thereby, the perpetual remembrance of

the event.

Let us look at some facts close at hand, and if the facts

were equally accessible regarding other cases, we should

probably show similar results. The state of New York

has within a few years ordered medals to be struck in honor

of the public services of Col. Bliss, Dr. Kane and Lieut.

Hartstene. The grand oversight was made in the case of

each one of these, that simply a single medal was ordered

to be struck, except that two copies were ordered to be

made of the one for Col. Bliss. Those ordered were to be

of gold, and to be given to the persons in whose honor they

were voted. No provision was made for securing the dies

to the state, or having a single copy made in silver or

bronze for any other person, or for any institution.

The chances, therefore, that a perpetual memorial has

been created in these cases, are, so far as these facts go,

very small ; and these chances are diminished from the fact

that the medals are in gold, which from its intrinsic value

offers so great temptation to destroy them. In the multi-

plication of medals, copper and bronze are much more ap-

propriate to the ultimate object of a medal, the perpetuat-

ing the remembrance of great actions, than either gold or

silver. Covetousness or ignorance will recklessly destroy

a gold medal for the sake of gain, while an inferior metal

would be exempt from injur}7
. Medals do not receive their

value from the preciousness of the metal.

The true course to pursue would be, first to order a medal

to be struck in honor of an achievement, then to provide

that a copy in gold should be given to the hero, and finally
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to provide that from fifty to a thousand should be struck in

bronze, ami discreetly distributed. After having gone to

the expense of striking a die, the additional expense of a

quantity in bronze is but trifling, the same die serving for

-every variety of metal.

The governor of a state, or the president of the associa-

tion, should receive a certain number to present to cabinets

and note-worthy persons. In every medal created by vol-

untary subscription, it should be provided that each sub-

scriber should have one in bronze.

If the companions of Kane and Hartstene had each been

voted a copy of the medals awarded to their chiefs, what

an incentive to acts of daring and self-sacrifice.

The monument devised for Col. Bliss by our state, would

with greater certainty have a long duration, if the expense

for the two supplementary medals in gold, one in the state

library and the other at West Point, had been incurred for

a hundred medals in bronze.

Another noticeable oversight with respect to the Kane

and Hartstene medals, is that those who ordered them from

the artists, allowed them to be struck without embodying

on either surface any lettered inscription, not even the

motto Excelsior of the arms of the state. After the medals

had been struck, an inscription had to be engraved upon

the edge of each, for the die did not contain it. Medallists

in describing a medal, speak only of the two sides ; the

edge is not supposed by them to have an inscription, for it

will not stand the ravages of time. Not one modern medal

in a thousand is without a lettered inscription on the sur-

face, and very few have an inscription on the edge. Coins

may properly have inscriptions on their edges to preserve

them from being clipped. In consequence of the oversight

regarding these two medals, when a copy of them is made

in bronze, the inscription on the edge is necessarily want-

ing, and they present no evidence on either side of the

source and design of the medal, except that which is
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symbolical and necessarily, therefore, of obscure interpre-

tation.

After having provided in the original vote for a quantity

of the medals, ample enough to insure its preservation for

ages to come, the die should come into the actual possession

of the state or of some institution. If ownership of the die

is not secured to the state by implication in the purchase of

the medal from the artist, it should be secured by having

the transfer of it promised explicitly in the contract, that

copies may at any time be made of the medal, and disposed

of by sale to such as may desire them. By a late resolu-

tion of Congress the mint is authorised to sell medals from

all dies in its possession.

The language of Addison, in the following passage, beau-

tifully and impressively confirms our observations :

" We ought to look on medals, as so many monuments

consigned over to eternity, that may possibly last when all

other memorials of the same age are worn out or lost.

They are a kind of present that those who are actually in

being, make over to such as lie hid in the depths of futurity."

[Trans, iv] 25



Art. XI. The Sunbeam and the Spectrascope, by Howard
Townsend, M. D.

[Read before the Albany Institute, Feb. 17th, 1863.]

Lavoisier has very beautifully said

—

" The fable of Prometheus is but the overshadowing of a

philosophic truth : Where there is light there is organization

and life ; but where light cannot penetrate there death

forever holds his silent court."

If a sunbeam be allowed to enter a darkened room, it falls

on the floor and forms a disc of bright light. This is radi-

ated to the eye which conveys the impression to the brain,

and the phenomenon of vision is established.

Should the hand be placed in the track of the sunbeam,

the sensation of warmth is communicated, and we feel there

is heat in the ray.

If a piece of paper covered over with chloride of silver,

which is purely white, be placed so that the sunbeam falls

upon it, a darkened track will be immediately produced

over the space the sun's ray has passed, it has liberated the

chlorine, leaving the metallic silver.

Such remarkable phenomena teach us that we have to

deal with agencies in the solar rays, which are in their visi-

ble effects very dissimilar.

Actinism, which means ray power, is nbw the term adopted

to express the chemical principle of the sunbeam.

That these three functions of the sunbeam—light, heat

and actinism—all differ from one another, may be thus

proven.

* A piece of black mica will allow no light to pass through

it, but offers no obstruction to solar heat.

A plate of glass, stained apple green with oxydeof copper
?

is perfectly transparent to light, but opaque or impermeable

to heat.
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Glass which has been stained yellow with oxide or

chloride of silver allows a flood of light to pass through it,

but permits uo permeation of an Actinic ray.

And on the contrary, if we use a glass colored deeply

blue, with the oxide of cobalt, though but very little light

can pass through it, experiment proves that it offers no

obstruction to the chemical rays, that is, it permits the

permeation of the Actinic ray.

This fact of yellow glass interfering with and intercept-

ing the actinism of the sunbeam, has lately been taken

advantage of in photography. The photographer no longer

shuts himself and his prepared plate in a dark dungeon, for

now the old dark chamber, camera oscura, is beautifully

illumined by the sun's rays passing through yellow glass

which effectually excludes the actinic, the chemical rays

which alone the photographer dreads in this part of his pro-

cess, but which allows all illuminating rays to be trans-

mitted.

The strength of evidence appears to be in favor of con-

sidering light, heat and actinism as three distinct principles

or powers, active in regulating the great phenomena of

nature. These agents are unceasingly at work. It is im-

possible to expose any body, however solid and persistent

it may appear, to the influence of sunshine, without its

undergoing a molecular or chemical change. In darkness,

all bodies appear to possess the power of restoring them-

selves to their normal state. Should the sun shine uninter-

ruptedly upon a granite monolith or a bronze statue, it

would perish independently of any other destructive in-

fluences.

Night seems as necessary to secure the permanence of

the inorganic world as darkness and sleep are essential to

maintain in healthful life the organized creations.

At the enormous distance of 95,000,000 miles from us is

the sun, a great orb having a diameter of 882,000 miles,

forming the centre of the solar system. Not only is the
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earth and all the other planets chained to the sun by the

attractive power of its rays, but their motions are deter-

mined by its motion, and the physical forces which regulate

all cosmical phenomena, have their source within its

body.

The sun is termed the fountain of light ; it is equally the

source of every other power with which science has made

us acquainted.

Since the time when Newton analyzed the solar beam,

the advance of our knowledge has been most rapid.

We are acquainted with luminous rays which had never

been seen by Newton ; and of actinism or the chemical

power of the sumbeam, he knew nothing.

The beautiful phenomena of the polarization of light

were unknown to him, and he had not the most remote idea

of the existence of numerous dark lines crossing even the

most brilliant divisions of the Newtonian spectrum, and

which promise to advance our knowledge by the discovery

of many sublime truths.

If we place a triangular prisum in the path of the sun-

beam, the rays are bent out of their course or refracted,

and by this means decomposed into a beautiful flamelike

chromatic image. Now if this solar spectrum be received

upon a screen, it will be found to consist of several colored

bands
;
crimson, red and orange passing into yellow from the

least refracted end, while from the most refrangible one we

have lavender, violet, indigo blue and green also passing

into yellow as they advance to the true centre of the spectral

image.

These rays constitute the Newtonian spectrum, thus call-

ed because Newton was the first to examine with precision

the relative condition of these colored bands, and to estab-

lish with any approach to correctness the laws regulating

the relations of color and refraction. Anno, 1675.

Beyond the most refrangible end of this spectrum there

exists another class of rays, wThich are not visible under
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ordinary circumstances. If though the rays of light be

intercepted by a solution of sulphate of quinine or of horse

chestnut bark, or by a crystal of fluor spar, these extra

spectral rays are rendered apparent. These rays, which

were unknown to Newton, have been investigated by Prof.

Stokes, who has named them the fluorescent rays.

They are luminous probably under all circumstances to

those animals whose eyes are adjusted, as are the eyes of

most of the night roaming creatures, to admit the rays of

the highest refrangibility and to vibrate in unison with their

vibrations ; but unless peculiar conditions be established,

the fluorescent rays are not sensible to the human eye.

Such, then, is the amount of our knowledge respecting

the luminous principle of the sunbeam.

It must be remembered that these rays vary considerably

in the intensity of their illuminating power. The maxi-

mum exists in the yellow ray, and it diminishes as we
recede from it towards either end of the spectrum.

The least refrangible, or the red rays, give a modified

amount of light, but the maximum of heat exists in them.

The most refrangible or the blue end of the spectrum is

less luminous, but the maximum of chemical action is

fixed at this extremity. The fluorescent rays beyond the

spectrum of Newton, being only visible under the peculiar

circumstances already mentioned.

If now we examine these beautifully colored bands of

light when well defined upon a screen, with a small tele-

scope, a new set of phenomena will become apparent. The
spectrum is then seen crossed by a number of black lines.

Every ray, even the most brilliant, will be found to have

spaces in which there is an entire absence of light.

It was Dr. Wollaston who first observed these non-lumin-

ous spaces in the prismatic spectrum. Fraunhofer, how-
ever, was the first to make a full investigation of these lines

and to publish a map of them, and they have hence generally

been called Frauuhofer's lines.
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These lines are of so fixed a character in relation to the

colored bands of the spectrum, that if it be desired to in-

dicate with great precision any special ray of the spectrum

we refer to them by their letters or numbers.

The origin of these dark lines, spaces in which there is no

light, can scarcely be said to be yet resolved.

Fraunhofer, and others following him, thought that the

light emitted from the photosphere, was from the first defi-

cient in these rays, or that they were lost either by absorp-

tion in passing through the solar atmosphere, or possibly in

passing through that of the earth. The investigations of

Bunsen and Kirchoff, remarkable alike for the delicacy and

caution observed in the inquiry, and for the refined nature

of their deductions, lead us probably up to the true expla-

nation of these phenomena.

These investigations of Bunsen and Kirchoff, from their

exceeding interest, have lately been attracting great at-

tention.

Angstrom discovered many bright lines in the spectra,

from artificial light. He and others have proved that spec-

tra obtained from the light emitted from incandescent

mineral bodies, dilfer from that obtained from the sun; that

the lines from artificial sources of light are in many cases

peculiar, and that in the majority of instances, bright lines

appear to take their place. So rigidly exact were the posi-

tions and characters of the lines obtained from differently

colored flames, that spectral or prismatic analysis has been

adopted as a means of determining the presence of exceed-

ingly minute quantities of any substance.

These lines, dark and bright, have not only been employ-

ed in the analysis of the solid mass of the sun, but also in

ordinary analysis, and the extreme delicacy of the indica-

tions, is proved from the discovery by Bunsen of two new

metalic bodies, one called Ccesium, meaning bluish gray, and

the other Rubidium, from the Latin Rubidus, used to

express the darkest red color whioh exists in infinite-
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simally small quantities in some mineral waters of Ger-

many. Bunsen discovered these two new alkaline metals

in the mineral waters of Diirkheim in the Palatinate

:

in examining the spectra of the alkalies contained in

these waters, he observed some bright lines which he

had never seen in any other alkalies which he had in-

vestigated. He was sure that no other metals but those

of the alkalies could be present, because by well known

chemical processes he had separated every other kind

of metal. Hence he concluded that these new lines

indicated the presence of an alkaline metal whose existence

has as yet been overlooked.

So certain was Bunsen of his method, and so confident

was he that his bright lines could not fail him, that although

the weight of the substance from which he obtained his

result only amounted to the one thousandth part of a grain,

he hesitated not a moment but began to evaporate 40 tons

of the water, in order to get enough material to separate

out his new metal and examine all its chemical relations. -

No sooner had he obtained more than a mere trace of the

new substance, than he found that with it was associated a

second new metal. He got from the 40 tons in question

only about 105 grains of the chloride of one metal, and 135

grains of the chloride of the other, in such minute quanti-

ties do these substances occur. Still owing to the skill and

industry of Bunsen, the great chemist of Heidelberg, we

now possess a chemical history of these two new alkalies

as complete and well authenticated as that of the commoner

alkalies. Their names, which Bunsen has wisely chosen,

indicate the nature of their origin and point out the pro-

perty by means of which they were discovered. Ccesium,

Bluish Grey, thus called because its spectrum is distin-

guished by two splendid violet hues. Rubidium owing to

the presence of two bright red rays at the least refrangible

extremity of its spectrum. Since the publication of the

discovery of these metals, their salts have been found to be
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pretty commonly diffused, but owing to their close resemb-

lance to the compounds of Potassium, they were not recog-

nized as separate substances, in fact had it not been for this

new method, we should not have been able to distinguish

them from the well known alkali potash.

Ccesium and Rubidium, occur in the water of almost every

salt spring; and they have likewise been found in the ashes

of plants, especially in those of beet-root, so that they must

be contained in the soil, but in all these cases the quantity

in which they are found is very minute. The mineral Lepi-

dolite contains a certain quantity of Rubidium, which now
may be obtained by the pound, but Ccesium is still extreme-

ly rare.

In a similar manner the existence of another new metal

has been pointed out by Mr. Crookes, which is characterized

by a spectrum containing one bright green band and has been

called Thallium (QaXXocr, Green Shoot). This has lately

been prepared in somewhat larger quantities by Mr Lamy,

from the residue of the Belgian sulphuric acid chambers.

He finds that in sp. gravity and outward properties it close-

ly resembles lead, but that it possesses very peculiar chemi-

cal characteristics.

To render the foregoing phenomena and the hypothesis

involved intelligible to those who may not have studied the

subject, it will be necessary to enter a little into detail.

The image produced by decomposing a white sunbeam,

consists of certain brilliantly colored rays, but those rays

are crossed by spaces giving no light, dark lines, which dark

lines are always found in the same places in the solar spect-

rum.

The spectra obtained from some artificial sources of light

exhibit the colored rays shading one into the other ; while

those produced by some others consist of a series of lumi-

nous bands, separated by dark spaces and these luminous bands

are frequently found to coincide with the dark lines of the solar

spectrum.
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Kirchoff and Bunsen say, in arguing upon these lines and

the hypothesis of their representing the solar dark lines,

" It was proved from theoretical considerations that the

spectrum of an incandescent gas becomes reversed (that is,

that the bright ones become changed into dark ones) when

a source of light of sufficient intensity giving a continuous

spectrum, is placed behind the luminous gas. From this

we may conclude that the solar spectrum with its dark lines is

nothing else than the reverse of the spectrum, which the sun's

atmosphere would alone produce. Hence, in order to effect the

chemical analysis of the solar atmosphere, all that we re-

quire is to discover those substances which when brought

into the flame produce bright lines coinciding with the

dark ones of the solar spectrum." The next step in the pro-

cess of the investigation instructs us in the fact that the

vapors producing those colored flames are opaque to their

own rays. That is to say, if we produce a yellow soda

flame, and from it obtain a spectrum, showing the peculiar

soda-lines in their bright yellow color* and then impregnate

the air with some soda vapor, by volatilizing soda between

the flame and the spectrum the bright yellow line becomes at

once a black line. This holds true for all the substances

which have yet been examined. The colored bright lines

are converted into dark lines, if the rays from the colored

flames are made to permeate vapors of the same constitu-

tion as those which produced the particular spectrum under

examination.

Prof. Kirchoff wishing to test the accuracy of the fre-

quently asserted coincidence of the bright metallic and

dark solar lines, made the following very remarkable ex-

periment which is interesting as giving the key to the solu-

tion of the problem regarding the existence of sodium and

other metals in the sun. He states, " I obtained a tolerably

* This beautiful bright yellow line is observable when less than one twenty

millionth of soda smoke is mixed with air.

[Trans, iv] 26
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bright solar spectrum and brought a flame colored by sodi-

um vapor in front of the slit. I then saw the dark lines D
change into bright ones. The flame of a Bunsen's lamp

threw the bright sodium lines upon the solar spectrum with

unexpected brilliancy. In order to find out the extent

to which the intensity of the solar spectrum could be in-

creased without impairing the distinctness of the sodium

lines I allowed the full sunlight to shine through the sodium

flame and to my astonishment, I saw that the dark lines D
appeared with an extraordinary degree of clearness. I

then exchanged the sunlight for the Drummond's or oxy-

hydrogen lime light, which, like that of all incandescent,

solid or liquid bodies, gives a spectrum containing no dark

lines. When this light was allowed to fall through a suita-

ble flame, colored by common salt, dark lines were seen in

the spectrum in the position of the sodium lines. The

same phenomenon was observed if instead of the incan-

descent line a platinum wire was used, which being heated

in a flame was brought to a temperature near its melting

point by passing an electric current through it. The phe-

nomenon in question is easily explained upon the suppo-

sition that the sodium flame absorbs rays of the same

degree of refrangibility as those it emits, whilst it is per-

fectly transparent for all other rays.

This opacity of heated sodium vapor for the particular

kind of light which it is capable of giving off, was strikingly

exhibited by Prof. Eoscoe in one of a course of lectures on

spectrum analysis lately delivered by him in London, at

the Royal Institution-

A glass tube containing a small quantity of metallic sodi-

um, was rendered vacuous and then closed ; on heating the

tube, the sodium rose in vapor, filling a portion of the

empty space. Viewed by ordinary white light, this sodium

vapor appeared perfectly colorless, but when seen by the

yellow light of a soda flame the vapor cast a deep shadow

on a white screen, showing that it did not allow the yellow

rays to pass through.
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Incandescent gases and vapors give off light of certain

definite degrees of refrangibility, or they furnish spectra

consisting of certain fixed lines ; and these incandescent

gases or vapors absorb light of the same degree of re-

frangibility as that which they emit. This after all is only

the expression in relation to light of the celebrated state-

ment made in regard to sound. That a body absorbs all the

oscillations which it can propagate. Sound is produced by the

vibration of the particles of gravitating matter, whilst light

is supposed to be produced by a similar vibration of the

particles of a non-gravitating matter called the luminifer-

ous ether.

We are all acquainted with the principle of resonance
;

if we sound a given note in the neighborhood of a piano-

forte, the string capable of giving out the vibrations pro

ducing that note takes up the vibrations of the voice, and

we hear it answering the sound. The intenser vibrations

proceeding in one direction are absorbed by the string and

emitted as waves of slighter intensity in every direction.

All the bright lines of the spectra, produced by the

vapors of known metals, which have yet been examined,

appear to be represented by the dark lines of the solar spec-

trum. That is to say, dark lines always existing in the

solar spectral image, correspond with every line produced

by a spectrum obtained by burning iron ; and just so with

regard to the other metals which have been examined.

The conclusion therefore is, that the radiations from the

centre of 6ur system— the sun— producing the phenomena

of light, heat and actinism, are due to the combustion of me-

tallic bodies such as we find on this earth.

The mass of the sun is, according to this hypothesis, re-

garded as being intensely incandescent. Matter, in all re-

spects similar to that with which we are acquainted, is

undergoing combustion, and of course surrounding the sun

with a vaporiform atmosphere, consisting of the emana-

tions from the ignited nucleus. But for this atmosphere

—
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or photosphere, a better term—the solar spectrum would give

a series of brilliantly colored bright bands. It has been

stated that vapors are opaque to their own class of rays
;

therefore, since the rays produced by burning irou or mag-
nesia or lithium or other metals, are not transmitted

through the vapors produced by the combustion of those

metals, the solar spectrum gives an extensive series of dark

bands. That every black line in the solar spectrum repre-

sents rays emitted from some metallic body in the state of

combustion in the sun, is exceedingly doubtful. It has

been already shown that many of the dark lines are due to

the want of absolute transparency of our own atmosphere.

But, Kirchoff 's view of the coincidence of the black lines of

the solar spectrum with the bright lines of terrestrial flames

is a fair deduction from his experimental observations.

Whilst these inquiries of Kirchoff, Bunsen and others

have been progressing, investigations elsewhere have

brought corroborative evidence. The party of Astrono-

mers who went to Spain in 1860, to note with all accuracy

the phenomena of the solar eclipse of that year, brought

back evidence of tongues of flame or clouds glowing with

the reflected lights of an intense combustion coming strong-

ly into view when the bright light of the sun was obscured

by the moon's body.

Prof. Airy, states it as his belief " that the sun is boiling up

and that the prominences observed werejumes given off.

The sun's disc is covered by masses of curiously shaped

and ever moving forms, called by their discoverer, Mr.

Hasting, the " willow leaves." The inference is that these

are tongues of flame ever bursting from this incomprehen-

sible mass and dispersing light and its attendant forces to

all the planets.

By the aid of optical science, of chemical experiments,

and astronomical observations, we are advanced to the fol-

lowing deductions

:
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That the sun is constituted of matter similar to that which

we find in this world. That this matter is ever burning,

but, as Newton supposed, returning in a changed form into

itself by the force of attraction in the mass.

That the physical forces which are developed by those

vast chemical changes are radiated in waves through space.

Of Stellar chemistry we have at present but little know-

ledge. Fraunhofer observed that the spectra of the fixed

stars contained dark lines differing from those seen in the

solar spectrum. A half century has elapsed since Fraun-

hofer made these observations, and our knowledge on this

point is no further advanced, though we have become as-

sured of the truth of his statements. In the spectrum of

Sirius he observed no dark lines in the orange colored

region, but in the green there was a distinct line, and in

the blue two dark bands, none of which were seen in solar

light. The spectra of other stars were likewise examined

by Fraunhofer, and they appeared each to differ from the

other. The difficulties attending the exact observation and

measurement as regards dark lines in the spectra of the stars

are very great, but doubtless with the vastly improved op-

tical instruments of the present day, astronomers will over-

come these difficulties. The astronomer royal of England,

in his last annual report announces that he is about to

undertake the examination of the spectra of the fixed stars,

and perhaps ere long we will know why Mars looks so red

and some of the other stars so blue.

How wonderful is it that man by the power of mind is

enabled to extend his investigations from the earth directly

to the sun ; and that he can determine the chemical compo-

sition of a body millions of miles distant from him, is most

surprising, and proves the divine origin of his intelligence,

and even more than this has he accomplished by his phil-

osophy, in proving the completeness of the balance of

forces throughout the universe.
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Yast chemical changes are taking place in the sun, and

for every grain of matter altering its form there, an equiv-

alent of physical forces is given out in a radiant state.

These rays pass through space and reach our earth, where

they are employed in producing exact equivalents of vital

and other phenomena.

The minutest terrestrial organism is the result of chem-

ical changes taking place in the sun, which stupendous orb

is the great laboratory where those powers are generated, by

whose agencies all the planets of the system are regulated.

In obedience to the fiat of the Great Creator, who causeth

the " day spring to know his place," those mysterious

agencies, whose source man is now becoming acquainted

with, are flooding out in profuse abundance from the sun,

causing crude inert matter to pulsate iuto life, and beauty

upon every rolling orb withiu the solar realm.

NOTE.

For much of this Paper we must acknowledge our indebtedness to the work

of Kirchoff, of the University of Heidelberg, Researches on the Solar Spectrum

and Spectra of Chemical Elements,- also, to an article in the Edinburgh Review,

Oct., 1862, but particularly to an article on Solar Chemistry, by Robert Hunt,

F. R. S., in the Popular Science Review, London, 1862.

The demonstrations to illustrate this Paper, were made by Dr. George F.

Barker. Professor of Chemistry in the Albany Medical College, and the Spec-

trascope used was made for Henry Townsend Martin, Esq., of this city, by G.

C. Hiscox, Philosophical Instrument Maker.



Art. XII. Notice of some New Species of Fossilsfrom a Local-

ity of the Niagara Group, in Indiana; vrith a List of Identified

Species from the same Place. By Prof. James Hall.

[Abstract from a paper read before the Albany Institute, in April 29, 1862.]*

Id the autumn of i860, Prof. David Christy of Cincin-

nati, called my attention to a collection of fossils made at a

locality discovered by himself near Waldron, Indiana, and

which he had several times visited during the preceding

spring and summer. In this collection I was able to

identify a large proportion as known species Of the Niagara

group of the New York Reports, while several species were

clearly new or undescribed.

One of the most remarkable features of this collection, was

the large number of Eucalyptocrinus, of apparently two

species, the greater part of the specimens consisting of the

lower part of the body, the arms being removed or but par-

tially preserved. Certain species of Brachiopoda were also

present in large numbers, and in good preservation ; while

the Trilobites were nearly all in a fragmentary condition.

Prof. Christy very generously gave me all his duplicates,

and subsequently placed in my hands his entire collection

for description. Mr. S. T. Carly kindly gave me a series of

specimens from his duplicates from the same locality; and

I am indebted to Mr. U. P. James and Mr. C. B. Dyer for

other specimens. I afterwards obtained from the locality

a more extensive collection, with some additional species,

and the whole enabled me to make a very satisfactory com-

parison with the fauna of the Niagara group in other

localities.

At a later period Mr. C. A. White obtained for me
a still more extensive collection, which added other new

species and increased the number of individuals of those

* The paper as read before the Institute was a discussion of the geographi-

cal distribution of species during the Niagara period, with descriptions given

of new species from Wisconsin and Indiana.
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before collected, so that we have probably a pretty full re-

presentation of the fauna of that locality.

Among these collections, I have determined the following

species heretofore undescribed.

CRINOIDE^E.

GENUS ACTINOCRINUS (Miller.)

y ACTINOCRINUS CHRISTYI (n. S.)

Body below the arms elongate urnshaped, or subovate,

very slightly spreading at the arm bases. Basal plates

proportionally small, more abruptly spreading than the

succeeding plates, their lower margins somewhat pro-

duced near their junction with the column. First radial

plates of moderate size, height and width equal, those of

the postero-lateral rays smaller. Second radial plates

hexagonal, somewhat wider than high. Third radials,

heptagonal, higher than wide, smaller than the second,

supporting a pair of supra radials, on each upper sloping

side, one above the other, the upper one a bifurcating

plate, and supporting a series of brachial plates on each

upper side, giving four arms to each ray, as far as deter-

mined. Interradial plates numerous, the first one hexa-

gonal, size intermediate between the first and second

radials, supporting two in the second and third ranges;

about five other ranges above, of two or three plates

each, gradually decreasing in size toward the summit.

First anal plate heptagonal, in size equal to the largest

first radial, but shorter, and supporting three smaller

plates in the second range with a large number of smaller

plates above. Inter-supraradial spaces occupied by from

five to seven plates each, gradually decreasing in size

from below upwards. The plates of the radial series

are marked along their centres by an elevated ridge,

which is interrupted at the suture of the first, second and

third radials, but becomes more distinct in the supra radial
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series, and is strongly elevated on the brachial plates.

The other plates are destitute of markings except a finely

granulose structure.

This species has some resemblance to Actinocrinus (Sac-

cocrinus) speciosus (Pal. N. F., vol. II, p. 205, pi. 46, fig. 1),

but it differs in the proportional size and form of plates,

in the ridges of the radial series, and in having a second

bifurcation of the rays previous to their separation from

the body.

Geological formation and locality.—In shales of the age of

the Niagara group
j Waldron, Indiana.

GENUS EUCALYPTOCRINUS (Goldfuss).

EUCALYPTOCRINUS CRASSUS (Hall).

Body massive, turbinate from the base to the arms, and

with the interbrachial plates and arms attached, it has a

general subovate form, with a truncate base, which in

most specimens is deeply impressed. Basal plates small

;

concealed by the basal cavity. First radial plates much
larger than the succeeding ones, height and width sub-

equal. Second radials quadrangular, length and breadth

equal, the greatest width at the base. Third radials hex-

agonal, the lower lateral, and upper sides shorter than the

other three. First supraradiais somewhat smaller than

the third radials, pentangular in well formed specimens.

Second supraradiais less than half as large as the first,

pentangular, supporting on each upper sloping side a small

triangular plate, upon which rests the first arm plates. The

interradial plates are one large and two smaller, to each

field ; the large one is ten sided and elongate-ovate, the

greatest width above the middle ; the others are nearly as

long, but narrow, united by their inner margins the entire

length, their greatest width below the middle ; their sum-

mits reach as high as the fourth or fifth pair of arm

plates. The intersupraradial plate is single, having the

[Trans, iv.] 27
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form of the two upper interradials when united, but

smaller ; the summit reaches as high as those plates.

This species is extremely variable in form and proportions

of the body; the older specimens are often more elongate,

sometimes constricted near the middle of the cup, giving a

concavity to the sides. The base is sometimes much broad-

er, and in some specimens giving to the first radials a greater

proportional breadth. It differs from the E. Icevis and E.

phillipsi of Troost, in the much greater height of cup, greater

elongation of plates, and in having a less proportion of the

first radial plates within the basal cavity.

Geological formation and locality.—In shales of the age of

the Niagara Group ; Waldron, Indiana.

GENUS RHODOCRINUS (Miller).

RHODOCRINUS MELISSA (Hall).

Body depressed, subspherical, or nearly hemispheric, base

nearly flat or very depressed convex, central basal cavity

abruptly and deeply depressed ; sides inflated in the lower

part and contracted just below the arm bases, where it

is again a little expanded. Basal plates very small, con-

cealed within the basal cavity and covered by the column.

Subradial plates elongate heptagonal, their greatest width

about one-third above their lower margin. Radial plates

proportionally large ; the first pentangular, wedge form

below, the second hexagonal, as large as the others
;

the third usually hexagonal (sometimes pentagonal), sup-

porting a series of two large supraradial plates, with a

very small bifurcating or axillary plate resting in an exca-

vation in the middle of the upper margin of the second
;

above which commence the first arm plates, resting part-

ly on this small plate, and partly on the second suprara-

dial plate. Above the third radial, and resting on its

upper margin there is a somewhat large, heptagonal in-

tersupraradial plate.
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The interradial and anal series consist of four plates

each ; the first heptagonal, as large as the radials or larger,

supporting two rather smaller hexagonal plates in the se-

cond range, one still smaller in the third, above which the

brachial plates of the adjacent rays unite ; the anal series is

the same as tho interradial in the best formed specimens
;

but there is sometimes a slight irregularity seen in one

series, which we infer may be the anal side. Surface of

plates flat, or with only the general convexity of the body,

covered by very fine confluent granules or interrupted

radiating stride, which unite at the sutures ; each subradial

plate is marked at the middle of the lower margin with a

small triangular node and a somewhat elevated rim, giving

a pentalobate border to the basal cavity. Summit, arms

and column unknown.

In general form and the symmetrical arrangement of plates

this species has much the appearance of Eucalyptocrinus,

but the subradial plates and greater number of interradials,

and the absence of the elongate plates separating the pairs

of arms as in that genus, are distinguishing characters. In

the flatness of the plates, their peculiar surface markings,

and their arrangement, this species differs from all others of

Rhodocrinus described.

Geological formation and locality.—In shales of the age

of the Niagara group
;
Waldron, Indiana.

GENUS CYATHOCRINUS (Miller).

Cyathocrinus polyxo (Hall).

Body broadly turbinate, base somewhat protuberant, sides

angular from the prominence of the centres of the sub-

radial and first radial plates. Basal plates pentangular,

higher than wide, three hexagonal and two heptagonal.

First radials large, hexagonal, much wider than high,

deeply notched on the upper margin, the articular scar

is small and narrow, with the exterior but a little above
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the middle of the plate. First anal plate quadrangular,

nearly equal sided, resting upon two subradials, and sup-

porting on one upper side, one end of the adjacent first

radial plate ; second anal plate as large as the smaller first

radials, resting upon one subradial and the first anal, and

between the first radial plates of the adjacent rays.

The subradials, first radials and anal plates are prominent

in the centre, with low angular ridges extending to the su-

tures, the intermediate spaces being depressed, giving a

strongly angular appearance to the cup. Entire surface

smooth or very finely granulose. Summit, arms, and column

unknown.

The body of this species is usually somewhat unsym-

metrical from the anal side being more elongated or higher,

and less ventricose than the other sides.

Geological formation and locality.—In shales of the age of

the Niagara group
;
Waldron, Indiana.

Cyathocrinus pusillus (Hall).

Calyx small, forming a broad shallow cup, a little inflated

on the anal side. Basal plates very small, covered for

nearly one half their length by the column. Subradials

proportionally large, three hexagonal and two larger and

heptagonal. First radials short, broad, pentangular, the

width twice the height, the arm scar extending the entire

width and situated on the upper edge of the plate as in

Scaphiocrinics. First anal plate quadrangular, a little

longer than wide, resting obliquely upon the two hepta-

gonal subradials and supporting upon its upper side one

end of true adjoining first radial plate, the second anal

plate larger than the first, hexagonal, resting upon the top

of a subradial and against the upper end of the first anal,

supported on the sides by the first radial plates of the

postero-lateral rays. Summit and arms unknown, column

small, round at its junction with the body, entire surface

smooth.
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This species resembles in form Cyathocrinus robustus,

Troost, but is much more abruptly spreading and is not

contracted at the top of the first radial plates. The absence

of anal plates in Troost's species is a peculiar feature. From

Poteriocrinus pisiformis, Rcemer (Monograph of the Fauna of

Western Tennessee, pi. 4, fig. 7), it differs in the greater

expansion of the cup and in the form of the plates.

Geologicalformation and locality.—In shales of the Niagara

group; Waldron, Indiana.

GENUS ICHTHYOCRINUS (Conrad).

ICHTHYOCRINUS SUBANGULARIS {Hall).

Body narrowly turbinate, or obconic below the free arms,

angular above the base by the prominence of the radial

series; base truncate for the articulation of the rather

large column. Basal plates rudimentary, concealed by

the column. Subradial plates appearing pentangular from

their junction with the column, somewhat higher than

wide. The primary radial series consist of three plates

each, the first one pentangular with the upper angles

slightly truncated, the second quadrangular; the third

pentangular, supporting on its upper sides the first plates

of the second radial series. No interradial plates are seen

between the plates of the first radial series, above which

the structure is mostly unknown.

Surface of radial plates elevated in the centre
;
entirely

smooth. The centres of the radial plates at their upper

margins are depressed or emarginate, and their lower mar-

gins produced.

The last mentioned character of this species corresponds

with the small patelloid plates of Forbesiocrinus, and in

most respects it resembles that genus except in the absence

of interradial plates. This species differs from any other

of the genus before described, in the narrowly turbinate

form of the cup and the subangular outline.

Geological formation and locality.—In shales of the age of

the Niagara group ; Waldron, Indiana.
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Observations upon the Genera Glyptocrinus, Glyptaster,

Balanocrinus and Lampterocrinus.

In the first volume of Palceontology of New York, I pro-

posed the genus Glyptocrinus for a lower Silurian species,

common in the blue shaly limestone of Cincinnati, and else-

where iu the west. This genus is characterized by the pre-

sence of five basal or subradial plates, succeeded by five

series of radial plates of three each, below the first subdi-

vision of the ray. The column at its junction with the body

is pentalobate. The genus has been recognized and several

other species described by different authors. A careful ex-

amination of the basal cavity of some of the specimens

gives indication that the last joint of the column may be

divided, representing five undeveloped basal plates.

In the genus Glyptaster, five basal plates and five subra-

dials are distinguished, with the rays consisting of three

plates each, below the first subdivision.

The distinction between these genera is therefore as fol-

lows : In the first the non-development of true basal plates,

while the ray is twice subivided before becoming free, and

in the typical species the arms are not again subdivided.

In the second, a moderate development of the true basal

plates, with subradials above, while the ray is but once sub-

divided before becoming free.

At the time of proposing the genus Glyptaster, I was not

acquainted with the structure of Balanocrinus of Troost.

This genus I recognized in the Wisconsin Report of 1861,

describing the species B. inflatus. Upon further examina-

tion, it appears that Balanocrinus of Troost, has the struc-

ture of Glyptaster with the exception that the basal plates

are much more fully developed, while the rays do not bifur-

cate before becoming free. Notwithstanding, therefore, the

great similarity and near identity of structure in these forms,

there seems good reason for the generic separation.
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The genus Lampterocrinus of Roeiner, 1860, is appa-

rently identical with the genus Balanocrinus of Troost.

The latter name was first published in Troost's Catalogue

in 1849.

The group of species referable to these genera is a very

interesting one, and the following species contribute some

farther information in relation to their geological distribu-

tion.

The following, and all the species included in this

paper are from the bluish gray shales of tJie age of the

Niagara group near Waldron, Indiana :

GENUS GLYPTOCRINUS (Hall).

GLYPTOCRINUS CARLEYI {Hall).

General form of body turbinate pentangular, the angles

coincident with the rays and marked by a rounded ridge,

the intermediate spaces concave. The upper disc of the

column is marked by five divisions indicating the unde-

veloped basal plates; subradial plates (or basal plates of

the generic description), wider than high, each one

marked by a single or double rounded radiating ridge.

Radial series strongly marked by a longitudinal rounded

ridge which bifurcates with the first and second division

of the ray, giving four arms to each ray as they leave the

body. Besides the longitudinal ridge the plates of the

radial, interradial and supraradial series, are marked by

sharp radiating ridges with the intermediate spaces

finely granulose. Rays bifurcating on the third plate and

again on the second plate of the supraradial series. In-

terradial plates eight or more (probably ten or twelve)

with several intersupraradials.

In form this species resembles the G. decadactylus of the

lower silurian strata, but is proportionally shorter and a

little more rapidly expanding. The radiating ridges upon
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the plates are thinner and sharper, and the intermediate

spaces more strongly granulose. The column and arms are

unknown.

GENUS GLYPTASTER (Hall).

Glyptaster occidentalis (Hall).

Body of medium size, broadly subturbinate ; basal plates

small, distinctly developed ; subradial plates compara-

tively large, marked by a single rounded ridge which

bifurcates in the middle of the plate, the divisions going

to the sutures of the radial plates. First radial plate

large, the lower half marked by two rounded ridges

which are continued from the two adjacent subradials,

and unite on the middle of this plate, and continuing

along the second and third radials, bifurcates on the lat-

ter, following the subdivision of the ray. Interradials

about three, with one interradial space (the anal) larger,

and containing a greater number of plates.

Surface of the ridge on the subradial and radial plates

marked by longitudinal striae, while all the plates are

marked by sharp radiating lines, which are continuous or

interrupted, and granulose, the granules are often arranged

in more or less confluent lines ; intermediate surface of

plates granulose. Column round above. Arms unknown.

Glyptaster occidentalis.

Var. a.

A specimen of somewhat more robust character than

those described, has the ridges of the rays marked with un-

dulating, subgranuiose striae, and the plates more distinctly

striate, while the anal area is large and subventricose, show-

ing three ranges of plates in the order of one, three and

four, with a more numerous fourth range. The anterior

ray gives some evidence of a second bifurcation before be-

coming free from the body.
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Having but a single specimen of this character, I hesitate

at present to designate it as a distinct species.

Glyptaster inornatus (Hall).

Body somewhat nrnshaped, abruptly spreading at the base,

with the sides nearly straight or moderately expand-

ing; pentangular, the angles corresponding to the rays,

becoming ten angled above the division of the rays.

Basal plates much developed, distinctly pentangular, with

the lower margins expanded and thickened, with a double

or triple node on each one, and spreading beyond the

column. Subradials large, six-sided, except the one on

the anal side which is seven sided. First radials about

equal in size to the subradials
;
heptagonal (as usual in

the genus). Second radials much smaller, quadrangular,

and pentangular in the postero-lateral rays. Third

radials a little larger than the second, heptagonal. Supra-

radial series consisting of four or more plates before be-

coming free, with an inter-supraradial space which is

occupied by five or more plates. First interradial plate

but little smaller than the first radial, octagonal, and sup-

porting much smaller plates in the second range, three

in the third range and several smaller plates above.

On the anal side the first plate is octagonal, as large or

larger than the first interradial plate, and resting on the

heptagonal subradial plate, supporting four plates in the

second range, with ten or twelve plates irregularly dis-

posed above.

The subradial plates are prominent in the middle, with

low undefined angular ridges extending to the sides of plate,

the intermediate spaces depressed. The ridges from the

centre to the upper sides of the plate are a little more pro-

minent, and meet at the sutures with similar ridges on the

lower sides of the first radials, these uniting on the centre

are continued in a stronger ridge along the centre and fol-

[Trans. iv.) 2S
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lowing the subdivision become more prominent on the

supraradial plates. The sides of the radial plates are

marked by similar but less defined elevations extending to

the sutures, and meeting similar ridges on the interradial

plates. There are rarely some intermediate folds or unde-

fined ridges upon the surface of the plates.

The surface has no peculiar markings. The column in its

upper part is cylindrical, composed of unequal joints, which

often appear to be made up of unequal or irregular plates.

This species differs from G. occidentalis and from G. brach-

iatus in the absence of surface sculpturing, nodes or granules

;

in the greater development of the basal plates, and the

quadrangular form of the second radial.

GENUS MELOCRINUS (Goldfuss).

Melocrinus obconicus {Hall).

Body narrowly subturbinate or obconical, basal plates form-

ing together an elongate quadrangular prominence, which

scarcely expands above, and from which the body gradu-

ally enlarges to the base of the arms. Radial series of

three plates each, the first of these heptagonal, and the

largest plates in the body ; second radials a little smaller

than the first, octagonal ; third radials much smaller,

heptagonal and supporting on each upper sloping side a

series of two supra-radials, the upper one apparently

a bifurcating plate in some of the rays.

The interradial series, in three of the areas, are one, one,

and two or three, and in the other two specimens, one, two

and three or four. The summit is pentalobate, covered by

small plates, and showing the base of a slightly excentric

proboscis. The piates of the body are smooth in the mid-

dle, with short abrupt angular ridges near the margin,

which meet similar ridges of the adjoining plates, at the

suture lines.

In size this species is but little more than half an inch
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from the base to the summit, and its greatest width at the

arm bases about the same.

The genus Turbinocrinus of Troost differs from Melo-
crinus in having tho first plate of one of the interradial

spaces (or the first anal plate) truncating one of the basal

plates, which does not occur in an)7 known species of Me-
locrinus. The structure of Turbinocrinus above the basal

plates is similar to Actinocrixus, differing from that genus

only in the presence of four basal plates.

GENUS MACROSTYLOCRINUS (Hall).

In the second volume of the Palceontology of New York,

published in 1862, I proposed the name Macrostylocrinus

for a crinoid having three basal plates, and five rays of

three plates each, from which proceed the arms, the inter-

radial series consisting of about five plates. In 1860 Dr. F.

Roemer has proposed Cytocrinus* for a crinoid of precise-

ly the same structure and of similar form. The latter,

though published eight years later has the advantage of

being a more euphonious name.

The genus Ctenocrinus of Bronn, as described by Pictet,

possesses a structure resembling, or identical with Macros-

tylocrinus and Cytocrinus, though the exterior character

is very distinctive. For the present I preserve the name of

MACROSTYLOCRINUS.

MACROSTYLOCRINUS STRIATUS (Hall).

Body depressed turbinate, calyx to the summit of the first ra-

dials being of a hemispheric form. The rays from the

second radials are spreading, the interradial spaces de-

pressed or not expanding beyond the upper edge of the first

radial plate. The basal plates are comparatively large;

first radials large, prominent in the middle near the upper

* Silurische Fauna des Westlichen Tennessee, page 4, tab. 4, fig. 2a, 2b,

and 2c.
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margin ; second radials hexagonal, not half as large as

the first, wider than high ; third radials smaller than the

second, pentagonal, wider than high, supporting arm-

plates on the upper sloping sides. First iuterradials larger

than the second radials, hexagonal, supporting two plates

in the second range.

Surface finely and beautifully striated by fine sharp, un-

dulating strias, about twelve of which traverse the lower

side of the first radial plate, meeting similar ones from the

basal plates ; the apices or junction of the strise are in the

line from the centre to the angles of the plates in the

basal, first radial and interradial plates, while on the surface

of the smaller plates these lines are sometimes broken into

granules.

This species resembles the M. ornatus from the shales of

the Niagara group at Lockport, N. Y.; but the rays are more

spreading and the surface markings are finer.

BRACHIOPODA.

GENUS CRANIA (Lamarck).

Crania siluriana (Hall).

Shell subcircular or transverse, very depressed, conical
;

apex excentric, slightly curved, situated one third the

diameter of the shell from the cardinal border. Exterior

surface of upper valve smooth, with concentric lines of

growth. Ventral or lower valve consisting of little more

than a thickened rim, deeply marked on the cardinal mar-

gin by the somewhat large and distant posterior adductor

muscular scars ; the substance within the thickened bor-

der is not sufficient to preserve the muscular or vascular

markings.

Transverse diameter of full grown specimens nearly

three fourths of an inch ; elevation of upper valve of the

same a little less than one fourth of an inch. Where well

preserved the surface is minutely granulose or subpunctate.
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This is the first example known to me of the occurrence

of Cranle in the Silurian rocks of this country.

Crania setifera (Hall).

Shell circular, depressed convex, apex central or slightly

excentric, small, pointed or mammiliform. Surface of up-

per valve closely covered with minute setiform spines, di-

rected from the apex towards the margin. Lower valve

unknown.

When the setae are removed, the surface appears strongly

punctate, a character which distinguishes this from C. silu-

riana.

GENUS PHOLIDOPS (Hall).

Pholidops ovalis (Hall).

Shell round oval, somewhat broader anterior to the mid-

dle ; valves equally convex
;
apex situated about one-third

the length of the shell from the posterior end. Surface

marked by concentric lines of growth which are strongly

lamellose towards the margin.

This species differs from P. (Orbicula) squamiformis of the

Niagara group of New York, in the greater convexity, more

closely arranged concentric lines of growth, and in being

more regularly and broadly oval.

GENUS ORTHIS (Dalman).

Orthis hybrida?

A species of Orthis resembling 0. hybrida is common in

the locality. Two varieties of form occur ; one of them

narrow and ventricose, with the anterior margins thickened

and strongly lamellose; another rather constant variety,

broader and less ventricose, with sometimes a slight sinu-

osity in front. None of the specimens among more than

sixty individuals have the broad sinuosity of the ventral
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valve and ventricose upper portion of the shell which is so

characteristic of the New York species which has been re-

ferred to 0. hybrida.

GENUS STREPTORHYNCHUS (King).

Streptorhynchus tenuis {Hall).

Shell large, semicircular or broadly semi-elliptical, cardinal

line less than the greatest width of the shell, cardinal ex-

tremities rounded. Yentral valve slightly concave ; area

narrow ; beak slightly elevated. Dorsal valve moderately

convex, umbo not prominent, arcuate near the front

margin, and compressed near the cardinal extremities.

Surface marked by moderately fine, rounded, alternately

large and small, threadlike striae, which are strongly curved

on the lateral portions of the shell, crossed by very fine

concentric stria?, giving under a lens, a beautiful rugose

character. Substance of shell very thin. Length of one

specimen one inch and a half with a breadth of two inches.

This species differs from any other of the genus, known

to me in rocks of this age, in the rugose surface and round-

ed cardinal extremities ; in this respect it has more the char-

acter of the Carboniferous species of Streptorhynchus. But

few individuals of the species have been observed in the

extensive collections made at the locality.

GENUS STROPHOMENA (Raf.)

Strophomena (strophodonta ?) SEMIFASCIATA.

Shell large, transversely semi-circular, width nearly twice

the length ; cardinal extremities somewhat rounded.

Yentral valve with slightly elevated umbo and small

pointed beak ; the middle of the shell is deeply concave,

and abruptly inflected towards the front ; area narrow,

with a distinct triangular callosity filling the greater
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part of the foramen. Dorsal valve depressed from the

umbo to near the middle, becoming subgeniculate in front

;

area about half as wide as in the ventral valve. Both

areas are distinctly striate, and marked by crenulations

of the hinge.

Surface of the upper and middle portions of the shell,

marked by strong, irregular, distant, rounded, elevated

striae ; near the front of the shell the striae become more

crowded by the intercalation of one or more between the

principal ones. Entire surface marked by fine concentric

striae. Interior surface of valves marked by thickly set

pustules. Substance of shell very thin.

This species has some resemblance to Strophomena euglypha

(Dalman), but is much more extended on the hinge, the

length and breadth being as two to three ; while in that

species the proportions are nearly as three to four. This

shell has not the fine intermediate striae, nor the punctate

surface of that species. The form is comparatively rare,

but three or four specimens having been obtained in the

entire collection.

GENUS SPIRIFER.

Spirifer eudora (Hall.)

Spirifer eudora (Hall.) Jlnnual Geol. Report of Wisconsin, 1861.

This species was originally described from casts from the

limestone of Racine, Wisconsin. The casts show a higher

area than the entire specimen ; since the strongly incurved

beak of the ventral valve covers much of the area, giving

a much less distance between the beaks of the opposite

valve, than shown in the casts. The surface is marked by

fine radiating striae, which are precisely of the character

of those of Sp. macropleura of the Lower Helderberg group.

The figure given by Rcemer of Sp. niagarensis var.
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oligoptycha differs from this species in the proportionally

longer hinge line, and when compared with specimens of Sp.

macropleura from Tennessee presents no essential differences.

Spirifer crispus (var.)

This species occurs in considerable numbers in the Wal-

dron collections, presenting the same variety of form and

proportions that we find in the species from New York.

Many of the specimens however, are larger and more rotund

than those from the latter locality.

There are numerous small symmetrical specimens which

have almost uniformly a single plication on each side of

the mesial fold, presenting three folds of nearly equal size.

The ventral valve has two folds on each side of the mesial

sinus, while the valves are almost equally convex. The

surface is marked as in the larger specimens.

There seems to be no sufficient reason for separating this

form from Sp. crispus. The Sp. quadricosta of vol. 2, Pal. N. F.

is probably identical with these, but found in a different

condition of preservation.

GENUS MERTSTELLA (Hall.)

Meristella Maria (Hall).

Shell of medium or large size, ventricose, broadly ovate

or sub-quadrangular. Ventral valve gibbous above, with

a sub-angular ridge extending from the beak to near the

middle where it becomes flattened and sinuate, and bent

abruptly upwards in a prolonged linguiform extension
;

beak obtuse, closely incurved over the opposite valve
;

cardinal slopes angular, and the cardinal border inflected.

Dorsal valve gibbous, strongly arcuate transversely, pro-

minently sub-angular along the middle, and in the lower

part becoming a broad uudefined fold, deeply emarginate
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in front for the reception of the extension of the oppo-

site valve; beak obtuse, strongly incurved.

Surface marked by strong concentric lines of growth.

Interior of ventral valve marked by two strong diverging

dental lamellae which extend to near the middle and bound

a deep triangular muscular cavity.

This species is most nearly related to Meristella (Merista)

tumida of European authors, but is less rotund, while that

species does not possess the peculiar flattening of the cardi-

nal half of the ventral valve, and its accompanying sub-

angular ridge. It differs from all the known species of the

Niagara and Lower Helderberg groups, but approaches in

some characters to the Meristella (Atrypa) crassirostra of the

Niagara group. {Pal. N. F., vol. H.) The M. nitida occurs

with this species, and is readily distinguished from it by its

emarginate front, and the absence of an elevated fold on

the dorsal valve.

GENUS RHYNCHOSPIRA (Hall.)

Rhynchospira evax (Hall).

Shell ovate, often broadly ovate, usually longer, sometimes

much longer, than wide ; both valves gibbous in the mid-

dle and upper part, ventral valve a little deeper than the

opposite ; both valve sometimes marked by a shallow un-

defined sinus, causing an emargination in front ; ventral

beak much elevated above the other, and incurved, so as

to bring the plane of the foramen parallel to the axis of

the shell ; foramen distinctly rounded with a visible tri-

angular space below, which is occupied by two small del-

tidial plates. Dorsal valve regularly arcuate except near

the front, beak closely incurved beneath the deltidial

plates of the opposite valve. In some old specimens

there is a broad undefined mesial elevation on the lower

part of the valve, including about five or six plications

[Trans, iv.] 29
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besides the central one, which is divided into two or

three smaller ones (a generic feature). Sometimes there

is a broad, undefined depression, and frequently only a

narrow depression caused by the subdivided central pli-

cation. The ventral valve has uniformly a longitudinal

sinus, which includes two or three small plications arising

from the subdivision of the central one, and sometimes

including one or two on each side.

The shell is marked by radiating rounded or sub-angular

costse or plications, from eight to twelve on each side of the

central one ; those on the cardinal slopes sometimes bifurcat-

ing, or with interstitial additions; while in a few individuals

bifurcating costas occur on other parts of the valve ; the

interspaces are rounded grooves of about the same size as

the plications. The surface is marked by fine concentric

strise, and stronger, imbricating, lamellose lines of growth.

This species differs from R. (Atrypa) aprinis of the Niagara

group of New York, in being more ovate in form and less

gibbous towards the front, while the ventral beak is more

elevated. It approaches very nearly in character to the R.

formosa of the lower Helderberg group, and the shell is sub-

ject to similar variations of form, proportions and incurv-

ation of the beak, which in some specimens of both species

is closed upon the opposite beak. The central plication in

both species is divided into two or three, and the dorsal

valve likewise presents sometimes a mesial elevation and

sometimes a depression.

The largest individual measured has a length of more

than seven eighths of an inch, with a width nearly as great.

The specimens vary from an eighth of inch to nearly one

inch in length. This species is comparatively numerous.
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GENUS RHYNCHONELLA (Fischer).

Rhynchonella acinus (Hall).

Shell small, longitudinally ovate, subattenuate towards

the beak, and truncate in front, valves subequally con-

vex. Ventral valve subarcuate, flattened in the middle,

below which it is sinuate ; beak incurved. Dorsal valve

somewhat flattened in the middle, and sometimes a little

depressed in the upper part of the median line, two of

the plications becoming elevated towards the front, cor-

responding to an abruptly depressed sinus in the ventral

valve, in the bottom of which is a single plication. There

are three and rarely four plications on each side of the

mesial fold of the dorsal valve, and four on each side

of the sinus of the ventral valve. The concentric lines

of growth are usually but faintly marked.

The specimens are from one fourth to three eighths of an

inch long, the length and breadth being usually about as

four to three, and the depth about equal to the width, giving

a subquadrate transverse section.

This species differs from the R. bidentata, of Hisinger, in

being larger, more robust and ventricose, and proportion-

ally more elongate ; the plications are more rounded, and

the whole aspect less angular. It approaches in form the

R. bialveata of the lower Helderberg group ; but is more

robust, with the plications more rounded.

Rhynchonella indianensis (Hall).

Shell broadly ovate or subtriangular, length and width

nearly equal, the width sometimes exceeding the length,

cardinal slopes in the more gibbous specimens flattened.

Ventral valve with the beak pointed and incurved, de-

pressed, convex in the middle, and gradually becoming

depressed and sinuate in front ; two or three of the plica-
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tions included in the sinus. Dorsal valve a little the

more gibbous, somewhat flattened forward of the umbo
;

three or four of the plications continuing direct, and

forming a mesial elevation, the lateral ones arching down-

wards to the margin. Shell marked by from nine to

twelve strong, rounded or subangular plications, which

sometimes become obsolete towards the beak. The con-

centric lines are very obscure. Length about half an

inch.

This species resembles the R. neglecta of the Niagara

group of New York; but is larger and more robust, with

plications stronger and more rounded. It is associated with

a more finely plicated species which I have identified with

the R. neglecta from the Niagara shale of New York.

Rhynchonella whitii {Hail).

Shell subcircular or transverse, and broadly elliptical,

usually not very gibbous. Ventral valve shallow, most

prominent on the umbo ; beak abruptly attenuate and

pointed, slightly incurved, sides flattened, strongly sinu-

ate in the middle, and gently curving upwards in front.

Dorsal valve more gibbous, beak obtuse and incurved

beneath the opposite, elevated in the middle, forming a

distinct mesial fold, arching on the sides. There are from

five to six strong plications on each side of the mesial

fold and sinus, while there is usually a single plication in

the sinus, and two on the mesial fold. Rarely one of the

plications on the fold is bifurcate. The interspaces are

wider than the plications. Surface marked by close con-

centric lines of growth.

This species bears some resemblance to R. (Jitrypa) dentata

{Pal. N. F., vol. I, p. 148), but is less gibbous, and the pli-

cations less strong, the mesial fold is less elevate'd, and the

sinus much narrower.
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RHYNCHONELLA ? RETICULATA (Hall.)

Shell varying from elongate triangular to transversely el-

liptical, gibbous in the upper part, more attenuate in

front, cardinal slopes flattened in most specimens, some-

times rounded. Ventral beak small, acute, flattened on

the back and closely incurved ; the front half of the

ventral valve marked by a broad, shallow, sometimes un-

defined sinus. Dorsal valve usually more ventricose,

beak obtusely pointed and strongly incurved, a low,

broad, scarcely defined mesial elevation marks the centre,

and often occupies nearly one third the entire width of

the valve : often this fold is obsolete, leaving the valve

regularly arcuate from side to side, while in other speci-

mens the borders are depressed and the shell flattened in

front.

Surface of the shell, except a small space on the umbo

of the ventral valve, covered by a finely reticulate marking,

with elongate, generally hexagonal pits or openings, with

thin and sharp ridges between. These markings vary in

different specimens, and also on different parts of the same

individual; being generally finest on the cardinal slopes.

The small triangular space near the ventral beak which is

destitute of marking has the appearance of having been

exfoliated ; but since this is an invariable character in

the collection of about fifty individuals, usually varying

in size with the size of the shell, it is probably dependent

upon a peculiar organism of the animal.

This species resembles R ? (Atry-pa) coralifera (Pal. N. Y ,

vol. n, p. 281); but differs in being much broader and less

ventricose, and also in the greater breadth and less promi-

nence of the mesial fold.
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GASTEROPODA.

GENUS STROPHOSTYLUS (Hall).

Strophostylus cyclostomus (Hall).

Shell subglobose or transversely broad oval
;
spire moder-

ately elevated ; volutions about four, rounded, the last

extremely ventricose and very much extended on the

upper side and at the sutural margin. Aperture circular

or subeircular, very oblique to the axis
;
peristome thin,

entire, without sinus or emargination, spreading over the

surface of the next volution, rarely leaving a slight un-

bilicus. Columella lip grooved in the lower part, with

a rather strong spiral fold about one third the diameter

from the lower side of the aperture. Suture not canali-

culate.

Surface marked by strong, crowded, lamellose striae of

growth parallel to the margin of the aperture, and by much

finer revolving, undulating lines, producing a finely cancel-

late structure in well preserved specimens.

This species differs from any other described (except

S. elegans of the lower Helderberg Group) in the elevation

of the spire. From that it differs in being more ventricose

and more oblique.

CRUSTACEA.

GENUS DALMANIA (Emmerich).

Dalmania verrucosa (Hall).

General form elongate ovate, the greatest breadth across

the posterior part of the cephalic shield. Head semi-

circular, or, including the lateral spines which reach

to the base of the fifth thoracic segment, broad crescenti-
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form, the anterior margin produced in front of the gla-

bella, forming a semicircular projection about two-thirds

as wide as the greatest width of the glabella. Glabella

convex, not very prominent, the greatest breadth about

equal to the length forward of , the occipital furrow.

Anterior lobe transversely oval, twice as wide as the pos-

terior lobe, separated from the rest by a pair of rather

deep, obliquely transverse furrows, which extend about

four fifths across the glabella. Posterior and middle

furrows short, but deeply marked, not extending to the

margins of the glabella. Occipital furrow narrow and

shallow, more deeply marked in its continuation of the

cheek furrows.

Eyes large, prominent, having an elevation of nine or

ten ranges of lenses in their greatest elevation, and thirty-

fi ve ranges in the other direction. Palpebral lobe depressed,

giving great prominence to the rim of the eye. Lobes of

the cheeks rather prominent, margin broad, the lateral por-

tions ha\ing a rounded ridge near the inner border.

Thorax with the axial lobe moderately convex, widest at

the fourth and fifth segments, its greatest width not exceed-

ing two thirds that of the lateral lobe; the articulations

curve forward in the middle and at their junction with the

lateral lobes; the articulations of the lateral lobes marked

by a deep longitudinal furrow which commences on the

anterior margin at the junction of the axial lobe, and is

directed backwards, leaving the lower portion of the ar-

ticulation about one third of the whole width, at the mid-

dle of the length ; and again runs out on the upper margin,

where the articulation is bent abruptly .backwards.

Pygidium broadly triangular, the anterior lateral angles

rounded and the lateral borders convex ; axial lobe regu-

larly tapering posteriorly and terminating in a slender

spine about half the length of the caudal shield ; marked

by thirteen articulations gradually decreasing in size pos-
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teriorly. The lateral lobes have ten articulations, eight of

which are divided by a longitudiual furrow, the last two

are simple, and all become obsolete just within the margin.

Surface of the head, except the anterior and lateral bor-

der, covered with small, somewhat pointed pustules, the

border having only a finely grannlose texture. Occipital

and axial ringsof the thorax and pygidium are each marked

with about seven small spiniform pustules, the central one

the longest ; those of the pygidium become closely crowded

in the posterior portion ; there are sometimes two or more

additional smaller pustules on the stronger lobes of the

thorax.

Length of a medium sized specimen (exclusive of the

caudal spine) three inches; greatest width of the head

a little more than two inches; length of the head from the

occipital ring nineteen twentieths of an inch
;

greatest

width of thorax one inch and nine tenths ; width of axial

lobe half an inch. Length of the pygidium (exclusive of

the spine) nine tenths of an inch
;
greatest width of pygi-

dium one inch and nine twentieths.

GENUS CYPHASPIS (Burm).

Cyphaspis chpjstyi {Hall).

General form of body elongate oval, the length nearly twice

the greatest width of the thorax. Head semioval, the pos-

terior margin slightly concave, highly elevated in the mid-

dle, bounded by a comparatively strong thickened rim
;

posterior angles prolonged into slender spines reaching to

the sixth or seventh thoracic segment, and slightly diver-

gent. Glabella small, broad ovate, rounded in front and

truncate behind, about half the length of the head
;
great-

est width anterior to the middle, surface convex, very

prominent behind; some specimens show faint indications

of a pair of short oblique furrows anterior to the middle.
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Near the base on each side is a small ovate node separated

from the glabella by a distinct furrow. Longitudinal fur-

rows moderately deep. Eyes small, very prominent and

rounded, situated about one third the length of the head

from the posterior margin ; distance from centre to centre

equal to the length of the head forward of the occipital fur-

row; the lenses not perceptible. Occipital ring narrow, the

furrow well marked, becoming less distinct towards the

posterior cheek furrows. Cheeks not prominent except an-

teriorly.

Thorax with twelve segments, highly convex, deeply

lobed, lobes nearly equal in the anterior portions ; the axial

lobe more rapidly tapering posteriorly than the lateral ones,

its ambulations curved forwards in the middle. Lateral

segments curved a little backwards, the extremities obtuse-

ly rounded, somewhat abruptly bent a little nearer the

axial extremity, causing an angular ridge along each lateral

lobe, each segment marked by a strong longitudinal furrow

above the middle.

Pygidium small, subsemicircular a little arched forward

on the anterior border ; axial lobe extending a little more

than two thirds the length of the pygidium. rounded at the

extremity and marked by one distinct and oue indistinct

annulation, which are also seen in the lateral lobes. Sur-

face marked by small scattered pustules which are most

distinct on the cheeks and segments of the axial lobe.

Length of an ordinary sized specimen six tenths of an

inch
;
greatest width of thorax a little more than three

tenths
;
length of head twenty-three hundredths of an inch ;

length of pygidium less than one tenth of an inch.

This species differs from all others described in the elon-

gate form of the head and in the proportions of the body.

[Trans. iv] 30
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GENUS LICHAS (Dalman).

LlCHAS BREVICEPS {Hall.)

Head broad and short, somewhat crescentiform, protruding

in front and prominent in the middle, the length about

one third as great as the width, posterior angles directed

backwards in short obtuse spines. Glabella very convex,

wider than long, rounded in front, distinctly divided into

three lobes, two lateral and one central, the central lobe

narrow behind and rapidly expanding in front, the lateral

lobes reniform and about as wide as the posterior part of

the central or anterior lobe, commencing forward of the

eye and reaching to the occipital furrow. Eyes very promi-

nent, reniform, very convex on the visual surface (having

the appearance of the eyes in Illa?nus). Anterior border of

the head very narrow in front of the glabella, being only

a rounded rim. Cheeks flat or slightly concave, with a

prominent rounded ridge just beneath the eye. Occipital

ring prominent ; furrow deep, becoming very faint in its

extension into the cheek furrows. Surface of the head

marked by very fine scabrous pustules.

A pygidium found associated with the head above de-

scribed, presents the following characters. General form

nearly semicircular, a little rounded on the anterior bor-

der. Axial lobe broad and strong, very prominent in the

anterior part, rapidly narrowing, and becoming low in the

middle, and again widening posteriorly; its width at the

anterior margin being about one third as great as the whole

width of the tail ; annulations scarcely or faintly marked.

Lateral lobes with three segments each, and each marked

by a broad, shallow longitudinal furrow ; at ^the posterior

side of the two anterior ones the margin of the shield is

slightly notched, below this it is entire. The two an-

terior segments are curved a little backwards, while the

third one is curved first outwards and then downwards.
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The enfolding of the crust on the lower side extends up-

wards about three fifths of the length of the tail and is

strongly but distantly striate. Surface marked with moder-

ate sized pustules and a few hollow spines.

This species differs from L. Boltoni of New York in the

short broad head, prominent eyes, and in the tail having

only four points instead of six. It resembles L. {Platynotus)

trentonesis as recognized in the blue shales of Cincinnati,

Ohio, in the prominent eyes, but the head is much shorter in

proportion to its width, and the tail is broader and much

straighter on the anterior margin.

Lichas Boltoni.

var. occidentals {Hall).

A species of Lichas, resembling L. Boltoni of the Niagara

group of New York, occurs with the preceding species at

Waldron. The pygidium is the only part which has been

seen : in this the axial lobe in its upper part is prominent

and strongly defined at the sides, rounded below, and some-

what distinctly separated from the extension of the same in

the flattened border. The margin is deeply laciniate and

the processes thick and strong. The surface is very strongly

pustulose or verrucose in some parts.

In the L. Boltoni the laciniations are much shorter and

wider, while the axial lobe tapers gradually into the border.

The annuiations of the upper part of this lobe are likewise

more distinctly defined than in the Indiana specimens.

All the specimens from New York are in soft shale, while

the western forms lived on a more calcareous bed, occur-

ring in the thin limestone bands associated with the calca-

reous shale. The form and proportion of the pygidia differ

but little except in the depth of the laciniations.
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ARTICULATA.

GENUS SPIRORBIS (Lamarck).

Spirorbis inornatus (Hall).

it". #
Discoid, adhering, deeply depressed or umbilicate, consist-

ing of about two volutions, the outer one robust, trans-

verse diameter the greater, the margin subangular, sur-

face smooth or with lines of growth which on the ex-

posed edge of the volution sometimes become slight

ridges.

The specimens of this species are comparatively nume-

rous, but the greater part are without distinctive surface

markings.

Spirorbis? flexuosus (Hall).

An elongated tubular body, adhering on one side, sometimes

making half or three-fourths of a volution at its com-

mencement, and then continuing in a nearly direct line
;

often sinuate: sometimes occurring in groups of two or

three. Surface marked by strong, angular, transverse

ridges and fine longitudinal striae.

This is a common species, adhering to the Strophostylus

and Platyostoma.

FORAMINIFERA ?

GENUS RECEPTACULITES (De France).

Receptaculites subturbinatus (Hall).

Body small, subhemispheric or very depressed turbinate,

with a broad base of attachment ; the upper side flat or

slightly depressed in the middle for a width of about

half the diameter, and thence curving outwards and

downwards to the periphery ; cell openings on the sides
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and outer part of the upper surface distinctly rhorn-

boidal, the width from the lateral angles being greater

than the height; cell margins very prominent.

The cells in the centre are not distinctly discernable.

This small species of the genus has, in a single specimen,

a diameter of nearly an inch, with a height of scarcely

more than half an inch. It differs from any of those previ-

ously known to me, but approaches in character to the R.

hemisphericus of the Niagara group of Wisconsin.

The following species was omitted in the proper place:

GENUS CHEIROCRINUS (Hall.) •

Cheirocrinus stigmatus {Hall.)

We have evidence of the occurrence of this genus in a

species of peculiar character.

The plates of the body which I have termed the dorso-

lateral plates are anchylosed along the dorsal line so closely

that no indication of a suture exists, nor is there any visi-

ble suture on the ventral side. The lower side of the con-

joined dorso-lateral plates is marked by three strong in-

dentations, extending from the margin a little way upwards,

aud penetrating about two-thirds the thickness of the plate.

The articulating surfaces for the three sets of arms are well

preserved but the arms are unknown.

The species differs from any one known to me in the an-

chylosed dorso-lateral plates. The surface is marked by fine

granules or grandiose undulating striae.

There are in the collection some othei\remains of Crinoi-

dea too imperfect for description, and among them a well

marked species of Rhodocrinus-Lyriocrinus, the basal plates

<|eing concealed by the column
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THe following species known in the Niagara group of

New York, have been recognized in the Waldron locality :

CMNOIDEA.

EUCALYPTOCR1NUS CCELATUS.

This is the only crinoid identified with any species known

in the same group in New York. While Caryocrinus is

abundant in New York, and common in Wisconsin, Iowa

and Kentucky, and abundant in Tennessee, not a frag-

ment of it has been found in the Indiana locality ; nor has

a fragment of any Cystidean been observed.

BRACHIOPODA.

Orthis elegantula, larger than the New York specimens.

Orthis hybrida.

Streptorhynchus (Strophomena) subplana.

Strophomena rugosa, S. rhomboidalis.

S. striata.

Spirifer radiata, remarkably fine specimens.

Sp. crispus.

Meristella nitida, larger than the New York specimens.

Nucleospira pisiformis.

Atrypa reticularis.

Rhynchonella cuneata.

R. neglecta.

The Streptorhynchus subplanus {Strophomena subplana, Con-

rad, Hall, Leptczna subplana, Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. II, p. 259.

occurs in the rocks at Waldron in considerable numbers,

and among them are separated dorsal and ventral valves,

which possess the characters of Streptorhynchus as shown

in the symmetrical forms of that genus in the Silurian rocks

as well as in some of the Devonian species.

The genus Streptorhynchus, of King, which has not been

until lately fully recognized. in our rocks, appears to me to

exist in three distinct types, or modifications of type,
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which, if proved persistent by farther investigations, may

be usefully designated as subdivisions of the genus.*

The Stroph. striata was described in vol. n, Pal. N. Y., from

very meagre material, consisting of flattened valves in the

shale, and its similarity to S. subplana may have led to

some doubt regarding its distinction. The Waldron speci-

mens which have afforded the interior of both valves, prove

it to be a very distinct and well marked species.

It is remarkable that the Spirifer sulcatus, so common in

New York, has not been found at this locality.

There is a species of Pentamerus resembling the P.

(Atrypa) trevirostris of the Niagara group in New York, but

it is larger, and mora nearly approaches the P. verneuili of

the Lower Helderberg group, and farther stud}' may prove

it to be distinct from either.

GASTEROPODA.

Platyostoma niagarensis.

This species in numerous individuals presents the charac-

ters of Platyostoma, while by insensible gradations it passes

into Platyceras.

CRUSTACEA.

Calymene niagarensis.

Homalonotus delphinocephalus (of this species two frag-

ments only have been seen).

Lichas boltoni ?

Illaenus barriensis (rare).

There are a few specimens of Lamellibranchiata of two

species ; one of which appears to be identical with a New
York species, and the other with one known in the Niagara

group of Wisconsin.

Two or more species of Orthoceratites have been found
;

* For farther observations upon this subject see Sixteenth rfnnual Report

on the New York Cabinet of Natural History.
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one of these is apparently identical with 0. virgatum of the

Niagara group of New York.

(

Trochoceras costatum ?

A species of Trochoceras, resembling or identical with

this species of the Niagara group of Wisconsin, occurs at

this locality.

Numerous species of Bryozoa and corals have been found

in the same association, but these have not been critically

compared with the known species.

The two following species, known in the Niagaragroup

of Tennessee, are found at Waldron.

ASTYLOSPONGIA PILEMOftSA.

Among these collections there occur numerous specimens

of A. pwmorsa which is known in Tennessee and identified

by Dr. Rcemer with the European species. No other of the

species of Sponges described by Dr. Rcemer has been found

at this locality, and the specimens of this one are much

smaller than those in my collection from Tennessee.

Rhynchonella tennesseensis.

This species described by Dr. Rcemer* occurs at Wald-

ron in great numbers and of large size ; some of the indi-

viduals measure more than an inch in length and breadth.

In some of its varieties, it strongly resembles the R. nobilis

of the lower Helderberg group, but the sinus is usually

deeper, and the plications are more angular.

The number of species described and enumerated in this

paper, amount to fifty-three, to which may be added at

least twelve species of Corals and Bryozoa, making al-

together sixty-five species, of which twenty-nine are new.

The extent of outcrop, from which these were obtained,

does not exceed a quarter of a mile.

* Die Silnrische Fauna dcs Westlichen Tennessee.
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Art. XIII. A Plan for a Park for the City of Albany :—by
David Murray.

[Read before the Albany Institute, June 1863.]

No city government is wise which neglects to provide

suitable and ample pleasure grounds for its citizens. Such

a proposition would scarcely need enforcement, if we did

not know that there are those who think that the duty of

men called to preside over the interests of the city has no-

thing to do with the pleasures and amusements of citizens.

To provide and keep in order streets and wharves for the

transaction of business, to secure the safety of person and

property, to enforce laws as to the order and peaceableness

of public resorts, to guard against pestilence ; such many

would claim to be the only and the legitimate spheres in

which the functions of city rulers may be employed. But

to furnish delights to eye and ear, to provide holiday shows,

to spend money merely to amuse ; these belong to private

taste and enterprise, but do not come within the scopo of

municipal supervision and government.

Views, as narrow and illiberal as these, are fortunately but

rare. There are not many men who would deny to a city

government a very liberal exercise of its authority in

ornamenting as well as governing their city—in seeing that

taste as well as usefulness should be consulted in public

buildings—in employing the water which serves the pur-

poses of health and cleanliness, for the embellishment of

public grounds, and in furnishing with a free and liberal

hand the facilities for sports by land and water. Yet it

would not be hard to prove even to such that the establish-

ment of suitable pleasure grounds—and the providing for

the cultivation and gratification of public taste were in

themselves so strictly requisite for the health, order, growth

[Trans. iv.\ 3
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and prosperity of a city, that their own practical princi

pies would countenance and require them.

Cleanliness, fresh air, the presence of vegetation are

essential to health. How can a sufficiency of these be

obtained in crowded towns, unless by the action of city

governments? Private enterprise even where aided by in-

telligence and wealth can not always in large cities obtain

these. It requires the interference of public authority to

provide open and accessible public grounds for the enjoy-

ment of these luxuries. A beautiful park in any city is a great

moral power. It does more than criminal courts or police-

men to repress crime. The feverish, restless brain is cooled

and soothed by the fresh breeze and the cooling shade. Shak-

speare makes FalstafF, the debauchee and drunkard, when

dying, go back in thought, to his earlier and happier and

more innocent days and " babble of green fields." Men are

wiser, better, more temperate, more loving, when they have

wandered amid trees and by water falls, and heard birds

sing and children laugh and play. The slovenliness and

filth, which sometimes unnecessarily disgrace the tenements

of the poor in cities, are put to shame by the sight of the

beauty and freshness of nature.

The children who are compelled to live in narrow streets

and crowded houses, grow up happier, more healthful and

more virtuous, if now and then they can leave behind their

hot and unventilated dwellings and find solace and bounti-

ful joy in a well appointed park. When the laborer gets a

half holiday, how much more vigorously and contentedly

he will recommence his work, if instead of wasting its hours

in steaming bar rooms, he can find the accessible and at-

tractive walks of a park in which to find refreshment.

Nor are the advantages to be derived from such a source

restricted to the poor. Nature has implanted the same

natural wants and longings in all. The rich man and the

poor must breathe the same air. The same sights of na-

tural beauty—the mountains and the valleys—the trees and
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water are common sources of enjoyment to both. It does

not destroy our appreciation or enjoyment of a scene to

know that thousands of eyes besides our own are feasting

upon it. Nature does not become unlovely by becoming

common.

Who needs rest and refreshment as much as the man of

business, or the professional man, whose thoughts and ener-

gies have been taxed to their utmost bent, by the work of

the day ? Men die every year by thousands, whom an hour's

walk or drive every day after their work is over, would

save for long years of usefulness. I know scores of pro-

fessional men and merchants who are absolutely committing

self-murder, because they think they can not spare the time

to see the sights and breathe the air which God has given

them.

Unfortunately men are not always aware of what is for

their good. Ignorance or apathy often deprives us of

blessings which hang clustering within our reach. The man
Avho has lived all his days in an unventilated, filthy house,

does not appreciate the necessity of good air and cleanli-

ness, although himself and children are suffering every day

from the want of them. It is the duty of the enlightened

and generous to see that these public blessings, so far as

they can be provided by public means, are put within the

reach of all. It is necessary sometimes to force men to

live decently. It is proper sometimes to thrust unappreci-

ated and neglected means of enjoyment, under the very

noses of men in order that they may be compelled to obtain

from these sources that good which nature designed for

them.

Any such project as that which I am about submit, will

meet with abundant neglect and opposition. It will cost

money ; therefore many who have the real good of the city

at heart, and desire economy and providence in expen-

ditures will cry out against it. It will be pronounced un-

necessary and extravagant by many who do not appreciate
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before hand the advantages to be derived from it. For

these very reasons, it devolves, as a public duty on those

who are enlightened enough to see and magnanimous

enough to act, to undertake such a design even in spite of

t lie apathy or opposition of many good men. The reward

for such a course will be found in the assurance that these

labors will be honored and appreciated after their results are

witnessed. The very mouths that will now cry out against

a city park, will when it is provided, be the loudest to

award credit to those who did them a good in spite of them-

selves. It was precisely such an experience that those en-

countered who projected and executed the city water works

of Albany. Men protested against the work as unneces-

sary.- There was water enough. There were good wells,

which the city fathers had dug. There was a stone reser-

voir already in Eagle street. There was the river, not likely

soon to go dry. Careful and economical men who did not

look to the future growth and wants of the city, abused

and protested. But the work was done. A great fire which

consumed a large portion of the city perhaps may be cre-

dited fordoing something to convince the public mind that

pumps can not be depended on to supply a city with water.

The magnificent Central Park of New York was under-

taken in the face of just such an opposition. And vet, now

that the work is fairly initiated, and some of the results be-

gin to show themselves, nobody opposes the most liberal

and generous provision for carrying out the designs of the

Park Commissioners.

I repeat then that it devolves upon those who appreciate

the necessity of providing a park adequate to the present

and future yants of this city, to initiate the enterprise even

in spite of the neglect or opposition of those who are to be

chiefly benefitted.

City governments almost always labor under great disad-

vantages in securing, when it becomes necessary, grounds

sufficiently extensive for public parks. In the early settle-
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ment of a city these are not thought of, because they have

not become necessary. The future of any city is so uncertain

that but few men are found far-sighted enough to foresee

and provide for its future greatness. So it almost always

happens that the business of obtaining grounds for exten-

sive public parks must be undertaken when the grounds

which would be suitable for such purposes have been

appropriated to other purposes, and have, therefore, be-

come too valuable to be purchased. This has been the

case in the Central Park of New York. The leading ex-

pense there as in almost all cases has been encountered

in extinguishing the titles of the land to be covered by

it. The city of Paris and the city of London, and indeed

almost all the great European towns have provided them-

selves with ample parks at an enormous cost, because they

were obliged to use lands that had already become valuable.

The leading features of a park suitable for such a city as

this, seem to be the following :

1. It should be, not very far removed from the central

part of the city and readily accessible.

2. It should be liberal in size ; calculations being made

not merely for the present but for the future, remember-

ing that it is much easier to secure land when such an im-

provement is being made, than afterward to add to what

has already been obtained, when the value of adjacent pro-

perty has been greatly enhanced by the very improvement

itself. When I speak of a liberal size, I mean a park where

accommodations may be provided for driving, walking,

games and sports, skating, ball-playing, cricketing, &c.

All this could not be easily comprehended in a few acres.

The drives through it, ought not to be less than three miles^

and the walks five or six. For a city like Albany, with its

present condition and future prospects, 250 acres would not

be too much to provide in a liberal way for these purposes.

The parks of the city of London are as follows

:
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Kensington Gardens,
Hyde Park,

262 acres.

3S9 '<

Green Park,

St. James Park,
Regents Park,
Victoria Park,
Greenwich Park,

55
59

473
248
185
35Kensington Park,

Other smaller parks, - 1,200 "

Total, 2,906 "

In addition to these parks within the bounds of the city,

there are extensive suburban grounds within easy distance

such as :

Windsor Park, - 3,800 acres.

Hampton Court, - 1,842 "

Richmond Park, - 2,468 "

Total, - - - - • - - 8,794 "

Thus there are of open public grounds for the city of

London not less than 10,000 acres ; a magnificent public

heritage, and yet not one whit too large for that monster

town.

Dublin (population 260,000) has a park of 1,752 acres.

Almost all European cities have in like manner, generally

at immense cost, provided themselves with driving and

pleasure grounds. The Boulevards of Paris, the most mag-

nificent drive in the world, is located on the ground formerly

occupied by the wall and ditch which surrounded the old

town for its protection. The interior Boulevards is a con-

tinuous drive of three miles, and some parts of it are the

most attractive of all Paris. The great Bois de Boulogne, in

the vicinity of Paris, comprises 2,158 acres. It was little

better than one of our own sandy plains, until the magic

hand of the present Napoleon transformed it into a garden

of delight.

Kew, - 6S4
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American cities are just waking up to the necessity of

providing themselves, before it is too late, with parks.

Boston is the only city that, until lately, has taken any

important step in this direction. Boston Common has long-

justly been the pride of the ;< hub of the universe." It

contains 48 acres ; it is devoted to the use of pedestrians,

and is not of sufficient size to be used for driving.

New York City has taken the lead of all other American

cities. The Central Park, although as yet only in the

infancy of its beauty, is already the pride of New Yorkers.

It contains 776 acres, 9 miles of carriage road, 5 miles of

bridle path, and 20 miles of walks.

Philadelphia has quite recently laid out a large park on

the banks of the Schuylkill, near Fairmount waterworks.

It contains 128 acres on one side of the river, and 80 acres

on the other.

Hartford has also by a timely liberality turned one of

the most disagreeable of her suburbs into a large and beau-

tiful park.

In Baltimore a beautiful old private park is being con-

verted into public grounds of more than ordinary extent and

elegance.

I give these details in order to show that the idea of 250

acres for a park for Albany is not extravagant. It is to be

a provision, not for the present merely, but for the future^

At the present time it may be obtained with comparative

ease
;
whereas, the city government of 100 years hence will

seek in vain for an opportunity such as offers itself now.

3. A park should be diversified in its surface, especially

when the area is large. A mere flat plane does not please

or satisfy the eye. In an area of 250 acres, we ought to

have hill and valley, running water, winding roads, and

pretty, picturesque bits of landscape. Pleasant surprises

must be arranged for the eye. Some piece of beauty, be-

fore concealed, must break upon us suddenly. A clump of
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trees, or a turn in the road must reveal to us unexpectedly

some new scene. Water in ponds, cascades and fountains

is a delightful, almost an essential feature in such a park.

The Albany Rural Cemetery is a model piece of ground for

its adaptation to purposes of pleasure. The deep gorges,

the steep hillsides, the streams of water, the level plateaus,

are precisely the features in a piece of ground which would

adapt it for a park.

The practical question comes to us now ; is such a park

attainable for Albany? Is there any spot which will meet

all these requisites? A spot nearly enough central to the

city, and accessible, large enough for the wants of the

city—present and prospective—and which, from its diver-

sity of surface and general outline, is capable of being

transformed into a park.

Without wishing to disparage any other locality, or to

set up any claim to the discovery of the only spot suitable

for this purpose, I desire to submit one, as possessing all

requisite qualifications to such a degree as to make it wor-

thy of attentive consideration.

The annexed map will give a clear idea of the ground

which is proposed to be covered by this park. The bound-

ary line commences at the intersection of Elk street and

Swan, at the head of the high bank in the rear of the

residences of Messrs. Steele and King. Thence it follows

the line of Elk street, and would absorb this street. At

Lark street, it passes southward and takes in Sand street,

running westward along Sand to Robin street. At Clinton

avenue, it returns eastward to Judson street, along which

it runs to the bounds of the corporation, and in the same

line into the town of Watervliet, until it reaches a point

whence a line running parallel with Lumber street would

just touch the grounds of the Dudley Observatory. It runs

east on this line till it reaches Swan, and along Swan to

Colonie, along Colonie to Knox, along Knox to Third, down

Third to Lark, along Lark to First, down First to the line
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of Dove, through Dove to Orange, down Orange to Swan

street, and finally along Swan until it reaches the point of

starting at Elk street.

The ground included within these bounds conies nearer

to perfection in its capabilities for easy transformation into

a magnificent park than any ground which I ever saw in

any city. It meets almost perfectly every one of the requi-

sites.

1. It is near to the central part of the city, and easily

accessible from every quarter. Clinton avenue, a wide and

beautiful and well graded street, leads directly from the

most populous and attractive portions of Broadway and

Pearl street, by a distance of only two or three blocks, into

the most beautiful part of it. The whole of Arbor Hill

can reach it, either by Clinton avenue, or by any of the

streets parallel to it. The portion of the city living on

Capitol Hill can reach it either by Clinton avenue or

directly from Swan street, Dove street, or any of the cross

streets above them. And furthermore, if the project of a

horse rail road to West Albany is carried out, as will no

doubt be the case in a few years, it must run directly

through or along side this ground. It is therefore central

and accessible.

2. A park can be obtained here of sufficient size. Without

cramping in any respects the growing business portions of

the city, without taking land which must become valuable

for any other purposes, a park of 250 acres can here be laid

out. More than this ; the ground thus occupied, and which

would thus be converted into a perpetual pleasure, is now

and must forever continue a most unwholsome and incon-

venient locality for residences. The Canal street valley is

proverbially filthy and unhealthy. It will always remain

so, unless its side hills are turned into pleasure grounds,

its putrid pools of water into beautiful ponds, and the na-

kedness of its clay banks covered with verdure and shade.

3. The surface has all the requisite qualifications. It is

[Trans, iv.] 32
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broken and uneven. The very qualities which have unfitted

it for being occupied with dwellings make it especially

adapted to this purpose. We have here the steep hillside
;

we have the broken surface ; we have water, both for

ponds and fountains. The declivity extending from Elk

street, in the rear of the residences of Messrs, Strong, Rath-

bone, Gansevoort, Parker and others, down to Canal street,

is utterly useless for building or cultivation ; but for the

purposes of a park, nothing could be more admirable.

Sufficient water from that unused by the waterworks could

be obtained to supply the ponds that are already formed.

A large skating park could with little expense be con-

structed. The top of Arbor Hill is very level, and would

give ample accommodations for grounds for ball-playing,

cricketing, &c.
;
purposes for which in the Central Park of

New York, 50 acres have been devoted.

Already a large number of trees are growing in various

parts of the land—maple, and elm, and willow ; and with

prompt attention to this branch of the ornamentation, in a

very short time the whole might be covered. In the Van
Woert street gorge, a beautiful grove of natural pines is

already growing, and would add much to the facility with

which the park could be prepared.

The broken surface would give a fine opportunity for

winding drives and walks. For example, a driving road

might be commenced at Swan street, corner of Elk, at the

top of the hill; and, winding down gradually, might cross

the gorge, and skirt around the ponds of water, be carried

westward to the west terminus, where it might be made to

pass over Arbor Hill, circuiting in its course the sporting

grounds, then descending into the beautiful gorge south of

the Observatory, wind along one side and return by the

other, and recrossing Arbor Hill, re-enter the city by Clin-

ton avenue. Such a drive, including all its windings, would

not be less than two miles. In addition to this chief drive,
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other brandies and auxiliary roads could be constructed,

connecting with this and uniting by less circuitous routes

the different parts of the park.

An important consideration yet remains. It is, whether

the cost of a park such as has been described, and in the

locality indicated, is within the reasonable ability of the

city. I have taken some pains to ascertain the approxi-

mate value of the land to be covered by this improvement.

The city surveyor, Mr. Bingham, has, with great pains and

care, made accurate and extensive estimates. The results

are so much more favorable than I anticipated that I

was surprised. But it must be remembered that a great

part of the land to be used is almost utterly valueless

for streets and dwellings. The established grade of the

city is such that it is impossible, except at a ruinous

expense, to prepare the grounds for being built upon. The

city corporation has for years been offering three entire

blocks at a merely nominal price, on condition that they

shall be graded and improved. The steep hillside north of

Elk street, and sloping to Canal street, could never be

made available for building or cultivation. It would re-

quire twenty years, at the present rate of dumping, to fill

up the Canal street gorge to the level of the present city

grade.

From the best estimates that can be made, the land

included within the boundaries indicated, lying south of

Clinton avenue, amounts to 75 acres, and is valued at

$100,000.

That lying north of Clinton avenue amounts to 175

acres, and is valued at $75,000.

The total being 250 acres, valued at $175,000.

The valuation which the assessors have put on this same

ground is very much less than that above stated
; being

less than $150,000.

Even if these estimates shall be found too low, and the

land shall cost much more than this sum, still what is this,
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when we consider how great the improvement must be.

This much is certain, that the expense of this land is but

trifling compared with what cities are obliged to pay usu-

ally for ground for parks; and trifling compared with what

this city would be obliged to pay, if it shall put off much

longer the duty of providing such grounds. A large park

must be secured sooner or later. Shall it be deferred ? Is

it not better for the present generation to initiate this work,

which must be done sometime, and never can be done as

cheaply as now ?

The additional expenditures may be more or less, as may

be deemed advisable. Roads and trees are the chief things

to be attended to. Trees should be set out at once ; and at

least a part of the roads graded. But other embellish-

ments, such as would be desirable for the future, may very

safely be carried on slowly, and at small annual expense.

It would be neither wisdom nor economy to put such a

park in perfect order at once. Some parts of it, after

being secured, might even be left in the possession of their

present occupants for a time, until such time as they could

be improved. It would be a great mistake to burden such

an enterprise with an expensive and unattainable plan of

adornment. Expensive bridges and arcades, subterranean

archways, costly exotic plants and trees— such as are

making New York Central Park so expensive — should be

avoided, especially in the inception of the enterprise.

There is such a thing as making a park too finical, and

ornamental. It ought not to be too nice to be used. Have

no warnings to "keep oif the grass," about it. Such a

park, with merely good roads to and through it, with plenty

of trees tastefully disposed, with sporting grounds, and

pleasant rambles laid out, would of itself be such a de-

light, such a glory to our city, that we would scarcely

wish for anything more.

The expense of such improvements it would be hard to

determine, without a systematic survey and computation.
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Roughty, perhaps, a sum amounting to as much more as

the cost of the land would be sufficient to lay out this park

and give it its first outfit.

Such a sum, surely, would not be deemed too great for

such an improvement, To meet this expenditure, the bonds

of the city might be issued ; the interest on which, together

with a small annual outlay for care and additional orna-

mentation, would constitute the whole burden to the city.

On the other hand, the increase in the value of real estate,

in the vicinity of the park, would go far towards over-

coming any addition to the taxes from this source. How
much the beautiful grounds on Washington avenue, from

Swan to Lark street, would be improved by bringing a park

up to the rear of them ! The whole of Arbor Hill would

be so improved by its proximity to such grounds that the

property must increase immensely in value. The Bowery,

which is now given up to rickety dwellings, and faded

stores, would for the same reasons be reclaimed for valuable

and beautiful residences.

Besides, West Albany is one of the great growing suburbs

of Albany. When the plans of the Central rail road man-

agement are carried out, we shall have here a great and

thriving community. Already the nucleus is made. Around

the shops that have been built residences are springing up,

streets are being laid out, and school-houses erected. Al-

ready, then, we see directly to the west of this park the

growing community which is to occupy and render valuable

the property on that side. In ten years this park would be

surrounded on all sides by beautiful houses, valuable to the

city as a part of its taxable real estate ; and forming at

least one suburb of Albany of which its inhabitants need

not be ashamed.

Such is this plan for a park for the city of Albany, rudely

and unskillfully presented ; and yet surely possessing in it a

sufficient importance, to entitle it to the consideration of men
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of foresight and liberality. To such it is commended, with

the assurance that whoever shall have the wisdom and the

skill to provide such an improvement for this city, the

gratitude of the rich and the poor, the sick and the whole,

the children and the aged, shall be bestowed on them ; and

the lips of a hundred generations will call them blessed.



PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ALBANY INSTITUTE.

January 13, 1858.

The president, John V. L. Pruyn, in the chair.

Besides the members of the society, there were present,

Prof. Joseph Henry, secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

at Washington, and George R. Perkins, deputy surveyor-

general of the state of New York.

After the reading of the minutes, the president addressed

the Institute, referring to the presence of Prof. Henry, and

to his early labors in the cause of science, conducted in the

very building in which they were met, and congratulating

the Iustitute on the return to one of its meetings of one

connected with its early history and prosperity. He con-

cluded by extending to Prof. Henry a cordial welcome.

Prof. Henry responded— expressing his pleasure at being

permitted to meet with the Institute. He referred to his

early associates in his scientific labors ; recounted the cir-

cumstances of his leaving Albany, and the manner in which

he had since been received and honored. He expressed

particularly his sense of the kindness of the welcome ex-

tended to him by a society with which he had been former-

ly so intimately connected.
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The Institute then proceeded, according to previous re-

solution, to the election of officers. The following were

elected :

John V. L. Pruyn, President.

Frederic S. Pease, Treasurer.

David Murray, Secretary.

First Department—
Richard V. DeWitt, President.

John Paterson, Cor. Secretary.

John E. Gavit, Rec. Secretary.

John H. Hickox, Librarian.

Second Department—
Stephen Van Rensselaer, President.

Peter Gansevoort, Vice-President.

S. 0. Vanderpoel, Rec. Secretary

Joel Munsell, Cor. Secretary.

Charles H. Anthony, Treasurer.

Third Department—
Alexander S. Johnson, President.

Robert H. Pruyn, Vice-President.

Franklin B. Hough, Cor. Secretary.

George W. Taylor, Rec. Secretary.

Curators—J. H. Armsby, James Hall, Howard Townsend,

C. H. Anthony, David Murray.

Prof. Murray then read a paper on the history and system

of astrology. After adverting to the origin and early pro-

gress of this delusion, he explained the manner in which

according to this system, the Heavens were divided, and

particular influences attributed to each planet and sign of

the zodiac. He stated the manner of determining questions

by means of this system, and gave an illustration of the use

of astrology in the courts of justice in England in the last

century. His paper was closed by a reference to medical

astrology, and the traces which the system had left on the

language.
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Tho paper gave rise to a discussion on the popular de-

lusions of the day, and especially on the so-called system

of spiritualism, in which Prof. Henry, Dr. Hough, Prof.

McCoy and others took part.

Prof. Hall called attention to the fact in connection with

the visit of Prof. Henry, that in 1832 he had witnessed in

this building, illustrations by Prof. Henry of his results in

electro-magnetism. He saw here a wire of great length,

through which Prof. Henry transmitted a current of gal-

vanic-electricity, and made the current to exert its power

in ringing a bell at the extremity of the wire. This was

certainly the first establishment of the practicability of

the magnetic telegraph.

Prof. Henry stated that he felt himself gratified at this

public recognition of his early labors and discoveries in re-

ference to the electric telegraph, especially as he had been

subjected to unjust imputations as to his claims. For him-

self he had always been ready to accord most cheerfully to

Prof. Morse the credit of contriving the most convenient

and simple kind of a telegraph. To the attacks on himself

he had not replied for reasons which would appear here-

after. But he begged his friends to be assured that he did

Hot mean to suffer such a stain to remain on his memory.

In due time a full exposition and vindication would appear.

The Institute then adjourned.

January 19, 1858.

The Institute met, the president in the chair.

John E. Gavit, in reference to the discussion at the last

meeting in regard to Prof. Henry's agency in the discovery

of the magnetic telegraph, proceeded to explain that Prof.

Barlow of Woolwich, England, in 1824, had announced to

the scientific world, that it was impossible to force the

galvanic current through a wire longer than three miles.

Prof. Henry by his experiments in 1829 and 30, showed this

conclusion to be false, that by using a battery of intensity

instead of quantity, a current could be projected through a

[Trans, iv.] 33
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wire of any length, without sensible diminution. This dis-

covery Prof. Henry gave to the public in Silliman's Journal,

in 1830, in an article which Mr. Gavit showed, and from

which extracts were read. This was more than a year be-

fore Prof. Morse says he conceived the telegraph.

A general debate followed in regard to the early forms

of telegraphs, their principles and mechanism, &c, after

which the Institute adjourned.

February 2, 1858.

Joel Munsell in the chair.

After announcing donations and other miscellaneous busi-

ness, Dr. Franklin B. Hough read a paper on The Kegis-

tration of Births, Deaths and Marriages.

The first use of such a registration, he showed to be the

furtherance of the ends of justice in providing the means

of proving by actual records the time and place of the

several events embraced in the registration. The second

use he explained to be the furnishing the means of prose-

cuting these great generalizations which have regard to

the natural history of our species
;
by which the laws of

life and population are reduced to strict mathematical

rules.

Dr. Hough explained what he believed to be the methods

most likely to be successful in obtaining the necessary de-

tails from each locality ; and pointed out the defects and

causes of failure of the previous laws of registration in

New York. According to his plan the whole business

should be placed in the hands of the secretary of state.

In cities a modified form of the modes of registration now

used in the city of New York might be employed. In the

country, the town clerk should be required by law to col-

lect the statistics of the town and transmit them to the

secretary of state. Blanks and explanations should be fur-

nished by the secretary of state, and all persons charged with

duties under the law should receive a fixed compensation.

The Institute then adjourned.
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February 16, 1858.

Vice-president Alex. S. Johnson in the chair.

John E. Gavit nominated B. A. Gould, Jr., and A. Von
Steinwehr, resident members. Mr. Hickcox nominated C.

B. Redfield a resident member, and Dr. Hough nominated

J. H. French a corresponding member. These members

were accordingly elected. After the announcement of

various donations, without further business the Institute

adjourned.
March 2, 1858.

The president, John V. L. Pruyn, in the chair.

Mr. Hickcox presented the following resolutions :

Resolved, That the president of the Institute be requested

to memorialize Congress in the name of this society, to

authorize the establishment of a medal department in the

United States Mint at Philadelphia, which shall be directed

to make copies in appropriate metals from the medal dies

preserved in the mint, as well as from those which shall

hereafter be ordered by the government.

Resolved, That Congress be requested to supply the cabi-

nets of each state, historical and such other permanent

associations as it may name, with complete series of all

United States medals.

On motion, these resolutions were referred to a select

committee, with instructions to confer with other societies

in regard to the best method of bringing the subject before

Congress, and also report a form of memorial to be used by

the Institute.

Mr. Hickcok, Mr. (Javit and Dr. Hough were appointed

this committee.

Duncan Campbell was elected a resident member of the

Institute.

Prof. Hall presented a paper from F. B. Meek, which was

read by the secretary. Mr. Meek in this paper claims the

fossils belonging to the geological formation of Nebraska,

to belong to the Permian system of Europe.
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Prof. Hall remarked in illustration of this paper, that

previous to this time no traces of the Permian system had

been found in the geological formations of the United States.

The proofs of such fossils in the formations of North Carolina

has usually been deemed insufficient. It seems, therefore,

from these facts that Nebraska territory furnishes the first

distinctly recognized Permian fossils on our continent.

Mr. Gavit called attention to the fact that, in the last

number of Silliman's Journal, Prof. Swallow makes a simi-

lar announcement as to the identity of certain fossils of

Nebraska with those recognized as Permian.

Prof. Hall was requested to examine the collection re-

cently received by the State Geological Cabinet from Sir

Roderick I. Murchison, and to report the character and

value of such donations to the Institute.

Adjourned.

March 16, 1858.

The president, John V. L. Pruyn, in the chair.

Mr. Hickcox presented a report from the committee to

whom were referred the resolutions in regard to memorial-

izing Congress for the establishment of a medal depart-

ment. The committee had corresponded with Mr. Streeter,

the secretary of the Maryland Historical Society, and had

received a copy of the memorial presented by them to

Congress, asking for the establishment of a medal depart-

ment in the mint at Philadelphia. The committee recom-

mended that a similar memorial be used by the Institute.

A memorial was accordingly ordered to be prepared, and

after being signed by the proper officers, to be transmitted

to Congress.

Dr. Hough then read a statement in regard to the speci-

mens of premium woolen cloths, in the library of the In-

stitute. The premiums were awarded by a committee of

the Society of Arts (since merged in this society), under

an act passed April 8, 1808, entitled an "Act to encourage

the manufacture of woolen cloths, &c." About $10,000
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were expended by the state duriDg the years 1809, '10, Ml,

'13 and 14. 312 specimens of the cloths for which these

premiums were awarded are now preserved in five volumes

in the library of the Institute. It is now fifty years since

the act was passed establishing these premiums, and these

specimens of the domestic manufacture of that time are of

great value. The Institute should therefore take every

means to preserve so rare and valuable a collection, and to

make the possession of it useful to the public. Dr. Hough

therefore proposed that these specimens be sent to the next

fair of the American Institute to be held in N. Y. city,

proper precautions being taken to insure their preserva-

tion and safe return. Dr. Hongh submitted the following

resolutions

:

Resolved, That the president appoint a committee of three

to enquire into the propriety of exhibiting at the next fair

of the Institute, to be held in the city of New York, a se-

ries of specimens of premium cloths, deposited for pre-

servation in the library of the Institute, under an act

passed April 8, 1808.

Resolved, That this committee correspond with the of-

ficers of the American Institute, and report if possible at

the next meeting, every fact which can be ascertained in

reference to the measures stated in these resolutions.

After some discussion as to the best method of exhibit-

ing these specimens, the resolutions were passed, and Dr.

Hough, Mr. Munsell, and Mr. Murray were appointed on

the committee.

After the announcement of various donations, the Insti-

tute adjourned.

March 30, 1858.

Hon. A. S. Johnson, vice-president, in the chair.

Henry A. Homes of the New York State Library read a

paper on Medals, considered in reference to their historical

value, in perpetuating the remembrance of great events.

He claimed that the true object of a medal was to make
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known and perpetuate a remembrance of some note-

worthy achievement. This in many cases is not at all

accomplished. For example, the Kane medal, instead of

being struck in a die, so that many inexpensive copies

might be made and preserved for the transmission of the

event, one was engraved and presented to Dr. Kane alone.

Of course the probability of the preservation of this

memorial of the event to remote ages, is greatly lessened

by such a course.

The same remark will apply to the medal presented to

Lieut. Hartstene— with the additional fault in this case,

that no inscription is engraved on either side, not even the

arms of the state which presented the medal. The in-

scription is engraved on the edge of the medal, and was

not therefore reproduced in the copies of it cast in bronze.

Mr. Homes urged in conclusion, that in all cases of the

presentation of medals by the state, the state ought to re-

tain the dies.

Mr. Munsell exhibited some specimens of paper manu-

factured by mills which furnished paper to Franklin, when

a printer in Philadelphia, and which are the only ones now

manufacturing by the hand process in this country.

Mr. Taylor exhibited some specimens of Stalactites and

Stalagmites obtained from Clark's cave, in the limestone

rock of the Helderberg mountains.

Prof. Murray read a brief paper on the manufacture of

beer, describing the process, and pointing out the differ-

ences between the different varieties of this substance.

Some discussion followed on the propriety of classifying

beer among nutritive substances, in which Prof. Hall and

Prof. McCoy took part.

Dr. Hough, from committee appointed to confer with

the American Institute, in regard to the exhibition of

premium specimens of woolen cloths, reported progress.

The librarian announced the reception of donations of

books and pamphlets, after which the Institute adjourned.
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April 13, 1863.

The president, John Y. L. Pruyn in the chair.

A. Yon Steinwehr read a paper on the History of Chris-

tian Architecture. He showed the importance of architec-

ture as elucidating the progress of society, and pointed out

why an acquaintance with its history is essential to an

accurate judgment upon the true character of any period.

Like literature, architecture is one of the ways in which the

public taste and individual cultivation make themselves

apparent. Indeed, at a period when literature was com-

paratively neglected, the very greatest minds gave expres-

sion to their aspirations for beauty and grandeur in the

forms of architecture. An age can not, therefore, be justly

estimated, nor its position in the scale of civilization be

properly determined, until we have studied the monuments

which it has left of itself in architectural forms.

M. Yon Steinwehr treated in detail the origin of Christian

churches, taking their beginning from the Roman basilicas,

then of the Byzantine style of architecture, then of the

Romanesque, and finally of the Gothic. More particularly

he treated of the Romanesque style, explaining its charac-

teristics as developed in Italy, France, Lombardy, Germany

and England. In regard to Gothic architecture, he pro-

mised a fuller and more complete exposition at some future

meeting.

Richard Y. DeWitt then read a paper on the Economical

Applications of Steam. He narrated a series of experi-

ments tried by him on Cayuga lake, in regard to the

economy of different kinds of boilers. From these experi-

ments, and from the record of the running of his boat for

several years, and the amount of fuel consumed, he had

derived the conclusion that the Helix boiler, introduced by

himself, had decided advantages over all other boilers

which he had tried. Gen. De Witt explained, with the aid

of diagrams, the form and construction of the Helix boiler,

and illustrated its economy of heat by the statement that
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when the hot air escaped from the smoke pipe, its heat was

so far exhausted that it was not sufficient to char a shingle.

Some discussion followed these papers, after which, se-

veral donations to the Institute library from Sir William

E. Logan, through Prof. Hall, were announced, when the

Institute adjourned.

April 27, 1858.

The president, John V. L. Pruyn, in the chair.

Joel Munsell read a paper on The Burning of Books.

He stated that the most prolific cause for the burning of

books had always been religious animosity. He gave some

account of the various great conflagrations of books, begin-

ning with that of the great Alexandrine library. Of books

burned from religious animosity, none had suffered so often

as the Bible, especially the English Bible. The ill directed

zeal of conquerors had often destroyed the early records of

the nations which they subdued. Examples of this he

mentioned in the destruction of the Irish records by the

English, and the Mexican records by the Spaniards. Of

accidental conflagrations, Mr. Munsell mentioned that of

the Royal library of Icelandic literature at Copenhagen, as

most to be deplored. The burning of books in early times

was a much more serious calamity than now, because by

the multiplication of books the destruction of a single

library was much less likely to exterminate any work, than

when copies were few and multiplied only at ruinous ex-

pense. In the early conflagrations, as for example of the

Alexandrine library, much must have perished which can

never be replaced, and which, if preserved, might have been

of inestimable value to the world.

Dr. Vanderpoel in connection with this subject, mentioned

a conflagration of modern times, which he himself witnessed,

that of the burning of the library of Louis Phillipe in 1848,

by the Paris mob. It was an evidence that with all modern

civilization, vandalism had not been eradicated from the

hearts of men.
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Prof. Hall referred to the burning of the Parliament house

at Montreal, in which a valuable library, containing many

rare and antique works, perished.

Prof. McCoy remarked that no cases of the willful burning

of books had been mentioned as taking place in the United

States, although cases of the burning of newspaper estab-

lishments and the destruction of printing presses, were not

entirely unknown.

Dr. B. A. Gould gave an account of the progress made in

the formation of an astronomical library for the Dudley

Observatory. ' Upwards of 1000 volumes have already been

received, of which very many are rare and valuable editions

of standard works.

At the close of the discussion on books and libraries, Mr.

DeWitt exhibited a drawing of the first steam boat ever

used on the Hudson river. It was represented in the

drawing as it was originally built, and also as it afterwards

appeared when it had been altered and improved, and call-

ed The North River. He also exhibited a model of the

Helix Boiler, upon which he had read a paper at the pre-

ceding meeting.

Prof. Murray exhibited to the Institute the medal recent-

ly received by Prof. Molinard from the French Emperor

Napoleon III. It is bestowed upon all who served in the

grand army of Napoleon I, and Prof. Julian Molinard,

formerly professor in West Point, now in Albany, was of

this number.

Donations were announced from William Sharswood,

Esq., of Philadelphia, and Prof. Swallow of Missouri ; after

which the Institute adjourned.

May, 11, 1858.

The president, Hon. John V. L. Pruyn, in the chair.

The paper for the evening was read by Alfred B. Street,

state librarian, upon The Circumstances of, and the Trials

following, the supposed Negro Plot in New York city, in

[Trans, iv.] 34
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1741. Mr. Street began his paper witb a minute account

of tbe constitution of tbe courts of law of tbat period,

giving personal sketcbes of tbe judges wbo occupied tbe

bencb. Tbe plot which created so mucb excitement, and

gave so mucb employment to tbe courts, first became

rumored in tbe spring of 1741. A rumor became prevalent

tbat a plot existed among tbe slaves of New York city to

burn tbe city and massacre tbe wbite inhabitants. The

occurence of several fires in rapid succession, and robberies

attending tbem, gave rise to tbe rumor. Mr. Street tben

described in detail tbe suspicions, arrests and trials arising

from tbese circumstances. Tbe excitement continued in all

during eighteen months, and 150 persons were committed

for connection with the conspiracy.

As in all such panics, it appeared in the end that the

matter had been grossly exaggerated, and if there ever had

been any conspiracy among the negroes, it had never ex-

tended beyond a few desperate persons.

On invitation of the president, Mr. Warner of New York,

who was present, gave some account of the ground to be

covered by the proposed Central park of New York city.

He also gave a description of the plan which he had sub-

mitted to the park commissioners for treating the various

portions of the ground in preparing it for the park.

Mr. David E. E. Mix proposed to tbe Institute the fol-

lowing problem, witb a request for solutions for it, and

promising to furnish a simple general solution by his father,

Ebenezer Mix.

Problem :—Three points, A, B and C, being given, their

distances apart being A, B, 60 ; B, C, 70 ; A, C, 90 ; re-

quired the location of a point, the aggregate distances from

which to the given points shall be a minimum.

Dr. Hough described with the aid of blackboard dia-

grams, the appearance of a lunar halo seen by him at Phil-

adelphia, on the evening of April 27, 1858, at ]1 o'clock.

It consisted of a circle around the moon of the size of a
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common halo, but visible only in its upper half. Upon

each side of the moon and at the same altitude there ap-

peared in this arc a distinct paraselene, with a conical

projection of the luminary. The arc was very high above,

and at a distance of several degrees above this, there ap-

peared a convex arc having the zenith as its centre. At

an earlier hour there had been seen by a scientific observer,

a distinct bar of light, both vertical and horizontal, passing

through the moon.

Dr. Gould remarked that a lunar halo, somewhat re-

sembling the one just described, had been figured by Dr.

Halley.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, gave an account of the beauti-

ful mediaeval legend of St. Christopher, as given in the

works of Mrs. Jameson and Lord Lindsay. In connection

with this account, he exhibited a stained glass picture of

St. Christopher carrying Christ across the stream. The

picture was one of great antiquity, and called forth many

expressions of admiration.

Mr. David E. E. Mix of Batavia, was proposed and elect-

ed a corresponding member of the Institute.

Donations were announced from Mr. Mix and Mr. Pruyn,

after which the Institute adjourned.

May 25, 1858.

The president, Hon. John V. L. Pruyn, in the chair.

The paper for the evening was by A. von Steinwehr, on

Gothic Architecture. He remarked that he had in a previ-

ous paper traced the origin of Media3val Architecture, and

described the steps by which the various styles of it had

been developed. The Gothic was derived from the Roman-
esque, and is really the only perfect, finished and systematic

style of Christian architecture. The pointed arch is its

essential feature, and upon that the whole structure and

organization depends.

After this preliminary discussion, M. von Steinwehr pro-
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ceeded to give a detailed description of Cologne Cathedral,

as the best specimen of Gothic architecture in the world,

and illustrating in itself all the principles of the style. He
illustrated his description by a series of magnificent engrav-

ings of this cathedral. This edifice was begun in 1248 and

progressed till 1460, when owing to political dissensions it

was abandoned. Recently, through the efforts of the pre-

sent architect, the work has been resumed, and it is esti-

mated that about fifty or sixty years more may suffice to

complete it.

At the close of M. von Steinwehr's paper, Mr. Gavit stated

some interesting details as to the energy and enthusiasm of

the present architect, and the difficulties he had overcome

in recovering the details of the original plan on which the

structure had been begun.

Mr. Paterson gave a history of the problem proposed at

the last meeting of the Institute, the various solutions which

have been given of it by different mathematicians, and

finally gave a solution of his own.

Prof. Murray presented the solution which had been sent

in by Mr. Ebenezer Mix, who had proposed the problem to

the Institute.

Dr. Gould gave some account of the processes which had

been in use for determiuing the physical constants of the

Dudley Observatory, and the results thus far obtained.

After alluding to the importance of investigating the phy-

sical characteristics of places on the surface of the earth at

which delicate observations are to be made, and of sparing

no effort to secure the greatest accuracy, he proceeded to

describe the instruments and processes which had been

employed for the determination of the direction and inten-

sity of terrestrial magnetism at the observatory.

These observations gave :

Declination, 8° 17'. with probable error 0'.17.

Diurnal motion of needle, 13'.9 at mean temp. 15° cent.

Dip of needle, 74° 56'.6, probable error 0'.49.
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Dr. Gould then gave an account of the operations now in

progress for determining the longitude of the Dudley Ob-

servatory. The point of comparison was Mr. Rutherford's

private observatory at New York and the method employed

was the telegraphic.

The result shows :

Longitude east miu. 57.2 sec.

This corresponds to a longitude of 4h. 54 min. 58.6 sec.

west of Greenwich, or Oh. 13m. 12.61 sec. east of Washington.

Dr. Gould also gave an account of the progress which

had been made in bringing into use the Scheutz Tabulating

machine, and exhibited specimens of the work of the ma-

chine in printing an Ephemeris of Mars.

A donation was announced from David E. E. Mix of a

survey of the Niagara Ship Canal.

Adjourned.

Oct. 19, 1858.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, in the chair.

William A. Jackson, D. B. Luther and Howard Carroll

were proposed as resident members.

Dr. F. B. Hough then read a paper upon the wolf hunting

frauds of Franklin county in 1820-21 and 22. He sketched

the various laws which had been passed in New York for

the destruction of beasts of prey. The bounties from all

sources, state, county and town, amounted at this time to

$60 for every wolf, and for other animals in like ratio.

There was paid in bounties in this county in three years,

$55,521, or nearly $12.30 for every man, woman and child

in the county. The extraordinary tax aroused the attention

of tax payers, many of whom were non-resident land owners

living in New York city. Peter Gansevoort and E. Baldwin

of Albany, were commissioned by the legislature to proceed

to the county and examine into, and if possible detect the

frauds which were perpetrated. They examined many wit-

nesses, but found the persons who had committed the frauds
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ready to deny them under oath. Many instances of fraud

however were detected, making it highly probable that

many more transactious wrere fraudulent. The scalps of

dogs had been allowed as wolves. The same scalps had

been used many times to draw bounties. Many of the

claims for bounties had been sold beforehand to supervisors,

who thus audited their own accounts. The whole series of

frauds was one of the most startling character, showing

how far a community, peaceable and inoffensive, and reason-

ably honest, would under the influence of strong temptation

swerve from the strict line of morality.

At the close of Dr. Hough's paper, Gen. Gansevoort, who
had been one of the commission, corroborated the state-

ments of the paper. He said that when the commission

reached Franklin county, they found county certificates

passing as money. After making an extended examination

they reported to the legislature, and their labor is known

to have saved to the state the sum of §35,000, which they

reported as false claims upon the government.

Prof. Hall called for the reading of the proceedings of

the Institute for March 2, 1858. At that meeting he had

presented a paper in behalf of Messrs. Meek and Hayden, in

regard to the Permian fossils of Nebraska, and had made

some remarks of his own. Prof. Hall also read a passage

from his Iowa report now just published. He said he had

been accused of putting forward, in this passage, a claim of

priority for himself in this discovery of Permian fossils in

America, a claim which he never made.

He asked as due to himself as a scientific man, and as due

to his relations with the other members of this society, that

a committee be appointed to investigate this subject; and

that they be requested to determine whether the pages in

the Iowa report, in which the system is introduced, or the

manner in which it is there treated, is such as to be re-

garded as claiming a priority for Prof. Hall in the discovery

©redetermination of Permian fossils in America, the date of
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the record in the Albany Institute proceedings, and the

several dates of the publications of the papers of Prof.

Swallow and of Messrs. Meek and Hayden, and the Iowa

report being considered.

A committee was accordingly appointed in accordance

with Prof. Hall's request, consisting of Gen. Gansevoort,

C. B. Redfield and Col. Jewett, curator of the State Geolo-

gical Cabinet.

Dr. Hough announced a large list of donations from Mr.

William Menzies of N. Y., a corresponding member of the

Institute.

On motion the thanks of the Institute were tendered to

Mr. Menzies for his large donations, and the secretary was

directed to intimate to him that any duplicates which the

Institute might have in its possession, were at his disposal.

Adjourned.

November 15, 1858.

The President, Hon. John V. L. Pruyn, in the chair.

William A. Jackson, D. B. Luther, and Howard Carroll,

proposed at the last meeting were elected. Paul F. Cooper,

Joel Rathbone and R. W. Swan were proposed as resident

members.

Henry A. Homes, of the N. Y. State Library, read the

paper for the evening, entitled, The Results of the Contro-

versies on the Origin of the Art of Printing. He observed

that within the last thirty years the claim that printing with
'

movable type was invented in Holland at Haarlem, and by

Koster, has been much strengthened. The two chief testi-

monies, that of Ulric Zel of Cologne, and that of Junius

the historiographer of Holland, have been explained and

verified extensively by the discovery and study of monu-

ments of early printing hitherto unknown and disregarded
;

and many learned men, not only French and English, but

also Germans, now admit that the earliest monuments of

printing are of Dutch origin. There is sufficient ground
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for the assumption that editions of the block books, of en-

gravings with text printed with movable type, had been

circulated in Holland previous to 1435; and consequently

whatever conclusions may be formed as to the secret art

practised by Gutenberg the mirror polisher, in 1438, at

Strasburg, they could not have the effect to decide for his

priority in the discovery of the art of printing. It is use-

less to attempt to settle the question between Strasburg,

Mayence and Haarlem, by summoning the contradictory

chroniclers as witnesses and counting the number who are

of each opinion, and enquiring which side has the majority.

Their testimony must be compared with all cotemporane-

ous facts relating to the subject, and especially with the

earliest monuments of art.

At the close of Mr. Homes's paper, Dr. Gould gave some

acount of the variable star Mira. He stated that it was now
visible and near to its maximum brilliancy. He described

its periods and changes. He stated that no theories yet

proposed, satisfactorily explained the phenomena of varia-

ble stars.

At the close of Dr. Gould's paper the Institute adjourned.

November 30, 1858.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

Prof. Murray proposed James Hendrick as a resident

member. Joel Rathbone, Paul F. Cooper and R. W. Swan,

who were proposed at the last meeting, were elected.

Dr. Hough offered a resolution that a selection be made

of the unbound pamphlets of the Institute for binding. The

subject was referred to Dr. Hough and the librarian, with

power.

Mr. Paterson then read his paper on a method of Demon-

strating the Result of a Constant Force. He began by

stating that although the motion of a falling body is one of

the most common of natural phenomena, it was not until the

time of Galileo, that its true nature was investigated. From
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that time the laws of falling bodies have been well known.

There are three things to be considered in the phenomenon,

the velocity, the time, and the space. The velocity is in

proportion to the time of the fall, and the space in propor-

tion to the square of the time.

Mr. Paterson then gave his method of proving this last

law. It differed from the ordinary demonstration, in dis-

pensing with the use of infinitesimal increments of time and

space, which according to Mr. Paterson, invalidate the per-

fect rigorousness of the ordinary method.

After Mr. Paterson's paper, Mr. French of Syracuse read

a paper giving an original method of developing the co-

efficients in the expansion of a binomial, in which each of

the quantities have coefficients.

Adjourned.

December 12, 1858.

The Institute met according to adjournment ; the follow-

ing members being present : Messrs. Anthony, Cruikshank,

Gavit, Gould, Hickcox, Hough, Hun, Homes, Johnson, Moli-

nard, Munsell, Murray, Paterson, Pease, Pruyn, Redfield,

Yanderpoel, Yon Steinwehr and Willard.

The president, J. Y. L. Pruyn, presided.

Under election of members, James Hendrick was elected

a resident member of the Institute, and W. C. Minor was

proposed as a resident member.

C. H. Anthony then read his paper, entitled, The Early

History of Sun Painting. He began by pointing out, that

although scarcely twenty years had yet elapsed since the

first announcement of this art, yet already its results may
be witnessed in every land. The experiments of Wedge-
wood and Davy failed to produce pictures, because they

could devise no method of fixing the pictures. The first

public announcement of a method of rendering sun pictures

permanent, was made by Daguerre. Shortly afterward Mr.

Talbot published his method, essentially different from that

of Daguerre. Prof. Anthony gave an account of both me-
[Trans. iv.] 35
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thods ; that of Daguerre for a silver surface, and Talbot for

paper. He likewise gave Mr. Hunt's improved method of

preparing a sensitive paper. •

Prof. A. remarked that the methods he had explained were

those which belonged to the early history of the art. Me-
thods vastly improved are now employed, and applications

never dreamed of in the early periods of its use are being

made. Prof Anthony ended by giving some interesting

details as to the introduction of the Daguerreotype into

America ; and exhibited two specimens of the art taken at

a very early stage.

At the close of the paper, Dr. Gould gave some account

of Donati's comet, and the new views to which it had given

rise as to the manner in which the tails of comets were

formed. He pointed out the labors of Besel, and Profs.

Norton and Peirce, in reducing the formation and motion

of the tails of comets to mathematical laws. He remarked

that Donati's comet, from its conspicnousness and its long

continuance in the heavens, had enabled astronomers to

study the laws and phenomena of these bodies more thor-

oughly and successfully than before.

Adjourned.

January 4, 1859.

The president, Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, presided.

Under election of members, W. C. Minor, proposed at

the last meeting, was elected a resident member.

The following gentlemen were proposed as resident mem-

bers, viz : Geo. S. Rugg by Dr. Hough, and James Edwards

by Prof. Murray, and J. P. Sanford by J. I. Werner.

Dr. Willard presented a copy of the Transactions of the

Medical Society to the library of the Institute.

Prof. Murray, in behalf of the committee appointed at

the request of Prof. Hall to investigate the claims as

to the discovery of Permian fossils in Nebraska, stated

that he had been requested by the chairman of the commit-
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tee, Gen. Gansevoort, to ask for instructions as to their

duties. They request instruction, 1st, Whether they are to

determine the priority of discovery, or the priority of pub-

lication of discovery. 2d, What is to be considered the date

of the Iowa report.

After some conversation the secretary was requested to

instruct the committee, that the interpretation of the reso-

lution under which they were appointed is left to them-

selves ; and that they are requested "to determine one or

both questions as they see fit. Further, that the date to be

assigned to the Iowa report is to be the date attached to

the note communicating the report to Gov. Low, viz., Sep-

tember 1858.

Mr. von Steinwehr being absent on account of illness,

Prof. Hall made some remarks as to the distribution of the

economic products of the different geological formations

;

pointing out the locality for marbles, slates, and building

stones. He said that he proposed at some future meeting

to come 'prepared with a geological chart of the United

States and some specimens of the different materials, and

enter more fully into the subject than he was able to do

without these.

A general discussion followed upon the relative qualities

of different building materials
;

participated in by Mr.

Homes, Prof. Hall, Dr. Gould, Mr. Meads and others.

Dr. Gould gave some further results of his observations

on the variable star Mira. He also suggested a cause which

might account for the previously unaccountable variations

in the length of the period of Mira, viz., the movement of

the solar system among the stars.

Adjourned.

January 18, 1859.

The president, Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, occupying the chair.

Under election of members, Messrs. Rugg, Edwards and

Sanford were elected as resident members.
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The Treasurer, Mr. Pease, presented his annual report,

showing a balance due to him of §19. On motion the re-

port was referred to a committee for examination. The

committee appointed consisted of Dr. Hough and Mr. Pat-

erson.

Prof. Perkins gave a new and beautiful solution of the

problem of fifteen girls at boarding school being required

to walk out in rows of three each day, the components of

each three being different each day. His method consisted

in making any desirable primitive arrangement, and from

this deducing by regular succession the only possible re-

maining arrangements. Prof. Perkins said that he did not

assume to determine the number of primitive arrangements,

but with any given primitive arrangement, seven other

arrangements might be obtained by his method ; the eighth

arrangement that would be obtained by pursuing the same

rule would be a return to the first.

Adjourned.

February 1, 1859.

The Institute met according to adjournment
;
present,

Messrs. Carpenter, Carroll, Edwards, Gould, Hall, Homes,

Luther, Minor, Munsell, Murray, Paterson, Pease, Swan,

Taylor and Yan Santvoord.

Mr. Homes was called to the chair.

Under proposition of members, R. H. Bingham was pro-

posed as a resident member of the Institute.

Prof. Hall gave a description of a new genus Brachio-

poda, which he had discovered among the fossils which

he had collected in the Helderberg mountains. He showed

by means of diagrams and specimens the points of difference

between it and the genus with which it had usually been

confounded.

Prof. Hall then proceeded to speak of the economical

products of geology, especially as regards the materials of

building and ornamenting edifices. He pointed out that
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thus far there had been a prevailing tendency to the use of

the brown sandstone, arising doubtless from the facility of

access. This had given to all the cities on the Atlantic

coast a sombre appearance. In strong contrast with this

appeared the white, marble, which to some extent had of

late superseded the brown sandstone. Some neutral tinted

stone was needed to mediate between these. Prof. Hall

exhibited several dressed specimens of different rocks, and

pointed out the different localities from which these differ-

ent materials might be expected to be drawn.

Mr. Paterson, from the committee to whom was referred

the treasurer's report, made a verbal report, which on mo-

tion was adopted.

Adjourned.

February 15, 1859.

The Institute met according to adjournment, the follow-

ing members being present : Messrs. Carpenter, Carroll,

Cruikshank, Gillespie, Hall, Hickcox, Homes, Hough, J.

Minor, Molinard, Munseil, Murray, Paterson. Pease, Pruyn,

Rathbone, Sanford, Swan, Taylor, Vanderpoel, Werner,

Wilson and Willard.

Under election of members, R. H. Bingham, proposed at

the last meeting, was elected a resident member.

The Society then proceeded to ballot for officers for the

ensuing year, Dr. Willard and Mr. Murray acting as tellers.

The result was as follows :

John V. L. Pruyn, President.

Frederic S. Pease, Treasurer.

David Murray, Secretary.

First Department—

Richard V. DeWitt, President.

John Paterson, Cor. Secretary.

John E. Gavit, Rec. Secretary.

John H. Hickcox, Librarian.
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Second Department—
Stephen Van Rensselaer, President.

Peter Gansevoort, Vice-President.

S. 0. Vanderpoel, Rec. Secretary.

Joel Munsell, Cor. Secretary.

Charles H. Anthony, Treasurer.

Third Department—
Alexander S. Johnson, President.

Robert H. Pruyn, Vice-President.

Franklin B. Hough, Cor. Secretary.

George W. Taylor, Rec. Secretary.

H. A. Homes, Treasurer.

Curators—J. H. Armsby, James Hall, Howard Townsend,

C. H. Anthony, David Murray.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, called Dr. Vanderpoel to the

chair for the remainder of the meeting. He tendered to the

members of the Institute present an invitation to his house

at 9 o'clock.

G. W. Taylor, Esq., then occupied some time with a

description of oceanic and atmospheric currents. He de-

scribed the constitution of the atmosphere and the effect of

the rotation of the earth in producing currents in it. He
pointed out from diagrams and maps the parts of the earth's

surface where these currents prevailed, and how they were

modified/ He then proceeded to describe the currents pro-

duced in the ocean by the same causes. One of the infer-

ences from the premises, he stated to be, the fact that the

Atlantic ocean on the eastern shore of America is several

feet higher than the Pacific ocean and the western coast.

At the close of Mr. Taylor's remarks, Dr. Willard in

behalf of Prof. Anthony presented a specimen of the certi-

ficate which Sir Wm. Johnson was accustomed to present

to the "Good Indians."
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Prof. Hall presented a copy of his report on the Geology

of Iowa, in 2 vols.

On motion, a vote of thanks was tendered to Prof's. Hall

and Anthony for their donations.

Adjourned.

March 1, 1859.

The president, Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, presided.

David E. E. Mix presented to the Institute a copy of a

work entitled, A Catalogue of Maps, &c, in the offices of

the Secretary of State, Comptroller and State Engineer, and

in the State Library, prepared by himself.

Mr. Taylor continued his account of oceanic currents.

He pointed out how they were modified by evaporation,

which changes the level at different points on the surface.

The form of the land too had its influence ; so also the in-

flux of rivers into the ocean. The currents of the ocean

as they at present exist are modifying the bed of the ocean,

as in the case of the sea of Saragossa. Mr. Taylor advanced

the idea that the coal fields at present found in various

parts of the land, may have been produced by the gradual

accumulation of sea plants, which have become transformed

to coal. Thus the coal fields of Pennsylvania may have

been produced when the eastern part of the continent was

submerged, and the gulf stream occupied the valley of the

Mississippi and the line of the great lakes.

Some discussion followed on various points, participated

in by Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Pruyn, Mr. Carroll and others.

Mr. Minor called attention to a point in natural history,

in regard to some of the homologies of the odontoid. It

has usually been considered as the body of the atlas verte-

bra ; but the examination of the foetus shows at once that

there is a separate body in the ring of the atlas, belonging

to that vertebra. It may be therefore, Mr. Minor suggested,

an apophysal plate, greatly developed in the cetacea, or a

rudimentary vertebra as" Agassiz would seem to think.

Mr. Homes called the attention of the Institute to the
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existence of certain acoustic effects in connection with

the telegraph ; but the phenomena- might, it was thought, be

explained without reference to electrical causes.

After some conversation in regard to the cause of the

phenomena, the Institute adjourned.

March 15, 1859.

The president, Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, presided.

Dr. Willard presented to the library of the Institute two

numbers of the 1st volume of the Institute Transactions.

Mr. Munsell presented the Report of the Post Master

General of Canada.

Mr. Carpenter presented some remarks upon the Theory

of Surveying. He pointed out the inadequacy of the com-

mon method of surveying, owing to the unreliability of the

magnetic needle. He gave an instance in which the needle

had entirely lost its polarity under the influence of an au-

rora. He maintained that the only reliable method of sur-

veying was by interior angles. In that case the variation

of the needle did not affect the result, and we have in the

sum of the angles a test of the accuracy of the work.

Mr. C. gave a method he had devised for measuring with

more accuracy the lengths of the sides of a field. Usually

the boundaries of a field are occupied by trees and other

obstacles, preventing measurement on the lines ; in that

case he had measured upon lines parallel to the boundaries,

instead of the boundaries themselves.

Prof. Murray gave a method for prolonging a straight

line, when an obstacle intervened, with an angular instru-

ment alone.

Mr. Munsell then read a paper illustrative of the History

'of St. Peter's Church of Albany. This church had its origin

in the efforts of the English Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel in Foreign Parts. Rev. Thomas Barclay was

chaplain of Fort Frederick in 1708. He was a zealous and

/
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persevering missionary. For seven years he preached in

the Lutheran chapel situated where the Centre market now

stands. The first Episcopal church was begun in 1714, and

dedicated Nov. 1716.

Mr. Munsell gave several interesting details in regard to

the early contests between the English and Dutch church,

and the character of the early church edifices. This first

church stood till 1802, when the church just now demolished

was erected. Although it has stood little more than half a

century, it was the third oldest church in the city. The

Congregational church was finished in 1796, and the North

Dutch in 1798.

At the conclusion of Mr. Munsell's paper, a letter was

read by Mr. Carroll from Col. Frantrime, in regard to the

difference of level between the Atlantic and Pacific shores

at Panama. According to this the difference is only a few

inches, although the difference in the tide is very great.

Mr. C. gave also the difference of level between the Medi-

terranean and the gulf of Suez, according to the latest

authentic surveys. This he finds to be nothing, although

in this case also a great difference in the tides is found to

exist.

A question having arisen in regard to the burial place of

Lord Howe, Dr. Hough read a statement from Mrs. Coch-

rane, daughter of Gen. Schuyler, in which she describes his

burial in the old St. Peter's church, and his remains ex-

humed at the time of the demolition of the edifice.

Adjourned.

March 29.

Mr. Paterson was called to the chair.

Mr. Carpenter presented to the Institute library a manu-
script containing The Miuutes of the Court of Sessions and
Meetings of the Justices, begun the 4th day of June, 1771.

Also a copy of The Laws and Ordinances of Albany, 1791.

Mr. Carpenter then read a paper in which he sketched

many of the early laws of the city, some of them exceed-

[Trans. iv.\ 36
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ingly curious, and compared them with those iu force at the

present day.

Dr. Hough remarked in regard to many curious records

which he had met with in his researches in several counties

in the state.

Mr. Minor exhibited his dissections of the mud-fish, and

pointed out its relations to the reptiles. In his opinion it

furnished the connecting link between the fishes and reptiles.

Mr. Murray read a paper upon the head-dress of men in

all ages. He gave an historical account of the various

modifications through which the hat had. passed from the

earliest times to the present. He illustrated his paper by

sketches of the head-dress in its various stages.

Dr. Hough exhibited to the Institute a copper hatchet,

evidently of Indian workmanship, found on the shores of

Lake Ontario.

Mr. Redfield mentioned a curious instance of unnatural

affection, which had come under his personal observation,

between a cat and a brood of chickens. The chickens had

lost their mother, and when he first noticed the strange

connection between them, they were sitting under the cat

at night as they had been accustomed to do under their

mother. During the day the cat showed them constant at-

tention, going round with them, and apparently solicitous

for their safety. The cat was not a domestic cat, but so

wild that he never had been able to catch her.

Dr. Hough added some other instances of like character

which had fallen under his observation, when the Institute

adjourned.

April 12, 1859.

The preident, Hon. J. Y. L. Pruyn, occupied the chair.

Mr. Pruyn presented to the Institute an Indian hammer,

found in the neighborhood of Lake Superior copper mines,

and which bore marks of having been used in breaking up

the ore. It consisted of a small green stone boulder, weigh-

ing about 15 or 20 pounds, and has a groove cut entirely
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around the middle of it, which had evidently served as a

place around which withes had been twisted with which to

wield it.

In presenting this, Mr. Pruyn made some interesting

remarks in regard to the mining operations about Lake

Superior. The principal mines of copper are the Minnesota

and Cliff mines ; the former of which had made almost

fabulous returns to its stockholders. A great many mines

had proved unproductive, and many had been abandoned.

On the aggregate, the profits from the copper mines had

perhaps given about a fair return for the capital invested.

Mr. Pruj'n spoke also of the iron mines at Marquette, and

of the climate of the region. Remarks were made on the

same subjects by Prof. Hall, Dr. Hough and others.

Mr. Homes read a paper on the early life of Major Andre.

Little or nothing is known of him till he was 19 years of

age, at which time he became acquainted with the Seward

family, of which Miss Anna Seward, the poetess, was the

distinguished ornament. Honora Smeyd was an inmate of

this family, having been entrusted to Mrs. Seward at the

death of her mother. ' Major Andre formed an intimate

friendship with Miss Seward, and a still closer intimacy

with Miss Smeyd. Mr. Homes detailed the obstacles to the

union of the two lovers—the interesting correspondence

between Andre and Anna Seward—the constancy of Andre's

attachment—the marriage of Honora Smeyd with Mr. Edge-

worth, and the consequent breach of friendship between

Anna Seward and Honora.

Mr. Pease presented to the Institute several pamphlets,

sent by the Chicago Historical Society. A vote of thanks

was tendered to the society, and a copy of the Catalogue of

the Institute Library ordered to be sent.

Adjourned.

April 26, 1859.

Mr. Pease was appointed chairman.

Mr. Murray presented numbers of a work entitled Battles
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of U. S. by Sea and Land, which had been received from

the publishers, Johnson, Fry & Co.

Mr. Murray also laid before the Institute a communication

from the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, announc-

ing that the secretary had sent to D. Appleton & Co., N. Y.,

to the order of the Institute, a copy of the vol of Contribu-

tions to Knowledge, which the Institution had just pub-

lished.

Mr. Paterson was prepared to read a paper, but owing to

the small attendance, on motion of Dr. Vanderpoel, the In-

stitute adjourned.

May 10, 1859.

The president, Hon. J. Y. L. Pruyn, in the chair.

Dr. Willard presented the Transactions of the N. Y. State

Medical Society for 1859.

Gen. Gansevoort, from the committee appointed at the

request of Prof. Hall, reported that they had held several

meetings, and had nearly agreed upon a report, which they

would be prepared to submit at an early day.

Prof. Murray then read a paper in review of Hickok's

Rational Cosmology. After stating the fundamental prin-

ciples of the work, he proceeded to point out the erroneous

and inaccurate conclusions to which it arrived, especially

in the laws of Physics and Mechanics. He instanced his

demonstration of the second law of motion ; his account of

falling bodies ; his account of electric and magnetic phe-

nomena. He closed his paper by deprecating the employ-

ment of the a priori method of investigation in studying the

laws of matter ; and called upon its cultivators to show its

utility, by discovering some new law heretofore unknown.

Adjourned.

May 24, 1859.

The president, Hon. J. Y. L. Pruyn, occupied .the chair.

Mr. Paterson, on the request of the president, then read a

paper upon the binomial theorem, in which he endeavored
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to deduce the true method of development, and the suffi-

ciency of the formula for all possible cases that may arise.

Dr. Hough exhibited to the Institute specimen sheets of

the New York Gazetteer, now in process of preparation,

lie read from these the account given of Oneida county, its

various localities of interest, and brief notices of early set-

tlers. Dr. H. also exhibited a portion of the map which is

to accompany the Gazetteer.

On motion, it was resolved that when the Institute ad-

journ, it be to the third Tuesday of October.

Adjourned.

October IS, 1859.

The president, Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, presided.

The secretary reported donations to the library of the

Institute as follows

:

1. Memoires de la Societe de Physique, de Geneva—Vol.

XIV, 2d Part. Paris, 1819.

2. Memoirs of American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

New series—Vol. VI, Part 2d. Cambridge, 1859.

3. Proceedings of above—Vol. IV, p. 89-248. Cambridge,

1859.

4. Proceedings of Boston Society of Natural History

—

Vol. VII, p. 49-64.

5. Proceedings of American Antiquarian Society. Bos-

ton, 1859.

6. Historical Collections of the Essex Institute—Vol. I,

No. 2.

7. A Paper on a Uniform System of Meteorological Ob-

servations. Cincinnati, 1859.

8. Historical Magazine, Notes and Queries. Nos. 6, 7, 8,

9 and 10.

9. Smithsonian Report for 1857.

10. Patent Office Report for 1858.

11. Proceedings of American Philosophical Society

—

January to June, 1859.
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12. _ United States Agricultural Society, 7th annual Exhi-

bition, Chicago, 1859.

13. Boston Society of Nat. History—Vol VII, p. 65-128.

M.^First Ciixular'of Law School of Chicago, 1859-60.

15. Mercantile Library Association Report, N. Y., 1858-9.

16. Map and Chart for United States Coast Survey.

All the above works were presented by their several pub-

lishers.

In default'of an original communication for the evening,

the president called the attention of the Institute to the

official account of the successful expedition in search of Sir

John Franklin, as published in the London Examiuer. The

secretary, at the request of the president, read the commu-

nication.

At the close of this paper, Mr. Munsell exhibited to the

Institute an original Orderly Book of Gen. Burgoyne's army

in the expedition;from Canada. At the close of this orderly

book, there is a paper supposed to be in the hand-writing of

Gen. Jas. Clinton, giving the estimate of the losses, &c, of

the army from its first setting out.

Adjourned.

November 1, 1859.

The vice-president, R. Y. DeWitt, and the president, Hon.

J. Y. L. Pruyn, successively presided.

The following donations were announced by the secretary

:

Historical Collections of Essex Institute, Sept. 1859.

Historical Magazine, Notes and Queries—No. 1 1.

Mr. von Steinwehr proposed Richard M. Strong as a

member of this Institute.

Prof. Murray proposed Horace Averill of Albany, and

Jacob Wilson of Canajoharie.

Mr. von Steinwehr then read a paper upon a Method of

permanently removing the obstructions of the Hudson river.

Mr. von S. described the different methods which had

been resorted to, for narrowing the current of rivers, and

thus increasing the depth. He pointed out why the lougi-
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tudinal dyke was more likely to be undermined, and fail of

its object, than the transverse dyke. This latter had a con-

stant tendency to strengthen itself, by causing the deposi-

tion of matter in its vicinity. These transverse dykes

should be made to slant up stream. Their distance apart

should be in inverse proportion to the velocity of the cur-

rent. Mr. von Steinwehr exhibited drawings of these dykes

constructed in different ways, and explained the practical

method of constructing them.

In conclusion, Mr. von S. explained to the Institute the

improvements made in the navigation of the Vistula under

the direction of the Prussian engineers. The difficulties to

overcome were here very great; but such was the excel-

lence of the method adopted, that it has proved perfectly

successful. Mr. von S. exhibited charts of the river Vistula

before and after the improvement.

At the close of the paper, Mr. DeWitt mentioned an in-

stance in this connection in the state of Wisconsin, in which

the Hollanders had succeeded by fascine work in stopping

the advance of water.

Adjourned.

November 15, 1859.

The president, Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, occupied the chair.

Mr. Strong, Mr. Averill and Mr. Wilson, proposed at the

last meeting, were elected.

Dr. Hough proposed Dr. P. Carpenter of Waring, a cor-

responding member.

Prof. Murray proposed M. H. Bright and A. K. Shepard,

as resident members.

The committee appointed at the session of last winter to

superintend the binding of a number of pamphlets, reported

their work as nearly complete, and that by the next meet-

ing the volumes would probably be in the library.

Dr. Hough made some remarks to the Institute in illus-

tration of the French colony of Castorland. It was settled

on Black River in Lewis county, on land granted to Alex.
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McComb and others. It was largely made up from refugees

from the French Revolution, and prospered for a time. But

after the revolution was over, many families returned to

France, and the colony was almost entirely deserted. Five

or six families were all that remained, and their descend-

ants are still to be found in the region.

Dr. H. exhibited a specimen of the coupon of the com-

pany, the holder of which was entitled to a specified amount

of land ; also a jetton of the company, about the size of an

American half dollar. On one side of this piece is a figure

of Ceres, holding aloft a carpenter's brace and bits, with

which she has just tapped a sugar maple tree. In the ori-

fice has been inserted a hollow tube, from which the sap is

flowing in a copious stream. A faucet has been inserted

in the tube to regulate the otherwise too rapid flow.

One man was connected with this enterprise who has

since become famous in the field of practical engineering,

and whose son has but recently died—Brunei the celebrated

engineer.

At the close of Dr. Hough's communication, Dr. P. P.

Carpenter of London, who was present, exhibited to the

Institute drawings of the microscopic shells, discovered by

him burrowed in the shells of other molluscs. The draw-

ings were executed by the aid of a camera of peculiar con-

struction, by means of which the artist seems to be tracing

his pencil on the shells he is drawing. These drawings,

Dr. C. explained, were designed to be photographed down

to a uniform scale, and then engraved.

Dr. Carpenter also exhibited to the Institute a method of

using common ambrotype pictures in the magic lantern, in-

stead of the designs prepared especially for such a purpose.

Adjourned.
November 29, 1859.

The president, Hon. J. Y. L. Pruyn, presided.

Dr. Hough, from the committee on binding pamphlets,

reported their work complete, and the volumes now in the

possession of the Institute.
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The persons proposed for resident membership at the last

meeting, viz., M. K. Bright and A. K. Shepard, were elected^

Dr. P. P. Carpenter was also elected a corresponding mem-

ber.

Under proposition of members, Mr. Gavit presented the

names of Geo. P. Jackson and L. A. Orcutt as members.

The president then proceeded to give some reminiscences

of a journey undertaken by himself and party from Jerusa-

lem to the Dead Sea. Dr. Thompson, M. Aiken and Mr.

Jessup, American missionaries in Syria, accompanied the

party.

Mr. Pruyn described his visit to the Church of the

Nativity at Bethlehem, to the Cave of Adullam, and the

Monastery at Santa Laba
;
presenting extracts and engrav-

ing from the work of Stanley in illustration of his subject.

He then described the visit of the party to the Dead Sea,

and the River Jordan, the danger of attacks to which they

were exposed, and their return to Jerusalem.

After some remarks by Mr. Homes upon the comparative

security of life in Syria and other countries, the Institute

took a recess.

After which a donation of an elegantly printed pamphlet

on the Attack at Hatfield and Deerfield, from Dr. Hough,

was announced.

Mr. Carroll communicated to the Institute a novel method

of propelling canal boats, which had recently been intro-

duced on some of the canals in England. It consists in

passing an endless chain over the entire length of the boat,

dropping it upon the ground at the prow and lifting it again

at the stern. The chain passes around a cylinder on the

boat, which is made to revolve by means of a steam engine.

The inertia of the chain on the bottom of the canal causes

the boat to move forward. So far as practically tested, the

method has succeeded beyond expectation.

After some conversation in regard to the subject, the In-

stitute adjourned.

[Trans, iv.] 37
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December 20, 1859.

The president being absent, on motion of Mr. Munsell,

Dr. Hough was appointed chairman.

Mr. G. P. Jackson and L. A. Orcutt, proposed at the last

meeting, were elected resident members.

The Secretary proposed Mr. A. E. Brown as a member of

the Institute.

Dr. Vanderpoel then presented his paper on the History

and Economic Character of Coffee. He referred to the his-

tory of the introduction of coffee as a beverage, and the

many prejudices it was obliged to overcome before it be-

came generally adopted. He gave an interesting account

of the transportation of the coffee plant into the West India

Islands by the French government.

Dr. Vanderpoel described the plant and bean, and the

mode of cultivation adopted by different growers. He
pointed out how by the peculiar construction of the cells of

the berry, an exposure to moisture dissolved out the pecu-

liar properties. The method of preparing the beverage

from the bean, the defects of many methods, were described.

The hygienic effects of coffee were discussed, and the con-

clusion reached that as an economical article of diet it was

exceedingly important. Its effect consists in preventing to

a certain extent the waste of tissue which is going on in

the organization, and thus obviating the necessity of so

large a supply of food. This conclusion was sustained by

statistics of France and Belgium, and applied with peculiar

force to the working men.

Dr. V. at the close of his paper, described the adultera-

tions which have been made with coffee, and exhibited sec-

tions of the coffee bean in the microscope, showing the

peculiar cellular structure.

The secretary read the provision of the by-laws requiring

the annual election of officers to be held on the first

Wednesday in January, being the time of the next regular

meeting. Adjourned.
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January 3, i860.

In the absence of the president, Mr. Homes was appointed

chairman.

The Institute then entered upon the special order, viz.,

election of officers; Mr. Redfield and Mr. Murray acting as

tellers.

The ballot for president, secretary and treasurer being

taken, resulted in the choice of,

John V. L. Pruyn, President.

David Murray, Secretary.

Frederic S. Pease, Treasurer.

On motion of Dr. Hough, the officers of the departments,

in default of any election, remain the same as last year, viz.

First Department—
Richard Y. DeWitt, President.

John Paterson, Cor. Secretary.

John E. Gavit, Rec. Secretary.

John H. Hickcox, Librarian.

Second Department—
Stephen Van Rensselaer, President.

Peter Gansevoort, Vice-President.

S. 0. Vanderpoel, Rec. Secretary.

Joel Munsell, Cor. Secretary.

Charles H. Anthony, Treasurer.

Third Department—
Alexander S. Johnson, President.

Robert H. Pruyn, Vice President.

Franklin B. Hough, Cor. Secretary.

George W. Taylor, Rec. Secretary.

H. A. Homes, Treasurer.

Curators—J. H. Armsby, James Hall, Howard Townsend,

C. H. Anthony, David Murray.

Andrew E. Brown, nominated at the last meeting, was
elected a resident member.
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The Treasurer presented his annual report, which on mo-

tion was referred to a committee consisting of Mr. Edwards

and Mr. Redfield.

On motion of Mr. Murray, Dr. Hough was appointed a

special correspondent to send accounts of the proceedings

of the Institute to the Historical Magazine.

Adjourned.

January 17, 1860.

The Institute met: present, Messrs. Carroll, Edwards,

Hall, Hough, McCoy, Munsell, Murray, Pease, Pruyn, Red-

field, Vanderpoel, Van Santvoord, Willard, Averill, Shep-

erd, Jackson and Brown.

The president, Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, occupied the chair.

The Secretary announced the donation to the library of

the Proceedings of the Essex Institute.

Mr. Redfield, from committee appointed to audit the

treasurer's account, reported that they had examined the

treasurer's vouchers; and had, after correcting a slight

omission, found a balance in the hands of the treasurer of

$69.82.

Prof. Hall then presented a communication on the Genus

Eurypteris.

He then proceeded to describe the genus, illustrating his

remarks by exhibiting specimens of the various species, and

also showing its analogy with the king crab of the present

era.

He exhibited a restored engraving of a perfect specimen

of this animal, stating that he had introduced into this re-

storation no single characteristic which he had not actually

seen in one or the other specimens he had examined.

Prof. Hall closed his communication by explaining the

geological position in which this genus is found, both in

this country and Europe, and pointing out a mistake in

the relation of some of its parts, into which he supposed

English geologists to have fallen.
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Mr. Haddock being present, on invitation of the presi-

dent, gave an account of his balloon ascension with La

Mountain from Waterloo.

He estimated the highest altitude attained to have been

3£ miles. During 34 minutes, the thermometer sank lj de-

grees per minute. The distance traversed was 286 miles in

3 J hours: this was at the rate of about 85 miles per hour
;

and yet with all this speed, they were entirely unconscious

of motion.

Mr. Haddock gave it as his opinion that balloon ascension

was not destined to attain any useful end. Its scientific re-

sults were about on a par with kite-flying.

Adjourned.

January 31, 1860.

In the absence of the president, Mr. Munsell was appointed

chairman.

The Secretary announced donations to the Institute col-

lections, of an iron coin of the time of Antoninus Pius, and

an old Greek coin, from W. B. Sprague, jr. ; also from J. W.
Stearns, a specimen of variegated anthracite coal, and a

Canada halfpenny.

Mr. Hickcox, from the State Library, then presented a

communication upon the Early Paper Currency of New
York.

Mr. Hickcox's paper was a complete history of paper cur-

rency in New York, giving minute details of the various

acts issuing paper, and redeeming it. It closed with a

summary of the amount of bills of credit issued in New
York, with their respective dates.

At the close of Mr. Hickcox's paper, George P. Jackson

presented a communication in regard to the defects of hol-

low cast iron columns. He showed the difficulty of casting

them, and asserted that for small columns, solid were pre-

ferable.
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Prof. Murray gave a computation as to the relative

strength and cost of the two kinds.

Adjourned.

February 14, 1860.

In the absence of the president, Mr. Carroll was made

chairman.

On motion of Mr. Murray, a committee of publication was

appointed, to whom might be referred papers for publica-

tion in the Transactions.

Dr. Hough, Mr. Munsell and Mr. Murray, were made such

committee.

On motion, Mr. Hickcox's paper, read at the last meeting,

was referred to this committee.

Under proposition of members, Dr. Hough proposed Dr.

James Wynne of New York, as a corresponding member.

The secretary then read a paper by Jacob Wilson of Ca-

najoharie, corresponding member of the Institute, upon

The Augment and the Growth of Words. This paper dis-

cussed elaborately the augment as found in the different

languages; arguing that it was by no means peculiar to

Greek, but common to English and all other languages. It

traced the manner in which words are thus augmented, and

the manner in which one augment may be transformed into

another.

Dr. Hough presented some remarks upon the sun dial

erected upon the S. E. corner of the Capitol. He showed

the plates from which the dial was made, in Ferguson's

Lectures on Astronomy, and explained the construction.

On motion, it was resolved that Dr. Hough be requested

to draw up an account, with reference to its publication, of

the specimens of premium cloths preserved by the Society

of Arts, and now in the library of the Institute ; and

also an account of the system of premiums sustained by the

state in the early part of this century, to encourage the

manufacture of cloths.

Adjourned.
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February 28, 1860.

The president, Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, presided.

Dr. Wynne, proposed as a corresponding member at the

last meeting, was elected.

Dr. Hough, from the committee appointed to prepare a

report on the specimens of premium cloths preserved in the

library of the Institute, presented a report. He gave an

account of the various acts of the legislature under which

these premiums were bestowed. He gave complete lists of

the counties and individuals among whom premiums had

been distributed, and also the aggregate of money thus

expended, during the time the system was pursued. This

report was referred to the committee on publication.

Dr. Willard read a paper on gun-shot wounds. He began

by narrating some remarkable cases of the freaks of gun

balls. He then gave a detailed account of a case of a gun

shot wound in the lung, which had occurred in his own

practice ; in which, although the lung was wounded so that

the air oozed out through the orifice, the sufferer recovered.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presented the Orderly Book of

Burgoyne's Army, from the press of Joel Munsell.

Adjourned.

March 20, i860.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, occupied the chair for a por-

tion of the meeting ; after which, on retiring, he called Dr.

Willard to preside.

A. K. Shepard read a paper on the mineral and other re-

sources of Mexico. He showed that the insecurity of the

government, and the natural want of enterprise in the

people, have prevented the development of these resources

to anything like their just extent. The capacity of the

country is almost boundless in its mineral wealth. When-

ever the government shall become secure and liberal, so as

to encourage the influx of foreigners, the full wealth of the

country will begin to be seen. The silver mines are the

chief mines, but the methods of working are unproductive
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and wasteful, so that many of the richest mines have been

abandoned because they do not pay. Coffee is a consider-

able product of the country. The interior table lands are

exceedingly fertile and healthy, but the yellow fever occa-

sionally visits the cities on the gulf.

Mr. Homes mentioned a discovery which was said to have

been made in Europe, of flints—wrought flints—in the

chalk formation, remarking that it had been creating some

discussion among the journals of Europe, to account for

these flints at a time previous to the acknowledged era of

man.

Prof. Hall explained the actual position of flints in the

geological scale, and showed that it was absurd to suppose

that flints could be found in the locality indicated.

Adjourned.

April 3, 1860.

In the absence of the president, the vice president, Mr.

DeWitt, occupied the chair.

There being no other business, the communication for the

evening was presented by Prof. Hall.

He stated in beginning, that the views here advanced

were first proposed by him ten years ago : and in his address

at Montreal in 1857, he proposed and discussed similar

doctrines.

His view of the formation of mountain ranges was in

brief, that the mountain chains were the accumulations of

the sediment deposited along the principal oceanic currents

and shore lines while the present continents were sub-

merged ; and that the foldings of the strata, and the pro-

duction of the synclinal and anticlinal axes, have been

caused by the subsidence resulting from the vast accumu-

lation of matter in the line of these currents.

These opinions Prof. Hall supported by a great number

of facts and illustrations drawn from well known geological

phenomena, especially from the phenomena presented by

the Appalachian chain of mountains. The deposits along
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the line of this chain amount to 40,000 or 50,000 feet, and

bear evidence of having been made in shallow water. This

vast accumulation could only have taken place by the sub-

sidence of the ocean bed along the line, thus keeping the

surface under water. The aggregate deposits are here much

greater than the highest elevation of the range, and must

have accumulated during subsidence.

Prof. Hall claimed also that this same theory would apply

to other mountain chains, and would thus afford a natural

and simple explanation of those phenomena for tjie solution

of which unknown and unexplained forces had been appealed

to as the active agents.

Adjourned.

April 17, 1860.

Under proposition of members, Mr. Averill proposed Dr.

M. L. Mead as a resident member, and Dr. Hough proposed

E. B. Eliott as a corresponding member.

Prof. Hall made some remarks supplementary to and ex-

planatory of the communication presented by him at the

last meeting. He called attention to the fact that the high-

est of the mountains was only about one-fifth or one-sixth

of the whole thickness of the geological deposits from water,

evincing that the highest parts of the range were only more

abundant deposits of the same kind as were taking place on

each side of them. He traced the beds of sandstone from

their greatest thickness at the greatest altitude of the

range, to where they thinned out entirely at the west.

Some discussion followed the remarks of Prof. Hall, upon

the principles inculcated. After which, without further

action, the Institute adjourned.

May 3, 1860.

The president, Hon, J. V. L. Pruyn, in the chair.

Dr. M. L. Mead, proposed at the last meeting as a resi-

dent member, and E. B. Eliott of Boston, proposed as a cor-

responding member, were duly elected.

[Trans. w.\ 38
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The president presented to the Institute a communication

from Dr. F. B. Hough, asking the privilege, under certain

conditions, of printing a manuscript volume in the library

of the Institute, containing the transactions of a commis-

sion appointed to arrange a treaty with the Indians of New
York.

On motion, the desired privilege was granted to Dr.

Hough, and the details of the arrangements referred to the

president.

The secretary read a paper sent to the Institute by Jacob

Wilson, Esq., of Canajoharie, on Motion.

Mr. DeWitt spoke of a portrait, now at Annesley's store,

of De Witt Clinton, and believed to be the best portrait of

Mr. Clinton in existence. It was painted by Mr. Ames.

Adjourned.

May 31, 1860.

The president, Hon. J. Y. L. Pruyn, in the chair.

On motion of Mr. Redfild, it was resolved that when the

Institute adjourns it shall be to the 3d Tuesday of October.

The Secretary announced as donations to the library,

Memoirs of the Society of Physics and Natural History of

Geneva, from the Society through Smithsonian.

Memorials of Mrs. J. Y. L. Pruyn, from the president.

Transactions of the New York Medical Society, from Dr.

Willard, secretary.

Mr. Homes then proceeded to read a paper upon the re-

cent alleged proofs of the existence of man at a former

geologic period. He detailed the discoveries which had

been made of hatchets made from flint, and arrows and

other alleged works of man. These had been discovered

in Abbeville, France, and at Brixham Cave in Devonshire,

England. Mr. Homes gave a resume of the discoveries as

published in various periodicals, concluding from them that

it had been generally conceded that the implements were

the work of man, but that was still in dispute whether the
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discovery of them in the place where they were found,

necessarily implied the existence of them at a former era.

Prof. Hall followed in some remarks upon the subject of

Mr. Homes's paper. He explained the difference between

drift, used in its general sense, and stratified drift. The

latter was clearly a later formation than the former. He
said it was possible that some ambiguity existed about the

location of these flint implements, by the use of these terms

indiscriminately. He quoted Sir Charles Lyell, who had

visited the localities where the discoveries had been made-

Sir Charles was ready to admit the pre-Adamite existence

of man if necessary. He saw no conflict with scripture in

such a discovery. He, for the present, however, deemed the

proof insufficient to establish the fact. It was not yet clear

that these implements may not have been deposited there by

agencies at present existing.

On motion of Prof. Hall, Mr. Homes was requested to

collect facts on this subject to lay before the Institute at

some future meeting.

The Institute, without further action, then adjourned.

November 20, 1860.

In the absence of the president, A. E. Brown presided.

A number of donations were announced.

On motion, Dr. Willard was requested to prepare a list

of the founders and successive members of the Institute,

with such biographical notices as in his opinion would be

interesting to the Institute.

The Institute then adjourned.

December 4, 1860.

In the absence of the President, Mr. Pruyn, Prof. Hall,

presided.

Under nomination of members, the name of George W.
Hough, assistant Astronomer at the Dudley observatory,

was sent in by Prof. Dean.

After some discussion upon the subject of Coal and Rock
Oil, the subject was left for future consideration, Mr. Mur-
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ray promising to embody in a paper some observations

made by himself in the oil regions.

An article upon the character and works of Carl Ritter

the German Geographer, was read in part by the secretary,

and commented on by Mr. von Steinwehr, who was himself

a student of Ritter.

It was announced that Prof. Hall would, for the next

meeting, present some observations on the geology of Wis-

consin.

The Institute then adjourned.

December 21.

In the absence of the president, Mr. Carrol presided.

Mr. Hough, proposed at the last meeting, was unanimously

elected.

Under the head of communications, Prof. Hall presented

some remarks in regard to some points of interest in the

geology of Wisconsin. He illustrated his remarks by refer-

ence to a geological map of the region and by specimens

of various palseontological remains. He also described a

remarkable new genus of crinoidea, which he designated

Cheirocrinus, from its resemblance to a skeleton hand. The

character of the genus was illustrated by diagrams and

specimens of several species were exhibited.

After Prof. Hall's communication, without further action,

the- Institute adjourned.

January 9, 1861.

The Institute met, and in the absence of the president,

Dr. Yanderpoel was made chairman, After reading the

minutes, the special order was announced to be the election

of officers for the ensuing year.

On motion of Mr. Averill, the rules were suspended and

the election was held viva voce.

Mr. Munsell moved that the officers of last year be all re-

elected. Carried unanimously.

No further business being before the Institute, it ad-

journed for two weeks.
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January 29, 1861.

The president, J. V. L. Pruyn, presided.

Mr. Pease proposed Elisba Y. Ten Eyck as a resident

member of the Institute.

Under communication from officers, the treasurer, Mr.

Pease, presented his annual report which, on motion, was

referred to a committee to report. Committee appointed

by chairman consisted of Mr. Averill and Mr. Brown.

Prof. Murray then read a paper descriptive of the oil

wells of Pennsylvania and of the nature and amount of oil

yielded by them. He gave an account of these wells as

worked in Titusville, Franklin, and Tidionta ; of the vast

number of these wells which had been bored, and of the

proportional amount of those which yielded oil. Quoting

Prof. Silliman and others, he gave a comparative estimate

of this as compared with other illuminating materials.

At the close of this paper, Prof. Hall gave a description

of the position of the rock in which this oil is found, ascrib-

ing its origin to vegetable and animal material which had

become embedded in the rock. Its rise to the surface he

explained by the inclination of the lamince of the rock in

which it is found, so that when perforated at a depressed

portion, the pressure from above forces it up.

Prof. Hall gave also some account of the gas springs and

deposits in which they occur, which are found in various

parts of the United States and Canada.

Prof. Hall gave the Institute some account of the dispute

among geologists in regard to the Taconic system, espe-

cially with reference to the position of the Canada geolo-

gists upon it.

After these remarks, the Institute adjourned for two

^veeks

February 12, 1861.

The Institute met, and being called to order, Mr. Munsell

was made chairman.

Mr. Ten Eyck, proposed at last meeting, was elected.
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The committee appointed to examine the treasurer's re-

port, through Mr. Averill, reported that they had examined

his accounts and compared them with the vouchers and

found them correct.

Cash on hand, Jan. 1860 $72.83
" received from members 225.00

$297.83
u expended during year 220.54

" on hand, Jan. ], 1861 77.29
297.83

Without further business, the Institute adjourned for two

February 26, 1861.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, occupied the chair.

There being no other business, Prof. Dean proceeded to

read the paper for the evening, on The Baconian Philoso-

phy-

He described the position of philosophy at the era when

Bacon wrote, its defects and errors. He stated partly in

Bacon's own words, the fundamental principles of the new

system, and the aim and object of its tendency. He pointed

out that it excluded from its domain the consideration of

God and the human mind, Bacon assuming that these be-

longed exclusively to the domain of faith. In this, Bacon's

philosophy failed, as explained by himself ; it failed to

connect the world of mind and matter in one whole, thus

creating a duality in the universe, instead of that unity

which must exist in it.

The whole paper presented a distinct picture of the Ba-

conian philosophy, with all its powerful advantages, and

the decided and beneficent impulse it gave to human inven-

tion.

At the close of Prof. Dean's paper, after some general

conversation, but without further action, adjourned.

March 12, 1861.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, in the chair. The secretary

being absent, no minutes were read.
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A paper was then read by Dr. Howard Townsend, on the

Waters of the Dead Sea.

Dr. Townsend exhibited samples of the water and de-

scribed its constituents and properties. He also discussed

at length the topography of the region and the probable

origin of the peculiar characteristics of the locality. The

paper was of great interest and value.

March 26, 1861.

The Institute met, and in the absence of the president,

Prof. Hall was called upon to preside.

No other business being before the meeting, Dr. Vander-

poel proceeded to read a paper, being a condensed transla-

tion of an account of the Duchess of Albany. He gave a

preliminary sketch of the political characters of the epoch

;

of the son of the deposed James II., who was the hus-

band of the Duchess of Albany; of the gallant and ro-

mantic attempt he made to regain the throne of Eng-

land j of his political position, which led to his marriage,

through the intervention of the French court, and of his

subsequent residence and character ; of the connection of

the poet, Alfieri, with the duchess, and of the final elope-

ment of the pair.

At the conclusion of Dr. YanderpoePs paper, Dr. Towns-

end exhibited to the Institute a beaautiful copy of a monk-

ish manuscript. It seemed to be a theological work of

some importance, from the notes and observations written

in another hand upon the margin. It was in monkish Latin,

and rendered particularly unintelligible by the numberless

contractions.

Dr. Townsend also exhibited an early specimen of print-

ing, being the Liber Propetarum. It was remarkable for

the clearness and perfection of the type, in this respect

being scarcely inferior to the best specimens of the present

day.

After this, without further business, the Institnte ad-

journed.
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April 17, 1861.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

Prof. Hall, at the request of the president, proceeded to

give some sketch of the Geology of the State, with special

reference to the question of the Taconic system. He made
full explanations of the succession of strata, especially in

New York and Canada, and showed the bearings of the

discussion which had been going on in regard to the age of

the rocks which had been named by Dr. Emmons the Taco-

nic system.

Prof. Hall promised to prepare a table of the different

species of fossils found in the successive systems, and show

that no such distinction as that claimed really existed as to

that particular locality.

After Prof. Hall's remarks, the Institute took a recess

and adjourned.

May 14, 1861.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

Donations were announced :

Dr. Barnes's Mathematical works, from Dr. Whewell.

Memoirs American Academy Science, from Society.

Mr. W. Hough, assistant astronomer at Dudley observa-

tory, then read a paper on the Present Condition of Astro-

nomical Science.

After some general remarks in regard to the science of

astronomy, he proceeded to explain the American method

of recording transits of stars, and also the regulation of

clocks by means of electrical attraction.

Then he discussed the system of planetary bodies be-

tween Mars and Jupiter, the different theories which had

been proposed for accounting for it and the objections.

He discussed, finally, the probability of the existence of

a planet or planets between Mercury and the Sun, and the

reliance to be placed upon the alleged discovery of such a

planet. He decided that on the whole, the balance was

somewhat against the new planet.
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After some general conversation upon the subjects of the

paper, the Institute took a recess and then adjourned.

May 28, 1861.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

Donations announced

:

Proceedings of American Antiquarian Society.

Proceedings of Essex Institute.

Prof. Hall then proceeded to present his communication

on Geology, especially with reference to the proof of the

existence of aTaconic system of rocks. He explained by what

evidence the succession of strata in rocks, first, the superpo-

sition of strata would actually be observed ; then the fos-

sils belonging to each determined. When the fossils have

thus been thoroughly ascertained, as they have been now,

they serve afterwards as the most satisfactory evidence of

the relative age of rocks in any disputed locality.

Prof. Hall then discussed the number and character of

the fossils found, especially of trilobites, in the successive

eras of rock, exhibiting a chart in illustration of his posi-

tion, showing the extent and range of the different kinds of

trilobites. From arguments founded on these facts, Prof.

Hall contended there was no ground for the position held

by those who advocate the Taconic theory.

At the close of Prof. Hall's communication, the Institute

took a recess, after which they adjourned to the last Tues-

day of October.

November 19, 1861.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

The following donations were announced :

Historical Collections of the Essex Institute.

Proceedings of Boston Society of Natural History.

40th Annual Report of New York Mercantile Library

Association, 1861.

Memoirs of Royal Society of Konigsberg, 1860.

[Trans, iv.] 39
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Memorial of City of Chicago for National Armory, No-

vember, 1861.

Historical Magazine.

After some general conversation in regard to the interests

of the Institute, but without further business, the Society

adjourned for two weeks.

December 3, 1861.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

Mr. Hough, of the Dudley observatory, was announced

for a paper at the next meeting.

No communication being ready for the evening, the Insti-

tute, on motion, adjourned for two weeks.

December 17, 1861.

Dr. H. Townsend, on motion, was appointed chairman.

Donations were announced as follows :

Proceedings of Boston Society of Natural History.

Historical Collections of Essex Institute.

Prof. Hough then, according 'to previous notice, present-

ed a communication on the subject of Astronomy.

He limited himself to the progress of the science during

1861. He remarked that very many observations in astron-

omy could be quite as well made with small instruments as

large ; and it was especially noticeable that many times a

phenomenon which has been once seen with a large instru-

ment can afterwards be readily seen with a small. But in the

present state of science, it is doubtless true that most of

the progress made must be by the most perfect instruments.

During 1861, Mr. Hough said that nine planets had been

discovered and two comets. He gave an account of the

discovery of these planets and also of the discovery of and

observations on the comets. Of the latter bodies, the first

was the Thacher comet, discovered by Mr. Thacher of New
York; the second was the great comet of 1861, discovered

first on June 29th, and visible here first distinctly July 3d.
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The length of this comet was at first 120°, decreasing very

rapidly at the rate of about 25° daily.

A third comet, not, however, a new one, is now visible.

Mr. H. gave an account of the discovery of this comet, the

discussion and determination of its orbit (three and a half

years) by Encke, and most interesting of all the important

part this comet had played in the determination of the

mass of Mercury, and the existence of an etherial medium

which had retarded its motion about one hour in each revo-

lution.

At the close of Prof. Hough's paper, an interesting

discussion followed in regard to personal equations, in

different observers, and the methods used for determin-

ing it.

After which, it was announced that at the next meeting

Prof. Hall would present a communication on the Geology

and Geological Survey of Wisconsin, illustrated by maps

and charts.

The Institute then adjourned for three weeks.

January 7, 1862.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

The following donations were announced :

Memoirs of American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

Yol. VIIL, from the Society.

The Plains of Long Island, from Col. Johnson.

The Potato, its Diseases, from Col. Johnson.

On motion of Mr. Murray, it was resolved that at the

next regular meeting, the Institute proceed to the annual

election of officers.

Prof. Hall then presented his communication on the

Geology and Geological Surveys of Wisconsin.

After some general remarks on the geology of Wisconsin,

he proceeded to speak more particularly of the lead region.

All the lead deposits of any extent are found in what is

termed Galena limestone, a magnesian limestone. In this
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rock the lead occurs in crevices, extending nearly perpen-

dicularly, often, however, extending laterally, but never

tortuous. It has been the common impression that all

metals have come from the lower regions upward, and in

pursuance of this idea, various attempts have been made to

find lead in the rocks underlying the Galena limestone, al-

ways, however, without success. The geological survey of

the state has brought to light no instance of successful

mining in any other rock.

This seems to disprove the theory of the subterraneous

origin of the lead ore. The only plausible theory is that

there had rested on the surface of the earth a fluid contain-

ing a salt of lead in solution, from which it had crystalized.

The accompanying substances, viz.: sulphates of iron and

zinc, give evidence in the same direction.

Some discussion followed the paper, after which, without

further business, the Institute adjourned two weeks.

January 21, 1862.

The Institute met according to adjournment, the presi-

dent, Mr. Pruyn, in the chair.

The treasurer, Mr. Pease, presented his annual report.

The special order, the election of officers being announced,

the president made a statement explaining the provisions

of the charter for the election of officers.

The Institute then proceeded to the election of the general

officers, president and treasurer, Mr. Brown acting as chair-

man, and Mr. Munsell and Mr. Redfield being appointed tellers.

Mr. Pruyn was unanimously reelected president, and Mr.

Pease treasurer.

On motion, the following officers of the departments were

elected viva voce

:

First Department—
Richard V. DeWitt, President.

John Paterson, Cor. Secretary.

David Murray, Eec. Secretary.

John H. Hickcox, Librarian.
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Second Department—
Stephen Van Rensselaer, President.

Peter Gansevoort, Vice-President.

S. 0. Vanderpoel, Rec. Secretary.

Joel Munsell, Cor. Secretary.

C. B. Redfield, Treasurer.

Third Department—
Alexander S. Johnson, President.

John N. Campbell, Vice President.

J. I. Werner, Cor. Secretary.

Curators—James Hall, Howard Townsend, C. H. Antho-

ny, Amos Dean, Andrew E. Brown.

The annual report of the treasurer was referred to a

committee consisting of A. E. Brown and Mr. Munsell, to

be examined and compared with vouchers.

The secretary announced the donation of five copies of

Indian Treaties, from the publisher, Mr. Munsell
;
explain-

ing, at the same time, that the volume is printed from a

manuscript volume in the library of the Albany Institute,

with extensive and valuable notes by Dr. F. B. Hough, one

of the members of the Institute, and dedicated to Hon. J*

V. L. Pruyn, president of the Institute.

On motion, the following resolution was adopted and

entered on the minutes :

Resolved, That the thanks of the Institute be presented to

Dr. F. B. Hough and Mr. Munsell for their labors, in bring-

ing before the public, one of the valuable manuscripts of

this society; to Dr. Hough as the indefatigable editor and

annotator ; to Mr. Munsell, for the exquisite typography of

the volume ; that for theJive copies he has presented to the

Institute, the thanks of the society be presented to Mr.

Munsell, and that ten copies additional be purchased by the

Institute for the purpose of exchanges; and that the trea-

surer be authorized to pay Mr. Munsell, on the certificate

of the secretary, the amount at the rate of five dollars per

copy.
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A note from Dr. Vanderpoel was received, nominating

J. Meredith Read as a resident member of the Institute.

The nomination, under the rule, was laid over till the next

meeting.

Dr. Hough then proceeded to read a paper in regard to a

plan for compiling the statistics of the present war. He
presented forcible reasons for preserving the minutest de-

tails of those who were now engaged in this war, and the ne-

cessity of employing the present time while these details are

accessible, in collecting and compiling them.

Dr. Hough then gave his plan for tabulating the statistics

of the war, exhibiting specimens of the tables which he would

employ, and explaining how, under the authority of the state,

this might readily be done for the state of New York.

At the close of Dr. Hough's paper, the following resolu-

tion was unanimously adopted :

Resolved, That the Institute appreciate highly the neces-

sity which Dr. Hough has pointed out, of taking advantage

of present opportunities for collecting the valuable statis-

tics of the present war, and that they deem the plan pro-

posed by Dr. Hough as admirably adapted to secure the

end, and that they earnestly recommend the effort to make

arrangements to carry it into effect.

Dr. Hough proposed Charles S. Loosey, Austrian consul

general at New York, as a corresponding member of the

Institute. On motion, the rules were suspended and he

was elected.

Prof. Hall desired to add to the remarks he made at the

last meeting, the statement that the lead regions of Missouri

and Wisconsin furnish, at the present time, one-eighth of

all the lead yielded in the world.

Prof. Hall also made some remarks in regard to publish-

ing the papers read before the Institute, expressing a desire

that the Institute might bear the credit of the publication

of many scientific discoveries, which otherwise must seek

other avenues of publication.
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On motion of Mr. Murray, a committee was appointed to

take into consideration the subject of the more frequent

and regular publication of the Institute proceedings, and

report at the next meeting. Mr. Munsell, Prof. Hall and

Mr. Murray were appointed such committee.

The Institute then adjourned for two weeks.

February 4, 1862.

Institute met : Present Messrs. Brown, Munsell, Pease,

Redfield and Murray, who not constituting a quorum, ad-

journed for two weeks.

February 18, 1862.

Institute met : Present Messrs. Brown, Munsell, Paterson,

Shepard and Murray, who not constituting a quorum, ad-

journed.

February 28, 1862.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

Under election of members, J. Meredith Read, proposed

at a former meeting, was unanimously elected a resident

member.

The donation of a new volume from the press of J.

Munsell, Life of Sir Watler Ralegh, was announced.

The Hon. Lewis H. Morgan, of Rochester, who was pres-

ent by invitation, then read an elaborate paper on the Mi-

gration of the Indians.

He began by pointing out the causes of migration in rude

tribes. These were chiefly subsistence and hostility of

tribes. The Indians subsisted on: 1. fish; 2. game; 3.

agricultural productions. Hence they needed a woody re-

gion, abounding in water streams, and their migrations will

be found to follow these conditions. The large prairie area

in America, extending on both sides of the Mississippi and

north almost to the Arctic sea, was almost uninhabited by

the Indians.

Bancroft estimates the Indians at the time of the landing

of the pilgrims at 180,000.

Mr. Morgan discussed the question, what was the initial
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point whence all these migrations proceeded, and showed
that all seemed to point to Puget's sound as the most
probable.

Mr. Morgan then followed out the migrations of several

tribes : the Dacotah, Algonquin, Shoshonee, &c.

At the close of the paper, some discussion followed upon
the points brought forward in the paper, after which the

following resolution was offered and unanimously adopted :

Resolved, That for the elaborate and interesting paper to

which we have listened, evincing such patient and exten-

sive research and so rich in results in regard to our know-

ledge of the early inhabitants of this country, the thanks

of the Institute be presented to Mr. Morgan, and that a

copy of it be requested for publication in the Transactions.

Without further action, the Institute adjourned.

April 1, 1862.

Dr. Amos Dean, on motion, presided.

The committee, consisting of Mr. Brown and Mr. Mun-
sell, appointed to examine the treasurer's accounts, report-

ed that they had examined the accounts and the vouchers

and found the same correct: $172.74 in treasury.

Dr. Townsend exhibited to the Institute two reprints or

fac-similes of old editions of Shakspeare.

1. A reprint of the Comedies of Shakspeare, from the

folio edition of 1623.

2. A reprint of two editions of Hamlet, 1603 and 4,

printed on opposite pages and showing the emendations and

enlargements made by Shakspeare.

Mr. Munsell introduced to the notice of the Institute,

some attempts towards obtaining a correct representation

of the old Dutch church, especially the interior. He

showed a ground plan furnished him by the late Samuel

Pruyn, a short time before his death, and also a perspective

view of the interior, constructed from this ground plan

and such descriptions of it as he had been able to obtain

from old inhabitants.
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April 15, J 862.

The Institute met: Present Messrs. Munsell, Pease, Pa-

terson, Brown, Hongh and Murray, who not constituting a

quorum, adjourned.

April 29, 1862.

On motion, Hon. John Taylor presided.

Thomas Symonds, nominated at the last meeting, was

unanimously elected a resident member.

Dr. Willard presented three Danish books to the Library

of the Institute.

Prof. Hall then proceeded to present his communication

in relation to the Niagara Group of Rocks. He pointed

out how rocks of the same age are determined, viz.: by the

fossils found in them, and then traced out the limits and

extent of this group in the United States and Canada. He
explained that it was often difficult to determine cotempo-

rary fossils when the districts were far removed from each

other, because in former geological periods, as well as at

present, the fauna of different regions varied very widely.

He showed by a comparison of the fossils of New York

and Indiana of the same age, how much these varied.

Another source of difficulty lay in the great difference in

appearance of the same fossil, owing to the difference of

the material in which it had been embedded.

Prof. Hall illustrated these principles in Palaeontology by

the exhibition of numerous specimens of fossils from his

own cabinet, especially of crinoids, corals, &c.

Prof. Hall also described a new crustacean, a new genus,

from the Potsdam sandstone, not yet described.

Dr. Willard read a paper upon Army Surgery, with spe-

cial reference to the condition of our present army. He
pointed out the true sphere of the army surgeon, not so

much a practitioner to give medicine in sickness, as to at-

tend to the sanitary regulations of the army and prevent,

by the use of proper means, the numerous diseases to which

camps are liable. Dr. Willard stated that he had prepared

[Trans, iv.] 40
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for publication in the Transactions of the State' Medical

Society, complete tables of surgeons of the state of New
York now in service, or who had been, together with the

register of their localities and times of entering and leaving

service.

At the close of these papers, the Institute adjourned.

May 19, 1862.

The president, J. Y. L. Pruyn, presided.

Under donations, the Proceedings of the Essex Institute,

and Prof. Hall's Report on the Geological Survey of the

State of Wisconsin, were announced as having been re-

ceived.

Mr. Munsell then proceeded to give an account of the

old Dutch Church in Albany. It was built in 1715, of stone,

and was built around the wooden one which it was in-

tended to replace. Services continued to be held in the

inside one till within three weeks of the time the out-

side one was entirely complete.

Mr. Munsell exhibited to the Institute an attempt at a

restoration of the interior, as nearly as it could be gleaned

from old people who can remember it. He also exhibited

original records of the church, of 1667, translating them

from the original Holland Dutch.

Mr. Munsell also showed a window taken from the old

church by Garret Gates, who claimed it at the time the

church was demolished, in the name of his mother, as the

descendant of Andries Herbertsen, whose name it bore,

under the date of 1657. Mr. M. had rescued it from obli-

vion in a fragmentary condition, and had succeeded in re-

storing the exact figures of eleven of the twelve panes of

which it originally consisted, in stained glass.

After Mr. Munsell's annunciation, some discussion fol-

lowed in regard to the expediency of assuming the publi-

cation of a new series of the Annals of Albany, to be pre-

pared by Mr. Munsell. The subject was finally referred to

a committee with power, consisting of Mr. Pruyn, Mr.

Murray and Mr. Redfield.
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Prof. Hall made a statement in regard to some Canadian

publications, regarding bis discoveries, and asked that the

following communication be entered on the minutes, which

was unanimously granted

:

Albany, May 12, 1862.

I certify, that on the ninth day of February, 1861, I sent

to Captain James Anderson, at that time of the Cunard

Steamer Canada, a box of fossils, among which were some

specimens of Potsdam sandstone from Trempaleau, "Wis-

consin, containing small linguloid shells, given to me by

Prof. James Hall, under the name Lingula polita, which

name was written upon the labels sent with the specimens.

Without being able to designate the precise time, I know

of my own knowledge that at a time previous to the date

specified above (ninth of February), Prof. Hall had made

comparisons of this small fossil with the figures and descrip-

tions of Dr. D. D. Owen, who had designated it as Obolus

apolinus, and that its relation to Obolus and its differences

therefrom, as exhibited in figures given by Davidson,

were fully discussed by Prof. Hall and myself.

Signed, R. P. Whifield.

On motion, it was resolved, that the next meeting be the

last for the present season, and that then the Institute ad-

journ to meet on the third Tuesday of October.

December 16, 1862.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

Donations were announced.

A paper was then read by Mr. Murray, on the History

and Prospects of Petroleum.

Some account was given of the geographical and geolo-

gical distribution of it ; its introduction as a branch of

commerce ; its utility as an illuminator, and its explosi-

bility.

Some remarks were made by Prof. Hall and others, in

regard to the same subject.
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After a short recess, on motion, it was resolved that the

next meeting be held two weeks from to-night.

The death of Col. Howard Carroll, a member of the In-

stitute, was announced ; and on motion, the secretary was

ordered to prepare a suitable minute to be entered on the

records of the Institute.

On motion, the Institute then adjourned.

December 30, 1862.

Institute met: Present Messrs. Pruyn, Paterson, Munsell,

Orcutt, Hall, Anthony, Hough and Simonds, who, not con-

stituting a quorum, adjourned.

January 13, 1863.

The special order being the election of officers, Mr.

Pruyn announced that Mr. Pease wished to be relieved

from the duties of treasurer, on account of the impaired

state of his health.

On motion, a committee consisting of Messrs. Hall, Tay-

lor and Murray, was appointed to nominate officers for the

ensuing year. Through Mr. Hall, the committee reported

the following nominations, which were unanimously con-

firmed :

John V. L. Pruyn, President.

Andrew E. Brown, Treasurer.

David Murray, Secretary.

First Department—

Richard V. De Witt, President.

John Paterson, Cor. Secretary.

David Murray, Rec. Secretary.

George W. Hough, Librarian.

Second Department—
Stephen Van Rensselaer, President.

Peter Gansevoort, Vice-President.

S. 0. Vanderpoel, Rec. Secretary.

Joel Munsell, Cor. Secretary.

C. B. Redfield, Treasurer.
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Third Department—
Alexander S. Johnson, President.

John N. Campbell, Vice-President.

J. I. Werner, Cor. Secretary.

Curators—Prof. James Hall, Dr. Howard Townsend, Prof.

C. H. Anthony, Prof. Amos Dean, Andrew E. Brown.

Prof. Hough, of the Dudley observatory, then presented

a description of a new instrument for recording and map-

ping the position of stars. He described the methods in

ordinary use for observing and recording the position of

stars, aud then showed how he proposed that his instrument

should in a certain measure supersede these. He exhibited

portions of the apparatus which he had used, as well as

numerous specimens of the work done by it. He pointed

out how this method would be especially serviceable in

detecting the presence of planetary bodies which might be

present in the field of observation. This might be done by

superimposing the observations of successive nights, and

noticing if any one of the stars had changed its relative

position.

Minute prepared on Resolution of the Institute, in memory of

Howard Carroll.

Howard Carroll, a member of the Albany Institute, and

at the time of his death Colonel of the 105th regiment, N.

Y. S. V., died at Washington, 29 September, 1862, aged 35.

The immediate cause of his death was wounds received

at the battle of Antietam, in which himself and regiment

acted a conspicuous part.

It is with profound regret that the Institute is thus

called upon to notice the loss of one of its most active and

accomplished members. Born and liberally educated in

Ireland, he had for years devoted the energies of a singu-

larly versatile and practical mind, to the development of

the resources of his adopted country. Few engineers in this

country excelled Col. Carroll in planning and successfully
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executing the structures with which his profession has to

do. He was versed not merely in the immediate techni-

calities of his profession, but was a ready and well versed

scholar in a very wide range of human knowledge.

His conversation, his congenial and social disposition, his

generous and active impulses, all were well known to the

members of the Institute ; and in view of the loss to soci-

ety, to the cause of science, and to the service of the coun-

try, the members of this society deeply lament the death of

Col. Carroll, and will cherish his memory with affectionate

respect.

Donations were announced as follows :

Historical Collections of Essex Institute.

Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society.

Journal of the Society of Natural Sciences, Philad'a.

Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences.

Wed. H. Bogart, who was present, read an interesting

letter, written from Albany by Gen. Burgoyne, at the time

he was passing through Albany as a prisoner of war, and

entertained by Gen. Philip Schuyler.

On motion of Prof. Hall, the following resolution was

adopted

:

Resolved, That the thanks of the Institute are due and

are hereby heartily tendered to Mr. F. S. Pease, for the

faithful manner in which he has for a long time fulfilled

the duties of treasurer, and that the Institute regrets that

any circumstances should exist to prevent his further con-

tinuance in the same office.

On motion of Mr. Murray, it was resolved that Mr. Pease

be elected a Life Member of the Institute.

On motion, the Memoir of Prof. Hough presented this

evening, was referred to the publication committee.

On motion, the Institute then adjourned.
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February 3, 1863.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

The committee appointed to examine the treasurer's ac-

counts and vouchers, consisting of Mr. Brown and Mr. An-

thony, reported that they found them in due form and cor-

rect.

Balance from old account. , $172.74

Cash received 215.00

$387.74

Paid $175.09

Balance on hand 212.65

$387.74

On motion, the report was accepted and ordered to be

placed on file.

On motion, a committee of three was appointed to procure

the arrangement and proper disposal of the collection of

coins. The committee was Mr. Paterson, Mr. Munsell and

Mr. Murray.

Prof. Hall then, after making some general remarks upon

the Spirifer and Terebratula families of fossils, gave a de-

scription of a new genus, which he named.

He then gave an interesting account of the recent dis-

coveries and developments which had led to the convic-

tion that the rocks named Catskill mountain group, by the

New York geologists at the time of the survey, were really

a part of the Chemung group. It had originally been de-

fined old red sandstone, because no fossils had been discovered

in it ; but more recently many fossils had been found, clear-

ly identifying it with the Chemung group. This discovery

restored the symmetry of the formations in New York, all

of which now are found to run in nearly parallel bands from

the Hudson river on the east to the lakes on the west. It

still seemed probable that some portions of the higher peaka

of the Catskill mountains were of this old red sandstone

formation. Prof. Hall mentioned with commendation the
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efforts and studies of Mr. Way of Franklin, Delaware coun-

ty, in developing the palaeontology of these rocks.

After Prof. Hall's paper and some general conversation

on these subjects, the Institute adjourned.

February 17, 1863.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

The following donations were announced :

Report of the British Association for the advancement

of Science, 1860.

Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sci-

ences.

Historical Collections of the Essex Institute.

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society.

Dr. Howard Townsend read the paper for the evening,

on Spectral Analysis.

He gave a history of the various discoveries in regard to

the solar spectrum from Newton to the present time, espe-

cially with reference to the lines crossing the spectrum.

These last had been studied more particularly by Kirchoff

and Bunsen, two German chemists. They had studied also

the spectra produced by the flames of different burning

substances. They had discovered a universal law in regard

to the lines crossing the spectrum, and the body being

burned. Each body when bound in flame produced in the

spectrum lines peculiar to itself ; so that it becomes easy to

detect the nature of a body by burning it in flame. They

detected two new metals not before suspected, by this

means. By a magnificent generalization, they concluded

that the lines in the solar spectrum were caused by the

presence in the atmosphere of the sun, of substances like

those whose flames produced the same lines on the earth.

The conclusion of these chemists was that the sun was

composed of matter identical in elements with the matter

of the earth.

At the close of Dr. Townsend's paper,
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Dr. Barker of the Albany Medical College, exhibited the

Spectroscope, explained its construction and showed speci-

mens of its analysis. The instrument used was manufac-

tured for Henry T. Martin, Esq., under his supervision and

from plans furnished by himself. A chart, exhibiting the

solar spectrum with its chief lines, and the spectra of dif-

ferent elements was shown. It was drawn on stone by B.

F. Smith, Jr., and printed by Lewis & Goodwin.

At the close of these proceedings, the Institute, without

further business, adjourned.

March 3, 1863.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

Donations were announced as follows

:

HalliwelPs Provincial Dialects of England, presented by

Joel Munsell, publisher.

Memorial of Semi-Centennial Celebration of Hamilton

College, 1862, presented by Hon. J. Y. L. Pruyn.

Boston Journal of Nat. Hist. Society, Vol. VII., No. 2.

Mr. Benjamin of the N. Y. State Library, then read a paper

upon the habits of burial and the cemeteries of different

nations. The earliest and simplest of the modes of burial

was the mound of earth, remains of which still exist. This

was succeeded by the heap of stones, and this by the pyra-

mid. Another style of burial was in caves, and from this

originated the catacombs, specimens of which remain at

Rome and Paris. Then our present method of burial grad-

ually sprung up, in which we deposit our dead in conse-

crated ground or in consecrated buildings. Westminster

Abbey, the Chapel of Henry VII., the Mausoleum at Halicar-

nassus, the Taj-Mahal in Hindoostan, are all buildings either

built or devoted partly to the purposes of burial.

Mr. Benjamin's paper having been concluded, the Insti-

tute, without further business, adjourned.

March 17, 1863.

In the absence of the president, Dr. Vanderpoel presided.

It having been stated that a movement was about to be

[Trans, iv.] 41
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made to erect some suitable monument to Dr. Beck, the fol-

lowing resolution was unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That the Institute approve most cordially the

project now revived, of erecting an appropriate monument

to the memory of Dr. T. Romeyn Beck; and in view of his

eminent services in the cause of science and his immediate

relations to this society as one of its founders and for many

years its president, that the members of this society will

extend to those undertaking this enterprise every aid, facil-

ity and encouragement in their power.

Without further business, the Institute then adjourned.

March 31, 1863.

In the absence of the president, Dr. Townsend was ap-

pointed to preside.

The following donations were announced :

Transactions of the American Philosophical Society.

Proceedings of the Geneva Society of Nat. History.

Historical Collections of the Essex Institute.

A communication from the Geneva Society of Natural

History was read, acknowledging the reception of " Pro-

ceedings of the Commissioners of Indian Affairs."

Mr. John Paterson then read a paper entitled Researches

in the Calculus of Operations.

The object of the paper was to develop a new and more

philosophical basis for fluxions and other analytical ex-

pressions of a higher order. All quantity of which the

mind took cognizance might be classed :— 1. Space ; 2. Time;

3. Force, or cause; 4. Result, or effect; and 5. Relation, or

ratio.

By combining these, Mr. Paterson showed that all mathe-

matical expressions might be produced. The method was

analogous to the operations in physical science in which we

not only separate the substance into its elements and thus

determine its constitution, but we reverse the process and

recombine them to form the substance.

Mr. Paterson took, as an illustration of his subject, the
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movement of a point under the influence of an accelerating

force, and showed how without resort to infinitessimal

quantities we might obtain the equations of condition.

At the close of Mr. Paterson's paper, the chairman, Dr.

Townsend, stated that it had been his intention to exhibit

to the Institute, this evening, an experiment to show the

function of the human liver. This gland, the largest in the

body, has, until recently, been a puzzle to physiologists.

Its office seemed too trivial for so important a position in

the body. Recent investigations have thrown new light

upon the subject, and shown that one of its offices is to trans-

mute food into sugar for the use of the body. The experi-

ment that he had designed to exhibit had, for its object, this

demonstration of the glycogenic function of the liver. With

the permission of the society, he would bring this before

them at the next meeting.

Without further business, the Institute then adjourned.

April 14, 1863.

In the absence of the president, Dr. McNaughton pre-

sided.

The following donations were announced :

28th Annual Report of the Y. M. Library Association of

Cincinnati, 1862.

Annual Report of Surgeon-General of New York, 1863.

9th Annual Report of Sup't of Pub. Instruction, 1863.

Dr. Townsend read the paper of the evening upon the

Glycogenic Functions of the Liver.

To Bernard, a pupil of Magendie, Dr. T. said, we are

indebted for the new light thrown upon the functions of

this largest gland in the human body.

Till his time it seemed strange that the uses of so impor-

tant a part of the body should have remained unknown. It

was generally supposed that it had something to do in se-

creting bile, and something to do in digestion. But

Bernard has showed that the true use is to secrete sugar
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for use in the body. This he proved by various experi-

ments on the livers of animals and men.

Dr. Townsend, repeating his experiments, showed the

presence of sugar in the liver of a beef—while no traces

of it could be found in other parts—as for instance, the

muscles of the animal.

He also explained, from a model, the position of the liver

and the manner in which the blood, before passing into the

lungs for oxidization, passed through the liver to receive a

portion of sugar.

At the close of Dr. Townsend's paper, some discussion

followed upon the subject.

It was announced that at the next meeting, Prof. Geo. F.

Barker of the Albany Medical College would present a paper

upon the subject of Ozone.

The Institute then adjourned.

April 28, 1863.

The president, Mr. J. Y. L. Pruyn, presided.

The donation of a copy of the Legislative Manual for

1863, from the president, was announced.

Prof. Barker of the Albany Medical College, then pro-

ceeded to give a communication on Ozone.

After some introductory remarks, he proceeded with a

history of the views that have been advocated and dis-

carded in regard to this substance.

The peculiar odor, usually described as sulphurous, has

been noticed to follow discharges of lightning. The same

was observed to accompany the action of electrical ma-

chines.

The substance emitting this odor has been called ozone,

and the view most commonly held about it at the present

time is that it is oxygen which has undergone a peculiar

change, and is in an allotropic condition.

It may be prepared,

1. By the action of electricity on the air.
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2. By exposing oxygen to the repeated discharges from

an electrical battery.

3. Slow combustion (as of phosphorus) furnishes ozone.

4. Light develops ozone in certain liquids.

Prof. Barker then explained the effects of ozone on the

mucous membranes ; as a bleaching agent ; as a disinfectant

;

its effects are exceedingly powerful and active.

He then showed the tests for detecting its presence in

the air, by which the minutest traces may be discovered.

Many mysterious phenomena may perhaps be explained

by the presence or absence of this agent. In times of

cholera, a deficiency in this element has been observed

;

influenza, a painful affection of the mucous membrane, may

be accounted for by its superabundance; the souring of

milk by a thunder storm is doubtless due to the action of the

ozone which has been developed ; the bleaching of cloth by

exposure to the air, is due to the same agent.

Dr. Barker's statements were fully and beautifully illus-

trated with experiments. He closed his communication by

a reference to a new theory, very recently advanced, to

account for the phenomena of ozone, a theory which had

not as yet received a complete demonstration.

On motion, the Institute then adjourned.

May 19, 1863.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, presided.

The following donations were announced :

Historical Collections of the Essex Institute, Feb., 1863.

40th Annual Report of the Mercantile Library Associa-

tion, Philadelphia, 1863.

Transactions of the St. Louis Academy of Sciences.

The paper for the evening was read by Prof. Bradish of

the Michigan University, on Landscape Gardening as one

of the Fine Arts.

After giving some account of the development of gar-

dening as an art in different countries, and of the different

schools of the art, Prof. Bradish proceeded to develop

some of the principles which are applicable to it.
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1. We must not be content merely to copy nature, but

we must separate what is accidental from what is the ideal

of nature, and follow not what is accidental and often de-

fective, but what is the ultimate idea.

2. Everything must be adapted to the locality, for a style

of treatment that would be suitable in one locality would

be inappropriate in another. Just as in painting, harmony

must be preserved ; a painting of noon must not be the

accompaniments of morning; so, in gardening, we must

make one ornamentation to conform with the contour of

the land, which can not be altered.

Landscape gardening may be divided into two styles,

which will include nearly all kinds of treatment. These

are the graceful and the 'picturesque. The graceful is adapted

to smooth, free, rolling ground, and the trees and plants

must be made to suit ; when water is introduced, the mar-

gins must be smooth and gently declining ; the walks

must wind gently and abrupt and angular turns must be

avoided. The picturesque is adapted to irregular, broken

ground, steep descents, sudden waterfalls. Banks of water

must be broken and rocky; trees less regular; streams

rocky. The two styles are related to each other as the

Gothic and Grecian styles of architecture. In both, we

must aim at unity, harmony and variety.

The materials are abundant to produce these effects. The

American forests furnish trees in profusion.

Mr. Bradish enumerated many varieties of trees and

shrubs which can be used for these purposes, and described

the characteristics which would fit them for particular

localities.

At the close of this paper, on motion of Dr. Yanderpoel,

the thanks of the Institute were unanimously presented to

Prof. Bradish for his paper.

The application of Col. Jewett to purchase a coin in the

Institute collection was, on motion, declined, although the

offer on Col. Jewett's part was liberal.
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The subject of the adjournment of the Institute for the

season being introduced, it was resolved that the next meet-

ing be the last for this season.

Mr. Munsell nominated Dr. H. D. Paine as a member of the

Institute.

Mr. Murray nominated Prof. Bradish of Michigan Uni-

versity, as a corresponding member.

These nominations were laid over under the rule till the

next meeting.

On motion, the Institute then adjourned.

June 3, 1863.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, in the chair.

Under elections, Dr. Henry D. Paine was elected a resi-

dent member.

Prof. Alvah Bradish was elected a corresponding member.

Dr. Franklin B. Hough then, by invitation, read a paper

entitled Personal Observation of the Second Battle of Bull

Run. Usually, the accounts of battles are not the work

of eye-witnesses—never can be. One man can only see a

small part of any battle field. My account, therefore, is

not an account of the battle, but only of what I saw, or,

perhaps, may be termed the personal adventures of a

surgeon.

Dr. Hough then gave a detailed description of the pre-

liminary movements and of the disposition of the troops,

and of his own movements during the progress of the

battle.

Dr. Hough, after concluding his paper, presented blanks

of the Bureau of Military Statistics, containing forms of

inquiries, &c; also, he explained their plan for collecting

documents, portraits, &c.

The president, Mr. Pruyn, made some remarks as to the

organization of this bureau, and of the movement made to

organize it at an earlier day.

Prof. Murray then read a short paper in regard to a plan
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for a Park for the city of Albany. The locality proposed

was the Fox street valley, and was to contain 250 acres.

At the close of the paper, on motion of Prof. Hall, it was

ordered, that the paper be laid before the Common Coun-

cil, and that Mr. Pruyn, Mr. Brown and Mr. Murray be a

committee to take the proper steps to bring it before that

body.

On motion, the Institute then adjourned to the third

Tuesday of November.
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Laws, early of, Albany, 269.

Lead, geological place of, 295, 296,
299.

Leda subscitula, 79

Length, measures of, 57.

Leptocelia, note on the genus, 145.

Lichas breviceps, 222.

Boltoni, 223.

Limestones of western coal measures,

2, 3.

Liver, paper on functions of, 311.

London, parks of, 234.

Longitude, determination of, 257.

Loosey, Charles S., election of, as

corresponding member, 298.

Loxonema vincta, 28.

Lyonsia concava, 82.

Cooperi, 83.

McCoy, Prof., remarks by, 253.

Macrostylocrinus genus, 207.

striatus, 207.

Man, early traces of, 287.

Manuscript, ancient, exhibited, 291.

Marriages, registration of, 246.

Mead, M. L., election as a resident

member, 285
Measures, decimal and dual systems

of, 50.

Medals, observations on the design
and import of, 176, 249.

Medal department in Mint, memorial
for, 247, 248.

from Napoleon III, exhibited,

253.

Meek, B. F., description of organic

remains from the cretaceous

rocks of Vancouver's Island,

37.

on organic remains, 73.

paper presented from, 247.

on Permian fossils, 258.

Melocrinus obconicus, 206.

Members of Inst., proposed list of,

277.

Menzies, William, donations from,250.
Meristella genus, observations upon,

125.

described, 140.

Maria, 212.

Mexico, mineral resources of, 283.

Military statistics, blanks of, 315.

Miller, Wm. A., paper on phonetic
languages, 69.

Minor, W. C, election as a resident
member, 261, 262.

upon some of the homologies of
the odontoid, 267.

exhibits dissections of the mud-
fish, 270.

Mint, medal department for, 247, 248.

Mira star, notice of, 260, 263.

Mix, D. E. E., elected corresponding
member, 255.

problem proposed by, 254.

Monotis hawni, 76.

Morgan, Lewis H., paper on migration
of Indians, 299.

Motion, paper on, read, 286.

Mountain ranges, Prof. Hall on, 284.

Mud-fish, remarks on, 270.

Munsell, J., exhibits specimens of

paper, 250.

paper on burning of books, 252.
paper by, on history of St. Pe-

ter's Church, Albany, 268, 269.
exhibits orderly book of Gen.

Burgoyne, 274, 282.

plans of Dutch Church, 300, 302.
paper by, on Phoenician inscrip-

tion, 68.
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Murchisonia attenuata, 27.

elegantula, 27.

insculpta, 26.

terebriformes, 28.

turritella, 27.

vermicula, 27.

Murray, Prof., review of Hickok's
Cosmology, 89, 272.

petroleum, 1,49, 303.

plan for a park in the city of Al-
bany, 229, 215.

on astrology, 244.

on beer, 250.

solution of problem, 256.

remarks on surveying, 268.

on head dresses, 270.

on oil wells of Penna., 289.

Myalina peratteuuata, 77.

Natica Carlyana, 31.

littonana, 30.

Nautilus Clarkanus, 32.

eccentricus, 83.

Nebraska, fossils of, 247, 258, 262.

Nebraska rocks, notice of, memoir
upon, 38.

Negro plot, paper on, 253.

Newbury, Dr. J. S., fossils fonnd by,

37.

Niagara group, new fossils from, 193.

remarks on, 301.

Nucula Shumardana, 16.

nasuta, 17.

Traskana, 39.

Obstructions in Hudson, 274.

Odontoid, upon homoligies of, 167.

Officers elected, 1858, 244.
• 1859, 265.

1860, 279.

1861, 288.

1862, 296.

1863, 304.

Oil mineral, paper on, 289, 303.

remarks on, 287.

Orcutt, L. A., elected as resident

member, 277, 278.

Oriental localities, remarks on, 277.

Orthis dubia, 12.

umbraculum, 12.

hybrida, 209.

Orthoceras epigrus, 33.

Owen, Dr. D. D., report noticed, 1, 2.

Ozone, paper on, 312.

Pacific R. R., Survey, fossils found by,

35,36.
Paine, Dr. H. D., election as a resi-

dent member, 315.

Panama, ocean levels at, 269.

Paper, ancient specimen exhibited,

291.

Paper currency, paper on, 281, 282.

Park, central, N. Y., account of, 254

Park for city of Albany, plan of, 229,
315.

Paterson, John, article on weigbts and
measures, 50.

solution of problem, 256.

paper on result of a constant
force, 260.

paper on binomial tbeorem, 272.

on calculus of operations, 310.

Pease, F. S., report as treasurer, 264.

vote of thanks for long service as
treasurer, 306.

made a life member, 306.

Pentremites konickany, 4.

conoideus, 5.

Perkins, Prof., solution of problem,
264.

Permian fossils, paper on, 73, 247,
248.

committee to report on, 259, 262,
272.

Petroleum, distribution of, 151.

statistics of production, X50.

geological position, 152.

discovery of—in America, .155.

wells, process of boring, 159.
refining process, 160.

illuminating power, 162.

explosibility, 163.

history and properties of, 149.
303.

Pholadoma borealis, 41.

» subelongata, 42.

Pholidops ovalis, 209.

Phonetic languages, paper on, 69.

Phoenician inscription, 68. .

Photographing minute objects, 276.

Physical constants, determination of,

256.

Pleurophorus ? occidentals, 80.

subcuneata, 81.

Pleurorhyncus, 13.

Pleurotomaria concava, 24.

conula, 26.

humilis, 21.

Leavenworthiana, 24.

Meekana, 22.

nodulostriata, 21. ,

Piasalusis, 22.
(

»

rotundata, 23.'

subanglata, 25.

Swallovana, 24.

trilineata, 25.

Wortheni, 23.

Potsdam sandstone, date of, descrip-

tion of certain fossils, 303.
Premium cloths, condition of, 113,

248, 249.

Printing, origin, Mr. Homes on, 259.

Problem, proposed by Mr. Mix, 254,
256.
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Problem prepared by Mr. Mix, solu-

tion of, 264.

Proceedings of Institute, 262 to 316.

Productus biseriatus, 12.

indianensis, 13.

Pruyn, J. V. L., account of a mediaeval
legend, 255.

extends an invitation to mem-
bers of Institute, 266.

presents an Indian stone ham-
mer, 270.

remarks on copper regions of

Lake Superior, 271.

remarks upon oriental localities,

277.
_

Publication," committee on, 282. •

remarks on, 296.

of proceedings ordered, 302.

Rathbone, Joel, election as resident

member, 259, 260.

Read, J. Meredith Jr., election as resi-

dent member, 298, 299.

Receptaculites subturbinatus, 224.

Redfield, C. B., elected a resident

member, 247.

on remarkable attachments of

animals, 270.

Registration, paper read on, 246.

Retzia Verneuilana, 9.

Rhodocrinus Melissa, 198.

Rhynchonella acinus, 215.

Grosvenori, 10.

Indianensis, 215.

macra, 11.

mutata, 10.

reticulata, 217.

ricinula, 9.

subcuneata, 11.

tennesseensis, 228.
• Whitii, 216.

Wortheni.
Rhynchospira evax, 213.

Ritter, Carl, article upon the charac-

ter and works of, 288.

Rotalia, Baileyi, 34.

Rugg, Geo. S., elected a resident

member, 262, 263.

St. Christopher, legend of, 255.

« St. Peter's Church, on history of, 268.

Sandstones of western coal measures,

2, 3.
'

Sanford, J. P., election as resident

member, 262, 263.

Sarcophagus of Esmunazar, 68.

Scheutz tabulating machine noticed,

257.

Sbakspeare, early editions of, 300.

Shepard, A. K., election as a resident

member, 275, 277.

paper on mineral resources of

Mexico, 283.

Smithsonian Institution, donation
from, 272.

Spectral analysis, Dr. Townsend on,

308.

Spectroscope exhibited, 182, 309.

Spergen Hill fossil locality, 34, 36.

Spirilera bifurcatus, 8.

crispus, -212.

Spirifer eudora, 211.

Norwoodana, 7.

Spiriferina spinosa, 8.

Spirigera hirsuta, 8.

Spirorbis annulatus, 34.

flexuosus, 224.

inornatus, 224.

Stars, new instrument for charting,

167, 305.

Street, A. B., paper on negro plot, 258.

Steam, economical use of, naper on,

251.

Streptorhynchus tennis, 210.

Strong, Richard M., election as a resi-

dent member, 274, 275.

Strophomena semifasciata, 210.

Strophostylus cyclostomus, 218.

Sunbeam and the spectroscope, 1.

Sun dial on Capitol, 282.

Sun painting, paper on early history

of, 261.

Surface, measures of, 58.

Surgery, army paper on, 301.

Surveying, remarks upon theory of,

268.

Swallow, Prof., report noticed, 1.

notice of paper of, 85.

Permian fossils, noticed by, 248,

259.

Swan, R. W., election as resident

member, 259, 260.

Symonds, Thomas, election as resi-

dent member, 301.

Tabulating machine noticed, 257.

Taconic system, remarks on, 289, 292,

293.

Taylor, G. W., upon atmospheric and
ocean currents, 266, 267.

specimens presented by, 250.

Telegraph, early experiments with,

245.

Ten Eyck, Elisha G., election as resi-

dent member, 289.

Terebratula formosa, 6.

millepunctata, 35.

trinuclea, 7.

turgida, 6.

Thracia, occidentalis, 43.

subtruncata, 44.

Townsend, Dr. Howard, article on the

sunbeam and the spectroscope,

182.

exhibits ancient manuscript, 291.
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Townsend, Dr. Howard, on waters of

the Dead Sea, 291.

on early editions of Shakspeare,

300.

on spectral analysis, 308.

functions of liver, 311.

Treasurer's report, 264, 289, 290, 296,

297, 300, 307.

Trigonia Evansana, 42.

Vancouver's Island, fossils of, 37.

Vanderpoel, Dr. S. O., paper on the

Duchess of Albany, 291.

on history and economical char-

acter of coffee, 278.

remarks on burning of library,

252.

Van Dyck, Rev. C. V. A., transmits

copy of Phoenician inscriptions,

68.

Volume, measures of, 58.

Von Steinwehr A., elected. a resident

member, 247.

on Christian architecture, 251.

on Gothic architecture, 255.

on removing obstructions in the

Hudson, 274.

on character of Carl Ritter, 288.

Waldron, Indiana fossils from, 193.

War, plan of statistics of, 298.

resolution in behalf of, 298.

Warner, Mr., account of Central Park,

254.

Way, Mr., palaeontological researches

of, 308.

Weight, measures of, 58.

Weights and measures, J. Pateraon's

article, 50.

Wilson, Jacob, election as correspond-
ing member, 74, 275.

Willard, Dr. S. P., on gunshot
wounds, 283.

to prepare a list of members of

Inst., 287.

on army surgery, 301.

presented a specimen of Sir Wil-
liam Johnson's certificates, 266.

Williamson's Exploring Expedition,

37.

Wilson, Jacob, paper on augment and
growth of words, 282.

paper from, read, 286.

Window from Old Dutch Church,
302.

Wisconsin, Geology of, remarks by
Prof. Hall, 288, 295.

Wolf frauds, paper on, 257.

Worthen, A. H., obligations ex-
pressed, 2, 4.

Wynne, Dr. James, election as corre-

sponding member, 282, 283.
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